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Introdution

In the summer of 1877 one of Don Boso's writings appeared under the title of The Pre-

ventive System in the Eduation of Youth. Although later it was often alled the Treatise,

or Small Treatise on the Preventive System, it was simply an appendix to another pro-

motional work in Italian and Frenh entitled The Opening of St Peter's Patronage in

Nie-by-the-sea. The sope of this work as presented by Fr John Boso with an appendix

on the preventive system in the eduation of youth.

1

A few days after the text was drawn up Don Boso himself explained it to his trusty

master of novies, Fr Giulio Barberis, beause in the brief news item onerning the

opening of the new plae in Nie, on 12 Marh 1877, and in the draft of the address

he had given there, these pages were extra to what had been planned for the event. �I

believe this little work an do very muh good in Frane. They are not as positive there

as we are here, but they speaking of doing more, are enthusiasti and aept new things

more readily. . . we need them to get to know us better. The preventive system espeially

will be reeived and spoken of frequently by the newspapers. Word will get around�.

2

We will see how in the spae of four months Don Boso had seen to three editions (one

bilingual, then one in Italian, one in Frenh) and inluded pages on the preventive system

when he printed the Regolamento per le ase della Soietà di S. Franeso di Sales (The

Regulations for the Houses) raising the unforeseen text of 1877 almost to the status of a

lex fundamentalis in his rules for the boys and the Salesians for a entury or so, and it

found its way into various languages as Salesian work spread. The text was then published

in the Salesian Bulletin: Italian and Frenh in 1880, Spanish in 1887 in Argentina and

1889 in Spain, in German in 1899 (preeded by the Mehler edition in 1892) and many

others.

3

Referene to the pages spread through biographies of Don Boso whih grew in number

even while he was alive: C. Conestabile and L. Mendre (1878), Ch. D'Espiney (1881),

A. du Bo¸s (1884). . . and even more expliitly through admirers and sholars of his

preventive system.

4

1

Inaugurazione del Patronato di S. Pietro in Nizza a Mare. Sopo del medesimo esposto dal Sare-

dote Giovanni Boso on appendie sul sistema preventivo nella eduazione della gioventù.Turin,

Tipogra�a e Libreria Salesiana, San Pier d'Arena � Nizza Marittima 1877, 68 p. The preventive

system text � in Italian on the left hand side pages and Frenh on the right, is on pages 44 to 65.

2

G. Barberis, Cronihetta 12, p. XI, ASC-Rome

3

A quik overview of editions from 1877 to 1924 an be found in Giovanni (s.) Boso, Il sistema

preventivo nella eduazione della gioventù. Introdution and ritial texts ed. Peter Braido, in

�Rierhe Storihe Salesiane� 4 (1985), pp. 208-213.

4

At the same time awareness of the universal nature of his system was growing in Don Boso. It

was appliable within Salesian institutions and in the broader range of institutions of eduation or

re-eduation. Given the world of youth in all their soial, ultural, psyhologial irumstanes, the

possibilities of prevention and reovery and how to ahieve it, he did not have the fores on hand

to takle it all. What he was doing was modest in quantity and limited in terms of well-developed

instanes. It is obvious that today too and in the future, the potential sphere of ation for his

preventive message goes well beyond the matter of his own personal and institutional hoies: f P.

Braido, L'esperienza pedagogia di don Boso nel suo �divenire�, in �Orientamenti Pedagogii� 36

(1989), pp. 32-35 (Il sistema preventivo pubbliato e proposto ome metodo universale di eduazione

5



�Preventive� has many dimensions

Aside from terms like �preventive system�, �repressive system� as used in 1877, the fea-

tures of Don Boso's eduational and soial work had already been evident for some

thirty years in what he was doing and how he re�eted on it: in his �rst ontats with

young people in Turin, in the Oratory, in the attahed home for boys, in his journalisti

ativity, in drafts of regulations for boarders and day students, in his memos and his-

torial outlines regarding the �rst oratories and the Congregation, in the biographies of

young people he wrote in the 1850s and 60s, and in the guidelines he gave Retors of the

homes (ospizi) and boarding shools (ollegi) in the 1860s and 70s.

5

Indeed, when ompared to suh a rih and variegated experiene the ontents and ref-

erenes of what he wrote in 1877, other than being an expression of ertain priniples,

seem rather thin. The preventive system was seen in exlusively pedagogial terms and

in relation to an all-embraing institution suh as a home or boarding establishment.

6

Instead, onsidering all of Don Boso's experienes together, and his re�etion on them,

this pedagogial dimension of the system translates into many notably di�erent method-

ologial versions whih orrespond to the variety of pratial initiatives and institutions

they arose from and were shaped by: oratory, groups, popular ulture, working-boys

home, seminary, boarding shool, ommunity of religious and eduators.

And beyond the eduational dimension, in all these various methodologial on�gura-

tions there is one fundamental one whih preedes it and also supports it. This is its

haritable, soial, politial nature. We see evidene of this early on in what he did and

how he spoke or wrote; we see it even more urgently expressed in his words and writings

in his �nal deade, 1877-1887: requests for �nanial aid from authorities and private bod-

ies, his irulars regarding lotteries and building operations, the Salesian Bulletin whih

ame into being in 1877 and in whih he printed a letter to Cooperators at the beginning

of eah year; his sermons on harity, onferenes, addresses. This aspet was strongly

evident, alongside the eduational one, already in the �nal years of the 18th entury,

whih was onfronting the 'soial question', and in the �rst years of the new entury,

often in antithesis to solutions of soialist or anti-Christian inspiration. Through his

multiple preventive ativity on behalf of poor and abandoned youth who were both at

risk and a danger to others, Don Boso seemed to be the most e�etive individual in

the Catholi amp and in moderate or onservative elesiastial and ivil settings, for

resolving a troubling problem of great onern. He set in motion a huge work of soial

restoration and �a providential work for modern times�.

7

giovanile); Idem, La prassi di don Boso e il sistema preventivo. L'orizzonte storio, in Il Sistema

Preventivo verso il Terzo Millennio. Rome, Edizioni SDB 1985, pp. 165-177 Gli operatori, gli

eduatori.

5

P. Braido, Il sistema preventivo di don Boso alle origini (1841-1862). Il ammino del �preventivo�

nelle realtà e nei doumenti, in �Rierhe Storihe Salesiane� 14 (1995) 255-320.

6

See the appropriate and persuasive omments of P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità

attolia, vol II Mentalità religiosa e spiritualità (Rome, LAS 1981), pp. 459-466 Valori e limiti

dell'opusolo sul Sistema Preventivo

7

Cf P. Braido, �Poveri e abbandonati�, �periolanti e periolosi�: pedagogia, assistenza, soialità

nell'�esperienza preventiva� di don Boso, in �Annali di storia dell'eduazione e delle istutuzioni

6



The various patterns whih belong to the preventive system and espeially its basi

eduational and soial dimensions, onstantly aompany Don Boso as his experiene

and re�etion developed. At any one time one of these might take preedene over the

other. His writings mirror this too. We need a hronologial presentation of his most

onise and signi�ant expressions, aording to when they were formulated or in order

of the events to whih they refer. Here we have a vast prodution to draw from and

many angles mirroring his ever-present preventive onern.

8

None of these is onneted with a fully-elaborated theoretial system. Casual irum-

stanes at times intervene when we are trying to work out the order of things, but always

related to the ongoing, unfaltering ideals whih inspired him.

Personal and ommunity tradition

Don Boso soon formed lear ideas on what he wanted to do and how; his programmes

and approahes. The orresponding strutures and shape they took help provide detail on

how all this ativity expanded: so we need to look at onrete programmes of animation

and leadership and their relevant douments: onstitutions, regulations and their details,

hapter and ounil ats, the many diretives that grew out of meetings with individuals

and ommunities, visits and inspetions or whih were entrusted to letters to individuals

or irulars.

In the onstant e�ort to regulate matters, guided by a patient willingness to adapt

to hanging irumstanes he reveals outstanding qualities whih might be missed by

someone who overly insists on the mysterious or enigmati dimension: his far above-

average intelligene, whih resulted in quality deisions, his depth of observation and

grasp of the situation, his bent for organisation of a wide range of outstanding ativities,

the original nature of his disoveries, and the ontinuity in his ativity.

9

There is one very relevant feature of his ativity as rule-giver and leader whih we

see in pratie and in his writings, espeially those seleted for this book. It is the

onstant referene to the individuals on the ground, a sharing of life and work, listening,

formal and informal onsultation. As a onsequene we �nd a gradual elaboration of

experiene, re�etion expressed both in person, individually, in ommunity and through

the institutions. This interation grew more intense as Don Boso gradually drew some

of his young students into his ativity. He formed them aording to his ideals, made

a 'religious soiety' out of them and set them on the path of beoming o-ators with

him in his eduational and soial ativity. This way he almost inadvertently moved from

teaher to disiple � in olletively onstruted experienes. How otherwise ould he have

ated, spoken, written about the Retor as he did, or assistane, the preventive system,

the eduative 'family', study and work, piety, play and heerfulness, without habitually

disussing it all with retors, assistants, teahers, instrutors? They were immersed in

solastihe�, 2 Bresia, La Suola 1996, pp. 183-236.

8

Cf. P. Stella, Gli sritti a stampa di S. Giovanni Boso, Rome, LAS 1977, 176 pp. Writings published

after Don Boso's death, so not ontained in Peter Stella's work, will be indiated as we go along.

9

Cf G. Moretti, I santi nella loro srittura. Esami grafologii. Rome, Edizioni Paoline 1975, pp.

300-301.

7



the daily grind with him � and sometimes more than him, working for the young, with

them, part of their suesses and failures, problems, di�ulties. It is natural that this

absorption in ation and re�etion should grow with the expanding number and age of

his ollaborators and institutions and the onsequent multipliation of meetings, debates,

disussions and deisions agreed on at onsultative and deision-making assemblies. And

of ourse there were also just the daily onversations.

10

As a onsequene, material not immediately written by him but ertainly desired by

him or inspired in unity with a ommon experiene, ould be given legitimate plae in

this historial and living tradition. We inlude in this the letter dated 10 May 1884

and the irular on punishments, 29 January 1883. We ould onsider other douments

similarly, transripts or ehoes of experienes suh as the state of the Oratory in 1849,

the disussion with Urban Rattazzi in 1854 and the dialogue with Franis Bodrato in

1864.

All this material would seem to have persuasive historial validity even if some items

were ignored or remained unpublished or were handed on in bits and piees over a long

period of time. They are an expression of a olletive, institutionalised tradition whih

guaranteed their survival and ontinuity at the level of fat and passed on the same

inspiration, demands and sensitivities as other material that they originated from.

Convergent and dissimilar douments

From the �rst group of douments we have reprodued (1845-1862) at least two aspets

emerge regarding Don Boso's gradual awareness of his peuliar mission to the young

and ordinary people: reviewers had begun to pereive ertain germinal features of his

eduational style beginning to �ourish in the oldest of these douments (1945, 1847); and

the growing persuasion of those who were looking at all this ativity with greater attention

and interest � seeing relatively original ways of intervening, a 'system' whih seemed both

typial and new.

11

These initial developments reah a peak with the disussion with U.

Rattazzi in April 1854. The ontents of this seem a bit too re�ned, and we an almost

10

Perhaps, though what we thought it reasonable to say of the two well-known letters in 1884, neither

of them atually written or ditated by Don Boso, ould also be said of all this doumentation

to varying degrees. Beyond the problem �of the people immediately involved and unique diret

testimonies as to the genesis of these douments, it is evident that both (letters) are a good synthesis

of olletive experiene of Don Boso's whih grew over deades along with his ollaborators and

whih he had rethought and formulated on various oasions. We see this in the ritial apparatus

of regarding soures in the ritial edition. The letters ome out of a living, onsolidated tradition

whih they express and reformulate in original and trenhant terms. They are perfet and enrih

it on a theoretial level. So they should be understood and interpreted in the ontext of an entire

historial experiene, whih in turn beomes better illustrated and whih makes up the ideal legay

shared by an eduative ommunity whih reognises itself in Don Boso and his style of life and

ativity� (P. Braido, Lue intellettual piena d'amore. Per il entenario di una �lettera pedagogia�,

in �Orientamenti Pedagogii� 31 (1984), pp. 1068.

11

It is worth bearing in mind that with the Patente of 31 Marh 1852 from the Arhbishop of Turin,

Luigi Fransoni exiled in Lyon, Don Boso is appointed hief spiritual diretor of the three oratories in

Turin: St Franis de Sales, St Aloysius and the Guardian Angel. This ours between the Cronihetta

by C. Danna (1849) and the disussion with Minister for Justie Rattazzi (1854).

8



ertainly put this down to the fat that the text was �rst published in the Salesian

Bulletin in November 1882. But it is ompletely plausible that when talking with a

seular Minister about eduational systems, instead of referring to his weekend oratory

and the attahed home for boys, Don Boso might have preferred to propose extending

his pedagogial experiene to some of the penal establishments or institutions run by the

State or even more broadly to the publi shools and eduational houses.

However, Don Boso's eduational system, before and more than being a re�etion on

things, is a lived experiene, a 'narrated pedagogy' as we see in the 'Historial Outline',

Cenno storio (1854) and the 'Historial Outlines', Cenni storii (1862) on the Oratory

of St Franis de Sales. We an regard these two as the oldest and most signi�ant

formulation of his view of the youth problem and his own style of intervening, to whih

we an add the interesting pointers on the early oratory found in La forza della buona

eduazione, (The power of a good eduation,1855)

12

and Severino (1868).

13

On the ontrary, aims ontent and method undergo varied emphasis in the biogra-

phies of Domini Savio (1859), Mihael Magone (1861), Franis Besuo (1864) and in

Valentino (1866), all of whih are allied in many respets.

14

The disourse in fat is

stritly onneted with the life of a boarding shool whih is almost a minor seminary

dealing with young aspirants to the elesiastial state.

Features very similar to these an evidently be found in the Riordi on�denziali ai

direttori, 'Con�dential Memo to Retors', whih ame out of a letter addressed to Fr

Mihael Rua, who in November 1863 was plaed in harge of the boarding shool or

minor seminary at Mirabello Monferrato. But we also see a new element in these: the

'system' or style is not just a rule of life for institutional eduation; it beomes a way for

'religious' to live together (that is, the eduators belong to a soiety of people onserated

by vow to the mission of eduation) and, beyond this, a typial way of relating to the

broader ivil and elesiastial world around them.

The disussion Don Boso has with primary teaher Franis Bodrato at Mornese in

Monferrato in Otober 1864 is not, per se, to do with his own institutions for young

people but the more general eduational setting. In fat the less 'systemati' and older

disussion with Urban Rattazzi in 1854 (though not published as we said until 1882)

limits itself to hinting at some general inspirations of religion and reason, and more

indiretly still, love.

Instead the Memoirs of the Oratory of St Franis de Sales has an entirely di�erent

formulation and importane. It is not an autobiography of Don Boso nor even primarily

the history of the Oratory but intentionally o�ers an ideal programme, an atual, re�ned

and multi-dimensional model of 'eduational assistane' for young people. It is written for

the Salesians, who more diretly see themselves as onserated to the work of the oratory

already pre�gured in the dream at nine years of age and then en-�eshed in all the various

12

Cf. J. Sheppens, �La forza della buona eduazione�. Étude d'un érit de don Boso, in L'impegno

dell'eduare, ed. J. M. Prellezzo. Rome, LAS 1991, pp. 417-433.

13

Cf. B. Deanq, �Severino�. Sstudio dell'opusolo on partiolare attenzione al �primo oratorio�, in

�Rierhe Storihe Salesiane� 11 (1992) 221-318.

14

Cf. G. Boso, Valentino o la voazione impedita. Introdution and ritial text ed. by Mathew

Pilingathil, Rome LAS 1987.

9



kinds of presene amongst young people whih irumstanes suggested, �aording to

the needs of the times�.

15

The 1877 pedagogial re�etion of Don Boso's, then, was produed for an oasion

but it is where the happy expression 'preventive system' appears for the �rst time. It

goes along with promotional material, information, management in pratie; put together

with other norms, he would eventually desribe it as �our rule�.

The Preventive System in the Eduation of Youth whih he gave to the Minister for

Internal A�airs, Franis Crispi, in February 1878 is more openly promotional and in-

formative in nature. The ontents are almost entirely new when ompared to the 1877

version. Context, solutions, even the bene�iaries are new. They bear some resemblane

to those he hypothesised in his disussion with Rattazzi in 1854.

The Cirular on Punishments 1883 has a narrow fous and audiene. In the 1877

doument on the preventive system this topi was only just touhed upon, almost as if

he wanted it removed.

The Letter of 10 May 1884 is of limited import both regarding its origins and its

immediate results. Its horizons are the small world in Valdoo, Turin, and it does not

mirror the system in its totality even though we �nd the entral theme of eduative love

therein.

The �nal writings instead (1885-1886), the so-alled Spiritual Testament, and the three

letters to the Amerias broaden the horizons, o�er detail to and enrih what was already

found in the Riordi on�denziali. The preventive system beomes a global style of life

and ativity, spiritual and religious pedagogy, Salesian spirit. It is only an apparently

losed irle, beause at the pratial level as well as the level of formulas and odi�ation

there are lots of silenes and launae whih other oasions ould �ll in. Probably neither

the �uidity of the experienes nor personal inlinations and thinking (and preariousness

of pedagogial and pastoral understanding) would have allowed Don Boso to ahieve

the omplete theory that he seems to be prediting in what he wrote initially about the

preventive system. That was more rhetorial than realisti.

Criteria for reading

The di�erent origins and quality of the writings, the heterogeneity of ontexts and settings

within Don Boso's overall �eld of ativity neessarily imply partiular attention for

reading and interpretation.

As has already been emphasised we need to espeially bear in mind the inevitable

problem of the relationship between the writings and the works.

16

Don Boso is �rst of

all a man of ation, interested in resolving onrete problems and tirelessly seeking out

15

Cf. G. Boso, Memorie dell'Oratorio di S. Franeso di Sales dal 1815 al 1855. Introdution, notes

and ritial text, ed. Antonio da Silva Ferreira Rome, LAS 1991.

16

In this light there has been lengthy disussion of the alternatives: Don Boso as eduator or pedagogue.

Cf P. Braido, Il sistema preventivo di don Boso. Turin, PAS 1955, pp. 25-30; more expliitly in the

seond edition (1964), pp. 59-73 (L'�arte� eduativa di don Boso) and in the introdution to S. G.

Boso, Sritti sul sistema preventivo. Bresia, La Suola 1965, pp. XXXIV-XLIII (Don Boso artista

dell'eduazione).

10



pratial solutions. What he wrote responds to the need to intervene when faed with

situations requiring persuasive and e�etive responses rather than speulative ones whih

follow a onsistent line of thinking. They either go with or follow on from experiene in

order to desribe it, guide it, presribe or regulate it.

It follows that if awareness of his writings is essential for a full understanding of

his omplex ativity, their reading and interpretation will be full of launae and also

misinterpretations without the onstant ontrol of experiene.

17

Writings and works

may be onsidered two inseparable dimensions of the pratial vitality of Don Boso, his

ollaborators and institutions where they interat and at. We annot say that we will

always get a fully onsistent and uni�ed result: theory does not always measure up to

pratie, and pratie an sometimes seem more advaned or narrower than theory. And

both an be notably onditioned by psyhologial, environmental and ultural fators.

18

A seond task of disernment and integration is required of the reader by the relatively

fragmentary and oasional nature of the theoretial and poliy-oriented writings of Don

Boso. Nowhere does one �nd an exhaustive and systemati exposition of his approah.

They annot be regarded as parts or hapters of a omplete system. So they need to be

read, mused upon, ritially studied and interpreted not only in referene to his overall

experiene but in their mutual onnetion and in the ontext of everything he wrote.

In this essential task it ould be useful to privilege, other than the olletion you �nd

here, at least a double series of writings whih an be plaed in the same historial,

re�etive and poliy-oriented ategory: the Memoirs of the Oratory of St Franis de

Sales, whih is fundamental and paradoxially perhaps Don Boso's most intentional,

theoretial and normative doument;

19

and the biographies of Domini Savio (1859),

Mihael Magone (1861) and Franis Besuo (1864), along with the other three that are

more or less treated as novels: The Power of a Good Eduation (1855), Valentino or a

Voation Obstruted (1866) and Severino or The Adventures of a Young Man from the

Alps (1868).

Even with all this in hand, no omplete and exhaustive system emerges, not then and

even less so today. Besides, an objetive understanding should bear a hierarhy of topis

in mind, their number and quality, the intensity of developments, and espeially the many

eloquent silenes. This is why we annot ignore a broadly ultural ontextualisation. This

�nal riteria for reading annot but hoose to have as muh information as we an �nd on

Don Boso, the history, mentality and the genesis, development, and even the material

17

For broader motives and developments see the introdution to S. G. Boso, Sritti sul sistema pre-

ventivo, pp. XI-LVII (Signi�ato e limiti della presenza del sistema preventivo di Don Boso nei

suoi sritti) and the olletion San Juan Boso, Obras fundamentales, ed. J. Canals Pujol and A.

Martinez Azona. Madrid, BAC 1978, pp. XIII-XXXII (Los esritores en la experienia pedagógia

de Don Boso).

18

On this, whih is key to an exat pereption of the historial signi�ane of Don Boso, exposed to

dangerous ontrasts of redutionism and hyperbole, we propose some brief onsiderations on the

topi of the presene of laity in the Churh and soiety aording to Don Boso (praxis and ideas),

extensible to his entire pratial experiene and re�etion: f. P. Braido, Laiità e laii nel progetto

operativo di don Boso, in Laii nella famiglia salesiana. Ats of the 12th Spirituality Seminar of the

Salesian Family. ed. M. Cogliandro and A. Martinelli. Rome, 1986, pp. 32-34.

19

We will present only the prefae where he points out who it is written for, and why.

11



irumstanes of his works. There is no lak of rigorously developed and well-founded

historial ontributions

20

nor of suggestions and ideas for researh.

21

Biographial summary

1815 (16 August) born at the Behi in the muniipality of Castelnuovo

d'Asti.

22

1817 His father dies

1824 Fr Joseph Laqua starts him o� with reading and writing.

1827 (Easter) he is admitted to First Communion.

1829 (November) he ontinues study of Italian and Latin with Fr John

Calosso (who dies on 21 November 1830).

1830 From January on he attends the loal Castelnuovo primary shool

(Christmas 1830 � summer of 1831).

1831 From November he beomes a student at the publi shool of grammar,

humanities and rhetori in Chieri.

1835 He enters the seminary in Chieri where he begins study of philosophy

and theology.

1841 5 June, vigil of the Feast of the Holy Trinity, he is ordained priest in

Turin.

1841 (November) he enters the Pastoral Institute in Turin for a pratial

study of moral theology and homiletis; at the same time he is involved

in atehetis for boys in the ity, and for immigrants.

1844 (Otober) he is haplain in one of the institutes belonging to the Mar-

hioness Barolo, and sets himself up at the Refuge.

1845 (May) � 1846 (Marh) the oratory has to move between St Peter in

Chains to the Mills, Dora, the Moretta House and the Filippi �eld.

1846 In April the Oratory moves de�nitively to the Pinardi House in Valdoo

and his mother omes to live there with him in November; evening shool

begins in winter where he teahes reading and writing, then drawing and

arithmeti.

1847 The hospie, or boys home begins; the St Aloysius Oratory opens at

Porta Nuova and the St Aloysius Sodality starts.

1848 (Otober) publiation of L'Amio della gioventù, giornale religioso,

morale e politio, 'The Friend of Youth, a religious, moral and politi-

al journal' (whih would last only six months, then amalgamated with

20

Fundamental is researh by P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol I Vita e

opere. Rome, LAS 1979; vol II Mentalità religiosa e spiritualità. Ibidem 1981; Idem, Don Boso nella

storia eonomia e soiale (1815-1870). Ib. 1980.

21

Cf. for example, P. Braido, Il progetto operativo di Don Boso e l'utopia della soietà ristiana.

Rome, LAS 1982 and Lue intellettual piena d'amore/. . . pp. 1063-1073, in partiular pp. 1071-

1073 (/Amore razionale e reativa).

22

Cf. F. Desramaut, Don Boso en son temps (1815-1888). Turin, SEI 1996, XIX-1451 pp.

Peter Braido.

12



l'Istruttore del popolo, 'The People's Instrutor').

1849 He aepts the running of the Guardian Angel Oratory at Vanhiglia; he

founds the Workers' Mutual Aid Soiety (with its own statutes in 1850).

1852 (31 Marh) Arhbishop Fransoni appoints Don Boso as the �Diretor

and spiritual head� of the oratory of St Franis de Sales, to whih the

oratories of St Aloysius and the Guardian Angel are to be �joined and

dependent�.

1853 Publiation of the Letture Cattolihe, 'Catholi Readings', begins and

he opens a modest boot-makers workshop.

1854 Book-binding workshop opened; Don Boso proposes to two leris

(Rua is one) and two boys (Cagliero is one) that they form and apostoli

assoiation whih is the seed that leads to the Salesian Soiety; �rst on-

tats with Minister Urban Rattazzi; Domini Savio beomes a pupil at

Valdoo (1842-1857).

1855 First year seondary level lasses (terza lasse ginnasiale) begin within

the boarding setion (up until this time students went out to private

teahers).

1856 Carpentry and tailoring workshops are opened and the next two levels

of seondary lasses are added (prima e seonda ginnasiale); The Imma-

ulate Coneption Sodality is set up.

1857 The Blessed Sarament Sodality and Altar Servers group are set up;

also a youth Conferene of the St Vinent de Paul Soiety.

1858 Don Boso goes to Rome for the �rst time to submit his plan for a

religious soiety of men onserated for boys, to Pope Pius IX; a �rst

draft of the Constitutions is drawn up.

1859 Seondary lasses are ompleted (�ve in all); the St Joseph's Sodality

is set up; the Salesian Soiety omes into existene as a de fato private

religious assoiation.

1860 The �rst two lay Salesians (�Coadjutors�) join the privately onstituted

religious Soiety.

1861 (31 Deember) the opening of a printing workshop is authorised.

1862 The metalwork workshop begins; �rst Salesians take religious vows (14

May).

1863 The �rst institute outside of Turin is opened at Mirabello Monferrato,

under the diretion of Fr Rua to whom Don Boso writes a letter for

this oasion whih ontains the early text of the Riordi on�denziali, or

Con�dential Reminders (this institute would be transferred to Borgo S.

Martino in 1870).

1864 The boarding shool at Lanzo Torinese opens; Deretum laudis in favour

of the Salesian Soiety.

1865 The Bibliotea degli srittori latini (Series of Latin authors) projet is

set up: its �rst produt in 1866 was �Seleta ex latinis sriptoribus in

usum sholarum�).

1868 The Churh of Mary Help of Christians is onserated.

13



1869 (19 February) ponti�al approval of the Salesian Soiety (deree on 1

Marh); Cheraso institute opens; the �rst volume of the Bibliotea della

gioventù italiana (Series of works for Italian youth) is published (in 1885

the 204th and �nal work would be published in this series).

1870 The boarding shool for the Alassio muniipality opens.

1871 The boarding shool for the Varazze muniipality opens, along with

a shool for young trade shool students (artigiani) in Marassi (Genoa)

whih would transfer to Sampierdarena (Genoa) the following year.

1872 He aepts the running of a shool for the nobility at Valsalie (Turin);

Foundation of the religious women's Congregation under the title of In-

stitute of the Daughters of Mary Help of Christians.

1874 The Constitutions of the Salesian Soiety are de�nitively approved by

the Holy See.

1875 Don Boso's work begins to spread to Frane and the South Ameri-

an ontinent (Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil et) � eduational institutions

broadly speaking, shools, tehnial shools, soial assistane to migrants,

and missionary ativity.

1876 Ponti�al approval of the Salesian Cooperators Assoiation.

1877 �rst General Chapter of the Soiety of St. Franis de Sales, followed

by a further three while Don Boso was still alive: 1880, 1883, 1886. In

1877 also the publiation of his lassi pages on the 'preventive system'

and the Regulations (for shools, boarders and day students). In August

he begins the Salesian Bulletin.

1880 Don Boso agrees to build the Sared Heart Churh in Rome (whih

would be onserated in May 1887).

1881 Salesians go to Spain (Utrera).

1883 Triumphal journey to Paris.

1884 Trip to Rome (his 19th) for problems onneted with the building of

the hurh of the Sared Heart and with the onsequent speial juridial

guarantees for his Religious Soiety.

1886 8 April � 6 May: reeives an outstanding welome when he stays for a

while at Barelona, Spain.

1888 31 January: Don Boso dies.

Rome, 31 January 1997
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1. The beginnings: fragments

and douments (1845-1854)
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Introdution

Between May and June 1863, following an inspetion by shool authorities of his se-

ondary lasses at Valdoo, Turin, and a disussion to larify matters with Mihele

Amari (1806-1889) and with [those responsible for℄ Publi Eduation from 1862-64, Don

Boso wrote to the Minister regarding some of his own books: �. . . I am telling you

that amongst the various books printed under my name I would list the Storia Sara

(Bible History), Storia Elesiastia (Churh History), and the Storia d'Italia (History

of Italy). These three brief works were written under the eye of the Government and

revised by them. I gave opies of eah edition to all the authorities as soon as they had

been printed. And sine my purpose, whih everyone an see in any hapter, was to instil

moral thinking and to lead the young reader to onsideration of the divine law whih

obliges every individual to observe human law, I reeived nothing but enouragement�.

23

Don Boso, a master of aptatio benevolentiae, is pushing things a bit there. Amongst

other things it is ertain that his 'Histories', espeially of the Bible and the Churh, pur-

sued religious aims above all and deidedly atehetial and apologeti ones at that.

24

Moral and ivil aspets were inluded, naturally. An anonymous reviewer of his Storia

sara in L'Eduatore Primario, (The Primary Teaher), also noted this when he de-

sribed it as �really metiulous. Other than exhortation to virtue and abhorrene of vie

running through every page, we see that man must really add work to the virtues�.

In the seond edition (1853) of this happy e�ort (it went to more than a hundred

editions in Italian and several dozen reprints, along with many translations in foreign

languages) we see a marked 'theologial' attention to the history of salvation, �the prov-

idential aim of the Sriptures being that of keeping faith in the Messiah alive�.

25

The inspiration to 'piety' is even more emphasised in the Il giovane provveduto, (The

Companion of Youth), whih expliitly sets out to be a book of prayer and a �Christian

approah to life�.

26

The 'theologial' elements onerning the readiness of youthful age for moral and re-

ligious eduation are also found in the brief text taken from the Piano di regolamento

(Draft Regulations) dated some time in 1854.

The same intentions are found in the Storia d'Italia whih might really have been

giving spae to more seular items. Instead, �Don Boso put episodes and personalities

in his Histories rather than weaving a story of events, as he did similarly in some of his

23

Em I 585.

24

As for the Storia Elesiastia, P. Stella observes: �Don Boso, while he sat down to write this History,

did not have eduated lay people or Churhmen around him but publi shool boys, or boarders or

seminarians or young working boys eager to learn something at Night shool. . . Don Boso. . . did

not hoose passages on the relationships between Popes and Emperors or about heretis battling

more orthodox Catholis, but edifying episodes, depitions of saints, mirales and virtuous deeds

that studded the Churh's story, showed its 'progress' (his own term) and 'how it grew and was

preserved in the midst of so many di�ulties'. More than Loriquet (and Lhomond on whom Loriquet

drew), Don Boso asked himself whih saints �ourished in the Churh, whih haritable wrks were

promoted. . . � (P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol I, p. 230).

25

Cf. N. Cerrato, La atehesi di Don Boso nella sua storia sara. Rome, LAS 199, pp. 71-80.

26

Il giovane provveduto per la prataia de' Suoi Doveri degli eserizi di ristiana pietà. . . Turin, Paravia

and Co. 1847, OE II 185-532.
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prinipal models. The plain, lear storytelling that Don Boso was well-trained in after

some deades of pratie was really appropriate for the intelligene of those for whom he

was writing. These are pages by an eduator who tells stories. Although we might well

be onerned about the truth and basis of what he is presenting, his dominant onern

is to teah, present the fats whih o�er more possibilities for morality and usefulness for

teahing trying, like Parraviini, to get moral teahing out of his exposition of fats, avoid

politial disussions (whih we �nd in other books of the kind, espeially of Ghibelline

origin), stress the religious sense of history instead, as he had learned to do when putting

together his bible and hurh histories: revealing, that is, how God governs human deeds,

how good and evil are rewarded in this life too, how Jesus Christ is the Messiah, the

head, the judge, the one who reompenses the good�.

27

There is a faithful and gradually maturing eho of this in the news items and notes that

appear in the Letture di famiglie by L. Valerio in 1846 and, in 1849, the two Catholi

newspapers, L'Armonia and Il Coniliatore Torinese, enouraged by the elesiastis

Guglielmo Audisio and Lorenzo Gastaldi respetively, and in the pedagogial journal

Giornale della Soietà d'istruzione e d'eduazione, in a regular olumn by C. Danna. It

is a signi�ant lue that Don Boso's early work is seen as being very lose to other

instanes of moral and ivil uplifting of the popular stratum of soiety and of a planned,

generalised basi eduation whih journals of the kind were vigorously fostering.

28

The prefaes of Don Boso's books are taken from the following editions:

Storia elesiastia ad uso delle suole utile per ogni eto di persone dediata

all'Onorat.mo Signore F. ervé de la Croix, proviniale dei Fratelli D.I.D.S.C. Compi-

lata dal saerdote B.G. Turin, tip, Speirani e Ferrero 1845, pp. 7-12-OE I 165-170.

Storia sara per uso delle suole utile ad ogni stato di persone arrihita di analoghe

inisioni ompilata dal saerdote Giovanni Boso. Turin, dai tipogra�-editori Speirani e

Ferrero 1847, pp. 5-8-OE III 5-8.

Storia sara per uso delle suole utile ad ogni stato di persone arrihita di analoghe

inisioni ompilata dal saerdote Giovanni Boso. Turin, tipogra�-editori Speirani e

Ferrero 1847, pp. 5-8-OE III 3-6

Il giovane provveduto per la pratia de suoi doveri degli eserizi di ristiana pietà. . .

Turin, tip. Paravia 1847, pp. 5-8-OE III 185-188.

La storia sara d'Italia raontata alla gioventù da' suoi primi abitatori sino ai nostri

giorni orredata da una Carta Geogra�a d'Italia dal saerdote Boso Giovanni. Torino,

tip. Paravia 1855, pp. 3-5-OE VII 3-5.

We an add further bibliographi material for anyone wanting to read and interpret

the prefaes inluded in this book in relation to the works from whih they have been

taken.

P. Braido, Stili di eduazione popolare ristiana alle soglie del 1848, in Pedagogia fra

tradizione e innovazione. Milan, Vita e Pensiero 1979, pp. 383-404.

27

P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol I, pp. 231.232. This way of looking at

things �ts into a broader historial and theologial perspetive.. Cf P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia

della religiosità attolia, vol II, hap. IV, Storia e salvezza, p. 59-100.

28

Cf. A. Gambaro, Movimento pedagogio piemontese nella prima metà del seolo XIX, in �Salesianum�

12 (1950) 215-228.
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A. Caviglia (ed.), Opere e sritti editi e inediti di �don Boso�:

Vol I, Part I Storia sara. Turin, SEI 1929. Introdutory note: La �Storia sara� e la

�Storia elesiastia� nell'idea e negli sritti di Don Boso, pp. VII-LI

Vol I, Part II Storia elesiastia. Turin, SEI 1929. Preliminary note: Gli originali

superstiti degli sritti di Don Boso sulla storia elesiastsia, pp. VII-XXIV and pp.

5-8.

Vol III La storia d'Italia. Turin, SEI 1935. Introdutory word: La storia d'Italia

apolavoro di Don Boso, pp. IX-CVI.

29

N. Cerrato, La atehesi di Don Boso nella sua storia sara. Rome, LAS, 1979.

P. Stella, Valori spirituali nel �Giovane provveduto� di San Giovanni Boso, Rome,

1960.

The eduational intent of Don Boso's �rst most important books, �useful for all kinds

(or status) of people�, but in �rst instane for young people, is expliitly added in as part

of �soial prevention�. This is highlighted by Don Boso himself and by an admirer and

friend, Canon Ottavio Moreno, who was emotionally and professionally involved in the

problem of abandoned youth.

This �rst set of douments onludes with the report, whih is not easy to situate, of

a �pedagogial onversation� between Don Boso and Minister Urban Rattazzi in 1854.

But it was written up long after the event. Certain onepts, espeially the formulation

of terms like 'preventive system' and 'repressive system' seem premature for 1854. Don

Boso, very faithful to the use of pithy, well-hosen phrases would not have just left these

in abeyane for some twenty three years. They simply betray the familiar style of the

ompiler, editor, Fr Bonetti, in what he wrote in 1877. All the rest however ould have

been said at any point, espeially in onversation with a Minister for Justie involved in

reforming the legal sene and the penal ode, as indiated further on.

The text provides a good bridge between the douments of the �rst and seond edition

of the olleted anthology, representing � in referene to di�ult boys and those in prison

� a summary of both aspets of preventive, eduational, soial ativity in the �rst and

third of these.

29

Regarding A. Caviglia's work we need to bear in mind some omments by P. Stella: �It is lear that the

Storia elesiastia ad uso delle suole (1845) ought not be ompared with the Storia elesiastia

by Fleury nor with similar histories by Berastel, Rohrbaher, Döllinger or Salzano's Corso. Cf.

Bibliogra�a delle opere rionosiute o itate ome fonte o modello per la �Storia d'Italia� di Don

Boso, in Caviglia, Disorso introduttivo. P, C-CVI. Unfortunately there are launae, inauraies

and ontraditions. Works by the Jesuit Loriquet and others are presented and onfused under the

heading of anonymous works published byMarietti. These were written about Rollin and manipulated

aording to Sommervoegel by Jesuits Aaio Arainelli and Paolo Beorhia (Biblioth. Del la Comp

de Jésus, I, l. 1317); there is no mention of the Serie di biogra�e ontemporanee per L.C. Turin,

De-Agostini 1853, 2 vol, soure of a pro�le of Pellio and Manzoni, from whom Caviglia sought in vain

for a model (op. it p. 579). Giannetto's edition, whih DB used is ertainly not the Turin edition

of 1838 (Caviglia, op. it p. CII), but most probably the one from Livorno, reprinted many times.

As for Lamé-Fleury, what DB said is loser to Piuo's translation than Mellini's or Gale�'s. For

Bérault-Berastel, DB did not use the Venie edition of 1793-1805 nor the Florene one of 1842-46

but the Turin edition of 1831-1835. . . And as for the Storia elesiastia by Don Boso, Fr Caviglia

provided no researh into the soures�. (P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia,

vol I, p. 230, text and no. 7).
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Expressions and ehoes of Don Boso's ativity

Texts

1. From the Storia elesiastia (1845)

Prefae

Having dediated myself for some years to the eduation of youth, and eager as I am to

o�er them knowledge whih would be most useful for them, something I am apable of

doing, I did some researh on a brief Bible history mostly and part Churh history, whih

would be appropriate for them.

I read books on the Old and New Testaments whih are already very good to put in

the hands of the young, and I was very satis�ed, but one it ame to Churh history

nothing satis�ed me.

30

I found many, but they are either too long or they fous too muh on seular history.

Some you might all polemi dissertations on the pomp and irumstane of the Churh,

while others have been translated from foreign languages and fall under the heading

of partial, rather than universal histories. Then there was something I ould not read

without feeling indignant about it: it seems that some writers are embarrassed to speak of

the Roman Ponti�s and some of the enlightening fats that diretly regard the Churh.

31

Moved therefore by neessity and with enouragement from many zealous and author-

itative people, I got down to ompiling the urrent ompendium of Churh History.

32

I have read everything written in our languages that I ould, and some in foreign lan-

30

�At �rst news of a new ourse on Bible History, someone will say that this is a useless e�ort given

the broad range of writers and editions around that an satisfy individuals of any kind. I thought as

muh myself, but one I took a loser look I was soon disabused of this idea� � Storia sara (1847),

prefae, p. 5. - �I do not intend here to review all the Bibles that ome to us translated from foreign

languages. I only mean to deal with digests useful to young people, redued versions printed aside

from the original. And sine there are many of them I limit myself to noting the best of them: the

bible history by Shmid entitled, Raonti avati dalla Sara Srittura, and the Storia Sara ad uso

delle ase di eduazione, printed by Marietti, 1847. A bible history for shools, it seems to me, must

rigorously demonstrate three qualities: 1 truth 2 morals 3 reserve. . . These three fundamentals are

laking in the histories we are talking about � Avvertenza intorno all'uso da farsi nelle suole delle

Storie sare tradotte da lingue straniere� � [A. Caviglia℄. Opere e sritti editi e inediti di �Don Boso�

I, 1, pp. 17-18.

31

�The Churh. . . is the ongregation of everyone who professes the faith, and the teahings of Jesus

Christ, and who are governed by a Supreme Head who is his Viar on earth� � Storia elesiastia,

p. 14. � �Thus Jesus Christ asended into heaven. . . He deputed St Peter to govern his Churh

and from this point Churh history begins� � Storia elesiastia, p. 206. - �It is One, beause true

Catholis. . . all depend on the one head who is the Roman Ponti�, who as a universal father rules

and governs the entire Catholi family. . . the Roman Ponti�, as father of a huge family, guided the

past and will guide the future for all good believers who are his hildren, on the path of truth, till

the end of time�. � Il giovane provveduto (1851, p. 324 � Fondamenti della attoli religione).

32

�It is obvious that the Storia elesiastia ad uso delle suole (1845) should not be ompared with

Fleury's Storia elesiastia or Salzano's Corso. Don Boso. . . has at hand and in view the brief

works by Jean-Niolas Loriquet (1767-1845), translated into Italian and published by Marietti. These

too bore the title �ad uso della gioventù�. Where he adds or substitutes, Don Boso in general does

this from Berastel� � P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia I, p. 230.
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guages, and pulled sentiments and expressions out of them of a more Italian kind, simple

enough for youngsters to understand.

Fats that are only seular or ivil or dry or of less interest I have either queried or left

out altogether, or merely hinted at. Those whih seemed more sympatheti or moving I

have dealt with in more detail so that not only the intellet may be instruted but the

heart may be moved, to great spiritual bene�t.

For me there is nothing more neessary for whoever was born into and grew up in the

bosom of the Catholi religion than to go bak to a more pleasing time, that of history

whih points out the beginnings and progress of this religion and makes it lear just how

it was propagated and preserved amidst so many di�ulties.

33

So the more important aspets of this history an be more easily understood I have

divided it into periods and everything is expressed in dialogue form. I did all this with

the advie of prudent individuals.

May Heaven bless this small e�ort whose aim is for the greater glory of God and

to failitate a better knowledge of this history whih, after Bible history, is the most

reommendable of all, and the kind reader who piks it up to bene�t from be likewise

blessed by Heaven.

Useful books

34

Storia elesiastia ad uso delle suole, utile per ogni eto di persone, dediata all'onoratissimo

sig. F. Ervé de la Croix proviniale dei fratelli D.I.D.S.C. Compilata dal saredote B.G.

Torino, Tip. Speirani e Ferrero 1845.

A new and very useful book aimed at the eduation of hildren has ome out in reent

days, a Churh History. Its author is a learned and good priest who, out of modesty, has

not put his name to it. He notes with regret that in the abundane of books on Churh

history there was a lak of an elementary one whih took aount of the birth, growth

and �nally the marvellous development of the Churh of Jesus Christ and determined to

�ll this gap by writing one of his own. It leaves aside the politial and the polemial and

anything that does not losely touh on religion, but it inludes the main things.

He is onvined of the great eduational priniple that the mind needs enlightenment in

order for the heart to be good and so his entire history hinges upon this fous. Therefore

he hints at some things and remains silent about others whih are so widely known that

they do not belong in a ompendium like this. Not only do we not ritiise him for this

but instead we praise him for being savvy and of good judgement. Some small defets

you will �nd, but what human work is free from suh? The sentenes are straightforward

and simple, the language quite lear despite oasional fored eloquene. Overall it is

moving and attrative. This valuable little work omes from the Speirano and Ferrero

press; it is eonomial despite having engravings and a very attrative typefae.

Fr (Prof.) Ramello

35

33

�The history of the Churh is nothing but a narration of fats that were adverse or favourable to the

Churh sine its foundation up to our own times� � Storia elesiastia, p. 13 f. pp. 387-388.

34

L'Eduatore Primario, a Journal of eduational and elementary instrution 1 (1845) No. 34, 10

Deember, pp. 575

35

Giuseppe Luigi Ramello, priest, born in Bra 1820 and died in Turin 1861, shool inspetor (primary)
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2. The beginning of the 'oratory' at Valdoo, Turin (1846)

36

A letter to the Marquis Mihael Benso di Cavour

37

Your Exelleny,

The role whih Your Exelleny plays in everything to do with the publi good, both

ivil and moral, leads me to hope that you will welome some information onerning

our atehism program. Sine its purpose is the good of young people, you yourself have

shown favour and support for it on a number of oasions.

This atehism program began three years ago in the Churh of St Franis of Assisi and,

sine the Lord blesses his own work, young people attended in greater number than the

plae ould aommodate. Then in 1844, for reasons of employment, I established myself

at the Pia Opera del Rifugio [the haritable work named after Our Lady of Refuge, or

more simply known just as 'The Refuge'℄ and these good young people ontinued oming

there for religious instrution. It was preisely at that time that Rev. (Dr) Borelli

and Rev. Fr Pahiotti and myself presented a petition to the Arhbishop, who then

authorised us to onvert our room into an Oratory where we ould teah atehism, hear

onfessions, elebrate Mass for the above-mentioned youngsters.

But sine their number grew and they ould no longer �t in there, we put the issue to

our illustrious City authorities and they authorised us to reloate our atehism lasses

to St Martin's Chapel at the City Mills. Lots of youngsters turned up there; at times

more than two hundred and �fty of them.

But the City authorities asked us to reloate our atehism program elsewhere, ome

January, without o�ering us a reason. This was a serious dilemma for us, sine to have

to abandon the good work we had begun seemed suh a pity. Only his Exelleny, Count

Collegno, after speaking with you, gave us the ourage to ontinue.

During the winter we arried on using our own room and some other rooms we rented.

Finally, this week we negotiated a site with Mr Pinardi. We agreed on the sum of two

hundred and eighty frans for a large room whih we an use for the Oratory plus another

two rooms with some adjaent land. This plae seems onvenient to us, beause it is very

lose to The Refuge and also beause it is far from any Churh but lose to some homes.

It remains for you to indiate that this is aeptable for the neighbourhood and the wider

ommunity.

in Susa and promoter of many evening shools in the ity and around Pinerolo. He was a teaher

of Method at Voghera and was also a grammar teaher in Don Boso's shools at the Oratory from

1857-1858: f. �L'Eduatore. Giornale di eduazione ed istruzione� 4 (1848) Marh, pp. 173-178;

�Giornale della Soietà d'istruzione e d'eduazione� 1 (1849), p. 120 and 2 (1850), p. 476.

36

G. Boso, Epistolario. Introduzione, testi ritii e note, ed. Franeso Motto, vol I (1835-1863). Rome,

LAS 1991, pp. 66-68

37

Don Boso went to speak personally with Marquis Mihael Benso di Cavour, the Viar of the City,

onerning the transferral of the Oratory to the Pinardi house on the outskirts of Valdoo, in the

Borgo Dora. Mihele Benso, Marquis of Cavour (1781-1850), father of Gustavo and Camillo, was a

member of the Turin ity leadership (a syndi, e�etively) from 1819 and from 1883 one of its mayors.

In 1853 he was appointed Viar of the City (or the Polie) a position he held until 1848. The text of

the letter was published by G. Brao in his essay Don Boso e le istituzioni, in Torino e don Boso,

�rst part ed. By G. Brao (Turin, Turin City Historial Arhives 1989), pp. 126-128.
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The purpose of this atehism program is to gather young people on weekends and

holy days who, left to their own devies, would not attend any hurh for instrution.

We do this by enouraging them to be good through our words, promises, gifts and the

like. Our teahing is limited simply to this: 1. Love for work, 2. Frequenting the holy

Saraments, 3. Respet for all their superiors, 4. Flight from bad ompanions.

These priniples whih we make every e�ort to inulate in the hearts of the young have

produed marvellous results. In the spae of three years more than twenty have embraed

the religious state, six are studying Latin so they an undertake an elesiastial areer,

many others who now have better sentiments go to their respetive parishes. This is

noteworthy given the quality of these boys, most of them between ten and sixteen years

of age, without any religious or eduational bakground and most of them prey to vie

and at risk of being ause for publi omplaint or being plaed in a house of orretion.

You are good-hearted and love whatever an redound to the publi good, ivil and

moral. Hene we ask you to protet our e�orts whih, as an be well seen, have no

shadow of material gain in mind but only gaining souls for the Lord.

The osts involved in �nding and setting up the plae indiated have been onsiderable.

Count Collegno, gratefully mentioned above, has o�ered to help us and gave us permission

to put our ase to Your Exelleny. He indiated he would then explain the matter to

you in detail. Whenever you should wish to speak with me and my olleagues, we are

ready at the slightest indiation. It is our most eager wish.

And in asking you to look kindly on the liberty I have taken, I wish you everything

that is good from the Lord and regard it as the greatest honour that I an express my

esteem and profound respet.

Your Exelleny's most humble and obliged servant.

Fr John Boso

Spiritual Diretor at the Refuge.

Turin, 13 Marh 1846.

Reply

I have spoken with his Exelleny the Arhbishop, and with Count Colegno

saying that there is no doubt that a atehism program is of advantage

and that I will gladly speak with Fr Boso on Monday 30th at the O�e

at 2 p.m.

28 Marh

Benso di Cavour.

38

38

The tone of this answer and the positive results of the meeting justify some doubt as to the full

objetivity of what Don Boso writes in the Cenno storii (see further on).
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3. From �Letture di famiglia� (1846)

39

Shools and Sunday amusements for the poor: Letter to the editor of the Letture

I write these few lines in haste to notify you, good Sir, how already to some extent your

�ne opinion piee (published in no. 21) regarding the gathering up and instrution of

many of Turin's ragamu�ns has been happening sine the beginning of this year thanks

to a small group of young priests.

40

They have rented two small houses with an adjaent garden area. One of these homes

is not very far from the Marhioness Barolo's Refuge, near Porta Palazzo and the other

is loated near the Po and, if I am not mistaken, in the new suburb of Vanhiglia.

A large number of the real ragamu�ns and mishievous youngsters in Turin ome to

these two homes on Sundays and holy days and it is simply amazing to see how heerful

they are and how they love to go there. Their behaviour is exemplary and modest.

And what is so good about what they do, these young vendors of mathes, lottery

tikets et., et., apprenties, shop hands, serving lads, or from every kind of trade or

work? Here is what they do or at least what is so kindly done for them.

First of all these zealous priests o�er them some brief religious instrution, they sing

psalms or hymns, then they have some lasses, are taught how to behave properly and

then �nally they have lots of things to play games with (in the Po one they also do

gymnastis), and sometimes they are also given something to eat.

39

�Letture di famiglia. Giornale settimanale di eduazione morale, ivile e religiosa� 5 (1846), No. 25,

20 June, p. 196 (Annali dell'Italia bene�enza LXVIII ). The Letture di famiglia rose out of the ashes

of the Letture popolari, begun in 1837 and suppressed by Lazzari on 27 Marh 1841. It ame out

weekly, published by Pomba, with the idea of o�ering information, proposals and projets useful

for the less eduated lasses in order to raise them up both morally and ivilly; the pedagogial

ontents, aimed at a broader organisation of popular eduation, were often worthy of note, with

ontributions from V. Troya, C. Bon-Comapgni, I. Petitti, G. F. Baru�, et. On the title page of

eah instalment was the motto: �Ignorane is the greatest and worst poverty�, and then a double

series of key words de�ning the journal's thinking: �Religion, Assoiation, Eduation, Morality �

Instrution, Work, Soial seurity, Charitable work�. It too would eventually be suppressed by deree

on 27 May 1847 following an artile onsidered o�ensive to the Jesuits and written by a ertain

lawyer Paolo Alda. Cf. F. Lemmi, Censura e giornali negli stati sardi al tempo di Carlo Alberto.

Turin, Soietà Subalpina Editrie 1943, pp. 35-36. Count C. Solaro della Margherita makes negative

referene to this in his Memorandum storio-politio, hap XI, num. XIII (Turin, Speirani and

Tortone 1851, pp. 281-282). Founder and diretor of the Letture popolari and the Letture di famiglia

was Lorenzo Valerio (Turin 1810-Messina 1865), a businessman, journalist and politiian. He was

Diretor of a silk manufaturing business but left Piedmont in 1831 beause of its liberal thinking.

He made a long journey through Frane, Germanu, Hungary, Russia. Returning home in 1835 he

took up the management of a silk fatory at Agliè Canavese where he founded a hildren's nursery

along Aporti's lines, the �rst in Piedmont. When the Statute was prolaimed, in 1848 he beame

one of the leaders of the demorati left, managing �rst the La Conordia and then Il Progresso and

Il Diritto. He also sat in the subalpine parliament as deputy. He was �erely opposed to Cavour

but in 1860 aepted an appointment from him as royal ommissioner at Marhe. A Senator of the

Kingdom in 1862, he was appointed Prefet of Messina in 1865, dying a few months later.

40

The priests, working autonomously in their respetive areas inluded Don Boso and the haplains

at The Refuge, Dr John Borel (1801-1873) and Fr Sebastian Pahiotti (1806-1884), and Fr John

Cohi (1813-1896), assistant priest at the Churh of the Annuniation. He had opened an oratory

in Vanhiglia in 1840.
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No need for me to say muh more but you, good Sir, would do well to �nd out about

this new philanthropi and haritable institution all due to the zeal of Turin's lergy.

And when you are willing to write about it in your exellent journal, (may it last forever,

along with its editors), I really hope you strongly reommend that similar homes open

in various parts of the ity. . .

NOTE

We will hek the fats you o�er in your letter, whih we regret was unsigned but for

whih we willingly take responsibility. Later the Letture will speak at length of the new

institution whih brings suh honour on the lergy of Turin.

41

The Editors.

4. From The Companion of Youth (1847)

For Young People

There are two main triks whih the devil uses to tempt young people away from virtue.

The �rst is to get them to think that serving the Lord onsists in a sad life far from any

enjoyment and pleasure.

42

It is not so, my dear young people. I want to teah you a

method

43

of Christian living whih will make you happy and ontent, pointing out to

you what real pleasures and enjoyments are so you an say with the Prophet David: let

us serve the Lord in holy heerfulness: servite Domino in laetitia. This is the purpose of

this little book, to serve the Lord and always remain heerful.

44

The other trik is the hope of a long life where you an easily onvert in old age or at

the point of death. Be areful, my hildren; many have been deeived in this manner.

Who an be ertain of growing old? We annot expet death to await our onveniene

at old age sine life and death are in the Lord's hands and he may do as he pleases. If

God should grant you a long life, listen to what he tells you: a young man aording to

his way � even when he is old he will not depart from it. Adolesens iuxta viam suma

41

The �Letture� spoke no more about it. The journal was suppressed by the authorities in May 1847.

42

�But (some say) if we start serving the Lord now we beome sad. This is not true. The one who serves

the devil beomes sad. . . Who was more pleasant and jovial than St Aloysius Gonzaga? Who was

more pleasant and heerful than St Philip Neri? But they onstantly pratised all kinds of virtue. So

ourage, my dear young people, start pratising virtue now and I assure you your heart will always be

happy and ontent, and you will know how pleasant it is to serve the Lord� � Il giovane provveduto,

p. 13. � Cf. Certain triks that the devil uses to trik young people, ibid, pp. 28-29.

43

�method�. A habitual way of doing things, ating or behaving in a determined instane. . . aording

to S. Battaglia, Grande dizionario della lingua italiana, vol. X, Turin, UTET 1978, p. 277.

44

�Although he was so foused on things of the spirit, you would never see him with louded fae or

sad but always happy, always ontent, and with his pleasant way of speaking he made everyone

he spoke with happy. He used often say that he liked the words of the Prophet David: Serve the

Lord in gladness: Serve the Lord in holy heerfulness. He liked to talk about history, poetry, the

di�ulties of Latin or Italian, but humbly, amiably enough suh that while o�ering his opinion he

always deferred to others�. � [G. Boso℄, Cenni storii sulla vita del hierio Luigi Comollo. . . Turin,

tip. Speirani e Ferrero 1844, pp. 23-24. � �What often aroused partiular wonder in me was to see

how ommitted he was not only to eliminating any behaviour unbeoming to a leri, but how he

ated with suh an attrative promptness, grae, and heerfulness� - P. Giordano, Cenni istruttivi di

perfezione proposti ai giovani nella vita edi�ante di Giuseppe Burzio. Turin, tip. Artisti tipogra�

1846, p. 138 [Testimony of Don Boso's℄.
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etiam um senuerit non reedet ab ea. This means to say that if we lead a good life when

we are young we will be good when we are old, we will have a good death whih will be

the beginning of eternal happiness. Contrariwise, if vie takes hold of us when we are

young, in most ases it will ontinue to do so until we die. That is too muh of a deadly

down payment for an unhappy eternity. So that suh a misfortune will not happen to

you I am o�ering a sheme of life, brief and easy enough, whih will enable you to be the

onsolation of your parents, a glory to your ountry, good itizens on earth and one day

blessed inhabitants of heaven.

45

This little book is in three parts. In the �rst part you will �nd what you must do

and what you must avoid to live as good Christians. In the seond there is a olletion

of devout praties. In the third part you will the O�e of the Blessed Virgin with the

main Evening Prayers throughout the year. Some hymns are added.

My dear young people, I love you with all my heart;

46

it is enough for you to be young

for me to love you very muh. You will ertainly �nd good books written by people who

are muh more learned and virtuous than I am, but I assure you that you would be hard

put to �nd someone who loves you more than I do in Jesus Christ or who ares more

about your true happiness than I do. May the Lord be always with you and grant that

by pratising these few suggestions you an save your souls and so give more glory to

God, the only reason for whih this book has been written.

May you have a happy life and may the Lord be with you.

Most a�etionately in Jesus Christ,

Fr John Boso

5. From the Bible History (1847)

Prefae

On �rst hearing of a new ourse in Bible History, some will say this e�ort is of little

value given the broad range of editions and authors that an already satisfy people of

all kinds. I thought the same, but one I began to examine them, I was disabused of

this opinion. So, apart from the fat that many of these Histories are too long or too

short, I an just say that some, for their high-�own ideas or language detrat from the

nie and simple and popular nature of the holy Sriptures while others almost entirely

omit the hronology of events making it hard for the reader to determine if what he is

reading onerns the reation of the world or the oming of the Messiah. And in all of

them I �nd ertain ways of saying things that are likely to give rise to less pure ideas in

the �kle and tender minds of the young.

45

�The Lord lets you know that if you lead a good life as a young man, you will be that way for the

rest of your life, whih will be rowned with glory and happiness. On the ontrary whoever leads a

bad life as a young man will too easily stay that way until death, and it will inevitably lead you to

hell. Therefore if you see old men given to drunkenness, gambling, blasphemy, you an mostly say

that these vies began when they were young: adolesens juxta viam suam, etiam um senuerit non

reedet ab ea. Prov. 22� - Il giovane provveduto, p. 12.

46

I love you with all my heart � Il giovane provveduto (1863 �).
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So I set about writing a ourse in Bible History. It ontains all the most important

information about the sared books without danger of revealing the less appropriate

ideas and you ould give it to any young person and say 'Take and read'. With a view

to sueeding in this I told any number of young people of various levels all the di�erent

biblial fats noting arefully what impression the stories had on them and what results

they produed.

47

This helped me to know what to leave out or what to treat in more detail. I had

many digests of Bible Histories with me and I drew on them for whatever things I felt

onvenient, enlarging on some that I found learly and properly explained.

48

As for the hronology, I relied on P. Calmet,

49

exept for some small variations whih

are demanded by modern ritis.

For every page I had one priniple in mind: enlighten the mind to make the heart good

and (as one gifted teaher put it)

50

to popularise knowledge of the Sared Sriptures as

muh as possible, sine it is the foundation of our holy Religion, while keeping to dogma

and its proofs. It is then easier to pass from the stories of Holy Sripture to the teahing

of morals and religion.

51

No other kind of teahing is as important and as useful as this.

47

�The fats. . . then that seemed more tratable and moving I gave more details about so that not only

might the intellet be instruted but the heart might also be moved to its spiritual bene�t� � Storia

elesiastia, prefae, p. 10. � �He is onvined of the great eduational priniple that the mind needs

enlightenment in order for the heart to be good and so his entire history revolves around this fous.�

� G. Ramello, review of Storia elesiastia, in �L'Eduatore Primario� 1 (1845) N. 34, 10 De. p.

576.

48

�His models for the Storia sara per uso delle suole (1847) would not be so muh Tirino or Calmet

or Martini (whih he had with him, however) but the small books by Loriquet, and espeially Storia

del popolo ebreo ompendiata dal prof. Franeso Soave C.R.S. Ad uso delle suole d'Ialia, and

the Storia Sara by Fr Cipriano Rattazzi, who imitates the exellent Storia del Vehio e Nuovo

testamento ossia della Bibbia Sara on ri�essioni morali, by Le Maître de Say, or Royaumont,

published by another printer friend of Don Boso's, Giambattista Paravia� � P. Stella, Don Boso

nella sotria della religiosità attolia, vol I, p. 231.

49

P. Calmet Antoine, Dom Augustin, Beneditine (1672-1757), one of the most fruitful and esteemed

exegetes of the 18th entury, author of Commento letterale on the Old and New Testaments in 23

volumes (1707�), amongst other works, and a Dizionario storio, ritio, ronologio, geogra�o e

letterale della Bibbia (1719) and a Storia sara dell'Antio e del Nuovo testamento (1718). In the

Dizionario we �nd a lassi Table hronologique générale de l'Histoire de la Bible. � �Given that I

had read Calmet, Storia dell'Antio e Nuovo testamento. . . � � MO 110.

50

Fr Feia in the Eduatore Primario, editorial. Agostino Feia, priest, born at Biella in 1803, died

in Turin in 1876. He was a proli� author of Italian language textbooks and founder and edi-

tor of L'Eduatore Primario. Giornale d'eduazione ed istruzione elementare (1845-1846), then

L'Eduatore. Giornale di eduazione ed istruzione (1847-1848). In the seond version the maga-

zine was also aimed at teahers and ame out in two monthly installments of 32 pages eah. The

pedagogial and didati topis were systematially developed, so that � as the editors wrote � a

year's olletion an be �almost a theoretial and pratial ourse in Pedagogy and Method�. The

magazine's plan for 1848 foresaw the division of material into the following �ve setions: 1. General

Method and Pedagogy. 2. Speial method and pratial exerises. 3. News and douments on

publi eduation 4. Bibliography, announements and reviews of the better books on eduation and

teahing. 5. Various, stories and poetry for hildren.

51

�It is not untimely then that hildren get to know the main events of this history that is also the

history of mankind. You add that nothing else ould be more useful and we responded to the �rst

two observations: sine I would like it to be onsidered as the essential tool for learning the teahings
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Sine we know however from wiser teahers

52

that Bible History should be taught using

the aid of illustrations related to the fats, I have sought to inlude some engravings

onerning the more important fats.

53

This History is divided into periods; these in turn are divided into hapters written

in dialogue form; this approah, in my view is easier beause any kind of story an be

understood and remembered by the easily distrated youngster.

54

6. Bibliography

55

Letter: From a shool teaher regarding the Bible History for use in shools,

written by Don Boso

Dear Friend and Colleague,

In your letter of 31 Deember 1847 you asked me to express my feelings regarding Don

Boso's Bible History, whih you would like to introdue into your shool. Although it is

not a heavy book, after having read it arefully I judge it to be like a good friend. I do not

know the priest apart from the good that I hear he does through his sared ministry and

for his various valuable writings. He spends his time ompletely with young people and

explained the Bible to them in its entirety during Sunday sessions, noting the impression

that this made on the tender minds of his listeners. Then he went bak to his desk to

adjust, expand, think about what might not suit his purpose and sueeded in produing

a digest of the Bible that I would all truly a work of value.

Other than the enouragement to virtue and the abhorrene of vie that runs through

of religion, beause I believe that it does more than a little damage to to religious belief to explore

it as a tradition without life, as a series of unonneted dogmas, abstrations that do not have any

orresponding reality; while Bible History impliitly ontains dogmas and the proofs and also at times

expliitly. This way one an more easily and gradually pass to religion and morals. Whoever realises

how neessary it is for truth to be presented in its light, life and reality knows at the same time that

no other teahing an be more useful� - Vinenzo Garelli, Dell'insegnamento della storia ol mezzo

di tavole, in �L'Eduatore Primario� 1 (1845) N. 24, 30 Aug., p. 406.

52

V. Varelli [=Garelli℄ Eduat. Prim. Vol 1, p. 406. Vinenzo Garelli, born in Mondovì in 1818 and died

1879, a lover of philosophial and pedagogial studies and professor of Method at Mondovì, Genoa

and Turin. From 1859 he was a shool inspetor in Genoa and Turin and was partiularly good to

Don Boso and his works.

53

�Coming then to Method, here are the rules that Aporti presribes: 'Bible history needs to be taught

to hildren with the aid of illustrations whih represent the fats they refer to. . . �. This approah

has great advantages, makes the teahing more gradual, involves and guides the imagination of the

hildren, eduating it to the good and the beautiful. So we warmly reommend this olletion of

tables to those in harge of kindergartens and nursery shools and to better-o� families who an

adorn the walls of the rooms they normally live in� � V. Garelli, Dell'insegnamento della storia ol

mezzo di tavole, pp. 406-407. � Cf. Ferrante Aporti, All'onorevole Commissione degli asili infantili

di Torino, and Manifesto da Gallo Gallina pittore istorio � �L'Eduatore Primario� 1 (1845) N. 13,

10 May, pp. 207-208.

54

�Briefer outlines have their proper plae in today's irumstanes that not only our times and habits

entrust to them but also the requirements of siene; beause they have the task of breaking knowledge

down and giving it out in small doses or as we say today, popularising it� � Fr Agostino Feia,

Introduzione to N. 1 of the �Eduatore Primario� 1 (1845), 10 Jan. p. 1.

55

�L'Eduatore. Giornale di eduazione ed istruzione� 4 (1848) Sept., pp. 542-543.
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every page, one sees that man really has to make work part of virtue. So for example

Noah stand out for leaving the Ark and then beginning to ultivate the earth. Abraham

is a peaeful, haritable and obedient man. Isaa works tirelessly to support himself and

his family. Jaob's sons look after the sheep. Ruth gathers orn in the �eld. David visits

his brothers. Habakkuk brings dinner to the workers in the ountryside. And so, as he

reads the reader beomes onvined that he was born to work, respet all authority, hate

vie and orruption and love virtue. The language is in popular but lear Italian and it

is in dialogue form so that the youngster immediately understands what he is reading.

It is illustrated with engravings whih arouse the uriosity of the youngsters and the

fats thus illustrated help them remember. So I would say that you will do very well to

introdue this book into your shool, as I have already done. My students ompete with

one another to get hold of it and read it eagerly. They are happy to give it to others and

talk about it, a lear sign that they understand it.

You mentioned Can. Shmid's History, but however good this one might be it an

hardly be onsidered a Bible History. I think you might reall that last autumn Professor

Danna said that Bible History must be �rst divided into periods and these into hapters

in dialogue form. This is all missing in Shmid. I also see that this writer talks about

many things that you do not �nd in the sared text, as I will show you when we have

our �rst disussion. And what it most laks is a sense of hronology without whih the

reader is not sure whether he is loser to the reation of the world or the oming of the

Messiah. And �nally, Shmid only has some parts of the Bible, whih he has written

extensively about; this is not appropriate to the brevity that primary shool teahers

want in eduation of the young.

All these inonvenienes are missing from the Bible History I am proposing to you.

I an heap the same praise on it published in the newspapers about a Bible History

addressed to the young, where the writer says: �The sentenes are straightforward and

simple, the language quite lear despite oasional fored eloquene. Overall it is moving

and attrative�. This exellent little book has been published by Speirani and Ferrero.

Although it has many illustrations it is relatively eonomial.

Please pass on these thoughts of mine to our friends and give it your onsideration,

Hoping that we remain friends always,

2 February 1848

Yours a�etionately, Fr M.G.

56

7. From the Bible History (1853)

Prefae

Undertaking a new ourse on Bible History might ertainly seem to seem to be a useless

e�ort given that there are already many suh that an already satisfy people of all kinds.

I thought the same, but one I began to examine the ones that everyone reads, I was

56

The priest might be Mihele Garelli from Monrega, brother of Vinent who, like him, had always

worked as a teaher in primary shools. Born 4 Otober 1806, he was ordained in 1830. He died at

Mondovì 12 April 1867.
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disabused of this opinion. So, apart from the fat that many of these Histories are

too long or too short, I an just say that some, for their high-�own ideas or language

detrat from the nie and simple and popular nature of the Holy Sriptures while others

almost entirely omit the hronology of events making it hard for the unpratised reader

to determine what period he is reading about, whether it is loser to the reation of the

world or the oming of the Messiah. And in almost all of them, inluding those written

for the young, I �nd ertain ways of saying things that are likely to give rise to less pure

ideas in the �kle and tender minds of the young.

These things made me deide to write a ourse in Bible History. It ontains all the

most important information about the Sriptures and you ould give it to any youngsters

without fear of arousing dangerous or less appropriate ideas. With a view to sueeding

in this I told any number of young people of various levels all the di�erent biblial fats

noting arefully what impression the stories had on them and what results they produed.

This helped me to know what to leave out, just hint at, or what to treat in more detail.

I had many digests of bible histories with me and I drew on them for whatever things I

felt onvenient.

As for the hronology, I relied on Fr Calmet, exept for some small variations whih

are demanded by modern ritis.

For every page I had one priniple in mind: enlighten the mind to make the heart good

and (as one gifted teaher put it)

57

to popularise knowledge of the Sared Sriptures as

muh as possible.

The providential purpose of the Sriptures is to keep alive faith in the Messiah promised

by God after Adam's fall. Above all the Old Testament history is a ontinuous prepa-

ration for that most important event, so I wanted to espeially note the promises and

propheies regarding the future Redeemer.

Following wiser teahers

58

who reommend that Bible History should be taught using

the aid of illustrations related to the fats they refer to, I have sought to inlude some

engravings onerning the more important fats.

This History is divided into periods; these in turn are divided into hapters whih

are then broken down into progressive numbers indiating the topi in eah part of the

hapter. Experiene suggested this to be the easiest for a story to be understood and

remembered by the youngster. Experiene also suggested that boys often run aground

on the long names of plaes and towns mentioned in the Sriptures, sine these names

an no longer be found on maps today. So in this seond edition I set out to ompile

a small ditionary where the anient names are ompared with the modern ones. This

means that it is easy to reognise the anient names on any map.

57

Fr Feia in the Eduatore Primario, editorial.

58

V.F. Aporti Eduat. Prim, vol. 1, p. 406. Ferrante Aporti, priest, born in San Martino dell'Argine,

Mantova, 1791, died in Turin in 1858. He was the founder of the �rst Italian nursery shool towards

the end of 1828. He was teaher of biblial exegesis and Churh history at the seminary at Cremona,

and ran a ourse in Method in Turin in the summer of 1844. He ran into trouble with the Austrian

government in 1848 and was exiled in the sub-alpine apital. He beame a senator of the Kingdom

and president of the University Counil and the permanent Commission for seondary shools. He

knew Don Boso and attended some demonstrations of night lasses that Don Boso was promoting
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Bible History study is exellent in itself and has no need of further reommendation,

given that Bible History is the most anient of all histories, the most ertain, sine it

has God as it author. It is the most preious of all beause it ontains the Divine Will

shown to men. It is the most useful beause it ontains and proves the truths of our Holy

Religion

59

. Sine no other study is as important as this there must be no other dearer or

more preious for whoever truly loves his religion. If any of my e�orts an be helpful to

someone, may it give glory to God whih is the only treason for whih I have undertaken

this task.

8. From L'Armonia (1849)

60

The Oratory of St Franis de Sales

In the poorest of the suburbs of this metropolis, inhabited almost exlusively by workers

who earn a living from what they an produe in their daily labour and who are often

redued to abjet poverty following illness or unemployment, there arose, some years ago,

one of those works of harity of whih the Catholi spirit is an inexhaustible soure.

A zealous priest, intent on the good of souls, has devoted himself entirely to the pious

task of resuing a great number of hildren from vie, laziness and ignorane. These

hildren live around the distrit and beause their parents are very poor or just don't

are, these youngsters grow up unfortunately bereft of religious and ivil ulture. This

priest, alled Don Boso, rented out a few small houses and a small plot and then went

to live there, where he has opened a small Oratory under the name of the great Bishop

of Geneva, St Franis de Sales. He has sought to attrat poor youngsters there who were

previously negleted and left forlorn. In that simple and modest Oratory he has given

them the only eduation that is neessary above all other disiplines: religious instrution.

He gets them used to doing their duty, worshipping God, living together amiably and

soiably. Next to the Oratory there are shools where these youngsters are taught the

�rst elements of reading and arithmeti and there is also a fened in area where they

play harmless and innoent games on Sundays and Holy Days, during rereation time.
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�It would be very useful to tell hildren the most outstanding fats of Bible history, espeially the ones

whih help prove the divine nature of our Religion, or whih an serve as example or enouragement

to virtue. It would also be helpful to assist their little minds with pitures representing those fats�

� F. Aporti, Manuale di eduazione ed ammaestramento per le suole infantili. Cremona, Manini,

1833, p. 32.
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�L'Armonia della religione on la iviltà� 2 (1849), no. 40, Monday 2 April, pp. 158. The L'Armonia,

a Catholi paper, was moderately oniliatory at the beginning (4 July 1848) and towards the end of

1849 then, under the editorship of Dr. Giaomo Margotti, San Remo, beame a symbol and voie of

intransigene. This leaning towards intransigene was even more harateristi of L'Unità Cattolia.

Whih Margotti founded in 1863, direting it until his death in 1887. L'Armonia ame into being

through the initiative of Dr Guglielmi Audisio, the bishop of Ivrea, Luigi Moreno, the brother of

Canon Ottavio, a friend of Don Boso's, and the Marquises Birago di Vishe and Gustavo di Cavour.

At �rst a weekly, then three times a week and in 1855 a daily, it was always favourable to Don Boso's

initiatives. This grew even more in the ase of L'Unità Cattolia. Volume XXXVIII of the Opere

edite of Don Boso ontains opious artiles and news items regarding the eduator from Turin and

his work, published by these two papers in two di�erent periods, 1849-1863, 1864-1888 (respetively,

pp. 9-63, 64-286).
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Thus they pass their time in honest heerfulness whih makes them healthy in body and

mind, espeially at suh a tender age. Amidst them you �nd Don Boso always. He is

onstantly their teaher, ompanion, exemplar and friend.

On Sundays and Holy Days you would usually �nd four hundred youngsters in this

plae whih, given its ordinary appearane from the outside, is not notied by many

people, but the good that is being done there is immense. All these boys, most of whom

were growing up in vie and ignorane, are on the road to virtue and work. In fat their

zealous tutor and friend is fully intent on �nding some honest tradesman who will take

them in and apprentie them to his trade. If Don Boso reommends a boy who is a

pupil of his, the shop owners know it is a guarantee of good behaviour that makes it

easier for them to take him in and start him o� in their trade. So from this seedbed of

upright workers a good number of teenagers ome out eah year who are able to provide

for themselves, and who maintain, we have reason to hope, the habits of good behaviour

they learned at a tender age throughout their lives.

We an further add that amongst these boys there are often some who, through the

death or ruin of their parents, have fallen into total neglet so some of these are also

taken in and given a plae in the rooms in the little houses indiated above. There they

are supported while they are out learning their trade until suh time as they an keep

themselves by the sweat of their own brow.

Two members of the Committee for Peter's Pene went to this haritable hostel on

the Feast of the Annuniation. They were invited there by the deserving founder of

said Oratory. He was reeiving a donation that these good and exemplary youngsters

had wanted to give for his work. Aware of the sorrowful events in Rome, and that the

ommon Father of the faithful had been exiled, they spontaneously deided to o�er their

ontribution to inrease the tribute of �lial veneration from Turin to be given to the

Viar of Christ.

When the members of the ommittee entered these modest preints where suh good

work is being done, they were welomed by the diretor with exquisite ourtesy. Then

they were very muh moved when they were surrounded by the boys who elebrated the

oasion by giving them a beautiful wreath.

Two of the boys soon approahed and while one stood up on a platform and presented

the thirty �ve frans they had olleted from amongst themselves the other gave a simple

but heartfelt speeh whih we will now o�er a quik summary of for our readers.

The young orator said: �If our voies ould ever reah the ears of the Holy Father,

we would all run and gather at his feet and say with one voie: 'Most Holy Father, this

is the lukiest moment of our lives. We are a bunh of young boys who onsider it our

greatest fortune to be able to give a sign of our veneration to Your Holiness. We tell you

that we are Your most a�etionate hildren, and despite all the evil e�orts to alienate

us from the unity of the Catholi Churh we delare that we reognise the Suessor of

St Peter, the Viar of Jesus Christ, in Your Holiness. Anyone not united to this belief is

destined for eternal loss. We delare that we are intimately onvined that nobody an

belong to the true Churh if separated from You. We are ready to spend everything we

have, even our very lives, to show that we are worthy of suh a kind father�.

The delegates felt suh a wave of emotion ome over them on hearing these a�etionate
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words spoken so intelligently and expressively by a young lad who arries bukets of

mortar and briks for the briklayers but nonetheless was apable of suh noble and

generous thoughts. They responded to the boys with a few words saying that they gloried

in having them as members of something that is a sinere profession of the Catholi Faith

whih exalts human beings of any status or irumstane wherever they are found. They

then asked the young orator for a opy of his speeh and this opy was in turn given to

the Apostoli Nunio who indiated that he was espeially pleased and said he would

send it to the Cardinal Pro-Seretary of State for the Supreme Ponti� as an example of

the most ommendable sentiments if one looks at the position and earlier situation of

those who were manifesting them.

For our part we believed it a duty to go to some length in bringing to publi knowledge

an event we believe to be worthy of the highest ommendation.

9. From Il Coniliatore Torinese (1849)

61

The Oratory of St Franis de Sales in Turin

If someone leaving the ity via Porta di Susa were to have in mind wandering along the

avenue that runs o� to the right and, skirting the military quarters and the walls of

the hospitals of St Louis and the Pazzarelli, were to desend along the pleasant deline

as far as the large building that lies ahead, then turning left, take the delightful lane

hugging the walls of the various buildings there, he would shortly ome aross a wooden

gate. Entering it he would �nd himself in a fairly large enlosure. There is a long,

low building there, deent enough but more rusti than something of the town, running

north, and dividing the enlosure into two parts. One part is larger and has been worked

into something of a garden. The other is narrower and has been left as is. The individual

might think that the building is where the gardeners live; there are many people of the

kind living in this area. But with a more attentive glane at the humble edi�e and the

various religious insriptions that an be read there, at the small bell tower surmounted

by a ross that rises above the roof, and at the notie: This is the Lord's house

written above the exit to the west, the person would not take long, though not without

some surprise, to understand that here is a sared Oratory.

His amazement would grow all the more as he asked himself why and by whom suh a
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�Il Coniliatore Torinese. Giornale religioso, politio, letterario� 2 (1849), no. 42, Saturday 7 April.

�Il Coniliatore Torinese�, �rst twie weekly then thrie weekly was founded by the initiative of the

Turinese Canons Lorenzo renaldi (appointed bishop of Pinerolo in July 1848) and Lorenzo Gastaldi,

who was its editor and manager. It ame into being with the aim of �reoniling religion and ivil life�

and in its brief life of 15 months (15 July 1848-28 September 1849) held a politial and elesiologial

line inspired by Gioberti and Rosmini. Amongst its ollaborators were Benedetto Negri, Franeso

Cavalleri, Pietro Bario, P. G. Rossi who followed Gioberti and Lorenzo Gastaldi, Giuseppe Buroni,

Carlo Gilardi (from the Institute of Charity), Paul Barone who followed Rosmini. Less able to be

pigeon-holed are G. A. Bessone, Pier Giuseppe Berizzi, prof. G. Gerini. Cf. G. Tunnetti, Lorenzo

Gastaldi 1815-1883, vol I Teologo, pubbliista, rosminiano, vesovo di Saluzzo 1815-1871. Casale

Monferrato, Edizioni Piemme 1983, pp. 57-88; F. Tranello, Cattoliesimo oniliatorista. Religione

e ultura nella tradizione rosminiana lombardo-piemontese (1825-1870), Milan, Marzorati 1970, pp.

168-175.
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modest plae had been onserated to the pratie of religion; the answer he would reeive

is that a humble priest with no other means than immense harity has been gathering

some �ve to six hundred youngsters there every Sunday and Holy Day to teah them

Christian virtues and gradually turn them into hildren of God and exellent itizens.

This remarkable priest, �lled with philanthropy whih omes from no other soure than

the Catholi Faith, was heart-striken seeing that on Sundays and Holy Days, hundreds

upon hundreds of hildren left to their own devies were �oking into the squares, the

streets, and the �elds on the outskirts of the ity instead of going to Churh to learn how

to beome holy, squandering the whole day in dangerous pursuits, then were returning

home even more dissolute, godless and unruly.

The sight of so many boys growing up in rass ignorane of what matters most to

the human being, through the lamentable negligene of their families and masters, and

exposed to all the orruption that omes from idleness and bad ompanions and example,

so a�eted him that he deided to apply the remedy he knew best. So what did this new

disiple of Philip Neri do? Moved by zeal and armed with patiene that ould handle any

trial, lothed in humility and kindness whih he knew would demand the best of him, he

set about roaming through Turin on weekends. When he found groups of boys playing

he would approah them and ask them to let him join their games, then later when he

had befriended them somewhat, he would invite them to ontinue their games in a plae

he had that was better equipped for rereation than where they were at the moment.

It is not hard to imagine how muh sorn his invitation reeived and how many rebu�s

he had to su�er, but little by little his onsisteny and kindness triumphed wonderfully.

The wildest hildren, the most rekless boys, won over by so muh humility and meekness,

allowed themselves to be led to this lowly enlosure that I have desribed. One part of

the building had been turned into a modest but devout little hapel, and Sundays were

divided up into innoent games and religious servies. One the �rst boys invited there

had tasted the sweetness of piety and experiened the ine�able pleasure of a soul resued

from the abyss of orruption, or had been uplifted by the �rm hope of eternal reward,

beame little apostles themselves, amongst their olleagues and ompanions in vie or

dissipation. They promised their friends that they would �nd muh better fun with Don

Boso (whih is this exellent priest's name) than they would where and with whom they

were now. News of the new oratory spread from mouth to mouth and soon an endless

rowd of youngsters were �oking there. One an imagine how exited they were.

A swarm of bees buzzing around the hive while others inside the hive are quietly

working away making honey � this is a true image of that enlosure on Sundays and

Holy Days. Along the streets leading there you might meet a rowd of boys at any point

singing and heading in that diretion in high spirits as if it was a feast they were going

to. Inside you would see hildren split up into groups for their games, some running

around, others playing ball, others boe, still others on a see-saw, or doing gymnastis,

or playing 'pyramids'. Meanwhile in the hapel others would be learning atehism, or

preparing for the saraments and in the nearby rooms others would be learning to read

or write, and some would be learning arithmeti, alligraphy, or how to sing. A number

of priests would be keeping an eye on suh a diverse mob of lively boys eah with his

own partiular inlinations; they are doing their best for eah one, o�ering thoughts,
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a�etion, religious ativities and being areful that at times set aside for prayer and

ommon instrution they all stop their games and ome together in the oratory.

Doubtless it is an unutterable pleasure to see the submissiveness with whih all these

boys with suh bad past experienes obey the priests, the joy on their faes, the devotion

with whih they pray, go to the Saraments, attend religious instrution whih is also

available during the week for who needs it, or take part in retreats for a number of days.

It is a wonder to see the a�etion and gratitude these hildren have in their hearts for

their benefator, Don Boso.

No father reeives more signs of a�etion from his hildren, who hang on to him,

everyone wanting to talk to him, kiss his hand. If they see him walking through the ity

they rush out of their workplae to see him. His word has a prodigious e�et on their

tender hearts as he teahes them, orrets them and guides them to do good, eduates

them to virtue to the point of wanting to be perfet. His humble abode is a refuge whih

is always open to any young lad who wants to esape the orrupt world, be freed from

the luthes of guilt, reeive advie or be helped in any honest intention.

Unable to take all the boys who ome to him in this oratory, some months ago he

opened another outside Porta Nuova and appointed some priests already formed in his

shool of harity. We hope it will bear no less fruit in terms of Christian behaviour.

So hail, new Philip, hail remarkable priest! May your example �nd many imitators in

every ity. Let them open sared enlosures to youngsters where piety is surrounded with

honest rereation. Only this way an we heal one of the deepest plagues of ivil soiety

and the Churh: the orruption of the young.

Gastaldi
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10. From Il Coniliatore Torinese

63

The Metri Deimal System made simple for use of artisans and ountry folk

The remarkable Fr John Boso, evermore intent on doing good for the ordinary people,

never eases to at to their advantage with every measure that he knows best. Filled with
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Lorenzo Gastaldi, �rst born son of Bartolomeo, and Margherita Volpato, was born in Turin on 8

Marh 1815. He ompleted his lassial studies at the Carmel shool. When he was 14 he took

on the lerial habit and as an external student at the seminary, he also attended the university

where he gained a diploma in Philosophy and then in liberal Arts (1831) then a his Bahelors (1833),

Lientiate (1835) and dotorate (1836) in theology. In 1838 he was o-opted for the ollege of theology

at the faulty of theology at the university. He was ordained priest by Arhbishop Fransoni on 23

September 1837. Meanwhile he had begun to follow the thinking of Rosmini, whih he ontinued

to strenuously and loyally defend until the end of his life. After a brief experiene as editor and

manager of Il Coniliatore Torinese, he beame interested in religious Life and joined the Institute of

Charity (1851-1862), arrying out an intense missionary ativity and as a teaher in England (1853-

1862). He rejoined the dioesan lergy on his return and was made a Canon of the Holy Trinity in

St Lawrene's Churh in Turin where he was known for his results as a preaher at missions for the

people, and retreats, and also for his religious writings. He was bishop of Saluzzo from 9 June 1867

until 27 Otober 1871. He was �nally elevated to the Arhbishopri in Turin (1871-1883) where he

died suddenly on 25 Marh, Easter Sunday, 1883. Cf. G Tuninetti, Lorenzo Gastaldi 1815-1883, 2

Vol. Casale Monferrato, edizioni Piemme 1983/1988.
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�Il Coniliatore Torinese. Giornale religioso, politio, letterario� 2 (1849), no. 69, Saturday 9 June.
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true philanthropy of the kind we all Christian harity he is not ontent with words but

with deeds and an already demonstrate these in abundane to merit the a�etion and

gratitude of his fellow itizens. Those who have the moral and ivil progress of the people

very muh at heart and who seek to instrut them with the light of truth and form them

to virtue, not orrupt them demoralise them, exite their passions and steal the only

good thing they have suh as simpliity of mind and heart and love for religion. . . these

people should be invited to follow in the footsteps of Don Boso. As this paper indiated

on 6 April last, he has opened a shool of religion and basi eduation, Christian and ivil

morality. He gives all of his time and energies and reserves nothing for himself seeking no

other reompense than the bene�t he an bring to his dear pupils and the onsolation of

working for the glory of God. Although he spends the entire day in a thousand di�erent

ativities on behalf of youngsters who for whatsoever reason have need of him, teahing

them atehism, administering the saraments, showing them some trade and seeking an

employer who will take them in, reoniling them with their parents, just the same he

�nds some hours to write books that an help them.

Now that we are approahing 1850 when by Royal Deree the metri system will be in

universal use, he sees the great importane of the people getting to know this system as

soon as possible, so he has written this small book to failitate suh knowledge. It is the

book indiated above. This brief work seems to us to be well ordered and likely to ahieve

its purpose. He has taken an easy, lear, popular approah. The subjet matter has been

dealt with fully. All the weights and measures of the old system have been onverted into

the new so that with little e�ort even the less-eduated person ould austom himself

to the onversion. So we warmly reommend this work both for its exellene and for

the author.
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11. Don Boso's Oratory as presented in a magazine for teahers and eduators

(1849)

Meeting of the Central Committee of the Soietà d'Istruzione e d'eduazione

64

, 3

May 1849

65

. . . The order alled next for proposals to similarly set up normal shools for teahers

in the provines. But the desire to indiate, so soiety ould appreiate and know about

them, all the private institutions run by generous people who without muh fanfare and

almost in the shade eduate a great number of hildren of both genders, brought to light

a handful of shools and praties mostly unknown, and the names of their well-deserving

diretors, almost all of whom belong to Turin's lergy. The meeting was moved to hear

the details from the lips of various members realling one or another of these. And it

deided that it would make honourable mention of eah of them in the soiety's magazine.

The �rst to be nominated was the Parish Priest of Our Lady of Carmel, the theologian

of Porta who has for some time already set up a shool for teahers. The seond was

Fr Franis [= Giovanni ℄ Cohi, assistant priest at the hurh of the Annuniation, who

teahes girls in the shool in the Parish when they an be free from work, whih is after

lunh. He runs a similar shool for both genders in the St Philip's Oratory at Vanhiglia,

every Sunday and holy day. Another worthy andidate was mentioned, Don Boso who

gathers almost 300 hildren in the Oratory of St Franis de Sales, where he atehises

them, teahes them and lets them play games, gymnastis.

The name of another similarly well-deserving priest from the provines was mentioned

at the meeting, Dr. Borelli from Castagnole. He has set up a similar shool for instrution

and exerise in his parish. The Viar Forane of Busa was also mentioned, Dr. Vahetta,

who helped in the haritable work of the widow, Mrs Garro and where in the Autumn of

1835 he gathered poor hildren of both genders who had been orphaned and left without

any means of support by the terrible Cholera outbreak. Others �nished by mentioning

another ase in Turin in Dr Carpano, a priest who has set up a shool for eduation
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�Giornale della Soietà d'Istruzione e d'eduazione� I (1849) May, p. 240.
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The Giornale della Soietà d'Istruzione e d'eduazione ame out during 1849 as a ontinuation of

L'Eduatore, while the 'Soietà di istruzione e d'eduazione' (already set up on 1 Marh) was taking

shape. This soiety founded and ran �a journal that is a bond between ommittees and members

wherever they are and is the publi aount of the Soiety for the ountry�. Apart from the �rst year,

whih was neessarily irregular, the magazine gradually began to appear in monthly installments

of 64 pages (in reality there were 8 in 1849, 12 in 1850, 13 in 1851 and 11 in 1852, of di�erent

dimensions). In the �rst three years the material was distributed aross the following setions: 1.

Critial sienti�, literary studies, statistis related to eduation and teahing. 2. the Ats of the

Soiety. 3. O�ial ats of the University (1851: O�ial Ats of Publi Eduation). 4. Misellaneous,

bibliography and orrespondene; in the fourth and �nal year: 1. History of the state and progress

of university, seondary, primary and tehnial eduation. 2. Theoretial and pratial works on the

four branhes of publi eduation and espeially primary. 3. Ats of the Soiety and ommittees.

4. Summary of o�ial ats of publi eduation. For 1853 the Soiety deided to split the magazine

into two weekly periodials: L'Istitutore, edited by Prof. Domenio Berti, for primary and tehnial

shools, and the Rivista delle Università e dei Collegi for seondary shools and universities. Cf.

G. Corallo, La Soietà d'Istruzione e d'Eduazione e la sua attività, in �Rassegna di pedagogia� 10

(1959) 70-87.
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and various exerises at Porta Nuova. Professor Danna took harge of olleting all

these details whih will be then presented in a part of this magazine entitled Cronihetta

(regular olumn).

Cronihetta by Casimiro Danna

66

. . . While Raheli was spreading the spirit of eduation amongst lasses who ould send

their hildren to shool, another no less generous person was thinking of the hildren of

people who were either so poor that they ould not, or so brutalised by ignorane that

they negleted to give the least glimmer of instrution, any love to their o�spring, the

'last link in the soial hain', who were out on the muddy street. I am talking of Don

Boso's Sunday shool, a priest about whom I annot speak without frankly feeling the

deepest sense of veneration. Beyond Porta Susa, in the group of houses that everyone

knows as Valdoo, he set up an oratory under the name of St Franis de Sales. It was

not a random hoie nor was it in vain. Beause more than the title itself, he transfused

the spirit of that zealous apostle into his institute, that learly direted zeal that burned

so �erely in his heart. He has devoted himself to lessening the sorrows of poor people,

ennobling their thinking. It is praise indeed to talk about what he did and does every

day, demonstrating how our religion is a religion of ivilisation. On weekends he gathers

some 400-500 boys over eight years old in that enlosure, in order to remove from danger

or dissipation and instrut them in the preepts of Christian morality. He does this by

engaging them in pleasant and honest rereation after they have attended the eremonies

and exerises of religious piety. He is the presider and minister, teaher and preaher,

father and brother, and arries out his priestly duties in the most edifying way. He also

teahes them Bible and Churh history, Catehism, the priniples of arithmeti. He gives

them pratie in the metri deimal system and other things they do not know. He also

teahes them to read and write.

All this is for moral and ivil eduation. But he does not overlook physial eduation;

he lets them do gymnastis in the losed-in playground that runs alongside the oratory.

They grow up stronger in body playing on stilts or the see-saw, throwing diss or playing

skittles. The bait with whih he attrats this huge number of boys, apart from a medal

as a prize, or a ra�e or sometimes a bite to eat, is his alm and vigilant approah. He

is onstantly trying to propagate the light of truth and mutual a�etion amongst these

young souls. When one thinks of the evil avoided, the vies he prevents, the virtues he

sows, the good that results, it seems inredible that his work ould �nd obstrution and

disagreement. On whose part? On the part of people whose many defets we might

forgive, exept their ignorane. They are ignorant of the fat that to eduate is a noble

part of the evangelial ministry, and that they should indeed be thanking Don Boso. Far

from distrating these youngsters from religious praties, he is fully intent on instruting

them in these, sine abandoned as they are by their parents, they would never ever go

to their parish or if they did, the atehists would have little good in�uene on them.
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The world sees the poverty of these poor wrethes as a re�etion of less preious souls

and sometimes evangelial workers themselves give little thought to nurturing piety and

preepts in this overrowded ity when its people turn up in rags. This is how the evil

seeds of vie take root, and while the ourts are handing out severe penalties for soiety's

disorders, the evildoers are taking root in the ity.

Don Boso's institute has been running for seven years and Charles Albert has pro-

teted it with wisdom that goes beyond the merely Royal. He has reognised the immense

use it is to publi morality. Meanwhile the number of youngsters has grown so muh that

the oratory has divided into two. Another Oratory alled St Aloysius has opened at

Porta Nuova between the viale de' Platani and viale Valentino. This is direted by Fr

Carpano, a pious, zealous and worthy ollaborator of the man we are praising. The life,

spirit and purpose of both oratories is the same. A third had already been set up in

Vanhiglia thanks to the alert onern of the assistant priest, Fr Cohis, but how sorry

I am to say that for reasons unknown it is no longer running!

But what gives Don Boso the most right to the itizens' gratitude is the hospie or

home that he has o�ered in his oratory to the most needy and ragged hildren. When

he knows of or enounters someone mired in the most squalid poverty he does not lose

a moment; he brings him home, restores him, gets rid of his �lthy lothes and gives

him new ones, feeds him morning and evening until suh time as the lad has found an

employer and work where he an provide for the future, and where also he an �nd a

more seure eduation of mind and heart. Some priests ontribute to the many expenses

inurred by this inestimable work. But most of it omes from the personal resoures of

this true minister of the One who is meek of heart and restores troubled spirits. What

an imitable example he gives others who are austomed to wealth! It is not always

useful to earn money from a good piee of ground when in the right hands it ould be

an instrument of generous harity. Poverty an be stripped away as muh by the wealth

you do not have as by the wealth you in fat have.

12. To King Vitor Emmanuel II

67

[Turin, 14 November 1849℄

Your Royal Majesty,

Fr John Boso, who lives in this Capital, humbly desribes for Your Majesty how he

wanted to provide for the needs of the most abandoned youngsters, and so began to

gather them on Sundays and Holy Days in one or other plae around the ity, always

with the onsent of the elesiastial and ivil authorities. The Lord blessed this work

and now it has been established at Valdoo between Porta Palazzo and Porta Susa as an

Oratory under the title of St Franis de Sales. More than �ve hundred boys �ok there,
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G. Boso, Epistolario, Introduzione, testi ritii e note, ed. Franeso Motto, vol I (1835-1863). Rome,

LAS 1991, pp. 89-91. Vitor Emmanual II (1820-1878) had ome to the throne a few months earlier

(23 Marh 1849), after the abdiation of his father, Charles Albert (1798-1849), after the defeat at

Novarra. Note the strong emphasis on the danger that abandoned youth pose for soiety. This is the

onern of the oratories (�youngsters, a large number of them having been released from prison. . .

f. Above℄.
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a large number of them having been released from prison or who are in danger of ending

up there. The plae indiated above then beame too small for the great number who

wanted to ome, so in 1847 another Oratory, under the title of St Aloysius, was opened

at Porta Nuova between the viale de' Platani and R. Valentino.

Given that in present times abandoned youth �nd themselves in greater need of both

eduation and religion, the Vanhiglia Oratory run by Fr Cohi, assistant priest at the

hurh of the Annuniation whih was losed for a year, has now been reopened under

the title of the Guardian Angel.

In all three plaes using sermons, atehism lessons and shool, we onstantly nurture

love for work, respet for authority and law aording to the priniples of our Holy

Catholi Religion.

There are also Sunday shools for teahing the metri system, for those who an ome.

We also have a home with twenty �ve beds to provide for the most urgently in need of

these boys. The usual number who attend these Oratories together amounts to around

a thousand, for Sundays and Holy Days.

Up until now everything has gone ahead with the help of some haritable individuals

and with the help of a good number of zealous priests and also lay people.

Now the suppliant, �nding himself in harge of the three Oratories, is in di�ulty,

given that between the three plaes the rent osts two thousand four hundred frans,

inluding expenses for maintaining the three hapels respetively, where we have all the

sared funtions every Sunday and Holy Day, and then there is the di�ulty of the other

daily expenses, the result of the extreme poverty of some of the hildren, and despite

all the e�orts the suppliant has made he now �nds himself in the tough position of not

being able to ontinue.

He therefore begs Your Royal Majesty to give kind onsideration to a work that has

already provided and we hope will ontinue to provide for the well being of so many

abandoned individuals. It is a work that already reeived harity from Your august

father. The suppliant beseehes You to grant the haritable aid that Your father would

look kindly upon.

I have the honour of remaining, Sir, Your Majesty's most humble and obedient subjet,

Suppliant,

[Fr John Boso℄

[ Note: the losing valedition above is merely an English o�ial (royal) version for

DB's �Che della grazia et�℄.
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13. Report of the Treasurer General, Ottavio Moreno, in Don Boso's favour

68

Subjet

Subsidy in favour of

Fr John Boso for three Oratories

Turin, 6 Deember 1849

Most Honourable Sir,

It is a point about whih I have no doubt, and the Minister would already know of the

outstanding and ative zeal whih Fr John Boso has shown for some years by instruting,

gathering young abandoned or unruly boys who wander about the streets and lanes of

the apital, doing what they want and as their whims suggest, with sad result. I am only

on�rmed in what I see and feel about these youngsters when I seem them unfortunately

arrested and taken o� to prison.

Everything Don Boso explains in the petition Your Lordship has passed on to me is

absolutely true. So it is desirable that the Government beome seriously involved in the

urrent and future lot of these boys. This would be a great servie rendered not only

to the City of Turin, whih is disgraed by their behaviour, but to many mothers and

fathers of families, and soiety throughout Piedmont, beause the example of the apital

easily and e�etively spreads out into the provines where there is no lak, indeed they

are on the inrease, of unruly youth. It is a real torment and sandal for good people.

Don Boso does what he an, but a poor priest does not have su�ient means for the

most essential expenditure and trusts in Christian harity as well as that of government

whih is also very interested in guiding and ensuring the good behaviour of a lass that is

on the inrease, homeless, without eduation, without restraint, sedued by anyone who

o�ers money, a prie paid for breahes of peae, yelling and whatever else.

Don Boso, as he has told me, at least would like some help to pay rent for these plaes

he oupies and whih he uses to gather the boys and instrut them and also to feed a

good number of famished boys at times. He has to pay rent for the three plaes, whih

amounts to two thousand four hundred lire. Then there is the maintenane of the three

hapels whih neessarily have to have sared vessels, and a few bust at least deent

furnishings.

If he has no help the aforesaid priest delares that he an no longer meet these expenses.

And he is well aware that his benefators an tire of their harity. He will �nd himself

then at the same point that the deserving Fr Cohis found himself when for lak of funds
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The request by Don Boso sent to Vitor Emmanuel II was sent, as was usual pratie, to the Grand

Chanellor's o�e so that the o�ial ould ask the opinion of the person holding the position of

the Royal Apostoli Treasurer General who was at the time Canon Ottavio Moreno. The Report,

a favourable one, led the King to grant a subsidy of 400 lire, a rather onspiuous sum of money

aording to the monetary value of the day. Cf. A. Giraudo, �Sara Real Maestà�. . . in �Rierhe

Storihe Salesiane� 13 (1994), pp. 302-303. Ottavio Moreno (1779-1852), from Savona, Canon of the

Cathedral in Turin, Senator in 1849, was Treasurer General from 1836 until his death. We �nd him

in the Cenno storio dell'Oratorio di S. Franeso di Sales, presiding at the eremony of laying the

foundation stone for the Churh of St Franis de Sales on 20 July 1851.
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he had to abandon a similar that he had been suessfully managing for some years. He

had to lose beause he had too many debts.

I would propose, then, that His Majesty might deign to provide, this time, a subsidy of

four hundred lire to Fr Boso and we an hope meanwhile that the Government will take

to heart a serious situation growing daily and that ould have the saddest onsequenes

for the future.

I have the honour of returning the said petition to Your Lordship,

With all respet,

I am Your Lordship's most Devoted Servant,

Fr Moreno

14. To the Administrators of the Mendiità Istruita (Royal Institute for the

Eduation of the Destitute)

69

Honourable Gentlemen,

In an e�ort to promote the soial, religious and moral advanement of the most ne-

gleted young people, in 1841 Father John Boso began by gathering several suh young

people in a plae attahed to the hurh of St Franis of Assisi. By dint of irumstane,

their number was limited to seventy or eighty.

In 1844 the writer transferred to the Pious Work of the Refuge for reason of employ-

ment, but ontinued to gather these youngsters, to whom others were added until the

number reahed three hundred. Without a suitable plae to ome together, they met

sometimes in one plae sometimes in another in the ity, always with the knowledge of

the ivil and elesiastial authorities.

In 1846 he sueeded in renting a plae in Valdoo and the Oratory of St Franis de

Sales was established there. The number of young people between the ages of 12 and 20

reahed as high as six or seven hundred. Many of these youngsters had just been released

from prison or were in danger of ending up there.

The Lord blessed this work and sine the aforesaid Oratory had beome too small, at

the end of 1847 and other was opened at Porta Nuova under the title of St Aloysius. In

response to the ever more pressing need to eduate and help negleted young people, in

Otober 1849 the Oratory of the Guardian Angel was re-opened. Father Cohi, assistant

priest at the hurh of the Annuniation and a most zealous priest, had been fored to

shut it down the previous year. The number of young people attending the three oratories

onsidered together often reahes a thousand. By o�ering pleasant rereation and a few
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G. Boso, Epistolario, Introduzione, testi ritii e note, ed. Franeso Motto, vol I (1835-1863). Rome,

LAS 1991, pp. 96-98. The Royal Institute for the Eduation of the Destitute arose in Turin in 1743

as the initiative of a group of priests and lay people with a view to gathering up the poor of the ity,

instruting them in the atehism and helping them in their most urgent needs. Towards the end

of the entury it added the aim of helping the hildren of the poor �nd work and study instead of

being left to idle and as vagabonds. This led to the setting up of the Shools of Charity, to teah

trades. In the 1820s the Work entrusted shools for girls to the Sisters of St Joseph (April 1842)

and shools for boys to the Brothers of the Christian Shools (1892). Cf. G. Chiosso, La gioventù

�povera e abbandonata� a Torino nell'Ottoento. Il aso degli allievi artigiani della Mendiità Istruita

(1818-1861), in L'impegno dell'eduare, ed., J. M. Prellezzo. Rome. LAS 1991, pp. 375-402.
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amusements, and with atehism, lasses and singing, some of these boys improve in their

temperament and begin to love work and their Religion. Every evening there are singing

lasses, and Sunday lasses for those who an attend. Sometimes we have opened these

up to the publi and the people who have ome have shown themselves to be ompletely

satis�ed.

We also have a Home apable of aommodating from twenty to thirty youngsters of

the kind that �nd themselves in dire need, as is all too often the ase.

Up to now the work has gone forward with the help of a number of haritable people,

both priests and lay people. The priests who are ommitted to this work in a speial way

are: Fathers Borelli, Carpano, Vola, Ponte, Grassino, Murialdo, Giaomelli and Marengo.

The undersigned, �nding himself in harge of the three oratories, and given the ost of

the rent for the three plaes, whih amounts to two thousand four hundred frans a year,

as well as the ost of maintenane of the three hapels where we hold all the funtions for

Sundays and Holy Days, as well as expenses inurred for the essential and serious needs

of some of the youngsters, the fear is that we annot perhaps ontinue, sine we need to

go too often to people who have provided haritable help up until now.

The undersigned, having seen that the origins and purpose of the aforesaid Orato-

ries is the same as the Institute for the Eduation of the Destitute, humbly invites the

Honourable Gentlemen of administration to give kind onsideration to what has been

explained hereto, and by onsider these Oratories as an appendix to the Institute, grant

the subsidies that the Honourable Gentleman wisely judge appropriate. This way a work

that has already provided and we hope will ontinue to provide for the spiritual as well

as temporal well being of so many negleted individuals of human soiety an ontinue.

In the hope of a favourable response,

Fr John Boso

15. Report of the Treasurer General Ottavio Moreno in favour of Frs Cohi,

Boso and Dr. Saarelli

70

Proposal for a subsidy

Royal Apostoli

Treasurer General

Honourable Minister,

There are four petitions whih the Treasurer General has the honour of explaining to

the Honourable Minister for Churh A�airs, regarding his opinion as to whether they

should be granted.
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Canon Ottavio Moreno's positive opinion regarding Don Boso relates to a report on a petition sent to

Vitor Emmanuel in July 1851, to obtain an extraordinary subsidy to build the hurh of St Franis

de Sales. Don Boso was given a subsidy of 10,000 lire �3 thousand to be paid immediately and the

remainder little by little as the publi purse allowed�. Cf. A Giraudo, �Sara Real Maestà�. . . , in

�Rierhe Storihe Salesiane� 13 (1994), pp. 176, 296-297, 307-310. Dr Gaspare Saarelli (1818-

1864) had founded a smilar oratory for poor girls in Borgo S. Donato, next to Borgo Dora where the

Oratory of St Franis de Sales was. Its purpose was to atehise them and give them the opportunity

of ful�lling their religious praties, and teah them to read and write and add up, as well as engaging

them in 'honest rereation' (A Giraudo, �Sara Real Maestà�. . . , pp. 303-304).
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Three have been presented by very zealous priests who with extraordinary harity are

involved in the reovery, instrution and eduation of poor girls and boys and older youth

who are left to themselves. They wander the streets and the squares, are given to unruly

behaviour and are aught up in all kinds of vie and turpitude. The subsidies that the

Treasury an provide are ertainly insu�ient to support so muh zealous e�ort, but it is

important that the Government itself beomes involved and assists and fosters this with

funds whih it has in hand and whih it an make available.

We are speaking of a generation that is growing, and growing in vie; a generation

that is already numerous, unruly and insolent, open to any kind of induement or trik

or ill-omened outry. Youngsters of this kind an be imprisoned. . . but what does this

imprisonment do? What use is it? The writer, who visited the prisons for many years,

knows what he is talking about.

Two of the priests began gathering up these boys who had been abandoned and left

to sleep under the portioes, or along alleys or in some doorway. Some responded to

the voie alling them to shelter and bread; others followed the hand that led them to

a plae with a roof over their heads. This how the wonderful and truly priestly work

of two priests, Cohis and Boso, began. I am happy to name them, however this

ommuniation speaks favourably of them.

Fr Cohis is in a more on�ned area whih he zealously ares for, in all harity and

with good suess. The Treasurer General does not hesitate to reommend, in the light

of his petition, the renewal of his subsidy of 800 lire.

Fr John Boso operates on a muh vaster sale and is running three meeting plaes for

youngsters under the label of religion and whih he alls, as did St Philip Neri, Oratories.

The prinipal of these is the one that he looks after in the Valdoo area of the apital,

under the title of St Franis de Sales. We annot even begin to say how useful this

gathering that takes plae every Sunday and Holy Day is; it grows ever more numerous

and exemplary, to the point of sheer edi�ation.

Good Father Boso is always there presiding, helped by some of his priestly friends

and on�dants. They opy him in his zeal and harity. During the week he keeps some of

the boys who are most in need of religious instrution, beginning with the �rst elements

of the atehism. But he adds other things to this: alligraphy, arithmeti et., with a

view to �nding them a tradesman or workshop so they an be apprentied to a trade.

On Sundays or Holy Days the lads who he has found work for run exitedly and

impatiently to the Oratory of St Franis de Sales and there they surround the loveable

Don Boso and show their gratitude and a�etion. After religious instrution and singing

morning prayer, they have some gymnastis or play boe, or some jousting (just the

informal kind!), or do some marhing, and lots of other games all played with muh fun,

harmony and in good tradition. You never hear a bad word or see an alteration; never

insolent or shameless yelling. Everything instead is guided by the presene, respet, and

love whih this kindly priest inspires. Despite the fat that he has little, he does not

hesitate to give bread to someone who is hungry, or a glass of watered down wine to

someone whose thirst has grown during a very ative game. The Treasurer General is

writing all this beause he is an eyewitness, an admirer and an see what great good

must ome from setting up Oratories of this kind if supported, enouraged and proteted
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by the Government.

Given the great suess demonstrated by Father Boso he would like now to build a

hurh at the Oratory of St Franis de Sales, apable of holding a good number of the

boys who ome there; a hurh, sine the plae where they hold religious funtions at the

moment is not a hurh, but a long and stu�y room where it is very di�ult to arry on

and stay there. Don Boso's wish was supported by the good and e�etive will of pious

and kind people inluding the master builder entrusted with the building. Calulation

of osts has reahed 25 thousand lire. The foundations are laid and work is proeeding.

But through lak of funds and despite the good will of the master builder, the hardly

begun onstrution may have to ease, muh to the regret of the ative and impatient

(in harity) Don Boso.

He trusts in the kindness of His Majesty, through the Treasury, but he is not ignorant

of the limitations of the Treasury and the many things weighing upon it, so he will be

happy with whatever subsidy will be possible.

The writer does not hide the fat that he believes this institution to be very useful,

and reommends that when the Treasury is able to support all the osts of this building

it should not hesitate to present it for His Majesty's Charity. While the adult generation

wants to be areful about spending, it is up to governments to see that the growing

generation is instruted, eduated in religion and morality. The good or sad future of

soiety lies with this deision and the pratial exeution of this priniple. This is what

the writer believes.

If then this exellent priest Father Boso an be supported and enouraged in his re-

ligious and eminently soially-friendly ativity, and in the hope that haritable people

ontinue to assist this wonderful work, and hoping above all that Government will be

onvined of the importane of supporting this high and enlightened priniple, the Trea-

surer General proses a subsidy of ten thousand lire to be alloated in portions, that is,

3 thousand lire immediately, and the rest over the following years at a time when the

treasury is able to ful�l the alloation.

Following the example of Fathers Boso and Cohis, Dr Saarelli, His Majesty's

haplain, has begun to gather poor girls in a house whih he rented with his own resoures

in Borgo S. Donato (is it possible that there is no thought to building a parish hurh in

a suburb without a hurh but with a population of more than twenty thousand souls?).

Up until now it has been supported by donations from pious people but largely from his

own funds.

The number of girls oming for instrution and eduation has grown and the well

deserving Fr Saarelli has indiated that he wants to build a small hurh whih will

very muh help the girls to ful�l their religious duties and will help the residents of the

suburb to hear Mass on Sundays and Holy Days.

Noting the tone of the Minister for Churh A�airs' bulletin, the writer believes that

he is onvined of the importane and usefulness of suh an establishment when the

time omes for it to be built. It would have been appropriate for Dr. Saarelli to have

indiated the ost of the building, however, it is to be noted that onstrution has already

begun and that they annot proeed for lak of funds.

For the support and enouragement of the haritable institution in di�ulties, the
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Treasurer General proposes a subsidy of two thousand �ve hundred lire, hoping that the

priest an then provide further information and that other people might want to help

him in his good work.

Then �nally there is the reminder from Count Ceppi in his role as President of the

Commission set up by the Delegate Counil for the City, to promote the various interests

of the people of Borga Stura.

The Treasurer General wanted to bring all these proposals together in a single item

of orrespondene beause all the questions onern matters whih interest the people of

Turin, however all of them an ome to the attention of the Government for its onsid-

eration.

The Treasurer General submits these proposals for the attention of the Minister for

Churh A�ars and has the honour of returning the relevant douments of petition.

The Treasurer General

Fr Moreno

To the Minister Seretary

of State for Churh A�airs and

Justie

Turin

16. Cirular onerning a publi lottery in favour of a work of soial and religious

welfare

71

Turin, 20 Deember 1851

Your Lordship,

A modest haritable work was undertaken some ten years ago in a distrit of this City,

under the title of the Oratory of St Franis de Sales, direted solely to the intelletual and

moral good of that portion of youth who through parental negligene, bad ompanions

or lak of means, �nds itself exposed to the onstant risk of orruption. Some individuals

keen on the proper eduation of the people regretfully notied that there was a growing

number of young people who were idle and ill-advised, living on what they an borrow

or by fraud on street orners or in the squares. They weigh on soiety and are often

instruments of all kinds of misdeeds. They also saw with great sadness that many who

had spent some time at work, were going out on Sundays and Holy Days spending their

time in gambling or drinking away the little they had earned during the week. Wanting

to remedy an evil that an only have very sad onsequenes, they deided to open a

house for Sunday gatherings, where everyone ould be at ease in ful�lling his religious

duties and also reeive some instrution, some advie or guidane for living his life in an

upright and Christian way.
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G. Boso, Epistolario. Introduzione, testi ritii e note. ed., Franeso Motto, vol I (1815-1863).

Rome, LAS 1991, pp. 139-141. The irular onerns the �rst of the big lotteries whih Don Boso

thought up to support his work �nanially. Giuseppe Brao dediates signi�ant pages to this in

an essay entitled Don Boso e le istituzioni, in vol I (Saggi) di Torino e Don Boso (Turin, Arhivio

Storio della Città di Torino 1989), pp. 130-133.
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Therefore the Oratory of St Franis de Sales was set up with the haritable help of

generous people who usually spend money on things to do with the publi good. Items

useful for elebrating religious funtions and for giving the youngsters moral and ivil

eduation were made ready. Similarly for games equipment that would help develop their

physial strength and provide honest rereation, in this way trying to make their stay in

the plae useful and pleasant.

It is di�ult to explain how the youngsters took to the invitation extended without

any real publiity; it was just of the kind that usually gets passed on amongst family

members, to ome to the Oratory every Sunday or Holy Day. But it gave enouragement

to enlarge the enlosure and over time introdue the improvements that ingenious and

prudent harity suggested. Then on Sundays and later on winter evenings lasses began:

reading, writing, elements of arithmeti and Italian, and a speial opportunity for getting

the youngsters familiar with the use of the measurements they felt they had most need

of, given that many were working with trades.

The aim was to instill in them a�etion for the families, fraternal harity, respet for

authority, gratitude to benefators, love for work, and more than anything else instrut

them in Catholi and moral teahing, lead them away from the road to wrongdoing,

infuse in them the holy fear of God, and give them timely instrution on the observane

of religious preepts. These are the things that for the last ten years zealous priests and

lay people have worked hard and given most of their onern to. So while there are people

who have worked laudably at spreading sienti� knowledge or helping the arts progress,

assisted industry and the eduation of better-o� young people in boarding shools and

senior high shools, in the modest Oratory of St Franis de Sales it has been mainly a

ase of religious and ivil eduation for young people who also have the strength and will

to be useful for themselves, their families and the ountry although they are less favoured

by fortune.

However, reognising that the hapel was too small to aommodate the great number

of boys, and not wanting to leave o� halfway in suh an e�ort that had begun so well, the

promoters, full of on�dene in the generosity of their fellow itizens, deided to put their

hand to a bigger building better suited to the purpose and so ensure the lasting nature

of suh a useful eduational institution. Putting aside any delay and overoming any

doubts, they ourageously laid the foundations for the new Oratory. Donations, gifts,

enouragement have not failed thus far and so muh progress was made in the work that

in a few short months the building has reahed as far as the roof. But ordinary means

are no longer enough to bring this building to ompletion, and it is neessary for the

inexhaustible harity of the publi to ome to the aid of private harity. It is to this end

that the undersigned promoters of this pious work turn to Your Lordship, asking your

agreement to and proposing a way that has already been suessfully employed by other

well-deserving institutions and will ertainly not fail for the Oratory of St Franis de Sales.

The proposal is a lottery of items whih the undersigned are thinking of undertaking to

supplement the ost of ompleting the new hapel and whih Your Lordship, we have no

doubt, will agree to onsidering the exellene of the work it is to be direted to.

If Your Lordship ould o�er us any item of silk, or wool, metal, wood or some raft

item or something by some haritable noblewoman it will all be gratefully aepted,
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beause when it omes to harity, any small help is a big one, and beause even the

small o�erings of many when put together may be enough to omplete the desired work.

The undersigned trust in your Lordship's kindness, ertain that the idea of agreeing to

the proper eduation of abandoned youth ould do no less than enourage you to give

something. For the rest it is enough to remind you of the singular kindness that people

of every kind and status have shown and promised to ahieve the extension. Espeially

valuable has been the vote of the �rst legislative body of the State whih after having

taken things into kind onsideration, appointed a ommission to reeive preise details,

and one knowing them warmly reommended it to the King's Government. Also valuable

has been the generous two year subsidy dereed by the unanimous vote of the Turin City

Counil. His and Her Majesties have shown extraordinary largesse, deigning to o�er

help, and venerable bishops and distinguished people pleased to reommend it to publi

harity have shown a speial kindness.

The undersigned extend their antiipated thanks to Your Lordship for the ourteous

ooperation you will o�er for the suessful outome of the proposed lottery, and we

implore Heavens blessings upon you.

Your most obliging servants,

The Promoters.

17. Conversation with Urban Rattazzi (1854)

by Antonio Ferreira da Silva

Introdution: Don Boso's Preventive System and young people with soial
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problems

History of the text

The history of the text that desribes the �rst meeting between Minister Urban Rattazzi

72

and Don Boso begins in 1882 in two referenes in the Salesian Bulletin.

73

No original

douments nor almost any indiation have been found in referene to a visit of the kind

in the Cronahe (Notes) of various writers kept in the ASC.

During Don Boso's Beati�ation proess two witnesses spoke expliitly of the visit

by Urban Rattazzi to the Oratory. Fr Giulio Barberis (1847-1927), who had known Don

Boso when he was only seven years old and had entered the Oratory in 1861, says:

�Minister Urban Rattazzi was often witness to the good that Don Boso was doing, given

that he visited the Oratory and was even present for one of Don Boso's sermons. With

his own eyes he saw the hange for good in boys whom he had known to be unruly. . . �

(Positio super introdutione ausae, p. 300). Fr John Baptist Franesia (1838-1930;

entered the Oratory on 22 June 1852) instead was ertain that he had been in Valdoo

on the day of Rattazzi's visit: �I was at that onferene� (Positio super introdutione

ausae, p. 204). But would he have seen and reognised the Minister? �It seems to me�,

he said in one of his Good Nights, �that I saw the man who was looking to speak with

Don Boso and that he said he was Urban Rattazzi, already very famous and a strong

opponent of Count Cavour�.

74

72

Urban Rattazzi was born in Alessandria in 1808 and died in Frosinone in 1873. He was a lawyer,

member of the Subalpine parliament and on one oasion the Minister for Publi Eduation, then

twie President of the Counil of Ministers for the Kingdom of Italy. There is a lot of disussion about

him regarding the Roman question and Churh-State relations, �rst in the Kingdom of Sardinia, then

the Kingdom of Italy. He was Minister for Justie and Minister for the Interior in various Governments

of the Kingdom of Sardinia ans � after the uni�ation of Italy � in the La Marmora ministry he arried

out an intense ativity aimed at reforming the judiiary, regulating admission to inheritane bene�ts

for lawyers for the poor, modifying the ode of penal proedure and espeially modifying the penal

ode whih was in fore in the Kingdom of Sardinia. Amongst the many di�erenes to be found

between the penal ode of 1839 and that of 1859, we ould look at those regarding minors of twenty

one years of age. The 1839 and the 1859 Codes are in agreement in asserting that a fourteen year

old, ating without proper disretion would not be subjet to punishment. If it was a ase of serious

rime, the magistrate or ourts would order that the one harged be handed over to the family, who

were obliged to eduate him well and wath over his behaviour or otherwise be �ned (1859). But

for the rest there is onsiderable di�erene between the two Codes. The 1839 Code onsidered life

imprisonment (a work penal olony) for a fourteen year old not handed over to the family. For young

people over 14, until they turned 21, it was assumed they would be sent to prison, although with

some redution of term ompared to adults. The 1859 Code, whih arries Rattazzi's signature, said

that all young people with soial problems who were not handed over to the family would be plaed

in ustody in a house of eduation and work, or be plaed in a publi work institution if the person

harged was under 14. There was only a di�erene in name between ustody and life sentene, if the

intention was re-eduation. So there were serious problems of a pedagogial nature in preparing the

regulations for ustody spoken of in the 1859 Code. It seems however that imminent politial events

prevented Rattazzi from having the hane to arry forward his task of providing more appropriate

treatment for young people with soial problems.

73

Cf. BS 6 (1882) no. 10, Ot. pp. 166-172 and no. 11, Nov. pp. 179-182.

74

G. B. Franesia, Buone notti autografe di D. G. B. Franesia, ed. By Eugenio Valentini, Rome, PAS,

1977, p. 29.
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The author

The text you �nd here is part of hapters VII and VIII of the seond part of the Storia

dell'Oratorio di S. Franeso di Sales, published by Fr John Bonetti, the main editor of

the Salesian Bulletin. One ould suppose, then, that he would be the author of the text

itself.

75

Amongst his many writings � apologetis, hagiography, asetis � of interest here is

the Storia dell'Oratorio di S. Franeso di Sales.

Published in instalments in the SB, it was ompleted and olleted in a book known as

the Cinque lustri di storia dell'Oratorio Salesiano.

76

(This ame out in English eventually

as Don Boso's Early Apostolate).

The aim of the Storia dell'Oratorio was to give readers exhaustive information on the

origins and nature of the Oratory, orreting errors and impressions that had arisen here

and there.

77

As for the struture of the work, other than information provided by Don Boso, others

were given by past pupils from the Oratory, both boarders and day boys, and lergy and

lay people.

Publiation began in January 1879 and ontinued uninterrupted until August 1881. It

began again in Otober the same year and ontinued until May 1882. The text relating

to Urban Rattazzi's visit to the Oratory in Valdoo and the disussion that took plae

is ontained in the 10th and 11th instalments (Ot-Nov) 1882. The publiation of the

Storia took up again from Marh to July 1883; it onluded with the instalment in August

1886.

Probable soures

The lak of earlier texts than those that realled the episode in the SB 28 years later

poses problems that go beyond the sope of this olletion. However, a ontribution to

a orret understanding omes from parallel texts that are brought together as a useful

omparison with the published text. It would seem that the trustworthiness of Bonnetti's

aount is strengthened, but read within the ontext of editing the SB and not as an

historial aount as suh.

Il dialogo tra Don Boso e il maestro Franeso Bodrato, drawn from the Cenni bogra�i

del saerdote D. Bodrato Franeso, of whih we have the manusript print proofs in ASC

275 Bodrato Franeso, is quoted by the ritial edition published in RSS 3 (1984) no. 2

(5), July-Deember, pp. 384-387. For G. Boso, Il sistema preventivo nella eduazione

della gioventù, instead, follow the printed text as a prefae to Regolamento per le ase

della Soietà di S. Franeso di Sales (Turin, Tip. Salesiana 1877), in OE XXIX 99-107

(pp. 3-13).

TEXT

Leaving his politial views to one side, truth demands that we aknowledge that the

lawyer Rattazzi both as a member of Parliament and as a Minister has always looked

75

See further on for a brief biographial pro�le. Footnote 110

76

Turin, Tip. Salesiana 1892.

77

Cf BS 3 (1879) no. 1 Jan., p. 6.
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upon our Oratory and Home with a kindly eye. He used to say that the Government

was obliged to protet an Institute suh as ours, beause it operated very e�iently to

lessen the prison population and to produe intelligent itizens at the same time as it

was making good Christians of them. In fat, he himself set a good example in this

regard. Therefore he enouraged Don Boso in his work, made grants, reommended the

admission of young people, and even entrusted a young ousin to him, Cesere Rattazzi

by name,

78

so that he ould bring him to a positive point of view, and be guided by

sound priniples. Then, eah time he was appointed to the Ministry, he would be so kind

as to inform Don Boso that he would have nothing to fear. He showed these kindly

dispositions from the time of his �rst meeting with Don Boso, oming to our Oratory

inognito. The event is worth noting.

It was a Sunday morning in April 1854, about ten-thirty. The young people from

the Home with many who attended during the day, were in hurh for the seond time.

They had sung Matins and Lauds of the O�e of the Blessed Virgin, had heard Mass,

and Don Boso had gone up into the pulpit and was reounting an episode from Churh

history, a topi he had taken up some time ago. In the meantime, a gentleman omes in

through the main door of our Churh, one whom no one reognised, not even Don Boso.

Hearing the sermon in progress, he sat himself down on one of the benhes provided

at the bak for the faithful, and stayed there listening till the end. Don Boso had

begun on the previous Sunday to tell the life of Pope St Clement

79

and that morning

was telling how the saintly ponti�, beause of hatred for the Christian faith, had been

sent by Emperor Trajan into exile to the Chersonese, today known as the Crimea, where

the war mentioned above broke out this year. Finishing the story, it was his ustom to

question some of the boys to see if they had questions to ask, or what moral ould be got

from this fat of history. He made sure in this way that every one paid attention, and at

the same time it added great interest to the telling. So doing, this morning he questioned

one of the young day attenders.

80

Contrary to what might have been expeted he ame

78

Cesare Rattazzi, born in Alessandria in 1843, entered the Oratory in 1856 as a trade student and

remained there until February 1858.

79

After preahing to the boys for some years on the lives of the Popes, Don Boso published these in

the Letture Cattolihe (Catholi Readings). In the Vita de' Summi Ponte�i S. Lino, S. Cleto e

S. Clemente, Turin, Paravia 1857, Don Boso writes: � So the governor, although in his heart he

found repugnane in doing evil, nevertheless out of fear of losing the friendship of his Sovereign, he

ommitted an abominable injustie by sending an innoent man into the hard and sever punishment

of exile. The journey that S. Clement made to get to his plae of exile was long and hard. It was

alled Chersoneso Taurio, today Crimea. . . �.

80

He was Giainto Arnaud, born Turin in 1826. He entered the Oratory at Valdoo as a working boy

in 1847 and left there in February 1856. �It was still in the small Oratory and I was very young. But

I remember very well what the older ompanion said and that the observation of Arnaud's on the

arrest and exile of the Arhbishop of Turin, Mons. Fransoni, was not a very appropriate question�

(G. B. Franesia, Buone notti. . . , p. 29). �Sinerely, for those who read the fat in the Salesian

Bulletin or then in the Life of D. Boso, the boy's question seemed strange; but not for us who still

realled the removal of the holy Arhbishop who was suh a good friend of ours and of Don Boso's.

Arhbishop Fransoni was then the target almost every day in the newspapers and espeially in the

Gazzetta del popolo. In the workshop, at home, in onversations they were always talking about him

and repeating what they had read in the papers, whih had to be the truth. Some at the Oratory

too were onvined that Arhbishop Fransoni had onspired against the ountry and had been justly
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out with a question whih, while appropriate, was inopportune onsidering the plae,

and for the times very dangerous. He said, �If Emperor Trajan ommitted an injustie

by driving Pope St Clement out of Rome and into exile, has not perhaps our Government

done wrong to exile our Arhbishop Fransoni?� To this unexpeted question Don Boso

replied without at all losing his omposure, �This is not the plae to say whether our

Government has done good or evil by sending our most revered Arhbishop into exile.

This is something that an be disussed at the right time. But it is true that through

the enturies and right from the beginning of the Churh the enemies of the Catholi

Faith have always had its leaders in their sights - popes, bishops, priests - beause they

believe that if you pull down the olumns the building will fall down, and that having

struk down the shepherd, the �ok will be sattered and beome easy prey to ravening

wolves.

81

Meantime, whenever we hear or read that this or that bishop, this or that

priest has been ondemned and sentened, for example to exile, or even to death, we

should not immediately believe they are guilty as these people say they are. It ould

be that on this oasion he has been a vitim of his duty, that he is a onfessor of the

faith, a hero of the Churh as were the Apostles, the martyrs, so many popes, bishops,

priests and simple faithful. And then let us always remember that the world, the Hebrew

people, Pilate, ondemned the Divine Saviour himself to death on a ross as an impious

blasphemer and subverter of the people while in fat he was truly Son of God, and had

urged obediene and submission to the onstituted authority and while he had ordered

to give to Caesar what is Caesar's and to God what is God's�.

After adding a few other words on the duty of keeping oneself strong in the faith and

spiritual life, and respet for the ministers of the Churh, Don Boso ame down from

the pulpit whilst we, having said the usual Our Father and Hail Mary in honour of St

Aloysius

82

and having sung the Praise for Ever be the Names of Jesus & Mary, left the

hapel by the side door. The unknown gentleman ame out behind us, and oming into

the playground, asked to speak to Don Boso. The latter had gone up to his room just

at this point, and a young man aompanied him up there.

83

After the �rst greetings, a

punished� (G. B. Franesia, Buone notti. . . , p. 29).

81

In the Vita dei Sommi Ponte�i S. Ponziano, S. Antero e S. Fabiano, Turin, Paravia 1859, pp. 41-42,

Don Boso writes: �There were and still are those who razily said: kill the head, put an end to the

Churh. No, said God, do not fear the assaults by men, I will defend you, I will protet you and I will

be with you all days: ee ego vobisum sum omnibus diebus [Mt 28,20℄. Perhaps some Christians

not very well eduated in the truths of the faith would say: what will beome of the Churh when

they send into exile or put to death our pastors? Let men do their worst: they will never sueed in

hanging God's deree. Kill one bishop and God sees another is put in his plae. One Pope is sent

into exile? He will govern the Holy Churh from there. He will be ondemned to death? Another

soon takes his plae who with equal ourage and strength takes up the government of the Churh,

preahes the same Gospel, the same faith, the same law, the same baptism instituted by Our Lord

Jesus Christ. So it was and will be in the future until the number of elet is omplete�.

82

MB IV speaks of a Pater, Ave and Gloria to St Aloysius with the invoation Ab omni malo libera nos

Domine. We do not know if here it is a ase of the same pratie of devotion to St Aloysius Gonzaga.

83

�During that day he asked for a speial audiene with Rev. Don Boso and was given it the same

evening. . . What we an possibly laim is that one of the �rst topis of onversation was how he

delared his admiration at the behaviour, dependene, a�etion and sinere warmth for suh a huge

number of boys, all of whih struk Bodrato. Questions therefore followed onerning the system
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brief dialogue ourred between Don Boso and Rattazzi, heard by the same young man,

who as was the ustom in those unhappy times, remained there until told by Don Boso

to leave, in ase anything happened. This is the dialogue.

84

D. Boso: May I know with

whom I have the honour of speaking?

Rattazzi : With Rattazzi.

D.B.: With Rattazzi! With the great Rattazzi (oul gran Ratass),

85

Member

of Parliament, Former Speaker of the House, and now Minister of the

Crown?

R: Preisely.

D.B.: (Smiling) Then I had better hold out my wrists for the handu�s, and

prepare myself for prisons dark.

R: For Heaven's sake why?

D.B.: Beause of what Your Exelleny heard a few moments ago in the

Churh onerning the Arhbishop.

86

R: Not at all. Leaving aside the matter of whether the question asked by the

boy was appropriate or not, you replied, and you got out of it admirably,

and no Minister in the world ould pro�er the slightest rebuke. In any

ase, although I am of the view that it is not a good idea to disuss

politis in Churh, muh less with young people who are not yet apable

of weighing things up orretly, nevertheless, one should not have to deny

one's personal onvitions on anyone's aount. I might add that in a

Constitutional Government Ministers are responsible for their ations,

whih an be veri�ed by any itizen and therefore also by Don Boso. As

for myself, although not all Arhbishop Fransoni's ideas and ations meet

with my approval, I am happy that the severe measures taken against him

did not our during my term of ministry.

D.B.: If that's the ase (Don Boso onluded merrily) I an rest assured

that this time Your Exelleny will not throw me in the ooler, and will

let me breathe the free air of Valdoo. So let us pass on to other things.

After this pleasant beginning, there followed a serious onversation lasting nearly an

hour. Rattazzi plied Don Boso with questions, had him reite hapter and verse how

the Institution of the Oratory, and the Home attahed to it began, what its aims were,

how it had progressed, what results it had ahieved.

87

Being as he was a good-hearted

man, he gained suh a good impression of it all that from that day forward as we have

mentioned above, he beame our advoate and defender. This was a real stroke of good

that Don Boso used to get suh an extraordinary result� � Cf. Il dialogo tra Don Boso e il maestro

Franeso Bodrato, pp. 384-385.

84

Cf. MB IV 626-629.

85

Piedmontese dialet rat/=rat; /ratass = big rat

86

Amongst the modi�ations Rattazzi proposed for the Penal Code and whih were approved in 1854

by Parliament we �nd that it was to be punishable by prison with the addition of a �ne for ministers

of worship who in publi meetings in the ourse of their ministry would inlude speehes against the

institutions or laws of the State.

87

Cf. MO 219-220 and 217-218.
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luk for us, insofar as the times are beoming harder year by year, and with Rattazzi

frequently having the reins of government in his hands, and ontinuing to be a man of

in�uene, our Oratory had suh support from him without whih it would have taken

some very hard knoks and even su�ered very heavy losses. Instead it was just the

opposite. It seemed as if the Lord wanted to use him for our good and to not allow us

to ome to harm, as was the ase under King Nebuhadnezzar, when a powerful minister

was used to favour young Daniel and his ompanions. God never hanges. He is always

like a father who provides. Happy he who loves him and trusts in him.

Among the various questions asked of Don Boso by Mr Rattazzi in the above-

mentioned onversation, one onerned the means he used to keep order among the

many young people who �oked to the Oratory.

�Does not Your Reverene have at his orders at least two or three onstables in uniform,

or in ivilian dress?�, asked the Minister.

�I have absolutely no need of them, Your Exelleny�.

�Is that possible? But these youngsters of yours are simply no di�erent from young

people everywhere. They too will be unruly, troublesome, quarrelsome, to say the least.

What ensures, what punishments do you use then, to restrain them, prevent disorders?�

�Most of these young people are as smart as they ome, as the saying is. Notwithstand-

ing this, here we do not use violene, or punishment of any kind�.

88

�This is a mystery

to me. Explain the seret!�

89

�Your Exelleny would know that there are two systems of eduation; one is alled

the repressive system, the other is alled the preventive system.

90

The former sets itself

to eduate people by fore, repression, punishment when they break the law and ommit

a rime.

91

The latter seeks to eduate them with kindness, and gently helps them to

observe the law, and it provides them with the most suitable and e�aious means for

the purpose. This is preisely the system we use.

92

Above all here we try to inulate in

the hearts of the young the holy fear of God. We motivate them with love for virtue and

horror of vie by teahing them their Religion, and with appropriate moral instrution.

93

88

�What rule should we have for in�iting punishments? Where possible, never use punishments. . . � �

Regolamento per le ase . . . p. 12.

89

�. . . He felt the need and ardently wished to know the seret of the extraordinary suess of this

eduation� � Il dialogo tra Don Boso e il maestro Franeso Bodrato, p. 395.

90

�There are two systems that have been used throughout the ages in the eduation of the young:

Preventive and Repressive� � Regolamento per le ase. . . , p.3.

91

�The Repressive system onsists in letting subjets know the law then wathing over them to see who

are the transgressors and, where it is useful, in�iting due punishment� - Regolamento per le ase. . .

pp. 3-4

92

�I would say that the Preventive system is di�erent, indeed opposite. It onsists in letting the pre-

sriptions and rules of an Institute be known and then keeping an eye out in suh a way that the

pupils are always under the eye of the vigilant Diretor or assistants who like loving fathers talk to

them, serve as guides for every oasion, give advise and lovingly orret, or in other words: put the

pupils in the impossibility of ommitting faults. This system is based on reason, religion and above

all loving-kindness; therefore it exludes every violent punishment and tries to avoid even the least

punishment� � Regolamento per le ase. . . p. 4.

93

�When, with God's help, one sueeds in inulating into their souls the prinipal mysteries of our

religion, whih being all love, makes us think of the immense love God has for mankind. When you
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We diret them on the path of good and sustain them with appropriate and kindly

ounsel, and espeially with the life of prayer and religion. Over and above this we

surround them, as far as is possible, with loving assistane in rereation, the lassroom,

the work plae. We enourage them with kindly words, and at the �rst sign they are

negleting their duties we remind them in a kind way and reall them to a good way of

behaving. In a word, we do all the things Christian harity suggests so that they might

do good and avoid evil ruled by a good onsiene and supported by Religion�.

94

�Certainly this is the best method of eduating rational beings, but does it serve for

every one?�

95

�For ninety out of a hundred this system o�ers onsoling results. On the other ten

nevertheless, it has suh a good in�uene as to make them less stubborn and less dan-

gerous, beause of whih only oasionally do I have to send a young person away as

untameable and inorrigible.

96

So muh so that in this Oratory, and also in Porta Nuova

and Vanhiglia, young people arrive or are brought along who were the despair of their

parents and their employers, either on aount of a bad disposition or refusal to be led,

or even through sheer malie, yet before many weeks are out, they were no longer the

same; from wolves, so to speak, they hange into lambs�.

�It is a pity that the Government is not able to adapt this system for use in their penal

establishments in whih hundreds of guards are needed to prevent disorders. And the

prisoners get worse every day�.

97

sueed in touhing the strings of gratitude in their hearts, how muh we owe Him beause of what He

has so generously done for us. When, with the fore of reason they have beome onvined that real

gratitude to the Lord should be expressed by doing His will, by respeting His preepts, espeially

those that require the doing of our duty to one another, believe you me, the greater part of our work

of eduation is already done! � � Il dialogo tra Don Boso e il maestro Franeso Bodrato, p. 386

94

�The pratie of this system is all based on the words of St Paul who says: Charitas patiens est,

benigna est, omnia su�ert, omnia sperat, omnia sustinet. . . Reason and Religion are the tools whih

the eduator must onstantly make use of, teah, pratie, if he wants to be obeyed and ahieve his

purpose� - Regolamento per le ase. . . , p. 6. - �Religion in this system is like the bit in the mouth

of a �ery steed, whih dominates and rules it: reason then is like the bridle whih, pulling on the bit

gives you the results you seek. True religion, genuine religion, whih an ontrol the ations of the

young; reason whih orretly applies those holy preepts as a guide for all his ations: there you are,

summarised in two words the system I use, and whih you wish to know the seret of� � Il dialogo

tra Don Boso e il maestro Franeso Bodrato, p. 387.

95

Don Boso made short work of the answer: "Reason and Religion are the mainsprings of my whole

system of eduation. "The eduator should be onvined that all, or nearly all, of these �ne young

people are intelligent by nature, and an reognise the good done to them personally, and at the

same time they are gifted with a good heart whih is readily open to gratitude. � Il dialogo tra Don

Boso e il maestro Franeso Bodrato, p. 385-386.

96

�Whatever the harater, disposition, moral state of a pupil when he is taken in, his family an be

sure that their son will not get worse, and one an almost ertainly say that he will make at least

some improvement. Indeed, ertain boys that were the sourge of their parents for a long time and

were even refused by houses of orretion, nurtured with these priniples, hange their harater and

disposition, live a moral and upright life in soiety and thus beome the support of the family, and

a redit to the plae where they live� � Regolamento per le ase. . . p. 11.

97

�These plaes of misfortune and the unfortunate are the ones most in need of the priestly ministry.

But the di�ulty of gaining aess, the unwholesomeness of the plae, the horror and fear that

everything there strikes into one make the sared ministry di�ult in those plaes� � G. Boso,
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�And what prevents the Government from following this system into its penal estab-

lishments? Bring Religion into it;

98

set down appropriate times for Religious Instrution

and Prayers. Let the one in harge give to these things the importane they deserve. Let

God's minister ome in frequently, and let him mix freely with these poor souls and let

them hear a word of love and peae, and then the preventive system will be well and truly

in use. After a while the guards will have little or nothing to do, but the Government

will be able to boast that it has given bak so many good-living and useful people to

their families and to soiety. Otherwise it spends good money in order to orret and

punish di�ult and ulpable individuals for a more or less prolonged period, and when

they are set free, it will have to follow them up and keep them under surveillane in order

to protet itself from them, beause they are ready to do worse�.

Don Boso ontinued in this vein for a good while, and given that sine 1840 he had

known the situation of juvenile and adult o�enders, beause following the example of

Fr Cafasso and Fr Borel

99

he was austomed to visit these wrethes frequently, he was

in a position to emphasise to the Minister the good e�ets of Religion on their moral

rehabilitation.

100

�When he sees the priest�, he added, �when he hears a word of omfort,

the prisoner remembers the happy years when he took part in atehism lasses. He

remembers the good advie given him by his Parish Priest and his teaher. He realises

that if he has landed up in this plae of punishment it is either beause he stopped going

to hurh, or beause he did not put into pratie the teahing he had reeived. So,

alling to mind these happy memories, he more than one feels his heart moved, a tear

springs from his eye, he repents, he su�ers with resignation, he determines to improve his

Biogra�a del saerdote Giuseppe Ca�asso esposta in due ragionamenti funebri dal saerdote Boso

Giovanni. Turin. Paravia 1860 p. 81.

98

�III. The Repressive system an stop a disorder but with di�ulty will it improve the delinquents� �

Regolamento per le ase. . . p. 5.

99

�At the time, working zealously and suessfully in the prisons were Fathers D. Mattis, of happy

memory, and Borselli, Canon of the Metrop. of St John's. At almost the same time Fr Ca�asso

began as well as Fr John Borrelli, Retor at the Refuge� � G. Boso, Biogra�a del saerdote Giuseppe

Ca�asso. . . p. 81, no.1 � Fr Joseph Cafasso was born at Castelnuovo d'Asti in 1811. Ordained

priest in 1833. Aording to testimony from Fr Giuseppe Sassi and Canon Pelletta he began his

apostolate in the prisons in Lent 1835. - Cf the deposition of Canon G. Allamano in Positio super

virtutibus, pp. 102-103 and Positio super introdutione ausae, p. 88. He sueeded Fr Luigi Guala

in running the Convitto elesiastio (Pastoral Institute) in Turin in 1848. He died in 1860 and was

anonised in 1947. � Fr John Borel, was born in Turin. While still a leri he was aggregated to the

Palatine lergy. He reeived a degree in theology and was appointed haplain of His Majesty and

the Royal Chapel, whih he refused. Arhbishop Fransoni appointed him as Spiritual Diretor of the

Refuge and onneted institutions (1839-1873). He also distinguished himself for harity to the poor,

his work for prisoners and the are of the sik at Borgo Dora and surrounds. In the di�ult years

at the beginning of the Oratory he was always of exellent help to Don Boso. He died in 1873. -

Cf L'Unità Cattolia, 1873, no. 216, 16 Sept. pp. 866.4-867.1. As for Don Boso, he entered the

Pastoral Institute in November 1841 and was invited by Fr Cafasso to assist him in the work amongst

prisoners.

100

�As soon as he began to deal with and talk to this new kind of audiene, Fr Cafasso soon began to

notie that they had beome miserable, brutalised, but that their misfortune derived more from lak

of religious instrution than from real malie. He spoke to them about Religion and they listened.

He o�ered to return and they eagerly awaited him�. � G. Boso, Biogra�a del saerdote Giuseppe

Ca�asso. . . p. 82-83
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ondut, and when he has �nished his sentene, he goes bak into soiety determined to

make up to it for the sandal he has given. If on the other hand the kind fae of Religion

and its gentle preepts and praties are removed, depriving him of the onversations and

good advie of a friend of his soul, then what will beome of that wreth in that hideous

enlosure?

101

Never to be invited by a loving voie to lift his soul above the earth; never

urged to re�et that in sinning he has not only broken the laws of the land, but o�ended

God, the Supreme Law-giver. Never urged to beg God's pardon, nor solaed so that he

might su�er a temporal penalty in plae of the eternal one God wishes to ondone; in

his miserable ondition he will never see anything but the evil at of ontrary fortune.

Hene, instead of bathing his hains with tears of repentane, he will gnaw at them with

ill-onealed rage. Instead of resolving to hange his life, he will stubbornly ling to his

evil ways. From his ompanions in rime, he will learn fresh malie, and plot with them

one day to ommit rime more seretly, so as not to fall again into the arms of Justie,

but he will not onsider bettering himself, or beoming a good itizen�.

Given the favourable oasion, Don Boso indiated to the Minister the usefulness of

the Preventive System espeially in the Publi Shools and houses of eduation where

one is dealing with souls still innoent of sin, souls that willingly resound to the voie of

persuasion and love. �I know well�, Don Boso onluded, �that promoting this system

is not a task assigned to your Exelleny's Department. But a remark from you, a word

from you, will always arry great weight in the deliberations of the Ministry of Publi

Instrution�.

Mr Rattazzi listened with keen interest to these and other remarks of Don Boso's.

He was ompletely onvined of the goodness of the system in use in the Oratories,

and promised that for his part he would see that it be preferred to any other in the

Government institutions. If then he did not always keep his word, the reason is that also

Rattazzi at times laked the ourage to display and defend his religious onvitions.

101

�When then these holy priniples of the Christian and Catholi Religion have taken root in these tender

hearts it beomes very easy to rejuvenate them and get them ready to produe exellent results in

daily life through onstant and timely reasoning. This makes progress almost without their knowing

it and they then want to �ee evil and do good�. � Il dialogo tra Don Boso e il maestro Franeso

Bodrato, p. 386-387
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2. Douments of narrative

pedagogy (1854-1862)
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Introdution

The events whih led Don Boso to remain in Turin were of themselves natural and to

some extent ompletely obvious. He was a priest from the ountryside who had rapidly

alimatised to the ity and to problems whih responded perfetly to the aspirations and

onerns that had guided his priestly ommitment. This is why his �rst steps bak home

had been demanding ones, marked by the pratial di�ulties of study and following the

voation he had glimpsed when he was but nine or ten years of age.

The deision he took at the end of his priestly studies in 1844 was a deisive one. He

ould theoretially have opted for where he had ome from, his family and ultural roots,

and been a simple ountry urate. But in pratie the experienes from 1841-44 had led

him in a preise diretion, one that matured into a radial life hoie in the two years

that followed: dealing with boys who had partiular moral and religious problems other

than their material poverty and who were di�erent from the boys he had enountered

at home and in quiet, traditional Chieri where he had been formed as a student and

seminarian.

Thus began an adventure that propelled him in ever-widening onentri irles, before

and after his death, towards a universal outreah and being an admired �father and

teaher of the young� in every ontinent with a preventive, spiritual, pedagogial and

soial message that went well beyond the institutions he had personally put into plae

and run.

Muh has been and will be written onerning the worldwide historial signi�ane

of his experienes and proposals. But it is perhaps espeially important to fous on

essential features at the expliit moment of his deisive hoie; by making one hoie he

had automatially exluded all the others. Better still if we are able to extrat this from

douments that he himself left us.

But in truth, as a man of ation Don Boso never undertook the task of systematially

outlining his thinking about what he was doing, in preventive fashion, for the young whom

he onstantly referred to as �poor and abandoned�, even �at risk and risky�. The only

time he did attempt to do so, in 1877, he limited himself to o�ering �some thoughts� on

the preventive system within the narrow on�nes of eduation, hoping at most to �nally

arrive at o�ering something on the di�ult art of eduating the young and publishing

�an appropriately prepared brief work�.

He made up for this by enjoying the narrative form; he loved telling stories; in the

Cenni storii or historial outlines, and in historial notes, informative irulars in whih

he also justi�ed his ations, in memoirs, as well as humble pedagogial novels like La forza

della buona eduazione (1855), Valentino o la voazione impedita (1866), Severino ossia

avventure di un giovane alpigiano (1868) and similarly through signi�ant testimonies of

narrative pedagogy whih we �nd in the biographies of Domini Savio (1859), Mihael

Magone (1861) and Franis Besuo (1864).

Again, in his on�dential addresses and onferenes during the 1860s Don Boso realls

the important moments of his 'prehistory' for the early members of the Salesian Soiety

who were in formation, stressing the extraordinary aspets somewhat. He realls elements

that oinide with the key stages of events onneted with the oratory, whih is his main
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onern: therefore, a 'ongregation of the oratories'.

Given the impossibility of dealing with the extent of doumentation there is of this

kind, we limit ourselves to presenting three series of brief douments in what follows.

In the �rst instane, two remarkable manusripts of Don Boso's on the oratory are

reprodued here. The oratory is not at that stage 'Salesian' history but a reation of

Don Boso the dioesan priest and re�ets the early developments of his work in Turin:

The Introdution to the Regulations for the Oratory of St Franis de Sales, and the

Historial Outline of the same, both of whih an be dated as 1854. Added to this is

a twin doument from 1862, the Cenni storii. . . or 'Historial Outlines', similar in

ontent and signi�ane (though it makes no referene to the inipient Salesian Soiety).

Some short piees then follow related to a book that is intended to be a history but

is more a handbook of moral, Christian and ivi eduation. This is the Storia d'Italia

raontata alla gioventù (1855), his History of Italy. There are items whih eho Turin's

view of ativities in the oratories, so still stritly tied to the dioesan and ity ontext: a

irular regarding his 1857 lottery and an artile in the most important of the Catholi

newspapers in the metropolis, L'Armonia. This is a sympatheti and faithful referene

to the style of life at the Oratory.

The setion onludes with the �rst signi�ant doument of narrative pedagogy that is

not the initiative of just one person but tends towards a style of eduational and welfare

ativity for an inipient religious ongregation. The genesis and developments of interest

in the young and preventive onern for them in Don Boso's more funtional reall end

up oming together with the genesis and developments of the Soiety of St Franis de

Sales, the ommon point being the 8th Deember 1841. In the Memoirs of the Oratory

in the 1870's this point is also seen in the light of Don Boso's fateful enounter with the

�rst symbol of the oratory, Bartholomew Garelli.

Early memories of the Oratory

1. Introdution

There are three texts:

1) An Introduzione (Introdution) to the Piano di regolamento (Draft regulations) of

the festive Oratory,

2) A Cenno storio or historial outline of the development of the work of the oratories

in Turin from 1841 to 1854, and

3) Other Cenni storii or historial outlines of the development of the work of the

oratories in Turin from 1841 to 1862.

The Introdution and the Outline, in early drafts of the Regulations for the Oratory,

made up a kind of preliminary historial setion in whih he justi�es his hoie. In opies

of manusripts that followed they disappeared. These manusripts were drawn up by

those responsible for the oratories or were prepared for printing. The two items were

ignored when it ame to the de�nitive o�ial edition in 1877.

The Introdution was published for the �rst time, but inompletely (lines 1-25. 47-

51), by Fr Lemoyne in the seond volume of the Biographial Memoirs, and tied to 3
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November 1841 when Don Boso had only been a priest for a few months and had settled

in Turin. �It seems we might �nd what his thoughts and feelings were at that solemn

moment�, the biographer writes, antiipating the real history, �reprodued in an old letter

written in his hand at a time shortly after that year�.

102

All in Don Boso's handwriting,

it probably appears for the �rst time in the olletion S. Giovanni Boso, Sritti sul

sistema preventivo nell'eduazione della gioventù, ed. P. Braido.

103

The Cenno storio, or Historial Outline, the oldest and most interesting testimony

written by Don Boso on the beginnings of his work has up until now remained unpub-

lished. But the best sholars on Don Boso know it and refer to it.

104

The Cenni storii, or Historial Outlines would have been printed,

105

in Fr Lemoyne's

opinion, and it is listed as suh in P. Stella, Gli sritti a stampa di S. Giovanni Boso.

106

An exerpt was reprodued in MB VI 804-805. Suessive orretions and lari�ations

make one think it was a text gradually being prepared for publiation. But no trae

of it remains, not even in arhives and libraries of people who would have been the

most obvious readership (for example the bishops whom Don Boso asked for letters of

ommendation to obtain approval of the nasent religious Soiety).

The Cenni 's terseness and onsisteny seem to represent how Don Boso simply handed

on the real fats of the Oratory at a level of information, without superstruture, inter-

pretation, omment.

It seems very interesting, on the other hand, that the oratories were not yet presented

as 'Salesian' work but simply as a youth institution run by priests and lay people from

Turin, amongst whom Don Boso himself,

107

�anked by loal and private authorities,

bodies and people who were onerned about or at least kindly disposed in aordane

with their various mentalities and opinions.

108

We have the advantage that Don Boso's intentions and the initiatives he promoted

appear in the most elementary form in their essential features after and along with others,

hene with inreased potential and possibility for being proposed more universally as a

pedagogy.

Don Boso appears to be above all a man of his own time and plae who knows what it

is to eke out a living o� the land, is sensitive to the risks and disorientation of ountry and

mountain lads lost in the anonymity and toughness of big ity life. He presents himself

as believer and priest, onvined that without moral and religious priniples one annot

102

MB II 45-46.

103

Bresia, La Suola 1965, pp. 360-362.

104

Cf. for example E. Ceria in Memorie dell'Oratorio (1846), p. 146, line 103; p. 165, line 7; 172-173,

line 18; P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia e soiale (1815-1870), p. 160, no. 6.

105

�As for the workers, we will tell how in 1862 Don Boso wrote an historial outline on the Oratory of

St Frnais de Sales. This doument was printed� - MB IV 31.

106

Cf. P. Stella, Gli sritti a stampa. . . , p. 40. The title is listed on the basis of Lemoyne's barely

redible testimony.

107

Still in 1861, a date whih is problemati for this disussion, Don Boso wrote to the Retor of the

Dioesan Seminary, Canon Alessandro Vogliotti: �Of ourse, you know that for twenty years I have

always worked and still work, and I hope to onsume my working life for our Dioese; and I have

always reognised God's voie in the elesiastial Superior� � letter of 3 Sept. 1861, E I 208.

108

Cf. G. Brao, Don Boso e le istituzioni, in Torino e don Boso, vol I, Saggi. Turin, Arhivio Storio

della Città di Torino 1989, pp. 125-159.
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even adequately and stably resolve their �nanial preariousness, problems of lodging,

food, lothing or lak of a point of referene.

The humble oratory, a festive, weekend meeting plae whih would also beome a

shool in its most varied forms, a house attahed, a home (hostel and full-time boarding),

immediately showed itself to be the most adaptable to the needs of the time. It is an

early realisation but also a symbol of how muh should and ould be done for boys in

di�ulties, negleted, poor and therefore at risk and, potentially, a risk to others.

It de�nes, if you like, a vast humanitarian and religious, moral and soial aspiration

along with a onrete programme translatable into the most varied kinds of initiatives:

�Do good as muh as you an, and evil to no-one�.

109

Desription of existing douments in the ASC (Rome)

The Introdution and the Historial Outline

The two texts are found in four di�erent manusripts. The �rst, ms A, in Don Boso's

hand, seems to have been oneived as an introdutory addition to the Regulations of

the �rst festive oratory, drawn up earlier and appears as the �rst or one of the �rst drafts

written by Don Boso. Two other manusripts are opies by two di�erent sribes, and

ontain the Introdution, the Historial Outline and the Regulations. The fourth, ms B,

presents only the text of the Introdution and the Outline. Other manusripts of the

Regulations are found in the ASC but without the Introdution and the Outline. They

appear to re�et an intermediary phase between the manusript of the early tradition

and the printed one in 1877.

We o�er a shemati desription of the manusripts involving the Introdution and the

Historial Outline.

1. A= ASC 132 Oratorio 1 � mirosh. Fondo Don Boso 1.972 B 3 -C 5.

The doument is made up of 4 double sheets, foolsap size 300x208 mm, juxtaposed,

numbered in Roman numerals from I to XV; the last page is blank. The paper is quite

yellowed from age and rather light, for handwriting.

The manusript is handwritten by Don Boso in his harateristi fast, disontinuous

hand. The ink is blak and generally heaver for orretions.

Many orretions and additions over the broad margin, 70/80 mm on the left hand

side of eah page. The text of the Introdution oupies pp. I-II; the text of the Outline

pages II to XV.

Another is added to this group of sheets whih is the real ontinuation ontaining the

manusript text of the Piano del Regolamento dell'Oratorio. . . (Draft Regulations) in

Don Boso's hand � ASC 026 (1) Regolamento dell'Oratorio � mirosh. 1.955 B 1-D 5.

It is a blok of simple sheets of paper (the 1st and the 3rd) and double sheets (the 2nd,

4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th), numbered from 1 to 28.

The paper, margins, ink and writing present the same features as the sheet with the

text of the Introdution and the Outline. But two details an be pointed out: the size
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MB IX 416
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of the sheets is slightly di�erent, 290/300x215 mm, and the writing is lighter in the

orretions.

As for dating: maybe it is not legitimate to assign the same time to the three texts,

sine there may be one or two years between them.

2. B = ASC 026 (2) Regolmento dell'Oratorio � mirsh. FDB 1.955 D 6-1.956 B

3.

A single undivided manusript opied by a single sribe ontaining three elements in

sequene under the same title: Regolamento Primitivo dell'Oratorio di S. Franeso di

Sales: the Introdution, the Historial outline, immediately followed by the text of the

Regulations.

An unnumbered over page, single, detahed by use from the other half (whih make

up pages 33 and 34 of the manusript), 300x205/206 mm. Slightly torn and shows signs

of having been folded horizontally. The reto (faing side) is slightly darker, the page is

unruled and in the upper right margin, in sript in blak ink is the title: Regolamento

Primitivo dell'Oratorio. For the rest both the reto and verso are blank.

The Introdution is on a single sheet detahed from the blok with the other, 306x206

mm. The paper is ruled with a large left margin of around 50 mm on the fae side and

70 mm on the reverse side. The two pages are numbered 1 and 2. The ink is sepia in

olour. The title Introduzione is written in large Gothi letters underlined by three

urved lines and two leafy sprigs. There is a squiggle losing page 2 at the end of the

text.

Following in order: 5 double sheets inserted one after the other; 3 single sheets; one

double sheet; one single sheet: together they make up a small booklet of 32 pages num-

bered 3 to 33; the last is not numbered and is left blank. From pp. 3-13 the numbering

is also in Roman numbers. The size of the sheets until p. 24 is the same as the page that

ontains the Introduzione, 306x206 mm, with a left margin of around 70 mm reated by

a light blue vertial line. This as far as p. 6 and in penil beginning with p. 7. The

other sheets number from 25 to 33 [and p. 34 not numbered℄ have the same dimensions

as the over page, 300x205/206 mm.

The writing throughout the manusript is �rm, regular, rather light, sloping slightly

to the right � a on�dent hand. The ink is brown.

On the upper part of p. 3-III is the title Regolamento Primitivo dell'Oratorio di S.

Franeso di Sales and immediately beneath Cenno Storio dell'Oratorio di S. Franeso

di Sales.

The Cenno oupies from page 3 to halfway down p. 13 (III-XIII). Then from halfway

down page 13 to p. 33 is the entire text of the Regolamento. In the lower margin on p.

33 between the spirals of the squiggle the two words LAUS DEO are written in upper

ase haraters and intertwined with them W.GGM (= Viva Gesù, Giuseppe, Maria).

In the lower right margin on p. 34 (not numbered and blank) the reader and user of the

manusript is indiated � we are still a long way before any intention to print: Direttore.

3. B = ASC 132 Oratorio, 1 (Introduzione) � ASC 026 (3) Regolamento
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dell'Oratorio (Cenno storio) � mirsh. FDB 1.972 C 8-9 and 1.956 B 4-C 2.

For this manusript, all one piee, the Introduzione has an anomalous olloation both as

regards the Arhives and the miro�he. It has been opied by hand by a single sribe.

In order: the Introduzione, the Cenno storio and the text of the Regolamento.

It is laking a presumed over page with general title, similar to ms B.

The Introduzione oupies the �rst and half of the seond page of a single sheet,

305x208 mm. The paper is rather �rm with light blue ruling. There is one tear whih

has been �xed with adhesive tape. The left margin, indiated by a penilled vertial line,

is50-56 mm wide.

The writing is neat though not beautiful penmanship, sloping lightly to the right. The

ink is blak and heavy in the title and in the quotation from John: olour is sepia, faded

in the text.

The title Introduzione is written in large Gothi haraters, with three onave

underlinings, with a deoration as represented by two leafy sprigs that spread out from

the entre of the page towards the sides.

Immediately beneath the �nal line of text the sribe has added a small squiggle.

In another part of the arhives, 026 (3) we �nd, preeded by a single sheet blank on

both unnumbered sides, a bundle of 8 double sheets (the 6th and the 7th have been split,

making 4 single sheets), 305x208 mm, numbered with a penil probably by an arhivist,

from 1-31. Page 31 is only half taken up and page 32, unnumbered, is blank. Eah page

has a vertial line for a margin about 60 mm, drawn in penil. The paper is ruled almost

impereptibly in blue.

The features of the writing and ink are the same throughout, for title and text, as

indiated for the Introduzione.

The Cenno storio takes up from page 1 to half of page 11; the text of the Regolamento

from halfway down page 11 to halfway down page 31.

4. B = ASC 132 Oratorio, 1 (Introduzione) � ASC 026 (4) Regolamento

dell'Oratorio (Cenno storio) � mirsh. FDB 1.972 C 6-7 and 1.956 D 11-E 10.

The manusript is in two di�erent plaes in the Arhives and miro�he, but these should

not be onsidered apart. The two texts have been opied by the same sribe. And as

will be seen, in the upper margin of the sheet ontaining the Introduzione, Fr Bonetti

writes: �There is some lak of preision regarding the date�, a lak of preision whih he

then notes in the pages that ontain the Cenno storio. The Introduzione �lls the �rst

two unnumbered pages of a double sheet, 360x210 mm; the other two pages, also without

numbering, are blank. The paper is slightly marked with imperfetion. The left margin

of the page with text is indiated by a penilled vertial line. 60 mm. The righting,

sloping slightly to the right, is ontrolled, �owing, full and pronouned with a urled

'd' providing some elegane. The ink is sepia in olour. The title is in Gothi lettering

but without the underlinings and frieze of B and C. Instead, like C, there is a modest

squiggle at the end of the text.

The Cenno is ontained in a olletion of 4 double sheets inserted one after the other

and sewn together. Size is 308x208 mm. The paper and margins are the same as for

the Introduzione. The ink is blak for the titles, brown for the text, the latter being
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somewhat faded and the paper yellowed with age.

The text leaves something to be desired in terms of its �delity; sometimes the sribe

has onfused the letter S with L (Li=Si; Lassi=Sassi); sometimes he has misunderstood

(seguire=regime; appositori orreted to apparatori=apparitori), in�uened or sometimes

in�uened by ms C or some other unknown ms. On the �rst page, in large sript, some

of it Gothi, the title reads thus: Regolamento Primitivo dell'Oratorio di S. Franeso di

Sales, and beneath that Cenno storio dell'Oratorio di S. Franeso di Sales. No trae

has been found of a text of the Regolamento similar in paper, writing, features. As

indiated we will exlusively follow ms A, the only trustworthy one we an undoubtedly

refer to Don Boso. The minor variations in the others are mostly due to oversight or

misunderstandings. Three interventions by Fr John Bonetti

110

in ms D will be indiated

in footnotes for the respetive texts.

The Cenni storii or Historial Outlines

Four examples of the Cenni storii are found in the ASC, the �rst fully in Don Boso's

hand, the other three written by sribes but with various interventions, orretions and

lari�ations signed by Don Boso.

1. A = ASC 132 Oratorio 2,1 � mirosh. FDB 1.972 C 10-D 4.

The text is ontained in three double sheets inserted one after the other (the �rst, whih

ontains the others, has two single detahed sheets), 310x208 mm. The paper is light,

no rules, yellowed by age, and the ink shows through on both sides. The left always has

a margin whih varies from 40 to 50 mm. The ink is sepia in olour, somewhat faded,

sometimes blak where there are orretions. The pages are numbered from 1 to 7; the

eighth is blank.

One tear in the upper margin of the �rst sheet has been repaired with adhesive tape.

The manusript is entirely in Don Boso's hand, studded with orretions in the text

and margins whih are not easy to read; some are illegible.

The omposition an be dated with ertainty as not being before 1860 sine Fr Rua

already appears as a priest (ordained 29 July 1860) and as suh had already been for

some time ollaborator and almost suessor of Fr Robert Murialdo in managing the

Oratory of the Guardian Angel; and not after halfway through 1863 when Don Boso

was lose to founding the shool at Mirabello of whih Fr Rua would be the Retor,
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Fr John Bonetti, born at Carmagna (Cuneo) on 5 November 1838. He entered the Oratory at Valdoo

when he was 17. He already had some knowledge of Latin so ompleted his �rst three years of

seondary in two. At the Seminary in Chieri he did the humanities and rhetori ourse over 1857

and 1858. The �rst group making up the Salesian Soiety eleted him as the 2nd ounillor of the

Superior Chapter in the opening meeting held 18 Deember 1859. He did philosophy and theology

at the Turin seminary and was ordained Deaon on 22 April 1864 and priest on 17 May, Tuesday of

Penteost. He graduated as a teaher in lower seondary in 1863 and in autumn of the same year was

teaher, atehist or spiritual diretor at Mirabello. He beame Retor at Mirabello from 1865-1870

and when it moved to Borgo San Martino from 1870 to 1877. He was alled to Valdoo as editor of

the Salesian Bulletin (1877-1886). He was eleted by the 4th General Chapter as Spiritual Diretor

of the Congregation (1886), a position he held until he died (5 June 1891). A writer and polemiist

he often reviewed Don Boso's writings in new editions and was one of his trusted men.
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in November. The ontents exlusively onern the Turin oratories, 1862. Some of the

opies, espeially C and D, have been loated in 1863.

2. B = ASC 132 Oratorio 2,2 � mirosh. FDB 1.972 D 10-12.

The text is ontained in a booklet made up of three double sheets inserted one after the

other and bound with thread, 275x212 mm in size. The paper is resistant, typial of

aounting registers; horizontal green olour rules, and red vertial lines left and right.

The paper is yellowed, the ink brown but faded. There is a margin of around 50 mm on

the left of eah page. The unidenti�ed sribe writes in a slightly right-sloping hand, not

always neat and �owing but a regular, adult hand nonetheless.

The text seems to have been opied from Don Boso's original and is the only one

truly faithful to it.

Don Boso oasionally orrets the text or makes brief additions and twie has put

longer additions in the margin.

3. C = ASC 132 Oratorio 2,4 � mirosh. FDB 1.972 E9-1.973 A 6.

The text is ontained in two double sheets and one single one, on rough, low-quality

printing paper. The �rst sheet is 278x190 mm and the other two 300x215 mm. Normal

margin on the left of around 25/30 mm. The pages are numbered from 1st to 9th. Only

a part of the latter has been �lled. The tenth, not numbered, is blank. The ink is blak

and shows through on both sides. The writing is �owing, but sure and mature, slightly

sloping to the right. It belongs to Salesian Brother, av (Cav = Knight, or `Sir') Federio

Oreglia di S. Stefano.

111

Every now and again the text is interrupted by white spae

almost as if to leave spae for additions whih would not �t in the narrower margin.

There are two types of intervention in the text: Don Boso who orrets and lari�es;

the other by an unidenti�ed writer who has opied into this text some orretions and

lari�ations introdued by Don Boso into doument D.

Doument C ignores doument B and anything Don Boso had written there. It

depends diretly on A but with fairly signi�ant variations in ontent and style. Besides,

in seven distint plaes, as will be noted in the texts, the sribe adds brief observations

in parentheses or requests for lari�ation, doubts. It would not be unjusti�ed to think

that in the light of future publiation of the doument or its o�ial use, as the one in

harge of the printing press Oreglia had been (or felt he was) authorised, in reopying

the text, to introdue and propose improvements in fats and style. He was an eduated

man; he had done his studies in humanities at the Jesuit shool (Our Lady of Mt Carmel)

in Turin; when he joined the Jesuits he only had to do his theology after novitiate before

111

Cav. (Sir) Federio Oreglia di S. Stefano, son of Baron Carlo Giuseppe Luigi (1795-1851), was born at

Benevagienna (Cuneo) on 15 July 1830. He met Don Boso at a Retreat at St. Ignatius above Lanzo

Torinese in the summer of 1860 and ame to the Oratory on 16 November of that year. He professed

triennial vows in the Salesian Soiety as a Coadjutor or lay religious on 14 May 1862 and perpetual

vows on 6 Deember 1865. He already appears as the seretary of the lottery in 1862 and Don Boso

put him in harge of the bookshop (1862/3) and printing press right from the outset. In 1869 he

left the Salesian Soiety and entered the Jesuits in their Roman Provine (one of his brother's was

already a Jesuit priest at the �Civiltà Cattolia�, and another, from 1866, inter-nunio in Holland,

then Cardinal), He beame a professed Jesuit in 1870 and was ordained priest. He died 2 January

1912.
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being admitted to the priesthood.

4. D = ASC 132 Oratorio 2,3 � mirosh. FDB 1.972 E 1-8.

The manusript is made up of three double sheets inserted one after the other and sewn

together, 308x207 mm. The paper is light, unruled printing paper, muh yellowed, ink

of sepia olour showing through on both sides. The writing is neat, elegant, sloping right

with �ourishes in the 'd' and double 't'. Pages are not numbered; the �rst two are blank.

The text is ontained in pages 3-10; pages 11 and 12 are blank. There is a margin of

some 40 mm on the left of eah page. The sribe seems to be leri Paul Albera who had

taken triennial vows with the �rst group on 14 May 1862.

112

The relationship between

the four douments an be represented in the following diagram:

Dates when texts were omposed

The omposition of the three douments, the Introduzione, the Cenno storio and the

Cenni storii an be plaed between 1854 and 1863/1863. It is possible to attribute and

more preise date to eah.

All the material and formal elements, resulting also from desription of the manusripts,

lead us to assign relatively similar dates to the Introduzione and the Cenno storio. We

an say with similar ertainty that the handwritten text in our possession is the �rst draft

of the text. The �nal lines of the Cenno also enable us to establish the time the draft

was ompleted; not long after it was begun. Don Boso onludes his historial reall by

giving a few brief details of the deoration introdued into the hurh of St Franis de

Sales. It was a gift from Count Cays eleted as Prior of the St Aloysius sodality, Easter

112

Paul Albera was born at None (Turin) on 6 June 1845. He ame to the Oratory on 8 Otober 1858

and was part of the group that opened the shool at Mirabello Monferrato (20 Otober 1863). He

was ordained priest in 1868 and was appointed retor of the Home at Marassi (1871), transferred in

1872 to Sampierdarena.. He remained there till 1881 when he was appointed provinial in Frane. At

the 5th General Chapter he was eleted Spiritual Diretor General of the Salesian Soiety. He spent

several years visiting almost all Salesian Houses in the world. He was eleted to Sueed Fr Rua as

Retor Major of the Congregation in 1910, and remained in o�e until his death on 29 Otober 1921.
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1854, for the seond time. He then highlights the problems of that year (though Don

Boso does not refer to the holera whih broke out in Turin at the beginning of August).

He also indiates the number of boys in the Home: 86, a �gure that seems to orrespond

exatly with what we know of 1854.

113

The date of omposition of the writing would not be beyond the summer of 1854.

The Regolamento has its own separate history and, at least in the parts of the primitive

draft we have, ould go bak to 1851/1852 when Don Boso had not yet been appointed

by Arhbishop Fransoni as head of the three oratories of St Franis de Sales, St Aloysius

and the Guardian Angel.

It is signi�ant that the title Piano di regolamento per l'Oratorio mashile di S.

Franeso di Sales in Torino nella regione di Valdoo (Draft Regulations for the boys'

oratory of St Franis de Sales in Turin in the Valdoo distrit) is �rst found with some

variants, at the head of the page ontaining the beginning of the text of the Regolamento,

and that in the upper left margin of the same page is the Johannine quote: Ut �lios Dei

qui erant dispersi ongregaret in unum Jn. 11:52. These two items are anelled on

the primitive page and the title is added to the upper left margin of the page with the

Introduzione, whih in turn begins with the Johannine passage. From these variations it

seems that, ontrary to the intentions expressed in the Introduzione, the primitive Piano

di Regolamento intended to regulate only the Oratory at Valdoo, and so was thought

113

This �gure is very lose to those given between November 1854 and January 1855 in two letters sent

respetively to the Mendaità Istruita (13 November 1854 � Em I 235; 90 boarders) and to the

Mayor of Turin (25 January 1855 � Em I 243: 95). �In 1854 Don Boso was able to take in around 80

boys, amongst whom some orphaned or without support beause of the holera that had broken out

in Piedmont and espeially in Turin's outskirts� (P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità

attolia, vol I, p. 114). In a letter to Salesian Fr Josephe Bologna, Retor at Marseilles, on 6 January

1879, the Master of Novies Fr Giulio Barberis says: �Maybe you will have a manusript of a set of

Regulations of the old Oratory � they were never printed � preeded by a historial report written

by Don Boso himself � very important� (Cronihetta, quad. 14, p. 75.)

The Cenni storii were not intended by Don Boso to have his own ollaborators as their prinipal

audiene. Instead they an be onsidered as an almost essential instrument of orret information on

his work for various others: more or less benevolent judges, benefators, Churh and ivil authorities.

In 1860 and 1861 the Oratory had been subjet to searhes or inspetions and Don Boso may have

wanted to emphasise the primarily haritable sope of his work.

Dating the handwritten draft is relatively easy to do. In the list of workshops we �nd the printing

press but not the metalwork one. The idea of having his own printing press had beome a real

one for Don Boso in the last months of 1861. Authorisation for it from the Prefet of Turin was

given on 31 Deember 1861 and ommuniated by the publi authority to Don Boso on 2 January

1862. It began work in the following months and reahed onsistent prodution in May with the

instalments of the Letture Cattolihe (Catholi Readings) under the title Teo�lo ossia il giovane

romito (Theophilus or the young hermit). Manusript B, the most faithful to the original text and

revised by Don Boso, hanges nothing. The metalwork workshops appear in the opy transribed

with some liberties by Cavalier (Kt) Oreglia di S. Stefano who was put in harge of the printing press

in 1862. He learly indiates the date 1863 for the manusript, repeated in manusript D stritly

dependent on manusript C. It would not be inongruous to suppose that the two manusripts A and

B go bak to the �rst half of 1862. Meanwhile in the seond half the metalwork workshop ame into

being and was involved in works onneted with the onstrution of a new workshop (lasting from

summer 1862 until 1863). It is probable that, from what has been said, Oreglia was asked to take up

the manusript again in view of its likely publiation and that in 1863 the two transriptions C and

D ourred, obviously then inluding referene to the metalwork workshop.
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out and drafted before a uni�ed ontrol of the three oratories had been determined.

Editing riteria

The Introduzione and the Cenno have been edited here based exlusively on the original

manusript (Don Boso). We will not take aount of the others; they ontain inau-

raies and they do not inlude some of Don Boso's own notes. Some referene will be

made to ms D � the three notes, already indiated, by Fr Bonetti who was one of the �rst

authoritative witnesses in time and importane, of Don Boso's eduational initiatives.

We proeed di�erently for the Cenni storii.

The work of editing ould hoose the most obvious route. Take doument D as a basis

whih with all probability was the last one Don Boso heked and orreted, and add

into it the ompatible orretions that he introdued into doument B. The apparatus

of variants would have to show evidene of the evolution the text underwent beginning

with the original draft A, ompletely written by Don Boso, until the �nal doument D.

But we have preferred to hoose the one that Don Boso e�etively and diretly wrote

in his own hand. Along the A-C-D line something has been added that ame from Oreglia

and not from Don Boso, and so is not rigorously his; and this was reversed in D.

So we have hosen to start with the original doument A enrihing and reonstruting

it on the basis of expliit interventions by Don Boso later in B, C and D, very rarely with

some disoveries in D that are inompatible with something in B. But all the variants

have been noted as part of the ritial apparatus wherever and by whomsoever they have

been introdued.

Given the arhai nature of the published texts we have tried to keep to Don Boso's

mens or mindset, understood in the literal sense. This does not exlude the legitimay

and validity of another kind of editing. At the level of interpretation of intentions and

ideas this has been onsidered the most signi�ant approah guaranteeing that every

word and syllable ame exlusively from Don Boso's pen, even though texts by the two

sribes may have had tait approval.

In this editing, more interested in the substane of the doument than some morpho-

logial and graphial detail, we have not inluded purely formal variants, anomalies and

details as part of the ritial apparatus: puntuation (when it is not essential for an exat

understanding of the text) di�erent ways of indiating the plural of words ending in -/io/

(e.g. laboratorii or laboratori, oratorii or oratori. . . ), exhange of upper and lower ase

for many ommon nouns (e.g. Oratorio or oratorio, Falegname or falegname, Istruzione

or istruzione. . . ), absene or presene of underlining in the titles, use of aents and

elisions in ertain verbal forms (e.g. fù-fu, fà-fa) and the imperfet indiative (faea-

faeva, avean-avevano. . . ).

Useful abbreviations that will be used for notes regarding soure material

ASC = Arhivio Salesiano Centrale or Salesian Central Arhives � Via della Pisana 1111

� Rome.

Bario, L'istruzione popolare = L'istruzione popolare in Torino. Monograph by T.C.

Pietro Bario, town ounil member and Royal inspetor for primary studies in Turin
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provine. Turin, tip. Eredi Botta 1865, 236 pp.

Bario, Torino desritta = Torino desritta, by Pietro Bario. Turin, tip. G. B.

Paravia e omp. 1869, [IV℄-972 pp.

Breve ragguaglio = Breve ragguaglio della festa fattasi nel distribuire il regalo di Pio

IX ai giovani degli oratorii di Torino. Turin, tip. Eredi Botta 1850, 27 pp. � OE IV

93-119.

BS = Biblio�lo attolio o Bollettino Salesiano mensuale (began in Turin in August

1877) and Bollettino Salesiano from January 1878, year II, no. 1.

Cafasso = Biogra�a del saerdote Giuseppe Ca�asso esposta in due ragionamenti fu-

nebri dal saerdote Boso Giovanni. Turin, tip G.B. Paravia e omp. 1860, 144 pp. �

OE XII 351-494.

Casalis, Dizionario XXI = Dizionario geogra�o storio-statistio-ommeriale degli

stati di S.M. Il re Sardegna ompilato per ura del professore. . . Go�redo Casalis. . . , vol

XXI, Turin. G. Maspero librarian and G. Marzoti printer 1851, 1144 pp.

Costituzioni [Constitutions℄ SDB =G. Boso, Costituzioni della Soietà di S. Franeso

di Sales 1858-1875. Critial texts ed. Franeso Motto, Rome, LAS 1982, 272 p.

E = Epistolario di S. Giovanni Boso, vol I Dal 1835 al 1868. Turin, SEI 1955, XII-624

pp.

Em = G. Boso, Epistolario. Introdution, ritial text and notes, ed. Franeso

Motto, vol I (1835-1863). Rome, LAS 1991.

FDB = Arhivio Salesian Centrale, Fondo Don Boso. Miro�he and desription.

Rome, 1980, 629 pp.

La forza = La forza della buona eduazione. Curioso episodio ontemporaneo, per ura

del Sa. Boso Giovanni, Turin. Tip G.B. Partavia e omp. 1855 � OE VI 275-386.

Giraudi, L'Oratorio. . . = F. Giraudi, L'Oratorio di don Boso. Inizio e progressivo

sviluppo edilizio della asa madre dei salesiani in Torino. Turin, SEI 1935, VIII-367 ill.,

tav.

GP (1847) = Il giovani provveduto per la pratia de' suoi doveri degli eserizi di pietà

per la reita dell'u�zio della Beata Vergine e de' prinipali Vespri dell'anno olol'aggiunta

di una selta di laudi sari e. Turin, tip Paravia e omp. 1847, [VI℄-352 � OE II 183-352.

MB = Memorie biogra�he di Don [del Venerabile � del Beato � di San℄ Giovanni

Boso. 19 volumes in non-ommerial edition. San Benigno Canavese, Turin 1898-1939.

MO = G. Boso (S.), Memorie dell'Oratorio di San Franeso di Sales dal 1815 al

1855, ed. Eugene Ceria, Turin, SEO 1946, 260 pp.

Motto, L'�Oratorio�. . . = F. Motto, L'�oratorio� di Don Boso presso il imitero di

S. Pietro in Torino, in �Rierhe Sotrihe Salesiane� 5 (1986), pp. 199-220.

OE = G. Boso, Opere edite. First series, Libri e opusoli [ristampa anastatia℄, 38

vol. Rome, LAS 1977-1987.

Il pastorello = Il pastorello delle Alpi ovvero vita del giovane Besuo Franeso

d'Argentera pel saerdote Boso Giovanni. Turin, tip. Dell'Orat. Di S. Fran. Di

Sales 1864, 193 pp. - OE XV 242-435

Riordi on�denziale = F. Motto, I �riordi on�denziali ai direttori� di don Boso,

in �Rierhe Storihe Salesiane� 3 (1984) 125-166.
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Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol I, vol II = P. Stella, Don

Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol I. Vita e opere. Rome, LAS 1979, 303 p.;

vol II Mentalità religiosa e spiritualità. Ibid 1981, 585 pp.

Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . = P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia eo-

nomia e soiale (1815-1870). Rome, LAS 1980, 653 pp.

Storia elesiastia = Storia elesiastia ad uso delle suole utile per ogni eto di

persone dediata a F. Ervé de la Croix Compilata dal saerdote B.G. Turin, tip. Speirani

e Ferrero 1845, 398 pp. - OE I 160-556.

Storia sara = Storia sara per uso della suole utile ad ogni stato di persone arrihita

di analoghe inisioni Compilata dal saerdote Gioanni Boso. Turin. Tipogra�-Editori

Speirani e Ferrero 1847 � OE III 1-212.

Other abbreviations used in the ritial apparatus and omments on the

texts:

add = addit (added)

orr = orrigit (when orretions to a word or sentene are made using elements of

the orreted word or sentene)

del = delet (deleted)

em = emendat (when orretion involves ompletely new elements from the word or

sentene being orreted)

eras = erasit (rubbed out with an eraser)

il-infra lin = infra lineam (between the lines)

it-iter = iterat (repeated)

lin subd = underlined

mrg = in the margin: i-inf = lower; s-sup = upper; dext = right side; sin = left side

om = omittit (omitted)

res = resribit (rewritten)

sl = super lineam (above the line)

trsp = transponit (transposed, moved) a-ante (before); p-post (after).

Texts: Introduzione, Cenno storio, Cenni storii

The Introdution and the Historial Outline

A = Don Boso's original doument

A2, A3 = later notes introdued by Don Boso
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1. Draft Regulations for the Oratory of St Franis de Sales in Turin, Distrit of

Valdoo

114

Introdution

115

Ut �lios Dei, qui erant dispersi, ongregaret in unum [To gather into one the hildren

of God who are sattered abroad, Jn 11:52℄. It seems to me that the words of the Holy

Gospel, whih tell us that our divine Saviour ome down from heaven to earth

116

to gather

together all the hildren of God sattered all over the world, ould be applied literally

to the young people of our times.

117

These young people, the most vulnerable yet most

valuable portion of human soiety,

118

on whom we base our hopes for a happy future,

are not of their nature depraved. Were it not for arelessness on the part of parents,

idleness, mixing in bad ompany, whih happens espeially on Sundays and other Holy

Days, it would be so easy to inulate in their young hearts the priniples of order, good

behaviour, respet and religion. For, if it so happens that they are ruined at that young

age, it is due more to their thoughtlessness than to ingrained malie.

These young people have a real need of some kind person who will take are of them,

work with them, guide them in virtue and keep them away from vie.

119

The problem

lies in �nding ways of gathering them, being able to speak to them, and of instruting

them in the moral life.

120

The Son of God was sent for this purpose, and his holy religion alone an ahieve it.

This religion is of itself eternal and unhangeable, and has been, and will always be, the

teaher of people. But the law it ontains is so perfet that it an adapt to hanging

times and suit people's di�erent haraters.

121

The oratories are regarded as being amongst the most �tting means for instilling the

spirit of religion in hearts that are unultivated and abandoned.

122

These oratories

114

Draft. . . Valdoo (Piano. . . .Valdoo) om A add mrg sin A2

115

Introdution (Introduzione) om A add mrg sin A2

116

whih. . . earth (i. . . terra) show the sope of the Saviour's oming from A whih has 'i fanno onosere

essere il divin Salvatore venuto dal ielo in terra per radunare insieme tutti i �gliuoli di Dio, dispersi

nelle varie parti della terra' em mrg sin A2

117

�A modest work of harity was undertaken some ten years ago in a distrit in this ity, under the title

of the Oratory of St Franis of Sales, aimed solely at the moral and intelletual good of that part

of youth whih through parental neglet, mixing with bad ompanions, or lak of means, �nds itself

exposed to the onstant dangers of orruption�. Appeal for a lottery, 20 Deember 1851, Em I 139 -

�Things whih youth must absolutely �ee from. Art. 1 Flee from idleness. . . Art. 2 Flee from bad

ompanions. . . � - GP (1847) 21-23.

118

�That portion of human soiety on whih hopes for the present and the future are based, the portion

worthy of our most attentive onern is, without doubt, youth�. - Eserizi spirituali alla gioventù.

Avviso saro (1849).

119

These. . . vie (Questi. . . vizio) om A add mrg sin A

120

instruting them in the moral life (post moralizzarli) add A 'this is the purpose of the Oratories of

St Franis de Sales in Valdoo, St Aloysius at Porta Nuova and the Guardian Angel in Vanhiglia.

There, through moral and religious instrution, pleasant rereation, Sunday and evening shools we

gain satisfatory results. The e�orts over the last twelve years have assured me of the good results

from these oratories A del A2

121

The. . . haraters (Questi. . . uomini) om A add mrg sin A2

122

The oratories. . . abandoned (Fra. . . .Oratori) om A mrg sin marg A2
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are gatherings

123

in whih young people, after they have attended hurh

124

servies, are

entertained with pleasant and wholesome rereation.

The support whih the ivi and Churh authorities have given me, the zeal shown by

many worthy people who have given me material aid, or have helped diretly with the

work, are a lear sign of the Lord's blessing and of the publi's appreiation.

It is now time to set out a regulatory framework that might serve as a plan for a proper

organisation of this part of the sared ministry, and as a guideline for the numerous priests

and lay people

125

who work in it with suh dediation and haritable onern. I have

often begun [to draft suh a framework℄, but have always given up on aount of the

innumerable di�ulties I had to overome. Now, to ensure the preservation of unity of

spirit and uniformity of disipline,

126 127 128 129

as well as to omply with the wish of

123

�Some individuals keen on the proper eduation of the people regretfully notied that there was a

growing number of young people who were idle and ill-advised, living on what they an borrow or by

fraud on street orners or in the squares. They weigh on soiety and are often instruments of all kinds

of misdeeds. They also saw with great sadness that many who had spent some time at work, were

going out on Sundays and Holy Days spending their time in gambling or drinking away the little they

had earned during the week. Wanting to remedy an evil that an only have very sad onsequenes,

they deided to open a house for Sunday gatherings, where everyone ould be at ease in ful�lling his

religious duties and also reeive some instrution, some advie or guidane for living his life in an

upright and Christian way. . . Similarly for games equipment that would help develop their physial

strength and provide honest rereation, in this way trying to make their stay in the plae useful and

pleasant�. Appeal for a lottery, 20 De. 1851, Em I 139. �The purpose of this Oratory is to deal

with young people on Sundays and Holy Days with pleasant and honest rereation after they have

attended Churh servies� � �rst draft of the original manusript of the Regulations for the Oratory

whih Don Boso wrote towards 1852. �. . . I dare one again to present my most serious needs. . .

1. Rent for these two Oratories whih are su�iently big enlosures to aommodate a onsiderable

number of young people who gather there for rereation after having attended Churh servies -

Request for a subsidy made to the Pious Institute for the Eduation of the Destitute (Mendaità

Istruita), 12 Nov. 1854, Em I 235.

124

in whih. . . .hurh (in ui. . . .hiesa) om A add mrg sin A2

125

numerous (in buon numero) om A add sl A2

126

now. . . disipline (è perhé . . . .disiplina) om A add mrg sin A2

127

�Up to now the work has gone forward with the help of a number of haritable people, both priests

and lay people. The priests who are ommitted to this work in a speial way are: Fathers Borelli,

Carpano, Vola, Ponte, Grassino, Murialdo, Giaomelli and Marengo.�. To the administrators of the

Pious Institute for the Eduation of the Destitute (Mendaità Istruita), 20 Feb. 1850, Em I 96. -

�This is how I feel: note however that the government and the City, keen on publi eduation, have

shown themselves favourable to the Oratories and have often shown the desire to establish day shools

in all three Oratories, something I have not been able to do until now for lak of teahers� - letter to

Fr Carlo Gilardi of the Institute of Charity, 15 April 1850, Em I 102.

128

�Someone might ask: how is it possible to keep disipline and order amidst a thousand young people

like that? It is not as di�ult as it looks at �rst sight. You have the Regulations for the festive

Oratories where various responsibilities in referene to the Churh are shared out, and a playground

for some good rereation. A Diretor who direts and others who arry out their assigned tasks and

then everything goes ahead satisfatorily without ever needing threats or punishment of any kind� -

BS I (1877) Sept. p. 2.

129

Don Boso is referring to serious problems that arose between himself and some of his ollaborators

on how to unify leadership of the Oratories in 1851-1852. We �nd re�etions of these in MB IV

haps. XXVII and XXXII-XXXIII, in pp. 309-317, 366-386 respetively on douments of that time

and the testimony of a lay ollaborator of Don Boso's, Giuseppe (Joseph) Brosio (1829-1883), ASC
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persons in authority who have ounselled me to do so,

130

I have deided to omplete this

work, no matter what the outome may be.

131

But I wish it understood from the start that it is not my purpose to lay down law or

preept for anyone.

132

My one aim is to set out what we do in the Boys' Oratory of St.

Franis de Sales at Valdoo, and the way it is being done.

Some expressions found herein may lead some people into thinking that I am seeking

my own honour and glory.

133

Let them not think so; let them rather put it all down to

my ommitment to write [about the oratory℄ as things atually developed and as they

are even at the present day.

When I dediated myself to this part of the sared ministry, I fully intended to on-

serate every e�ort of mine to the greater glory of God and to the good of souls. My

resolve was to work to make these young people good itizens for this earth, so that they

might be one day worthy inhabitants of heaven.

134

May God help me and enable me to ontinue in this endeavour to my last breath. So

be it.

2. [p. 3℄ Historial Outline (Cenno Storio) of the Oratory of St. Franis de Sales

This Oratory, a gathering of young people on Sundays and holy days, began in the

Churh of St. Franis of Assisi.

135

For many years during the summertime, the Rev. Fr.

[Joseph℄ Ca�asso

136

used to teah atehism every Sunday to briklayers' boys in a little

room attahed to the saristy of the aforementioned hurh. The heavy workload this

priest had taken on aused him to interrupt this work, whih he loved so muh.

137

I took

123 Brosio (Memoria, pp. 16-19). on 31 Marh 1852 Arhbishop Fransoni appointed Don Boso as

�Chief Diretor� of the Oratories and Frs Robert Murialdo and Paul Rossi as diretors, respetively,

of the Oratory of the Guardian Angel in Vanhiglia and St Aloysius at Porta Nuova.

130

who have ounselled me to do so (he. . . .onsigliano) om A add sl A2

131

whatever the outome may be (omunque. . . .riusire) om A add mrg sin A2

132

om A add mrg sin A2

133

�I have heard some of the lergy speak unkindly of the opening of these Don Boso Oratories beause

they onsidered them a work where he was seeking ambition of his own, but I never saw that this

was his intention and always admired the happy and bene�ial outome of his work� � testimony of

St Leonard Murialdo at the Ordinary Proess for Don Boso's Beati�ation (20 Feb. 1893), Copia

publia transumpti proessus. Fol. 1046r. � Cf. MB IV 310.

134

�I am o�ering a sheme of life, brief and easy enough, whih will enable you to be the onsolation

of your parents, a glory to your ountry, good itizens on earth and one day blessed inhabitants of

heaven.� � GP (1847), Alla gioventù, p. 7.

135

The hurh of St Franis of Assisi had annexed the ex-onvent of the Conventuals, from 1817-1818 the

loation of the Pastoral Institute (Convitto) founded by Frs Luigi Guala and Brunone Lanteri � Cf.

Casalis, Dizionario XXI 559-561, 473-477.

136

Joseph Cafasso, priest, Saint: born at Castelnuovo d'Asti, Turin dioese in 1811, died in Turin as

Retor of the Pastoral Institute in 1860. He had entered there as a student in January 1834 a few

months after his priestly ordination (Set. 1833). Leturer in Moral from 1837 he was responsible

for the daily 'onferenes' private and publi, from 1843. Along with his vast ativity as a moralist,

onfessor, formator of priests and laity, apostle amongst the prisoners, he gave solid support to the

work of atehism programs and oratories.

137

On the origins of the atehism programs at the Pastoral Institute under St Joseph Cafasso who was

leturer in Moral there from 1837 f. G. Colombo, Vita del servo di Dio D. Cafasso. Turin, Canonia
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it up towards the end of 1841, and I began by gathering in that same plae two young

adults who were in grave need of religious instrution. These were joined by others, and

during 1842 the number went up to twenty, and sometimes twenty-�ve.

138

From these beginnings I learned two very important truths: �rst, that in general young

people are not bad in themselves but more often than not they beome suh through

ontat with evil ompanions; seond, that even these bad youngsters, if separated one

from the other, are suseptible to great moral hange.

In 1843 the atehism lasses ontinued on the same footing and the number inreased

to �fty, the most that the plae assigned to me ould aommodate. All the while, while

visiting the prisons of Turin,

139 140

I was able to verify that the

141

poor unfortunates

ommitted to that plae of punishment are generally poor young men who ome into the

ity from far away either beause they need to �nd work, or enouraged by some rasally

ompanion. These young people are left to themselves partiularly on Sundays and holy

days and spend the little money they earn during the week on games [of hane℄ or on

sweetmeats. This is beginning of many vies; in no time at all, these young people, who

were good, are found to be themselves at risk and putting others at risk.

142

Nor an the

prisons better them in any way, beause while detained there they learn more re�ned

ways of doing evil, so that when they are released they beome worse.

[p. 4℄ I turned therefore to this lass of youngster as the most abandoned and at risk;

and during the week, either with promises or with little gifts, I tried to win over more

pupils (allievi). I sueeded, and their number inreased greatly, so that, when in the

summer of 1844 larger premises were plaed at my disposal, I found myself at times

with some eighty youths around me. I experiened great happiness at seeing myself

surrounded by pupils (allievi) who behaved as I wanted, all of them started on a job,

and whose ondut both on weekdays and Sundays I ould some how vouh for. As I

looked over them [seated before me℄,

143

I ould visualise one returned to parents from

whom he had �ed, another plaed with an employer, all of them well on the way to

learning their religion.

1895, pp. 188-189; L. Niolis di Robilant, Vita del venerabile Giuseppe Cafasso. . . , vol II Turin,

Suola Tip. Salesiana 1912, pp. 8-9; P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol I,

Rome, LAS 1979, p. 95; Salesian Fr Gioahino Berto radially disagrees in his testimony (ASC 123

� Misrosh. 556 C 8-11) but espeially Fr Abbondio Anzini, also a Salesian, in Vita popolare del

Ven. D. Giuseppe Cafasso (San Benigno Can., Libr. Salesiana 1912), pp. 96-103, and in a polemial

Memorandum, a manusript in Feb. 1925 (ASC 123 . mirosh. 556 B 1-C 4).

138

No referene to the enounter with Bartholomew Garelli who beame the progenitor of the oratories

in the Memoirs of the Oratory : MO 124-127.

139

Cafasso had priests from the Pastoral Institute aompany him to the Turin prisons or entrusted them

to Fr John Borel for the Latin atehism programs in preparation for Easter, for retreats and for

onfessions. Amongst them was Don Boso. Before the opening of the �Corretional shool� for young

hoodlums (the Generala) in 1845, some rooms were reserved for men at the Holy Martyrs Churh �

L. Niolis di Robilant, Vita del venerabile Giuseppe Cafasso, vol II, p. 81, 94, 96.

140

Cf OE IV 149-154 Appello della Commissione alla pietà dei onittadini 16 January 1852.

141

that the℄ (he gli) (il maggior numero di quelli he sono ondotti) the greater number of those taken

A he gli em sl A2.

142

These young people. . . .others at risk (I quali. . . altri) om A add mrg sin A2

143

behaved. . . looked over (tanto. . . vedeva) om A add mrg sin A2
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But the ommunity life harateristi of a plae like the Pastoral Institute of St. Franis

of Assisi (Convitto), the silene and good order required by the servies onduted in

that publi and very well attended hurh, got in the way of my plans. And even though

the well-deserving, late-lamented Dr. Guala

144

enouraged me to persevere, nevertheless

I learly pereived the need for new [and larger℄ premises. Beause religious instrution

oupies the young people for only a ertain period of time, after whih they need some

outlet: hikes, games, and the like.

Providene arranged that in late Otober 1844 I should be appointed to the Refuge

(Rifugio) as spiritual diretor.

145

I invited my boys (�gli) to ome and visit me at my new

residene, and the following Sunday they gathered there in muh larger numbers than

usual. My room served both as oratory and playground.

146

What a sight! No hair,

table or anything else in the room ould esape the attak of that friendly invasion.

147

Meanwhile, I and the Rev. Dr. [John℄ Borrelli,

148

who from then on beame the

Oratory's staunhest supporter, had hosen a room that was intended as dining room

and ommon room for the priests working at the Refuge, and that seemed big enough

for our purposes, and adapted it as a hapel. The Arhbishop

149

gave his kind approval,

144

Dr (Fr) Louis Guala (1775-1848, dotor of the Faulty of Theology at the University of Turin, and

prime exponent of the Amiizia Cattolia, a friend of Fr Brunone Lanteri, Retor of the hurh of St

Franis of Assisi, in 1808 he began a ourse in moral theology inspired by St. Alphonsus; the ourse

was legally reognised by Vitor Emmanuel I in 1814 and beame the Pastoral Institute (Convitto)

in 1817-1818 and had de�nitive elesiastial approval from Arhbishop Colombano Chiaveroti. �A

new shool for priests was born, formed in Alphonsian morality and ultramontanism� � G. Tuninetti,

Lorenzo Gastaldi 1815-1883, vol I. Rome, Edizioni Piemme 1983, pp. 35-37.

145

spiritual diretor (spirituale) /om A add sl A2 post 'spirituale' add 'dell'ospedaletto di S. Filomena

ivi annesso' (the little hospital of St Philomena annexed to it) A del A2

146

�Rereation is the major lure for the youth, and we wanted everyone to take part but only with the

games that we normally use. . . Rereations was from 10 until 12 in the morning, from 1 until 2½

in the afternoons and after the end of the servies until evening� � hap 2 of the 2nd part of the

Regolamento, original ms by Don Boso's 1852.

147

The Opera Pia del Rifugio (under the protetion of Our Lady of the Refuge of Sinners) was founded

by Marhioness Giulietta Falletti di Barolo, nee Colbert, to take in women (for free) who had been

in prison or were wayward and wanted to hange their lives. They were looked after by the Sisters

of the Institute of St Joseph. The Magdalenes and the Little Magdalenes were, women and girls

respetively, were added to these. They had hosen a path whih ould lead to a monasti voation.

Frs John Borel and Sebastian Pahiotti were already spiritual diretors there. Don Boso joined

them while waiting to beome the spiritual diretor of the Little Hospital of St Philomena's, for sik

hildren whih was to be opened on 10 August 1845.

148

Fr Giovanni (John) Borel, a priest from Turin (1801-1873), haplain in the shools of St Franeso da

Paola then in the Barolo works, was a popular preaher and fervent ollaborator of Don Boso's in

the work of the oratories as he was earlier of Cafasso's in the apostolate of the prisons. � On Borel

we �nd a brief pro�le by Salesian E. Calvi, Il teologo Gio. Battista Borel e il beato Don Boso, Turin,

SEI 1931, 40 p.

149

Arhbishop Louis Fransoni, born Genoa 29 Marh 1789, took refuge in Rome from 1797 until 1814,

but was a priest in his home ity and entered the Congregation of the Urban missions. Then he was

made Bishop of Fossano from 1821, apostoli administrator of the Arhdioese of Turin in 1831-1832,

Arhbishop from 1832 until his death. He was exiled in Switzerland in 1848-1850 and expelled from

the Kingdom of Sardinia in 1850 after whih he set himself up in Lyon until his death on 26 Marh

1862. Don Boso had muh faith in him and had deisive support from him.
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and on the day of Mary's Immaulate Coneption (Deember 8, 1844),

150

the hapel we

had long hoped for was blessed, with the faulty of elebrating the holy sari�e of the

Mass, and of giving benedition with the Blessed Sarament.

The news of a hapel destined exlusively for the young, the liturgial servies pre-

pared espeially for them, a bit of open spae to romp around in, proved to be powerful

attrations; so that our hurh, whih began to be alled Oratory at that time, [p. 5℄

beame quikly overrowded. We made do as well as we ould. Catehism lasses were

held in every orner: in rooms, kithen and orridors. It was all oratory.

Things were moving along when an ourrene (or better, Divine Providene ating

with hidden purposes)

151

turned our oratory upside down. On August 10, 1845 the Little

Hospital of St. Philomena was opened, and the premises we had been using for nine

months had to be given over to other uses. Another meeting plae had to be found.

152

Following a formal request, the Mayor of the ity allowed us to go to St Martin's hapel

near the Molazzi or ity Mills.

153

So on Sunday we announed the hange of plae.

154

The boys were partly sad at having to leave a plae they had ome to like as their very

own and partly anxious about something new but they readied themselves to go. You

would have seen one arrying a hair, another a benh, some arrying a piture or statue,

others the vestments or altar loths or ruets. Some of the more playful ones would have

stilts or boe balls or throwing diss, but they were all keen to see the new oratory.

155

Two months went by peaefully there, although we ould not do things perfetly sine

we ouldn't elebrate Mass or have Benedition of the Blessed Sarament, nor was it all

that easy to have rereation. [p 6.℄ But that period of alm was a prelude to a storm

that would put the Oratory to a more severe trial.

156 157

Word got around that these

150

Don Boso writes: November and Bonetti orrets it to Deember.

151

or better. . . .hidden (o meglio. . . segrete) /om A add mrg sin A2 107 post 'ity' add 'he allora era il

sig. Cav. Pinhia' (who was Cav. Pinhia at the time) A del A2

152

�Within the area between the Refuge and the Magdalenes' Monastery in 1843 (=1845) this hospital

alled St Philomena's was founded for poor girls from 4-14 years of age, preferably the littler ones.

There were 56 beds. After some years of trial the pupils at the Refuge made up a kind of religious

body alled the Oblates of the Virgin Mary and 26 of these helped out at St Philomena's whih

was under the diretion of the Sisters of St Joseph. The girls were taught reading and writing while

onvalesing�. - Bario, Torino desritta, p. 826.

153

Molazzi om A add sl A2

154

Don Boso along with others like Fr Mihael Rua, Fr Joahim Berto, Fr John Cagliero (future Cardinal)

loate the Oratory at St Martin's hapel at the Dora Mills (or Molassi) before taking over the emetery

of St Peter in Chains. Doumentation available to us reverses that order without doubt. On 12 July

the Ragioneria (Aounts Dept) gave Fr Borel (and his priestly olleagues at the Refuge) �the faulty

of using the Mills Chapel for atehising the boys. . . �xing the hour for this as from midday until

three� - quoted by Motto, L'�oratorio�. . . , p. 215.

155

The atehism lessons at St Martin's � exluded however were Mass and other religious servies �

began on 13 July and �nished towards the end of the year beause on 14 November the Ragioneria

(Aounts Dept) ordered Fr Borel to ease using the Mills hapel from 1 January 1846 � f. Motto,

L'�oratorio�. . . , p. 214-215.

156

put. . . .trial (mettere. . . provare se) A 'mettere a dura prova' orr A2 'mettere a più dura prova' orr

A3

157

ante 'l'oratorio' add 'se' A del A2 post 'oratorio' add 'era opera di Dio o degli uomini' (it was a work

of God's or of men) A del A2
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gatherings of youngsters were dangerous and that at any moment they ould move from

having rereation to reating a riot. What kind of riot ould ignorant, penniless boys with

weapons ause! They were only gathering to learn atehism; they would have trembled

even at hearing the �uttering of a row! But despite this the rumours kept growing and

a report was sent to the mayor where I was desribed as the head of the gang, and that

at the mills they were making an intolerable raket, a disturbane that nobody ould put

up with, damage down to the walls, benhes and even the paving in the ourtyard.

158

I

had quite something to say about the fat that these laims had no substane but it was

all in vain. An order was issued that we had to immediately evauate the loale we had

been previously given to us.

159

I then asked if we ould go to the Holy Cross enotaph hurh, known as St Peter

in Chains. Permission was given.

160

We happily went o� there but it was just a single

festive oasion, beause new reports

161

were written and sent to the mayor where our

gatherings were desribed as ats of insubordination and we were soon prohibited from

setting foot there ever again.

I make no mention of names of individuals who sent these arimonious reports o� to

the City [authorities℄; I merely observe (God forbid that I take any delight in it) that

one person lived just one more day and the other three days after having made their

report.

162

This was something that made a deep impression on the youngsters who were

aware of the fat.

163

So what were we to do? I found myself with a heap of materials for the hurh and

for games, a rowd of youngsters that followed me everywhere and not an inh of ground

where we ould go to.

Afraid that my hildren would stop oming, I hid all my worries and on Sundays took

them o� one day to Sassi, another to the Madonna di Campagna, and another to the

Cappuini del monte. The number of boys grew rather than diminishing.

164

158

Don Boso expands on and dramatises the amount and signi�ane of these protests. They simply

ame from the people living around the Mills area (Pizza Emmanuele Filiberto or Porta Palazzo),

who had been disturbed by the boys' raket-making. A Counil deputation heard their omplaints

on 7 November thus opening the way for the Aounts Dept deision indiated above.

159

Before the Law of 17 Otober 1848 the Viar was the head of the ity administration, helped by two

syndis and �fty seven deurions (we might say ounil members). In 1845 the two syndis were

Count Joseph Boso di Ru�no and Count Joseph Pohettini di Serravalle.

160

The very brief stay at St Peter in Chains took plae before the Dora Mills one and preisely on Sunday

25 May 1845. St Peter in Chains had been one of two emeteries in Turin in 1777 (the other was

St Lazarus on the east side). �Both were of the same shape, a square with portioes on three sides,

the hurh at the bak and in the middle a ourtyard where the ommon burial plaes were � the

bodies and o�ns were plaed one on top of the other, and the more prestigious o�ns were plaed

in an underground rypt running beneath the portio. It was more ommonly alled (vulgarly so) St

Peter's of the abbages. It remained open exlusively to families who had private graves there. The

Turin Counil kept a resident haplain there� � Casalis, Dizionario XXI 196.

161

new reports (novelle relazioni) 'una relazione' (a report) A 'novelle relazioni' em A2

162

I make no. . . .fat om A add mrg sin A2

163

Throughout this event at St Peter in Chains and adjusted douments whih have been handed down

f. Motto L'�oratorio�. . . �pp. 204-2011.

164

These festive trips to various hurhes around Turin and surrounds are best assigned to the time they

were at the Mills where they ould only hold atehism lessons. Sassi was a small town of about 100
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[p. 7℄ In the meantime, as the winter was drawing near, and the weather no longer

favored exursions into the ountryside, I and Dr. [John℄ Borrelli rented three rooms

in the Moretta house,

165

a building not far distant from the present site of the Oratory

in Valdoo.

166

During that winter our ativities were limited

167

to simple atehism

lessons on the evening of eah Sunday and holy day.

168

At this time the gossip that had already for some time been making the rounds, that

the oratories were a deliberate way of getting young people away from their own parishes

in order to instrut them in suspet priniples, grew more insistent. This allegation was

grounded on the fat that I allowed my young people every kind of rereation, a long

as they did not sin, or do anything that ould be regarded as reprehensible ondut. In

response to the allegation

169

[that I was drawing young people away from their parishes℄,

I pointed out that my purpose was to gather together only those young people who did

not belong to any parish. As a matter of fat most of the youngsters were from out of

town and did not even know to whih parish they belonged. But the more I tried to

explain the truth of the matter, the more sinister was the ast thrown upon it.

170

Furthermore, ertain events took plae that fored us to leave the Moretta house,

171

so

that in Marh 1846 I had to lease a small grass �eld from the Filippi brothers,

172

at the

inhabitants, many of them launderers, around 3 km from the ity along the right bank of the Po

on the left of the royal road to the Superga. The Parish (St John's) had been added in 1821. The

parish priest Fr Peter Abbondioli (1812-1893) was a friend of Don Boso's. The Parish hurh of the

Annuniation, known as la Madonna di Campagna, run by the Capuhins, is around 3 kms north-east

of Turin beyond the left bank of the Dora and on this side of the right bank of the Stura, not far o�

the right of the road that leads to Venaria Reale. At the time Fr Niolò di Villafrana Piemonte was

parish priest. In 1842 he had opened a shool for 150 boys and girls, providing food and lothing for

the poorest. � Casalis, Dizionario XXI 156-162; Bario, Torino desritta, pp. 208-209. The Monte

dei Cappuini is a hill above the Borgo Po on the right bank of the river, with a Capuhin onvent

and hurh.

165

The house with a ground �oor and �rst �oor had about 20 rooms. It belong ed to ex-Capuhin John

Baptist Antthony Moretta (1777-1847). The oratory was there between Deember 1845 and Marh

1846.

166

Valdoo: area west of Borgo Dora between the right bank of the river to the north and Borgo S.

Donato on the south-west side.

167

our ativities were limited to (I nostri. . . limitaronsi) 'L'oratorio si limitò' A 'I nostri eserizi limi-

taronsi' em sl A2

168

St Philip Neri �ran through the squares, along the streets gathering up espeially the most negleted

boys huddled together in some spot where with innoent and pleasant amusements he kept them

far from the orruption of the entury and instruted them in the truths of the faith�. � Storia

elesiastia p. 315. � �I want to show them an approah to Christian living so that they may be

both happy and ontent, teahing them what are the true amusements and true pleasures�. - CG Alla

gioventù, p. III-IV. � �You an also amuse yourselves I mean with proper games and amusements

whih will allow you rereation and not lower you� - GP 20.

169

In response to the allegation that. . . (In quanto. . . .prima) om A add sl A2

170

There is no mention at this point of the evening lasses Don Boso writes about in the Memoirs of

the Oratory : �In that same winter we began night shool. It was the �rst time that there was talk

of suh. . . (MO 151). We will say more of these and the Sunday shools further ahead in the Cenni

storii.

171

Complaints from the residents fored Fr Moretta to not renew the rental.

172

The �eld belonging to brothers Peter, Anthony and Charles Filippi lay alongside, to the east of

the Moretta house. At least two hundred metres to the north-east was a shed under onstrution,
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loation where at present stands the pig-iron foundry. And there I was under the wide

and starry sky, in the middle of a �eld bordered by a sorry-looking hedgerow that kept

out only those who did not want to ome in.

173

There I was with some three hundred

young men who found their heaven on earth in that oratory � an oratory the roof and

the walls of whih were nothing but sky.

To make matters worse, the Viar of the City, Marquis [Mihael℄ Cavour,

174

informed

and prejudied against these weekend gatherings, sent for me. He brie�y reported what

was being rumored about the oratory, and then said to me:

�My good Father, let me give you a sound piee of advie. Get rid of those villains,

beause these gatherings are dangerous�. [p. 8℄ I replied:

�All I am trying to do is to better the lot of these poor boys. If the City would are

to provide any kind of premises for me, I have every hope of being able to very muh

lessen the number of troublemakers, and at the same time, the numbers of those who go

to prison�.

�You are fooling yourself my good priest; these e�orts are all in vain. Where will you

get the money? I annot allow suh gatherings�.

�The results we have had onvine me that these e�orts are not in vain: the money is

in the Lord's hands, and sometimes he uses the most paltry of instruments to arry out

his work. . . �.

�But I annot allow suh gatherings�.

�Don't grant them for me, Sir, but grant it for the good of these boys (�gli) who will

end up badly left to their own devies�.

175

�I am not here to argue; this is a disorder and I want to put a stop to it. You do know

that without permission no assembly is allowed�.

�My assemblies have no politial aim; they are merely to teah atehism to poor boys

and I do this with the Arhbishop's permission�.

�The Arhbishop has been informed of these matters?�

attahed to the Pinardi house.

173

assai om A add sl A2 'e nel tempo stesso' (and at the same time) (om A add sl A2/ 'talvolta'

(sometimes) om A add sl A2

174

From 1687 until 1848 the viariate of Turin �was a omplex magistrature with legal o�es, and

administrative and muniipal polie�. It was the supreme muniipal authority. As for the polie roles,

the Viar had to �promote observane of orders onerning religion, good behaviour, wholesomeness,

enough eonomial food; peae and safety in the squares and publi streets� � Casalis, Dizionario XXI

424. Mihael Benso, Marquis di Cavour (1781-1850), �rstborn son of Marquis Philip di Philippine

de Sales, was a keen anti-Jaobite in his youth, but later grew loser inluding for pratial reasons

to the regime of the Empire. He married Adele de Sellon from Geneva in 1805. From 1819 he was a

deurion and from 1833 to 1835 one of the two syndis of Turin. In 1835 he was appointed �viar and

general superintendent, inluding the polie� of the ity. After the �rst two years the position was

renewed for another four. He gave the job �not only boundless energy and the immense and insatiable

ativity that he ould but also a ertain dose of implaability� that brought some severe judgement

on him from liberals of his time and afterwards � R. Romeo, Cavour e il suo tempo (1810-1842).

Bari, Laterza 1984, pp. 607- 610. Joseph Brao o�ers some reasoned and reserved doumentation on

exatly what Don Boso realled of the Marquis Mihael Cavour's attitudes, in his important study

Don Boso e le istituzioni in Torino e don Boso I. Turin 1989, pp. 126-130), where he inludes the

signi�ant letter of Don Boso's to the Viar of the City, 13 Marh 1846.

175

left to their own devies (abbandonati a loro stessi) om A add mrg sinA
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�He is informed and I have never put a foot out of plae without asking him for his

advie and onsent�.

�But I annot allow these assemblies�.

�I do believe, Sir, that you would not want to prohibit me from teahing atehism,

whih has the Arhbishop's permission�.

�Go, and I will speak with the Arhbishop, but do not be obstinate when the orders

are issued otherwise you will fore me into measures I would prefer not to take�.

The Arhbishop had knowledge of everything and urged me to be patient and have

ourage. In the meantime

176

in order to be able to attend more diretly to the are of

my boys (�gli), I was fored to resign from the Refuge, and as a result,

177

I was without

employment and without means of support.

178

Every projet of mine was given a sinister

interpretation, I was physially exhausted with my health undermined, to the point that

the word was put around that I had beome insane.

[p. 9℄ Failing to make others understand my plans, I sought to mark time, beause I

was deeply onvined that events would prove me right in what I was doing. Furthermore,

I wanted so muh to have a suitable site that in my mind I imagined this to be already a

fat. This was the reason why even my dearest friends thought that I was out of my mind.

And my o-workers, sine I would not give in to them and desist from my undertaking,

abandoned me entirely.

179

Dr. Borrelli went along with my ideas. However, sine no other ourse seemed open

to us, he thought we should pik [just℄ a dozen of the younger hildren and teah them

their atehism privately, and wait of a better opportunity to go forward with our plans.

�No� I replied, �This is not the way. This is the Lord's work; he began it, and he has

to bring it to ompletion.�

�But meanwhile�, he insisted, �Where will we gather our boys?�

�In the Oratory�.

�But where is this Oratory?�

�I see it there in readiness: I see a hurh, a house, and an enlosed playground. It is

there, and I see it.�

�But where are these things?�

176

In the meantime (Intanto) 'Ma la moltepliità delle oupazioni' A 'Intanto io oppresso dalla molti-

pliità delle oupazioni' orr A2 'Intanto' orr A3

177

One the �rst year of employment with Marhioness Barolo o�ering spiritual assistane at the Little

Hospital of St Philomena's was over, in summer 1846, having hosen to work with the boys of the

inipient oratory, Don Boso left the Refuge, and his belongings were taken to the plae he had

sublet on the upper �oor of the Pinardi house, from 1 July; this is where he would ome bak to with

his mother on 3 November 1846 after a long onvalesene. On 1 Deember Panrazio Soave sublet

the entire Pinardi house with the land around it � Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . , pp.

74-75.

178

without. . . support (per poter. . . sussistenza) om A add mrg sin A2

179

This was the reason. . . abandoned me (e iò. . . abbandonarono) 'Li miei più ari amii mi onsigliavano

a desistere da tutto, a ui non volendo aondisendere mi abbandonarono' A 'e iò era motivo he

li medesimi più ari amii mi quali�assero di testa alterata; e non volendo loro aondisendere,

e essare dalla mia impresa, intieramente mi abbandonarono' em mrg sin A2 'e iò era motivo he

li medesimi miei più ari amii mi quali�assero di testa alterata; e li miei ooperatori, poihé non

voleva loro aondisendere, e assare dall mia impresa, intieramente mi abbandonarono' orr A3
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�I do not know where they are, but I see them.�

I insisted beause of my lively wish to have these things. I was thoroughly onvined

that God would provide them.

Dr. Borrelli felt sorry for me in that ondition, and he too relutantly expressed

doubts about my sanity. Father Ca�asso kept telling me not to take any deision for the

duration. The Arhbishop [Louis Fransoni℄, however, was inlined to agree that I should

stay with the work.

All the while Marquis Cavour �rmly held to the position that these gatherings, whih

he laimed were dangerous, should stop. But not wanting to take a deision that might

displease the Arhbishop, he with [p. 10℄ his o�e sta�

180

(the equivalent of our ity

ounil) arranged for a meeting at the Arhbishop's palae. The Arhbishop later on�ded

to me that it looked like the last judgment. The disussion was brief, but the verdit

was that suh gatherings must absolutely stop.

Fortunately Count [Luigi?℄ Provana di Collegno

181

at the time was serving in the

Viar's Counil as Head of the Aounting Department. He had always enouraged me

and supported my work �nanially both from his own private purse and on behalf of His

Majesty King Charles Albert.

182

This sovereign, gratefully remembered, appreiated the

work of the oratory and would send �nanial help in times of speial need. Through Count

Collegno he often expressed to me his satisfation with our speial priestly ministry. He

plaed our ministry on a par with the work of the foreign missions, and would have liked

to see suh gatherings of young people at risk held in every ity of the realm. When

he learned of my prediament, he sent me 300 frans by the same Count with words of

enouragement. He also let the Viar's o�e know that he wished suh Sunday gatherings

of young people to ontinue. The Viar should take are to prevent any disorder that

might arise.

The Viar obeyed and took steps to that e�et. He ordered a number of seurity

guards

183

to attend our meetings and report. The guards sat through atehism, sermon,

and hymn singing, and stood by during rereation, and then reported everything to the

180

The Ragioneria (Aounts Dept) was not the same as the general muniipal ounil. Don Boso refers

either to the Counil whih met at least one a month to manage daily onerns in the ity or to the

general sta� whih met one a week but whih had �partiular oversight of the �nanial management

of the ity� (hene Aounts Dept). � Casalis, Dizionario XXI 423.

181

�Faeva parte della Ragioneria il onte Giuseppe Provana di Collegno� (Count . . . Collegno was part

of the Aounts Department) - MO 179 (Count Giuseppe, 1785-1854) - �Rather than Joseph he was

probably Louis Provana di Collegno, father of av. Saverio, long benevolent towards the oratories

and the Salesians� � P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . , p. 80. It was an o�e of the

Ministry of Finane with the task of registration and ontrol of everything that onerned �nane,

the general treasury and the State budget � Casalis Dizionario XXI 309-310.

182

Charles Albert of Savoy (1798-1849), Prine of Carignano of an assoiated branh of Savoy, sueeded

Charles Felie on the throne of the Kingdom of Sardinia for want of a male heir in the main branh

(1831-1849). � In the monograph by N. Rodolio, Carlo Alberto negli anni di regno 1831-1843

(Florene, Le Monier 1936), it is emphasised several times that the King was pratially interested

in all haritable works: hospitals, nurseries, the Little House of Cottolengo's, Don Boso's oratories,

unruly boys. . .

183

In referene to the various powers of the Viar, the seurity guards might have been simply ivi

seurity people or they might have been the ore feared publi seurity guards.
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Viar. By and by his attitude hanged for the better,

184

and so did the situation at the

oratory.

[p. 11℄ The beginning of the urrent Oratory at Valdoo and its growth

until the present day

185

It was a Sunday evening on the �fteenth of Marh, a memorable day for our Oratory,

when seeing suh a huge number of boys playing, and seeing myself alone in their midst,

my health and strength at an end, without knowing where I ould go now that the �eld

we had rented was to be put to other use, I beame so emotional that I burst into tears.

�My God�, I began saying, raising my eyes to heaven, �Why don't you let me know where

you want me to gather these dear boys of mine? Oh please let me know, tell me what I

must do!�

These were the kinds of words that were hurning in my heart when at that moment

a ertain Soave Panrazio

186

ame to me saying that there was a Mr Pinardi

187

who had

a plae I ould rent whih would be very suitable for my purpose. I went immediately.

It was a shed. We spoke about it, agreed on a rental prie and on how we ould turn

the plae into a hapel. It all took just a few minutes. I ran bak quikly

188

to my

boys, alled them together and overwhelmed with happiness began to shout: �Courage

boys, we have an Oratory. We will have a hurh, a saristy, a plae for shool and for

rereation�.

This news was greeted with enthusiasm and on Easter Sunday in April

189

we arried

all the equipment for hurh and rereation there and the new hapel was inaugurated.

A little later other rooms in the same Pinardi house were rented where we started the

Sunday and evening shools. Cav. Gonella,

190

an outstanding benefator of this Ora-

184

hanged for the better (migliore) 'buona' A 'migliore' em sl A2

185

until the present day (e suo. . . presente) om A add A2

186

Panrazio Soave was an immigrant from Verolengo (Turin) who on 10 November 1845 had rented

Franis Pinardi's entire building, other than an attahed shed whih was under onstrution. His

intention was to set up a starh fatory. On 5 June 1846 he sublet it three rooms to Don Boso and

on 1 Deember, the entire building. P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . , pp. 75-76.

187

Franis Pinardi had immigrated from Arisate (Varese). On 1 April he rented out the shed to Don

Boso that would beome his �rst stable oratory. From 1 April 1849 when the ontrat with Soave

had �nished, he rented the whole house to Don Boso and then sold it to him on 19 February 1851

for 28,500 lire - Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . , pp. 75-76, 84-85.

188

quikly (preipitoso) 'on trasporto di gioia' A 'preipitoso' em sl A2

189

In 1846 Easter Sunday fell on 12 April.

190

The expliit referene is to av. Mark Gonella (1822-1886), very generous in lending help to Don Boso,

but as for the shools we annot leave out his father, av. Andrea (1770-1851), who was generous to

the Mendiità. The administration of the latter, in a manifesto on 3 Deember 1845, announed that

it had �petitioned His Majesty for the faulty of establishing evening shools for adults, entrusting

them to the Brothers of the Christian Shools�, and that while waiting for appropriate loations

one, meanwhile would be �opened in the �rst days of January in the house of the Brothers of the

Christian Shools itself (ontrada delle Rosine)�, and next to St Pelagia's hurh, entrusted to the

Mendaità Istruita by the Arhbishop, Colombano Chiaveroti. - Cf P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia

eonomia. . . , pp. 64-65; C. Verri, I Fratelli delle Suole Cristiane e la storia della suola in Piemonte

(1829-1859). Contributo alla storia della pedagogia del Risorgimento. Erba (Como), Casa Editrie

�Sussisi� [s.d.℄. pp.120-121; S. Saglione, Don Boso e I Fratelli della Suole Cristiane, in �Rivista

Lasalliana� 55 (1988) no. 1, pp. 18-23 (Tempi e priorità delle suole seriali in Torino).
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tory, was so pleased with these lasses that [p. 12℄ he set out to introdue them at St.

Pelagia's.

191

The ity itself took the evening shools into onsideration and opened them

in various suburbs around the ity where today it is easy for any artisan who so desires

to get basi eduation.

192

Sine the things that followed this period are well known to

everyone, I limit myself to noting them brie�y.

1846. One Sunday in April the urrent hurh was blessed and given faulties for

elebrating Mass, teahing atehism, preahing and having Benedition of the Blessed

Sarament.

193

The Sunday and evening shools made good progress teahing reading, writing, singing,

bible history, arithmeti and Italian. Oratory pupils put on publi demonstrations of

what they were learning.

In November,

194

I took up residene in the Home attahed to the Oratory.

195

Many

priests, inluding Frs Vola,

196

Carpano and Trivero took part in what was happening at

the Oratory.

1847.

197

The St Aloysius sodality was set up

198

with the approval of the elesiastial

authorities. A statue of the Saint was arranged for and the six Sundays leading up to the

feast of St Aloysius were grandly elebrated. On the feast day itself the Arhbishop ame

to administer the Sarament of Con�rmation to a large group of boys and we enated a

omedy with singing and musi.

191

post 'Pelagia' add 'e quindi dilatate ne' varii quartieri' A del A2. 'Lo stesso. . . ittà' (the ity itself)

om Add mrg sin A2

192

In the �rst half of 1849 at the proposal of two ommunal ounillors, businessman av. Gabriel Capello

and av. Zenone Quaglia, a Commission was set up to study suitable initiatives for �promoting the

moral and material improvement of the working lass�; and �the ommunal ounil adopted their

proposals, onsisting essentially in the setting up of evening shools exlusively for young workers.

On 17 November that year the �rst shool was solemnly opened� � Bario, L'istruzione popolare,

pp. 112-113.

193

The elebration of the religious servies were preeded by a blessing Don Boso gave the same day at

the entrane on 12 April Easter Sunday; the o�ial blessing was on Easter Monday, by Fr Borel who

was delegated by the Arhbishop, and on the bak of this deree authorising the blessing he wrote:

�The undesigned arried out the blessing of the Oratory on 13 April, seond day of Easter�.

194

post 'novembre' add 'anno medesimo in seguito a grave malattia' A del A2

195

On 3 November, along with his mother, Margaret.

196

Fr John Baptist Vola (1805-1872) is often realled in Don Boso's letters to Fr Borel from 1856 to

1850 and amongst the benefators whom these list. Fr G.B. Franesia gave the eulogy at Canon

Giainto Hyainth) Carpano's (1821-1894) funeral (Il anonio Giainto G. Carpano, Turin, tip.

Salesiana 1894); from a well-to-do family from Bioglio (Biella), he helped Don Boso with funds

and ollaborating in the oratories, then extending his ativity to other youth welfare works and for

ex-prisoners. Fr Joseph Trivero (1816-1894) also helped Don Boso and his oratories and work with

donations. He looked after the hapel of the Holy Shroud. In a letter to Fr Borel on 31 August 1846

Don Boso wrote: �It is ok for Fr Trivero to lend a hand at the Oratory, but note how he deals with

the boys. I know that some are already upset. See that the oil overs every dish at our Oratory�

(Em I 71) � Cf Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . , pp. 78-82.

197

post '1847' add 'In questo anno' A del A2

198

One the Oratory was set up and steady, the St Aloysius sodality began. In early 1847 Don Boso

wrote the Regulations, approved by the Arhbishop on 12 April � f Stella, Don Boso nella storia

della religiosità attolia, vol II, pp. 347-349; Idem, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . , pp. 259-

260. Cf Le sei Domenih e la novena di s. Luigi Gonzaga in GP (1847) 55-71; P. Stella Don Boso

nella storia eonomia. . . , pp. 260-261.
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Additional rooms were were rented

199

thanks to whih a number of evening lasses

were added to.

200 201

We took in two poor

202

young boys, orphaned, without a trade and

ignorant of religion.

203

This is how the Home began and it ontinued to grow.

Given the large number of boys that were oming

204

to the Oratory and beause

the hurh and the enlosure at Valdoo had beome too small, a new Oratory [p.13℄

was opened at Porta Nuova in the Vaglietti, now the Turvano house, on the feast of

the Immaulate Coneption under the title of St Aloysius Gonzaga,

205

and Fr Giainto

Carpano was put in harge. This new Oratory began using the same rules and had the

same aim as the one at Valdoo; soon it too was �lled with boys.

1848. The number of boys (�gli) taken in as boarders had inreased to �fteen. Fol-

lowing a number of problems

206

that had arisen beause we were preparing the boys for

admission to Holy Communion, the Arhbishop

207

formally gave faulties for preparations

for Con�rmation and Communion and for ful�lling the Easter duties in the hapel

208

at

the Oratory.

The �rst Retreats

209

were held for a seleted group of boys at the Home attahed to

the Oratory and we saw exellent results. The City ounil sent a ommission to visit the

199

Panrazio Soave kept the ground �oor of the Pinardi house for his business until 1 Marh 1847. On

that date Don Boso ould use the whole building � Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . , p.

76.

200

In the Oratory of St Franis de Sales �Then on Sundays and later on winter evenings lasses began:

reading, writing, elements of arithmeti and Italian, and a speial opportunity for getting the young-

sters familiar with the use of the measurements they felt they had most need of, given that many

were working with trades�. � Appeal for a lottery, 20 Deember 1851 Em I 140.

201

Two display programmes have been preserved from 1848 and 1849: Saggio dei �gliuoli dell'Oratorio di

san Franeso di Sales sopra la storia sara dell'Antio Testamento 15 ag. 1848 ore 4 pomeridiane.

Turin. Tip. G. B. Paravaia e Comp. 1848; Saggio he danno I �gliuoli dell'Oratoio di S. franeso

di Sales sul sistema metrio deimale in forma di dialogo il 16 diembre 1849 ore 2 pomeridiane.

Assiste l'ill.mo professore D. G. Ant. Rayneri. Turin. Tip. G.B: Paravia e omp. 1849. For both

there is indiation that F. Aporti was present: MB III 428 and 601.

202

poor (overi) om Add mrg sin A2 post 'religione' (religion) add 'ed abbandonati' A del A2

203

In the MO 199 it desribes how the �rst oupant of the 'attahed home' at the Oratory was a �fteen

year-old from Valesia. But the registers show, instead that the �rst two were from Turin, one a

student the other a working lad � f. Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . , pp. 175-176.

204

the great number of boys that were oming (la grande a�uenza) 'Cresendo in maniera straordinaria

il numero' A 'La grande a�uenza' em sl A2

205

The deree from the Arhbishop ereting the oratory of St Aloysius arries the date of 18 Deember

1847. It began, then, on the 19th. It was initially entrusted to Fr Giainto Carpano and Fr Trivero

then in 1849 to Fr Peter Ponte, the Marquis Barolo's seretary. The plae that was rented out

belonged to the widow Vaglietti who appointed as heir Mr Joseph Turvano who was, amongst other

things, a notary for the Mendiità Istruita and Don Boso and a muniipal ounillor around 1852.

In 1858 he was seretary of the Miseriordia sodality to whih Cafasso also belonged.

206

a number of problems. . . (di�oltà insorte)) 'inonvenienti insorti' A 'di�oltà insorte' em sl A2

207

l'Arivesovo om A add sl A2 'diede. . . faoltà' 'autorizzò' A 'diede faoltà' em A2 'diede formalmente

faoltà' orr A3

208

hapel (appella) 'hiesa' A 'appella' em sl A2

209

These were preahed by Fr Federio Albert (1820-1876), then Palatine haplain, and parish priest and

viar forane in Lanzo Torinese � MO 207 and note on line 72. The retreats in 1849 are doumented

on a printed page, Eserizi spirituali alla gioventù. Avviso saro. Turin, tip. G.B. Paravia e omp.

1849.
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Oratories and after sending a letter expressing their satisfation they o�ered a subsidy of

600 frans. The Institute for the Eduation of the Destitute (Mendaità)

210

also ame to

the aid of the Oratories with a temporary subsidy. We made a solemn proession to Our

Lady of Consolation (Consolata)

211

for Communion in May in honour of Our Blessed

Lady. We had already done that for two years, but without the proession. The pitures

of the Stations of the Cross were blessed and together we made a visit to the Altar of

Repose on Holy Thursday,

212

then in the evening that day for the �rst time we held the

eremony of the Lavabo

213

(Washing of the Feet).

214

This same year piano and organ lessons began, and the boys (�gli)

215

began to go out

to sing Mass and Vespers with hurh hoirs in Turin, Carignano, Chieri, Rivoli et.

216

1849. The entire Pinardi House,

217

the area in front and behind the house was

rented.

218

The hurh had been extended by at least half. The number of boys in

the Home was now thirty. The Pope

219

�ed Rome and went to Gaeta in the Kingdom of

Naples and the boys at the Oratory took up a olletion whih deeply moved the Holy

210

The �rst formal request for �haritable grants� made to the administrators of the Mendiità Istruita

seems to have been on 20 February 1850 (f Em I 96-97). The Work granted 1,000 lire. Don Boso

made mention of it in a new request on 16 November 1852, �still realling and grateful for the grant

that the worthy Gentlemen of the Pia Opera della Mendiità Istruita gave some three years ago. . .

on behalf of the three Oratories set up in this ity� (Em I 172- 173).

211

The Santuary of Our Lady of Consolation (Consolata) was often the goal of feast day trips in 1845

and 1846. Close to Valdoo and espeially dear to Turinese piety, it was an ideal plae for nurturing

Don Boso's Marian devotion and that of his boys. In 1834-1857 it ws run by the Oblates of the

Virgin Mary founded by Lanteri.

212

After the Holy Thursday Mass �In Cena Domini� the onserated hosts are arried in proession to

a �plae of repose� in a speially deorated hapel open for visits by the faithful for a short time of

adoration. In the olloquial language of the day this was alled �visite ai sepolri� or visiting the

tombs.

213

Don Boso inorretly alls the eremony of the washing of the feet the Lavabo, the eremony whih

realls when Jesus washed his disiples' feet (Jn 13:1-7). It used be a separate eremony but is not

part of the Mass.

214

In. . . .et om A add mrg sin A2

215

The �gli is the Italian term for Don Boso's Piedmontese dialet term �eul or �euj (�gli, ragazzi).

216

Carignano, Chieri, Rivoli: ities 18, 15, 11 kms respetively south, east and west of Turin.

217

post 'è' add 'tutto' A del A2 (refers to 'the area behind and in front of the house was [all℄ rented')

218

One the term for the sublease from Panrazio Soave of the whole Pinardi house and grounds had

�nished Don Boso rented it all from the owner, Franeso Pinardi on 1 April 1849. f Stella, Don

Boso nella storia eonomia. . . , p. 76. The so-alled Pinardi shed was more than 290 metres long

and 6 wide. The hapel was 15 metres long. By transferring the saristy to a small room in the

Pinardi house and turning the spae left into a hoir area the hapel now ran the full length of the

shed. Cf Giraudi, L'Oratorio. . . , pp. 70-73.

219

Pius IX (1792-1878; Pope: 1846-1878) left Rome and �ed to Gaeta in the Kingdom of the Two Siilies

on 24 November 1848 after the assassination of his Minister Pellegrino Rossi (15 Nov); he returned

after the retaking of Rome by Frenh troops (4 July 1849), on 12 April 1850. On the involvement of

the boys at the Oratory during the exile and the feast on his return on 20 July 1850, Don Boso invites

people to read the brief work he put together: Breve ragguaglio della festa fattasi nel distribuire il

regalo di Pio IX ai giovani degli oratori di Torino. Turin, tip. Eredi Botta 1850, 27 p. � OE IV

93-119.
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Father

220

and he had Cardinal Antonelli

221

[p. 14℄ write a letter of thanks and sent his

blessing on the boys at the Oratory. Then from Gaeta

222

he sent a paket of 60 dozen

rosaries for the boys at the Oratory and these were distributed with muh elebration on

20 July. See the booklet printed for that oasion.

Beause of the war Fr Cohis

223

losed the Guardian Angel Oratory

224

and it remained

losed for a year and was then entrusted to us. Fr Vola was asked to run it.

The Senate and the Ministry sent a ommission to visit the Oratories

225

and their

report and disussion was favourable. See the Piedmontese Gazzette 29 Marh 1849.

Savio Asanio

226

was the �rst young man in the Oratory to reeive the lerial habit.

1850.

227

We bought the Pinardi House and the house attahed. The number of boys

living in was now �fty. The number of boys oming to the Oratory of St Franis de Sales

was extraordinary so we planned a new hurh and on 20 July Cav. Cotta

228

laid the

220

was deeply moved (per. . . teneramente) 'di ui è grandemente' A 'per ui il Santo Padre ne è tenera-

mente' em sl A2

221

James Antonelli, born in Sonnino on 12 April 1806, died in Rome on 6 November 1876, was apostoli

delegate at Orvieto, Viterbo, Maerata, and treasurer of the Apostoli Chamber in 1845, then ardinal

and president of the Advisory Body in 1847; he was a key �gure in organising the Pope's �ight to

Gaeta at the end of November 1848 and the return to Rome in spring 1850. He was Seretary of

State from 1850 until his death.

222

Then from Gaeta. . . oasion (Manda. . . irostanza) om A add mrg sin A2.

223

Fr Cohis: atually John Cohi, born in Druent (Turin) in 1813, ordained priest in 1836, a man of

many initiatives. In 1849-1850 he was amongst the leaders of the Soietà di arità a pro dei giovani

poveri ed abbandonati ; he later founded the College (boarding) of the Artigianelli (young raftsmen or

working boys), St Martin's Oratory, the farming ommunity at Monuo. He died on 25 Deember

1895, written up in BS 20 (1896), p. 49.

224

Don Boso notes the partiipation of a group of boys from the Guardian Angel Oratory with Fr Cohi

at the head during the 1848-1849 war between Piedmont and Austria. The Guardian Angel Oratory

was re-ativated by Don Boso in autumn 1849 in a plae he had rented from lawyers Bronzini

Zapelloni and Daziani and it remained under his diretion until 1866 when it was transferred to the

new parish of St Giulia.

225

Aording to MB 4, 16-25, 42-51 the visit by the Senators Count Fed. Slopis, the Marquis Ignatius

Pallaviini and Count Louis di Collegno would have ourred in January 1850 and the disussion

in the Senate on 1 Marh � �The Senate of the Kingdom unanimously deided that the King's

Government should support suh a worthy institution of religion and soiety. The Muniipality set

up a Commission to reognise the good done there and help it�- L'Armonia, 26 July 1850, ited in

Breve ragguaglio, p. 22.

226

�Savio reeived the lerial habit in 1848 at the Cottolengo House, beause the Turin Seminary had

been losed. Afterwards, he gained permission not to go to the seminary in Chieri but to stay at the

Oratory and help Don Boso. . . In the Oratory the �rst lerial investitutes were in 1851� � E. Ceria

in MO 216, note on line 73. Savio (1831-1902) beame a priest and was Retor at the Refuge.

227

In the left-hand margin of manusript B Fr John Bonetti writes: �The year is wrong; bought 15-2-51

and the foundation stone on 20-6-51�. �In an o�ial at drawn up by Turvano, on 19 February 1851

Franis Pinardi sold the land and buildings for 28 thousand �ve hundred lire to Fathers J. Boso, J.

Borel, Robert Murialdo, Joseph Cafasso. This land and these buildings were bounded by the Filippi

brothers' holdings to the east and north, the Giardiniera street to the south and Mrs Bellezza's

establishment to the west� � Giraudi L'Oratorio. . . , p. 99.

228

Joseph Cotta, born Turin on 4 April 1785 and died there on 29 Deember 1868, Senator from 1848:

the �banker of harity� left huge sums to harity in life and in death. Don Boso was not amongst his

legaies but he had helped him onsiderably in life � f Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . ,

pp. 65-66.
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foundation stone and Canon Moreno

229

blessed it amidst a huge rowd of people. The

the ats of this funtion are in writing.

230

The Bishop of Biella

231

in a irular of his reommended the building of the new hurh

and olleted a thousand frans. Sine were laked money to ontinue the hurh we or-

ganised a Lottery whih was held the following year and was very favourably reeived.

232

We olleted

233

three thousand three hundred items whih, deduting expenses, produed

a net result of 26 thousand frans.

On the �rst of June the Mutual Aid Soiety began.

234

The statutes an be seen in the

printed booklet.

235

1851.

236

On 20 June, the Feast of Our Lady of Consolation (Consolata) the new

hurh was blessed with muh pomp, many distinguished people in attendane and muh

joy, and the �rst sared eremonies were held there. The attahed poem gives a hint of

how muh was done on that day: 'Come augel di ramo in ramo' et.

237

Various purhases were made for the hurh; the St Aloysius altar was bought. The

hoir loft was built.

[p. 15℄ 1852. The explosion at the powder mill

238

on 26 April the year before

239

roked

229

Canon Ottavio Moreno (1779-1852): see earlier omment. In the left margin of the other manusript

B Fr John Bonetti notes: �only the stone was blessed�. E�etively the blessing of the foundation

stone happened on 20 July 1851. The solemn blessing of the hurh took plae on 20 June 1852.

230

are in writing (trasriva) 'trasrive' A 'trasriva' orr A2. It was not written in fat.

231

John Peter Losana was bishop of Biella, born Vigone (Turin) in 1793, titular bishop of Abido and

Viar Apostoli at Aleppo (Syria), he was transferred to Biella in 1833 where he remained until his

death in February 1873. Two opies of the irular the bishop sent to parishioners of the dioese

exist in the ASC, one a ms and the other printed. The date was 13 September 1851. Cf. Letter of

Don Boso, 4 May 1852, thanking the bishop for the irular and the donation of a thousand lire �

Em I 155-156.

232

whih was held the following year (he. . . . seguente) / om A add mrg sin A2/ 'favorevolissima

aoglienza' (very favourably reeived) 'un favorelissimo entusiasmo' A 'faverevolissima aoglienza'

orr A2

233

olleted (vi si ottiene) 'si fa' A 'vi si ottiene' em sl A2

234

The Mutual Aid Soiety began months earlier; the regulations were printed around June 1850 with a

note signed by Don Boso. Artile 18 and �nal reads thus: �The urrent regulations will ome into

fore on the �rst of July 1850�. Cf. Soietà di mutuo soorso di aluni individui della ompagnia di

San Luigi eretta nell'oratorio di San Franiso di Sales. Turin, tip. Speirani e Ferrero 1850, 8 p. �

OE IV 83-90

235

The �rst. . . .printed (Il primo. . . stampato) om A add mrg sin A2

236

1851 om A add mrg sin A2 More preisely, the Lottery initiative begins 1851 (authorised 9 Deember)

and onluded 1852 (tikets extrated on 12, 13, 14 July). For aims, regulations, promotors et f

Catalogo degli oggetti o�erti per la lotteria a bene�io dell'oratorio mashile di S. Franeso di Sales

in Valdoo. Turin, tip. Dir. Da Paolo De-Agostini 1852, XVIII p. � OE IV 145-162. Cf. G. Brao.

237

Don Boso had a �yer printed by Marietti with the text of the Ode in 21 verses. Above was the title:

On the day the new hurh of the Oratory of St Franis de Sales was blessed, the young people there

�lled with joy and feelings of sinere gratitude to Benefators expressed thus. At the end of the Ode

a signature: 'In the name of all the Clergy and hildren at the Oratory, Fr Boso John'. The text

is reprodued in MB IV 437-438 with this notie: �Thousands of opies of this Ode were printed. It

was put to musi and the youngsters learned it�.

238

(The explosion. . . year) (Lo soppio. . . anno) om A add mrg sin A2

239

The fatory of piles of gunpowder and explosives belonging to the army was loated lose by St Peter

in Chains' emetery and a little more than 500 metres from the Oratory of St Franis de Sales. The
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the Home at the Oratory so this year we built a new onstrution workshop and damaged

it onsiderably. It was lose to being �nished (2 Deember) when it almost ompletely

ollapsed

240

ausing muh fear and damage. Nobody, fortunately was injured.

Mr Mihael Sanagatti o�ered a set of elegant andelabra for the main altar

241

. The

bell tower was built. Sine there was no further spae for evening lasses, some were

held in the new hurh. The old hurh was turned into a dormitory and study and

lassrooms.

Fr Cafasso had the urrent pulpit built

242

.

1853. Building started on the part of the house whih had ollapsed: it was ompleted,

furnished and by Otober was being lived in

243

. The new area meant that the dormitories,

refetory for the boys who were living in ould be better organised. By now there were

65 of them.

Cav. Duprè

244

bought a ommunion rail (balaustrina) of marble and embellished the

St Aloysius altar. The Marquis Fassati

245

provided a marble railing for that, and a set

of brass andelabra for Our Lady's altar.

Count Cays,

246

the prior of the St Aloysius sodality bought a bell

247

whih was blessed

by the parish priest of Borgo Dora. He provided the urrent Baldahino.

For the �rst time we held the Forty Hours

248

and the Otave for the Easter festivities.

We rented out the entire Belleza house

249

in order to get rid of the disturbanes from

explosion ourred on 26 April 1852 at 11.45 a.m. And not the 'previous year'. It resulted in some

30 vitims amongst its workers.

240

There were two ollapses: a partial one on 20 November 1852 when a sa�olding or bridge broke, and

the seond, when nearly the entire building ollapsed two weeks later on 2 Deember. The foundations

were restarted in spring. The house was ompleted in Otober 1853. � Giraudi, L'Oratorio. . . , pp.

122-124. The works indiated were done after the opening of the hurh halfway through 1852.

241

Mihael Sanagatti was a fairly well-o� itizen who appears several times amongst the list of benefa-

tors. He is also found in the list of members of the Lottery Commission in 1852 along with lawyer

Gaetano (Cajetan) Bellingeri who worked at the St Aloysius Oratory, and Engineer Joseph Blahier

and Mr Federio Boa, involved respetively in drawing up the plans and managing the building of

the hurh of St Franis de Sales.

242

Fr Cafasso. . . built (D. Cafasso. . . .attuale) om A add A2

243

'e nel. . . ottobre ed è tosto' A 'e nel mese di ottobre' em A2

244

Banker Joseph Louisi Duprè (died 1884), ity ounillor, member of the Lottery Commission in 1852,

son of Joseph Duprè (1767-1852), also a banker.

245

Marquis Domini Fassati Roero San Severino was a great benefator of Don Boso's. Born at Casale

on 4 August 1804, he was a Major in the Royal Body Guards for King Charles Albert. He died in

Turin on 3 May 1878.

246

Count Cays, Count of Gilletta and Caselette, was born in Turin on 24 November 1813. He had a

Dotorate in Jurisprudene and was a widower at 32 years of age. He was prominent in haritable

and soial ativities in Turin, president of the St Vinent de Paul Conferenes, a atehist and

benefator at Don Boso's Oratories. He was also a member of the Sub-alpine Parliament from 1857

until 1860. In 1877 he asked to join the Salesian Soiety and in 1878 was ordained priest. He died

on 4 Otober 1882. He was Prior of the St Aloysius sodality for 1853-1855.

247

The bell was blessed by Fr Agustine Gattino, priest at St Simon and Jude's parish in Borgo Dora. He

had solemnly blessed the hurh on 20 June.

248

The Forty Hours: not a liturgial rite, but regulated by the Instrutio Clementina by Clement XI

(1705), during whih the Blessed Sarament is exposed in the Monstrane for the veneration of the

faithful for 40 hours, usually over 3 onseutive days � Otave: the eight days following Easter Sunday.

249

Don Boso rented Mrs Teresa Caterina Novo's entire house. She was widowed (her name returned to
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this tavern and all the people of suspet behaviour who went there.

1854.

250

Beause of the �nanial risis this year no new works were undertaken. We

simply �nished o� some of the most essential things. Count Cays was re-eleted as prior

of the St Aloysius sodality and provided a long new frieze

251

whih ran the length of the

hurh ornie.

The lak of food,

252

work whih exposed many young people to danger in body and

soul meant that we took in many more boys and their number inreased to eighty six.

3. The Historial Outlines (Cenni storii)

Historial outlines onerning the Oratory of St Franis de Sales

The idea of the

253

Oratories ame from frequenting the prisons in this ity.

254

In these

plaes of spiritual and temporal misery,

255

we found many young lads in the bloom

of youth; lever, good-hearted and able to be the onsolation of their families and an

honour to their ountry

256

but instead they were loked up there, oarsened, made the

opprobrium of soiety. Giving areful thought

257

to the reasons for this misfortune, one

ame to understand that in most ases they were unfortunate more for lak of eduation

Bellezza). Don Boso �rst rented from 1st Otober 1853 through September 1856, then renewed the

ontrat from 1 Otober 1856 until September 1859. � Cf. Stella Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . ,

pp. 91-92.

250

�Had he delayed by a year Don Boso would have found himself aught up in the general �nanial risis

of 1853-1854 with building osts and supporting three times the number of boys who were living in

ompared to 1850� - Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . , pp. 90-91.

251

The word used is 'panta' (translated here as frieze) a Piedmontese dialet term from the Frenh pente,

drapery whih deorates the top part of the baldahino. In this ase it was a ledge or ornie running

right around the top of the wall of the hurh of St Franis de Sales.

252

�Lak of any kind of food, a larger number of abandoned and wrethed boys, the fewer donations from

privat3e individuals who now just ould not a�ord it has put me in suh a situation of need that

I do not know where to turn� � letter to Count Clement Solaro della Margherita, 5 January 1854,

Em I 212. � �Now �nding myself in an exeptional situation I dare one again to explain my most

urgent needs, onvined that they will be kindly listened to. . . 3rd Keeping some of the poorest and

most negleted whose number this year have inreased to ninety due to many boys being orphaned

and abandoned after the sad outbreak of holera� � To the Administrators of the Pious Work for

eduation of the Destitute (Mendiità), 13 November 1854, Em I 235. � �The great lak of food to

eat and lak of work put some abandoned and at risk boys at even greater risk. They would have

ended up badly if they had not been helped with material and moral support. Some of them, around

a hundred, most of them orphaned in the fatal outbreak of holera last year, are atually living in at

Valdoo� � Memo to the administrators of the Mendiità, 21 Nov. 1855, Em I 271-272.k,

253

of the (degli) of these (di questi) A 'degli' em sl A2 om A add sl A2

254

An evident disrepany between here and what Don Boso wrote at the beginning of the Cenno storio.

255

spiritual and temporal misery (miseria. . . temporale) 'punizione' A 'di miseria spirituale e temporale'

em sl A2

256

to their ountry (della patria) 'de' paesi' A 'della patria' em sl A2

257

Giving areful. . . .misfortune (Ponderando. . . .svenuta) am A add sl A2 'di quella sventura | delle loro

sventure' ACD 'della loro sventura' B 'di quella sventura' orr Bb
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than wikedness.

258

One ould note also that

259

little by little they ould be led to

appreiate their dignity as human beings,

260

that they ould reason, and that they must

earn their bread in life through honest e�ort and

261

not by stealing. In other words as

soon as their minds

262

were enlightened by a moral and religious priniple they began

to feel something good in their hearts whih they ould not explain

263

but whih made

them want

264

to be better people. In fat many hanged their behaviour while still in

the prison, while others when released lived in suh a way that they would not end up

there again.

So we had on�rmation

265

that these young men were unfortunate for want of religious

and moral instrution and that these two eduational means were ones that together

ould

266

keep good boys good and lead the unruly ones to make wise judgement

267

when

they were released from these plaes of punishment.

268

As a trial,

269

some appropriate atehetial programs were begun in the prisons around

the apital and a little later in the saristy of the hurh of St Franis of Assisi. And

thus the Sunday gatherings began.

270

258

�As soon as he began to deal with and speak to this new kind of audiene Fr Ca�asso soon ame to

realise that they beame miserable and oarsened, but more for want of religious instrution than

through malie on their part. He spoke to them about religion and they listened. He o�ered to return

and they awaited him with pleasure. He ontinued his atehism program, invited other priests to

help him, espeially those living at the Institute and soon began to win over the hearts of these lost

individuals. He began to preah, heard onfessions and soon these prisons, whih with their ursing

and blaspheming and other ugly vies seemed to be infernal madhouses, hanged into plaes where

men who knew that they were Christians began to praise and serve God their Creator, lifting up

their voie in hymns to the adorable name of Jesus� - Cafasso, pp. 82-83.

259

that. . . . (he. . . inoltre) om A add mrg sin A2

260

dignity as human beings (la dignità. . . he è) 'he l'uomo ha l'anima' A 'la dignità dell'uomo he è'

em sl A2

[fn:261 through. . . and (on. . . e) om A add sl A2

261

on...e (through...and) om A add sl A2

262

minds (mente) 'orehie' A 'mente' orr A2

263

feel something good. . . explain (piaere. . . ragione) om A 'un piaere di ui non sapevano darne ragione'

add sl A2 'un piaere di ui non sapevansi dare ragione' orr DbCx

264

made them want (11 loro. . . desiderarsi) 'si proponevano' A 'li faeva risolvere' em il A2 'li faeva

risolti' B 'li faeva risolvere' CD 'loro faeva desiderare' orr DbCx

265

So we had on�rmation) si onfermò ol fatto) om A add sl A2 'd'instruzione (instrution) di edu-

azione' A 'di eduazione' orr A2 'd'instruzione' em sl A3 morale (om A add sl A2/

266

together ould (potevano. . . ooperare a) 'potevano far buoni i disoli, tanto più' A 'potevano e�ae-

mente ooperare a' em mrg sin A2

267

make wise judgement (1a far senno) om A add sl A2 'a far bene' B 'a far senno' orr Bb 'alla buona

strada' CD

268

unruly ones. . . punishment (I disoli. . . .punizione) om A 'qualora fossero già traviati' add sl A2

'quando fossero già traviati' B 'quelli he ne fossero usiti' C 'i disoli quando fossero usiti da

que' luoghi di punizione' em sl Cb

269

As a trial (Per. . . prova) 'Con tale sopo' A 'Con questo sopo per prova' orr A2 'Con questo sopo,

per prova' C 'Per venire a qualhe prova' orr Cb 'nelle areri' (in the prisons) om A add mrg sin

A2 'e poo dopo' (and a little later) om A add mrg sin A2

270

And thus. . . began (e quindi. . . festive) om A 'e quindi si diede prinipio alle radunanze festive' add

mrg sin A2
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Boys released from prison were invited

271

as well as others who we found and olleted

here and there in the streets and squares and workshops during the week. Moral and

religious stories, hymns, small gifts, some games were the lure we used to deal with

them on Sundays and other holy days. Throughout 1841 on average

272

around seventy

boys

273

attended. With great satisfation the oratory ontinued at

274

St Franis of

Assisi

275

for three years, until the extraordinary number of boys fored us to hoose a

larger plae. Then in 1844 Don Boso, for reasons of Churh employment, had joined

the administration

276

of the pious work of the Refuge

277

in Valdoo. There a suitable

plae

278

was seleted and on 8 Deember 1844

279

the �rst hapel

280

destined exlusively

for the young people

281

was blessed. This hapel onsisted of two rooms next to the

building used by the two priests who were running the aforesaid work of the Refuge. The

Oratory lasted

282

a year here.

283

In autumn 1845,

284

beause of the growing number of boys, a number that often

exeeded two hundred, the building whih up until then had served as a hapel was now

to be used for something else,

285

so it was neessary to seek a more appropriate plae.

271

were invited (erano invitati) om A 'aoglievansi' add mrg sin A2 'raoglievansi' B 'si raoglievano'

CD 'erano invitati' em sl DBCx 'quelli. . . areri e' (those. . . prisons) om A add mrg sin A2

272

on average (in media) om A add sl A2

273

This is the �gure we �nd mostly in the Cenno.

274

With. . . .at (Con. . . .questo) om A add sl A2

275

at St Franis of Assisi (sito. . . di Assisi) om A 'loale' add sl A2 'loale' BC 'sito di Franeso di

Assisi' em sl Cb. In plae of �Franis of Assisi� Don Boso had used the generi term �loale�. In do.

C the sribe asks the question: �(Whih?)�. Don Boso orrets it, speifying whih.

276

the administration (alla Direzione) 'all'Opera' A 'alla direzione' em A3 'della (of the) del A 'della'

orr A2 'pia. . . Rifugio'

277

pious work of the Refuge (pia. . .Rifugio) 'piolo ospedale detto di S. Filomena' A 'pia opera del

Rifugio' em sl A2 'pia opera del Refuggio' [Refugio orr Db℄ CD

278

plae (sito) posto A 'sito' em 'al' A2 'adattato al bisogno (suitable) spazioso per la rireazione, ed

una' part A 'adattato al bisogno' em 'il' A2

279

8. . . 1844 (otto. . . 1844 ) om A add sl A2 '8 diembre anno 1844' B 'il giorno otto Diembre 1844' CD

280

The �rst hapel. . . .blessed (era. . . appella) 'L'edi�zio era onsarato in hiesa' A 'era onsarata la

prima' em il A2 'era benedetta la prima appella' [hiesa A3 'apella' emend sl A4℄ em A3 post

appella add 'dall'autorità elesiastia ed anhe' A 'previo il onsenso dell'autorità elesiastia ed

anhe dell'autorità ivile muniipale' orr A2 del A3

281

destined. . . .people (destinata. . . gioventù) om A add sl A2

282

This. . . lasted (Questa durò) om A add mrg sin A2

283

a year (un anno) 'ira due anni' A 'due anni' orr A2 'due anni ira ioè sino al prinipio del 1847'

orr Cb 'quasi due anni ioè sino alla �ne del 1846' orr Cb2 'un anno ioè sino al prinipio del

1846' orr Cb3 'un anno' orr Cb4 post 'anno' add 'l'oratorio fu stabile nel sito aennato' A del

A2. �a year�: we ould hypothesis a suession whih is debatable if we take the variants introdued

into the manusript ms C from Cb; Don Boso orrets and re-orrets to try to �nd hronologial

onsisteny, but does not sueed. From the blessing of the hapel (8 Deember 1844) to the fored

abandonment beause of the opening of the little hospital of St Philomena's (10 August 1845), exatly

8 months went by.

284

In. . . 1845 (Nell'. . . 1845 ) 'ma' AB 'Ma' C 'Allora' em sl Cb 'Nell'autunno del 1845' em Cb2

285

had served. . . .else (aveva. . . destinazione) om ABC 'aveva servito dovendo avere altra destinazione'

add il Cb del Cb2 'aveva servito di hiesa dovendo avere altra destinazione' add sl Cb3
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For about four months

286

we went to St Martin's

287

near the ity Mills but �nished there

to give way to another atehism program for young people.

288

St Peter's in Chains

enotaph, the Moretta House, an enlosure belonging to the Filippi house served as an

Oratory up until spring 1846.

289

That year we rented and then bought the Pinardi house in the Valdoo distrit, and

this is where the Oratory of St Franis de Sales arose. The number of boys grew suh

that in 1850

290

it often went beyond two and also three thousand.

With a view to providing for this need, in 1851 the urrent hurh was put up and

that was done with help from the Lotteries

291

of items and other private donations.

The Oratory of St Aloysius

292

at Porta Nuova. In 1847, seeing that suh a huge number

of boys ould no longer be ontained in the Oratory of St Franis de Sales,

293

another was

opened at Porta Nuova between dei Plantini and Valentino street. Administration of this

was entrusted to Fr Giainto Carpano,

294

and then was passed on to others. Currently

Fr Leonardo Murialdo

295

it is zealous diretor. The average number

296

of boys is around

500.

297

The Guardian Angel Oratory. The extraordinary number

298

of boys oming to the

286

For. . .months (per. . .mesi) om AB 'qualhe tempo' C 'per lo spazio di ira quattro [tre Cb quattro

em Cb2℄ mesi /em 'il' Cb. �For the spae of around four months (Don Boso orrets an earlier

'three')�: it is a lari�ation that Don Boso introdues into do. C, at the invitation of the sribe,

whih follows the indiation in the �rst draft �for some time�, and adds �(if you ould larify the

time�)

287

Cf Cenno and the information onerning the wandering oratory.

288

Following the words �young people� in do C the sribe adds (�it seems to me that there would have

been still another reason� �). Don Boso does not intervene in the text. The Cenno storio is more

exat and expliit.

289

until. . . 1846 (sino. . . 1846 ) '�no all'anno 1846' ABC 'sino alla primavera del 1846' orr Cb del Cb2

'sino alla primavera del 1846' add sl Cb3. Following the indiation �1846� in do. C the sribe adds:

�(it seems to me that the time periods indiated with this last year are not in agreement�). Don

Boso makes a orretion, larifying: �up until spring 1846�.

290

1850 | 1860 CD 1850 orr Db

291

Lotteries | 'una lotteria' CD post 'oblazioni' (donations) /add 'l'eonomato vi onorse olla vistosa

somma di franhi 10000' A del A2

292

A onentrated summary of di�erent events spread over �ve years.

293

The hurh of St Franis de Sales.

294

Fr Carpano Giainto: f Cenno

295

Fr Leonard Murialdo, Saint, Cousin of Fr Robert Murialdo born Turin 26 Otober 1828, priest on 21

Sept. 1851, diretor of the St Aloysius oratory from July 1857 to autumn 1865, when he went to

Paris for a year of study at the seminary of St Sulpie. He was then Retor of the Artigianelli shool

(boarding) from 1886 and in 1873 founded the Pious Soiety of St Joseph. He died in Turin on 26

Marh 1900.

296

The average number (Il numero) om A add A2

297

The �gure refers, ertainly, to all the oratories together at a single moment. Writing on 10 July 1850

to a young priest who was already help0ing in the �rst oratory and went bak to Portugal in 1848,

Don Boso tells him that at the reent feast of St Aloysius there were 150 Con�rmations and 500

Communions and that at the evening servies the number of boys exeeded 1,600 � letter to Daniele

Rademaker (1828-1885), Em I 104. � L'Armonia 26 July following says that the Oratory of St Franis

de Sales: �Is not yet ten years old and it already has more than a thousand youngsters who regularly

ome there�.� ited in Breve ragguaglio, p. 22.

298

The extraordinary number. . . oming (Lo. . . onorso) om A add sl A2
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Oratory at Porta Nuova soon made us

299

realise that another site was needed where the

greatest need was felt.

300

Vanhiglia

301

is a heavily populated part of Turin and full of

youngsters who just wander about on Sundays and holy days. The worthy Fr Cohi

302

had already opened an oratory there but had to abandon it due to other things he had to

do. So in the same plae with an an almost idential purpose,

303

in 1849 we reopened the

Guardian Angel Oratory there, near the Po. Administration was entrusted to Fr Robert

Murialdo,

304

but sine his health is urrently up and down it has been entrusted to Fr

Mihael Rua.

305

The average number presently

306

attending this Oratory is around four

hundred.

General observations. We ould all these Oratories plaes aimed at dealing with

youngsters at risk

307

on Sundays and other holy days

308

by o�ering them pleasant and

honest rereation after they have attended the hurh servies. So as well as the hurhes

there are enlosures that are large enough

309

for rereation and other suitable plaes for

lessons and to bring the pupils under over during bad weather in the old season and

when it rains. Ways of attrating them to ome are: small prizes, games and a kind

welome. Medals, holy pitures, fruit, something to eat or a snak; sometimes a pair of

soks, shoes or other lothing item for the poorest ones; �nding them work,

310

going to

see their families or their employers. The games are: boe (bowls), piastrelle (throw-

299

made us. . . needed) (fee. . . indispensabile) 'non potè soddisfare al bisogno' A 'fee tosto onosere

essere indispensabile' emend sl A2

300

another. . . felt (nuovo. . . bisogno) om A add mrg sin A2

301

Borgo Vanhiglia oupied a wide populated area to the north-east of the ity between the Po, Dora

and orso San Maurizio. Properly speaking Vanhiglia was not regarded as part of Turin but it

belonged to the Dora distrit. The other three distrits in Turin were Po, Monviso, Monenisio. The

borgo (borghi) were minor units: Po, Dora, San Donato, Pallone, Vanhiglia, Rubatto, San Salvatore,

San Seondo, Croetta, Borgo Nuovo.

302

Before Don Boso, Fr John Cohi, assistant priest at the Annuniation parish in Vanhiglia had begun

the work of the oratories in Turin, founding one dediated to the Guardian Angel: f. Programma

of the Oratory and Progetto di suole domeniali e seriali, in �L'Eduatore� 3 (1847) 762-765; they

are signed by the Priest diretors, Frs John Cohi and Robert Murialdo.

303

In. . . sopo (So. . . purpose) om A add mrg sin A2 'viino a Po (near the Po) in Vanhiglia' A ìviino

a Po' em A2 post 'Po' add 'dei Signori Daziani e Bronzini he l'appigionavano' CD

304

Fr Robert Murialdo (1815-1883), from Turin, haplain of His Majesty the King. From the outset his

haritable ativity was tied in with Fr Cohi's and Don Boso's, with a growing preferene for his

ousin's initiatives and in partiular for the Artigianelli shool.

305

Administration. . . .Mihele (La direzione. . .Mihele) om A add mrg s A2. Fr Mihael Rua, Blessed,

suessor of Don Boso in governing the Salesian Soiety (1888-1910) born Turin on 9 June 1837,

died 6 April 1910. As a young lerial student he was ative in the oratory of St Aloysius already in

1853; from 1854 to 1856 he ollaborated with Fr Paul Rossi, then Fr Leonard Murialdo. At the end

of 1857 he went to the Guardian Angel Oratory in Vanhiglia. Ordained priest on 29 July 1860, �he

ould have alled himself Diretor sine he arried out the most important roles in administration,

but instead in deferene to Fr Robert Murialdo, who ontinued working there, he alled himself vie

diretor for three years� � E. Ceria, Vita del servo di Dio Don Mihele Rua. Turin, SEI 1949, p. 49.

306

post 'presentemente' add (1863) CD

307

at risk (periolanti) om A add sl A2

308

on Sundays and other Holy Days (ne' giorni festivi) om A add sl A2

309

large enough (spaziosi) 'grandi' C 'spaziosi' em sl Cb

310

�nding them work (al lavoro) 'a padrone' A 'al lavoro' orr A2
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ing diss), stilts, see-saws

311

of various kinds, leap-frog, gymnastis, military exerises,

singing, onerts with instruments and voals. But what attrats the youngsters most

is the kind welome they reeive. Long experiene has made us understand

312

that the

good result of eduation of the young

313

onsists espeially in knowing how to make

oneself loved so that one an then be feared.

314

The religious servies on Sundays and other holy days

315

are as follows: Mass followed

by a story from the bible or Churh history,

316

or an explanation of the Gospel of the day;

then rereation. After midday atehism in lasses, vespers, a brief instrution from the

pulpit, Benedition and then followed by the usual rereation. One religious servies are

over everyone is free to stay and play or to go home. One night falls we send everyone

home and the Oratory is losed.

There is a set of rules guiding everything in hurh, rereation and shool. Those

taking part are priests, leris and some good itizens who help out with everything.

During Lent, in all three plaes there is atehism eah day at midday

317

for those who

are not free at other times during the day. We even elebrate Mary's month with a

sermon or spiritual reading,

318

rosary and Benedition at sunrise or at the time in the

evening when we say the Hail Mary, aording to irumstanes.

People taking the most ative part at the beginning of the Oratory have been, as well

as those already mentioned, Frs Ponte, Trivero, Pahiotti, and John Vola. Of partiular

help has been the worthy Fr John Borelli.

319

He has been the soul and support of things

exerising his priestly ministry and in material and moral help. Also Cav. Bario

320

311

seesaws (altalene) altalena AB 'altalene di vario genere' orr Bb 'altalena' CD

312

Long. . . .understand (Una lunga. . . onosere) om ABCD add sl Bb

313

good. . . young (il buono. . . gioventù) om A 'per ottenere buoni risultati nell'eduazione della

gioventù' add sl A2 'per ottenere buoni risultati nell'eduazione della gioventù' B 'buono risultato

dell'eduazione nella gioventù' orr Bb

314

onsists. . . feared (onsiste. . . .temere) 'bisogna he faiamo do fari amare e non mai di fari temere'

A 'bisogna studiare il modo di fari amare per fari poi temere' orr A2 'bisogna studiare il modo di

fari amare per di poi fari temere' B 'onsiste speialmente nel saperi fare amare per fari di poi

temere' orr Bb 'bisogna studiare il modo di farsi amare per farsi poi all'uopo temere' CD. �Learn

how to make yourself loved before making yourself feared� - Riordi on�denziali (Con�dential Memo

for Retors), p. 146. After 'feared' in do C the sribe adds �(and the atehism books? And the

lotteries?). Don Boso does not intervene.

315

on Sundays and other holy days (ne' giorni festivi) om A add sl A2

316

or Churh (od elesiastia) om A add sl A2

317

�I have around four hundred oming to atehism every day at midday. This means that morality in

our poor boys has not yet been lost� - letter to Fr Peter Abbondioli, priest at Sassi, 4 April 1854,

Em I 224-225.

318

or spiritual reading (o lettura spirituale analoga) om C add sl Cb

319

Fr Peter Ponte (1821-1892), from Panalieri (Turin), for some time boarding with Don Boso (1847-

1848), a friend of Silvio Pellio, haplain and seretary to Marhioness Barolo, often mentioned in the

biographies of the Marhioness and of the seond superior general of the Sisters of St Anne, Maria

Enrihetta Dominii (1829-1869). Fr Trivero: f note in Cenno. Fr Sebastian Pahiotti (1806-1884),

haplain at the Refuge along with Fr Borel, ollaborator in the 1st oratory, then anon at Giaveno

(Turin). Fr John B. Vola, f. Cenno. Fr Borelli, John Borel: f Cenno.

320

Fr av. Peter Bario (1819-1887) was a ollegial theologian of the University, a member of the A-

ademia Solariana, of whih he was president from 1846 to 1860; he was a town ounillor, eduation

inspetor and deputy mayor. His publiations were mostly to do with publi eduation in Turin.
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has taken part several times.

321

Sunday shools.

322

Many youngsters, either through want of means or failities are

already moving on in years but have not had the neessary instrution for learning trade.

During the week they were not able to attend shool of any kind, so this need suggested

Sunday shools. We

323

started these in 1845. It seemed di�ult at the beginning given

that there were no books or people to give advie or diretion.

We had shool, we taught things but during the week,

324

what had been taught and

learned

325

on Sundays was mostly forgotten. Just the same we mostly overame this

serious obstale by taking just one

326

area of study at a time and having just one lesson

to be learned through the week. This way we sueeded in getting them to learn how

to read and write and then

327

the four arithmetial operations, and then the elements

of the metri system, Italian grammar

328

and Bible history, but without ever passing on

to something new if what we already had in hand

329

was not yet well understood.

330

321

He. . . times (Esso. . . parte) om A add mrg sin A2

322

�In the festive oratories, thanks to the zeal of priests and haritable lay people as well, we began in 1846

to teah the �rst elements of reading, writing and arithmeti, and thus began the Sunday shools� -

Bario, L'istruzione popolare, p. 126 � The date 1846 (winter 1846-1847) is the more realisti one

and oinides with the Cenno storio. - Le letture di famiglia (1842-1847) by L. Valerio gave some

news on the opening of Sunday and evening shools here and there. � On the spread of the Sunday

shools in Germany, Switzerland, Holland, England, United States, the Lombard-Venetian Kingdom,

see J.M. Degérando, Della pubblia bene�enza, t. III. Florene, C. Torti 1884, pp. 349-353; F.

Aporti, Sulle suole festive di Lombardia. Letter to Alessandro Torri in Pisa, 11 January 1834. Pisa,

tip. Nistri 1834; R. Lambrushini, Sulla istruzione del popolo. A Memo read to the Aademy of the

Georgo�li in Florene at its meeting on 4 Deember 1831, now in R. Lambrushini, Sritti politii e di

istruzione pubblia ollated and illustrated by A. Gambaro. Florene, La Nuova Italia 1937, pp. 437-

450; he speaks, amongst other things, of the suola delle feste whih he founded at Figline Valdarno

(Florene) for working boys �in whih we taught linear design applied to arts, perspetive, and some

more obvious priniples of geometry and mehanis� (p. 445); the aim was �not to take them away

from work during week days and to get them away from idleness and gambling on Sundays� (letter of

3 June 1833 to his unles, Card. L. Lambrushini, in defene against an artile that appeared in the

�Voe della Ragione� that saw in this initiative a danger to liberalism and disregard for Sundays. A.

Gambaro, Primi sritti religiosi di Ra�aello Lambrushini. Florene, Riv. Bibl. Italiana 1918, pp.

308-310, no. 1.

323

(tra noi) om A add sl A2 'Per la prima volta' (for the �rst time) om A add sl A2 '1845 | 1846' ABC

'1846' D '1845' orr Db Cx 'Sul prinipio (at the beginning) da prima' A 'Sul prinipio' em sl A2

324

we. . . .week. . . forgotten (non. . . .settimana) om A add mrg sin A2 'in gran parte' (mostly) om ABC

add sl Cb

325

and learned (ed imparato) om A add sl A2

326

one (sola) om AB add sl Bb

327

then (suessivamente) om A add sl A2 'di poi' (and then) om A add sl A2

328

Italian grammar (della grammatia italiana) om A add sl A2 'ma' (but) om A add mrg sin A2

'senza. . . passare' (without ever passing) om A 'sempre ontinuando' add mrg sin A2 'senza mai

passare' em A3 'un novello ramo' (something new) om A 'materia novella' add mrg sin A2 'un

novello ramo' em A3

329

what. . . hand (insegnamento. . .mani) om A add mrg sin A2

330

Giving information on the suola festiva he founded at Cremona in 1822-1823, Ferrante Aporti o�ers

the following lari�ation of his programme: �This Sunday (festive) shool inludes: 1. Teahing of

freehand and geometri drawing applied to the arts and inludes also those taught in 4th lass, who

were let go from the shools giving them thus an opportunity to progress and perfet themselves;

2. Teahing proper to the �rst two elementary years, We liked to also introdue subjets from the
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Publi performanes that were o�ered satis�ed important personages who honoured us

with their presene, amongst whih Fr Aporti,

331

the City Mayor, Cav. Bellono and Cav.

Fr Bario.

Evening shools. Amongst the multitude of boys who ame another need appeared,

332

sine although the Sunday lasses produed good results, nevertheless it was not su�ient

for many. So we began to invite them to ome during the week on days and at times

that were most onvenient for the pupils. One boy enouraged another and in a short

while it was onsidered appropriate to set a �xed time and this was in the evening, just

when the working boys had �nished their day's work.

In 1846

333

the evening lasses began for the �rst time. Attendane was extraordinary

to the point where we had to limit ourselves to the number of pupils we ould physially

take in the squeezed irumstanes. Sine evening shools were then opened by the ity

administration in many parts of the ity it was not neessary to o�er them in the other

oratories.

334

They ontinue until the present only in the Oratory of St Franis de Sales.

�rst lass to open the way up to more adults who are near to beoming fathers of families, so they

ould aquire the �rst understandings of religion and morals, and reading, writing, ounting, spelling

et needed by everyone of whatever irumstane�.� F. Aporti, Sritti pedagogii, ed. A. Gambaro,

vol II. Turin, Chiantore 1945., pp. 221-222. � In Lombardy in 1834 there were 228 of these Sunday

shools. And in the ountry shools mostly they taught elementary subjets. In the ity espeially

they taught geometry and drawing applied to the most useful arts: f. G. Sahi, Intorno all'attuale

stato dell'elementare istruzione in Lombardia in onfronto di altri Stati d'Italia. Memoria statistia.

Milan, Stella 1834, pp. 7-8.

331

Ferrante Aporti, born in the provine of Mantova in 1791, died in Turin in 1858, priest, professor of

biblial exegesis in the seminary at Cremona and diretor of the largest primary shool in the ity

(1821-1848). He founded the �rst infant nursery shool in Italy. Between the end of August and the

beginning of Otober 1844 he ran an extraordinary ourse in method in Turin. He ran into trouble

with Austria in 1848 for supporting the war of liberation and was exiled in Turin where he was made

a senator by King Charles Albert and in 1849 appointed as President of the University Counil in the

apital and of the permanent Commission for seondary shools, so beame the �rst shool authority

of the Kingdom after the Minister for Publi eduation. In do C we �nd an indiation: �mayor

of the ity of Turin� after whih the sribe writes, �(Do we know the name?)�; above the line Don

Boso adds, �Cav. Bellono�: he was lawyer George Bellono, member of parliament for Ivrea, mayor

of Turin from 1850 until 1852, and was benevolent towards Don Boso's oratories. He died in Turin

on 4 Deember 1854.

332

Amongst. . . (In mezzo. . . .nel) /om A add mrg sin A2

333

1846 | 'quaranta sette' A '1847' em A2 '1847' BCD '1846' orr Db Cx 'per la prima volta' (for the �rst

time) om A add sl A2. Don Boso orrets the date indiated in the �rst draft of A, 1847. As was said

for the evening shools, it seems more probable and realisti that it was winter 1846-1847. �In 1847

daily evening lasses were added in the Oratory of St Franis de Sales for teahing Italian, Frenh,

the metri system, alligraphy and singing.- Bario, L'istruzione popolare, p. 138. - There seems to

be no sold basis for antiipating suh a date to the end of 1844 at the Refuge, supported by E. Ceria

(and by Don Boso himself in the MO 183), or to winter 1845-46 in the Moretta house as indiated

by Don Boso in MO: f. MB XVII 850-858; MO 151, - Cf also: �In 1846 the evening shools began,

and were visited by a deputation of ity ounillors. They were highly satis�ed and gave a report to

the full Counil whereupon a grant of a thousand frans was granted with an annual subsidy of 300

frans for the evening shools, a subsidy that ontinued until 1877� � L'Oratorio di S. Franeso di

Sales ospizio di bene�enza. Esposizione del Saerdote Giovanni Boso. Turin, Tipogra�a Salesiana

1879, p. 4 � OE XXXI 260.

334

(Sine. . . .Oratories (Siome. . . questa) om AB 'Ma poo dopo il Muniipio di Torino aorse e�ae-

mente a questo bisogno ed aprì in vari quartieri della ittà molte lassi di suole seriali ben provvedute
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The subjets taught are: Reading, writing, the metri system, Italian, plainhant, voal

musi, instrumental musi and some drawing, pianoforte, organ and also Frenh.

335

Day shool during the week. Another type of boy an be found on the loose wandering

the ity and these are the ones who are either very poorly dressed or sine they annot

settle down to disipline are not aepted in the publi shools or are expelled from

them. For the most part they are either orphaned or negleted by their parents even at

a tender age and so they wander the streets and squares brawling, ursing and stealing.

We opened a shool for them in the Oratory of st Franis de Sales

336

and another in

St Aloysius. A onsiderable number attend in both oratories

337

and through the areful

and kindly onern of the teahers satisfatory results have been obtained in terms of

proper behaviour (moralità) and disipline. A few of them were then admitted to lasses

in town, others in evening shools and some others yet found employment.

338

The Home

339

at the Oratory of St Franis de Sales.

340

Amongst the young people

di maestri' add mrg sin Bb 'Motivi partiolari impedirono si ontuasse questa' CD 'Siome le suole

seriali furono di poi aperte dal muniipio in molti quartieri della ittà, osì essò il bisogno di questa'

em mrg sin Db il Cx

335

�Given his onsistent attendane at evening lasses, Peter had learned his arithmeti and metri system

with elements of Italian very well and his employed onsidered him equal in his work to a good number

of his ompanions� � La forza, p. 54. - �The Quartermaster Corporal himself having been informed

that Peter had a good writing hand and knew his arithmeti and metri system well, assigned him

to some speial work whih the Quartermaster would not normally be allowed to do�.� Ibidem p. 77.

336

�I do not ease to reommend myself to your proven harity. . . also to open a day shool at Ognissanti�

� letter to Duhess Laval de Montmoreny, 12 August 1856, Em I 297. - ��At the sight of the ever-

growing need to instrut boys belonging to the lower lass of people I deided to open a day shool

to take in at least some of the huge numbers who go wandering about during the day either beause

their parents take no are of them or beause they are far from publi shools; therefore around Borgo

Dora, S. Barbara, Piazza Paesana, Borgo S. Donato, Collegno, Madonna di Campagna one �nds no

fewer than three thousand inhabitants without either hurh or a publi shool. It is to meet the

needs of these boys that I gave my hand to onstruting a shool able to take about �ve hundred.

But sine we need money to pay the teahers, for onstrution works, for shool materials and other

sholasti items, I am appealing to your kindness asking you to help me, whih means helping these

youngsters whom we an all truly abandoned, at risk and risky�. Cirular of 1st Otober 1856 � Em

I 304. Between the entrane to the Oratory on the Giardineria road and the hurh of St Franis

de Sales �Don Boso put up two lassrooms. . . In a short time these lassrooms were ready to take

in students. At the beginning of 1857 many (extern) youngsters ame to the new elementary shool

during the day from home, from plaes around the Oratory� � Giraudi, L'Oratorio. . . p. 129.

337

in both oratories (in ambidue gli oratorii) om A add sl A2

338

A few. . . employment (Parehi. . . padrone) om A add sl A2

339

Home (Casa dell'/) 'Riovero annesso all� /AB 'Casa dell� em sl Bb

340

�Amongst the youngsters who attend the Oratories in the ity there are some of them who �nd

themselves in suh irumstanes as to make any spiritual approahes useless unless they are given

temporal help. Sometimes there are boys already somewhat older, orphans, and without fatherly

assistane beause the parents annot or do not want to look after them, and they are without a

trade, without instrution. These ones are exposed to the most serious spiritual and orporal risks

and we annot prevent their ruin unless there is someone to extend a kindly hand to them and aept

them, set them on the way to work, order Religion. The home attahed to the oratory of St Franis

de Sales has as its purpose to reeive boys in this situation� - Piano di Regolamento per la Casa

annessa all'Oratorio di S. Franeso di Sales in Valdoo. Sopo di Questa, ms written in 1852 a.

ASC 026 Regolamento. � �The word Oratory an be taken in various senses. If onsidered as a Sunday

gathering it means a plae where the boys an play nie games after having satis�ed their religious
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who ome to these Oratories we �nd some who are so poor and abandoned that almost

anything we did for them would be almost

341

useless without providing somewhere where

they ould live, eat and be lothed. We tried to do this with the attahed Home at the

Oratory of St Franis de Sales. At the beginning we rented out a small house

342

there in

1847 and began to gather up a few of the poorest

343

boys. At the time

344

they went out

to work in the ity oming home to the Oratory to eat and sleep. But the serious need

that we beame aware of from various towns around the provine made us determine to

extend our aeptane also to boys who were not attending the Turin oratories.

345

One thing happened after another. Abandoned

346

young people swarmed in from

everywhere. So we established a platform whereby we aepted only boys between the

ages of twelve and eighteen, without father and mother, ompletely abandoned and

duties. Plaes of this kind in Turin are the Oratory of St Franis de Sales in Valdoo, St Joseph's at

St. Salvario, St Aloysius near dei platani st, the Guardian Angel in Vanhiglia, St Martin's near the

ity Mills. Also alled daily oratories are the day and evening shools in the above-mentioned plaes

where during the week there are lasses for boys who for lak of means, or who are down-at-heel,

annot attend the shools in town. If then the word oratory is taken in its broad sense, we mean the

Home at Valdoo in Turin whih omes under the name of the Oratory of St Franis de Sales. The

youngsters an be taken into this Home either as working boys are as students. . . �� Il pastorello,

pp. 70-72, no. 1.

341

almost (quasi) om ABCD add sl Db Cx

342

The Pinardi house, sublet by Soave on 1 Deember 1846; on 1 Marh 1847 Don Boso was able to use

the whole building.

343

post 'poveri' (poorest boys) add 'o orfani o trasurati dai parenti' CD

344

At . . . they (In. . . .essi) 'he' A 'Allora' em sl A2 'Allora' B 'In quel tempo essi' em sl Bb 'Nei dì

feriali' CD

345

The �rst drafts of the Piano di Regolamento per la asa annessa. . . re�et this situation: �The purpose

of this. Amongst the youngsters who attend the Oratories in the ity there are some of them who

�nd themselves in suh irumstanes as to make any spiritual approahes useless unless they are

given temporal help. . . we annot prevent their ruin unless there is someone to extend a kindly

hand to them and aept them, set them on the way to work, order Religion. The home attahed to

the oratory of St Franis de Sales has as its purpose to reeive boys in this situation. . . Chapter 1.

Aeptane. For a boy to be aepted, the following onditions must be met. . . 4. That he goes to

one of the Oratories in the ity: beause this Home is to help the boys of the Oratories and experiene

has taught us that it is of utmost importane to know something of the harater of the boys before

reeiving them� � ms opy with orretions by Don Boso, miroshede FDB 1.958 C 9 � ASC 026

Regolamenti. - The daily oming and going between the Oratory and the ity onerns not only the

working boys but also the students: f Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . pp. 177-178. In

following drafts of the Regolamento for the attahed Home, in pamphlets and in newspapers simpler

and less restritive aeptane onditions appear: �For the working boys, 1. That they are orphaned

of father and mother 2. That they are already twelve years old and no older than eighteen 3. Poor

and abandoned. For students 1. They have ompleted primary lasses and want to do seondary

2. They an be reommended for intelligene and morality� � original ms from the 1860s, ASC 132

Oratorio 11, 2; f also �La Buona Settimana� 2 (1857), no. 47, 15-21 Nov., p.392; �For a young man

to be aepted in the Home known as the Oratory of St Franis de Sales in Valdoo. . . �. Turin, tip

dell'Oratorio di S. Fran. Di Sales 1862, 1 fol.

346

Following �abandoned� in do C the sribe adds: �(probably here we ould opy in the printed a-

eptane onditions�). Don Boso does not intervene. Certainly the sribe is referring to the sheet

printed at the Oratory Press in 1862, ited above.
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poor. But sine

347

going into the ity into publi workplaes

348

had bad onsequenes,

we extended our plae, rebuilt existing parts and built new (we have seven hundred boys)

workshops

349

so that everything is now here at home. The trades taught are tailoring,

boot-making, book-binding, arpentry, printing and study for those whose behaviour and

attitude to aademi subjets make them suitable for it.

The earnest desire many showed for taking regular aademi ourses

350

meant we had

to make exeptions in our aeptane onditions. So for studies were also aepted boys

who were not abandoned nor ompletely poor so long as their behaviour and attitude to

study was suh that it left no doubt that they ould hope for an upright and Christian

suess

351

in an aademi areer.

Administration.

352

In the house we even have a set of regulations to guide everything.

There is a Retor on whom everyone depends.

353

He has a prefet as his vie and who

is responsible for aounts and orrespondene. A Diretor looks after the shool, keeps

in touh the teahers and study assistants, atehists or spiritual diretors. A bursar

looks after servie sta�, repairs and all the domesti arrangements in general. The shop

heads or master raftsmen in eah workshop also depend on him. There are no �xed

347

But sine. . . .extended (Siome. . . osì) om A add mrg sin A2 'poi' om AB add sl Bb

348

publi workplaes (nelle. . . o�ine) om A2 'presso ai pubblii opi�zi' add sl A3 'presso ai pubblii

opi�zi' B 'nelle pubblihe o�ine' orr Bb 'presso ai pubblii opi�zi' CD

349

(workshops (gli. . . .laboratorj ) 'Le arti ui' A 'Gli opi�i o laboratorj' em A2. From 1853 to 1856 the

Home attahed inluded in its building and started from srath a number of workshops: shoe makers

(1853), binding (autumn 1854), tailoring, arpentry and abinet-making (1856), printing (1861-62)

metal-turning (1862) and �nally a bookshop (1864). Almost at the same time the �rst three seondary

lasses were opened (1855-1857) and then the fourth and �fth (1859-1860).

350

regular aademi ourses (sienti�i regolari) 'ginnasiali' AB 'sienti�i regolari' em sl Bb 'ginnasiali'

CD

351

upright and Christian (onorevole e ristiana) om A add A2 'sienti�i | dello studio' A 'sienti�a'

em A2

352

Administration (Amministrazione) om A add mrg sin A2

353

A Retor. . . depends (un Rettore..dipende) 'un amministratore unio' A 'un Rettore da ui ognuno

dipende' em sl A2. Chapter 2 on the Retor. 1. The Retor is the head of the establishment. It

is up to him to aept or send away boys from the house. He is responsible for the duties of all

employed members and for the morality and eduation of the boys of the house. . . Chapter 3. The

Prefet. 1. The prefet takes are of the business side of the house and takes the plae of the Retor

in his absene for administration and in everything that he is expressly harged with doing. . . 9. The

Bursar (Eonomer) the Diretor of the shool, those looking after food purhases are in diret rapport

with the prefet. . . Bursar (Eonomer) 1. The administration of the eonomi setor is divided into

three parts: servie of the house, disipline of the boys; preservation and repair of domesti items. . .

4. He is in harge of everything that onerns leanliness � for people, for the boys' lothing and he

also sees that the working boys are on time for their duties. . . 9. He keeps in lose ontat with the

Master Craftsmen. . . Fourth Chapter regarding the Catehist 1. The atehist or spiritual diretor

has the role of wathing over and providing for the spiritual needs of the boys. . . 13 The atehist

fro the working boys keeps in diret touh with those in harge of the dormitory, with the Bursar,

the prefet to give and reeive details on the ondut of eah one 14. The students' atehist will

be helped by the study assistants, and will keep diretly in touh with the teahers and the shool

diretors. Regarding the shool diretors, 1. The shool diretor is in harge of everything regarding

the students, teahers, and matters onerning them. . . � � original ms of Don Boso's in the Piano

del Regolamento della asa annessa [NB. Only the 1st artile onerning the Catehist has been

drawn from a opied ms/℄ � ASC 026 /Regolamenti, miroshede 1.958 D 6-10.
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fees, so the house is supported only by harity oming mostly from private donations.

The ity ounil usually gives an annual grant of 300 frans for lighting and wood for

the evening lasses during winter. It is not possible to alulate the preise expenses for

the whole house or for eah individual but we ould establish somewhere around 60 ents

per day per person all up. The hurh, the buildings, the site for the house and oratory

at Valdoo are the property of Fr Boso.

354

Those at Porta Nuova and Vanhiglia are

leased.

Results. To understand the results obtained in these shools, the Oratories and the

Home at the Oratory of St Franis de Sales

355

we need to divide the pupils into three

groups:

356

the undisiplined,

357

the restless and the good. The good ones stay that way

and make marvellous progress in goodness. The restless type, those already austomed

to wandering around not doing muh work ahieve some suess through a trade, with

assistane, instrution and bt being kept busy. The undisiplined ones mean we have a

lot to do. If we an get them to gain some taste for work we an mostly win them over.

358

By the means already indiated we an obtain some results

359

whih ould be explained

thus: 1. That they do not get worse. 2. Many improve in ommon sense, so an earn

their bread in an upright manner. 3. Those who seemed to be insensitive under vigilane

over time

360

beome more pliant if not ompletely, at least to some extent. We leave it

to time to pro�t from the good priniples and know how to put them into pratie.

361

354

As for Don Boso's ownership vai the legal method known as �soietà tontinaria�, f letter to Can.

Lorenzo Gastaldi on 24 November 1852, Em I 174-175; Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . ,

pp. 84-85, 157.

355

the Home. . . .Sales (asa. . . Sales) 'questo riovero' AB 'asa detta Oratorio di S. Franeso di Sales'

em al Bb 'questo riovero' CD. On the movement of aeptanes in the Home at the Oratory in

Valdoo in a omplete year from 1847 to 1869 see Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . , pp.

175-178, 194-196. 439-470.

356

Regarding Don Boso's lassi�ation of boys on a moral and eduational basis f. P. Braido, Il �sistema

preventivo� in un �dealogo� per eduatori, in RSS 4 (1985) 143-148 (and in the same volume, pp.

277-278, 280-283).

357

dissolute (dissipati) 'e disviati' B 'dissipati' orr Bb. Braido o�ers a number synonyms in Italian for

disolo (undisiplined) whih we inlude here in English: rebels against any kind of disipline, amoral;

too lively, habitually undisiplined, annot stand disipline; birihino (mishievous): lively, shrewd,

unning, heeky; monello (urhin): left to his own devies, street kid, very lively, alert, restless (and

then, pejorative: orrupt or led astray)

358

If. . . .over (se. . . .guadagnati) om A add mrg sin A2

359

By. . . results (Coi . . . risultati) 'ma si è provato oll'esperienza he o'[on A o' em A2/℄ mezzi a-

ennati si ottenne on' /A 'Coi mezzi aennati si poterono ottenere aluni risultati' em mrg sin

A2

360

over time (ol tempo)'non sono ed' A 'ol tempo' orr A2 'ol tempo' B 'a lungo andare' CD

361

beome. . . pratie (fanno. . . .pratiare) 'I buoni prinipj se non fruttano immantinenti, fruttano più

tardi' A 'lasiano he i buoni prinipj aquistati giungano a produrre più tardi il loro e�etto' orr

A2 'lasiano he i buoni prinipj aquistati giungano più tardi a produrre il loro e�etto' B 'fanno

luogo ai buoni prinipj aquistati he giungono più tardi a produrre il loro e�etto' orr Bb 'si fanno

se non in tutto almeno in qualhe parte più arrendevoli, e si lasia al tempo di rendere pro�ttevoli i

buoni prinipi he se non appresero a pratiare impararono almeno a onosere' C 'si fanno, se non

in tutto almeno in qualhe parte, più arrendevoli. Si lasia al tempo di rendere pro�ttevoli i buoni

prinipii he se non appresero a pratiare, poterono almeno onosere' D si fanno, se non in tutto

almeno in qualhe parte, più arrendevoli. Si lasia al tempo di rendere pro�ttevoli i buoni prinipii

he poterono onosere ome debbansi pratiare' orr Db Cx
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This means that every year we have been able to plae more than a hundred boys with

good employers where than an learn a trade.

362

Many have returned to the families they

�ed from and are now more doile and obedient. Not a few were plaed with upright

families as domestis.

The oming and going of boys from the Home at this Oratory is around three hundred

a year. A few of them have a found a plae with the National Guard or Military Band,

others ontinue with the trade they learned here while some serve in upright families

363

and yet a sizable number of others take up teahing. These ones sit for the regular exams

or remain here at home or go as teahers to towns that are asking for them. Some also

take up other ivi areers.

Amongst the students many takle an elesiastial areer.

364

These, one they have

�nished their seondary studies, are mostly sent o� to the various bishops who look after

them lovingly to help them and allow them to ontinue in the areer they have aspired to.

Amongst these we have hosen a number who arry out a teahing role in this house,

365

teah atehism in the Oratories, assist in the various workshops and dormitories. When

they beome priests they ontinue to exerise their sared ministry on behalf of the boys

here or those who attend other oratories in the ity. Others follow their inlination and

are assigned to other aspets of ministry whih the elesiastial superior judges them

suitable for.

366

One very deserving person

367

in the oratories and this house is Fr Vitor Alasonatti

368

362

a trade (un mestiere) 'o si perfezionarono nell'arte loro' CD

363

aluni. . . famiglie (some. . . families) om CD

364

In the proess of drafting the text of the Constitutions (Costituzioni della Soietà di S. Franeso

di Sales) in 1860-1861, to the 1858 earlier text Don Boso adds the following artile: �In view of

the serious risks run by youth wanting embrae the elesiastial state, this Congregation will take

are to nurture in piety and voation those who show a speial aptitude for study and an observable

disposition for piety. In taking boys in for study the poorest will be aepted by preferene, beause

they lak means for doing their studies elsewhere�; In 1863/1864 the artile was added in in the

following manner: �so long as they o�er a well-founded hope of suess in the elesiastial state.

In the Home at Valdoo there are around 555 and at Mirabello more than a hundred boys who

are doing the lassis ourses with this end in mind� � Costituzioni SDB, p. 76. �For some years

on seeing the few workplaes and given the very frequent requests by boys to be taken in, I had a

larger number of boys take up studies. Now I have a good number who earn their living elsewhere,

some as quali�ed teahers, some in musi, and others who have followed an elesiastial areer in

various towns in the sared ministry� � letter to the Minister for Publi eduation, Terene Mamiami

(1799-1885), 12 June 1860, Em I 409. � . . . these boys living in. . . have made very satisfatory

progress, so that many of them now earn their living honestly either as shool teahers, or in the

printing press, others are military graduates, and others still in an Elesiastial areer, while others

�nally are working at a desk in various Government Departments � letter to the Minister, Mihael

Amari (1806-1889)

365

Home (ospizio) 'asa' AB 'ospizio' em sl Bb 'asa' CD

366

Others. . . .suitable for (Altri. . . idonei) om A add A2

367

One person. . . works (Una persona. . . .bene�enza) om AB add mrg sin Bb om CD

368

Vitor Alasonatti, �rst prefet of the Salesian Soiety, born at Avigliana (Turin) on 15 Nov. 1812,

ordained priest in Turin on 13 June 1835, teaher, he entered the Oratory on 14 August and was

professed with the �rst group of Salesians on 14 May 1862. He was a lose ollaborator of Don Boso's

espeially in administration. He died at Lanzo (Turin) on 7 Otober 1865. post 'sua' (his) add 'Fra

gli elesiastii he si resero benemeriti per l'ajuto morale e materiale prestato agli oratorj festivi
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who has tirelessly dediated all his e�orts for many years in these haritable works.

As for all the personnel of this house and the oratories, inluding domesti sta�,

369

nobody reeives a stipend,

370

but eah o�ers his work for free.

To understand the ritial apparatus, note the following:

A = Don Boso's original doument

A2, A3 = later suessive interventions by Don Boso

B = manusript written by the sribe

B2 = later intervention by the sribe

Bb = interventions by Don Boso in doument B

C = the manusript opied by av. Oreglia di S. Stefano

C2 = later interventions by sribe av. Oreglia

Cb = interventions by Don Boso in doument C

Cx = opying into manusript C, by sribe P. Albera, some of the variants introdued

by Don Boso in ms D

D = Manusript opied by sribe

D2 = later interventions by the sribe

Db = Don Boso's interventions in manusript D

4. From the Storia d'Italia (History of Italy) to the Brevis Notitia (Brief notie)

regarding the Salesian Soiety

Introdution

The short douments o�ered in this onluding setion represent a summary of the two

fundamental dimensions, real and temporal, of Don Boso's overall personality and a-

tivity: his 'onseration' to the young as a dioesan priest in Turin, working in what had

beome his ity, through the oratory (understood in its broadest possible sense), and the

transition to a further spei� 'onseration' as a 'religious' and founder of a religious

soiety totally dediated to prevention for young people, the �Soiety or ongregation of

the oratories�.

371

The �rst three douments belong to the �rst dimension, two of whih fully belong to

the early 'oratorian' tradition in Turin. Conneted are also the Storia d'Italia (History of

furono D. Pahiotti Sebastiano; T. Giainto Carpano, T. Vola Gioanni; D. Trivero Giuseppe, D.

Ponte Pietro, T. Leonardo Murialdo, T. Cav. Roberto Murialdo, Sa. Rua Mihele; Sa. Alasonatti

Vittorio. Ma il Teologo Borrelli Gioanni fu in modo partiolare, il promotore, il sostegno prestandosi

on opere in modo e�ae in tutti i tempi e in tutti i modi' A del A2

369

ante 'oratorj' add 'altri' D 'omprese. . . servizio' (inluding domesti sta�) om AB add Bb

370

�Nobody reeives a stipend and all these teahers give their e�orts haritably� � letter to the Chief

Inspetor of Studies in Turin, Franis Selmi (1817-1881), 4 De. 1862, Em I 542. - �These teahers

for more than seven years have been freely o�ering the work their harity on behalf of the boys who

live here� � letter to the Minister for Publi eduation, Mihael Amari, 7 Marh 1863, Em I 559. �

Amongst those responsible for workshops or also other sta� lending a hand were, obviously, some

who did reeive a stipend: f Stella, Don Boso nella storia eonomia. . . , pp.243-246.

371

The term reurs in the �rst draft of a memo attahed to the request for approval of his inipient

assoiation of Salesians, sent to Rome on 12 February 1864: f ASC Autogra�-Soietà Salesiana,

mirosh. FDB 1.924 D 9-10.
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Italy), faithful to the style and purpose of the Storia elesiastia (Churh History) 1845

and the Storia sara (Bible History) 1847. even though the subjet matter he is working

with is seular the purpose is idential: �enlighten the mind to make the heart good�,

eduating in a moral, religious and ivi manner, three adjetives that are onneted

and over muh the same ground together. Beyond everything else, in putting together

the Storia d'Italia, in all probability Don Boso ame aross language that approahed

or identi�ed with the pedagogial programme that we �nd often in his writings: �make

yourself loved rather than (or 'before') making yourself feared�.

372

As for passing to a kind of narrative pedagogy tied to a gradual arrival, between

the �nal years of the 1850s and the early years of the 1860s, other than elements of

fat we an ount on an expliit testimony from Don Boso himself. On Wednesday 2

February 1876, talking with Retors of his institutions who were meeting at Valdoo

about needing to be onerned about eah plae's history, almost as a basis for the overall

history of the Salesian institution, he said: �I have already summed up and put in writing

various things regarding the oratory from the beginning until now, and in fat up until

1854 I had written out many things more at length; in 1854 we began to talk about the

Congregation and things broadened out immensely and began to take on another aspet.

Nevertheless I onsidered that it would be very helpful for those who are to follow and

for giving greater glory to God, therefore I would ontinue to write�. So although Don

Boso would not write something similar to the Memoirs of the Oratory of St Franis

de Sales for the Congregation, he would write a number of 'brief noties' about it even

though these had a di�erent purpose, whih was to gain approval for it.

373

The �rst testimony is published here; it has a number of fored issues in it inluding

hronology, due to the purpose for whih it was put together: in fat he was after fast

approval for an institution that, beause of this, had to look as if it began years bak

and was already well tried and proven.

Enouraging Don Boso in organising a Religious Congregation for those who wanted

to share his mission to the young with him might also have been the fat that despite

the lak of legal entity or ivi 'personality' for religious orporations � following expliit

delarations in parliament on the part of Urban Rattazzi who had drawn up the legislation

- �full and free faulty [is given℄ to members of religious ommunities to ome together

and live the kind of life that pleases them�.

374

372

There is a more extensive analysis to be found in the introdution to the text of the Artioli generali

of the Regolamento per le ase (further on).

373

A list of 'informative' douments of this kind an be found in an essay by P. Briado, L'idea della Soietà

Salesiana nel �Cenno istorio� di Don Boso del 1873/1874, in �Rierhe Storihe Salesiane� (1987),

pp. 255-256. The last of them, longer, is represented preisely by the Cenno istorio itself and he

inludes the annotated text in his essay. (pp. 276-310).

374

U. Rattazzi, Disorsi parliamentari. Collated and published under the editorship of lawyer Giovanni

Sovazzi, vol III Rome. Eredi Botta 1877, pp. 218-219. �The freedom of the loister. . . will remain

sared and intat, notwithstanding the adoption of this law, so that the e�et of the same, as I have

indiated, is not to prevent whoever wishes to live together with others; whoever wishes to depend

on superiors, let them depend, and in this leaving full and absolute freedom to eah one� (p, 234).

�While we laim that ivil personality should be taken away from religious orporations, on the other

hand we admit that it is liit for anyone who wishes to to dediate himself to the life he onsiders

onvenient, inluding to an aseti and ontemplative life�. (p. 397).
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The text presented here is the one ontained in the opening to the �rst draft (ms A)

known as the Salesian Constitutions, whih had as title Regolamento della Congregazione

di San Franeso di Sales, based on the ritial edition by Franeso Motto, as will be

indiated at the time. It goes bak to a time whih goes from 1858 until the beginning

of 1859.

375

A few variants will be indiated, ontained in the text of the Constitutions

sent to Lyon to the Arhbishop of Turin, Luigi Fransoni, on 11 June 1860 (ms D).

376

2. Texts

1. From the Storia d'Italia (1855)

377

Purpose and arrangement of this history

It is a universally admitted fat that books should be adapted to the intelligene of those

they wish to address, just as food must be prepared aording to the physial makeup

of individuals. Following this priniple I have set out to reount the history of Italy

for young people following the same rules I have used for other books of similar sope

regarding subjet, language and ontents.

So keeping to fats that are ertain and the most fruitful for morality and useful

teahings, I have left aside things that are less ertain, frivolous onjeture, over many

footnotes and also high-sounding politial disussions whih are useless and sometimes

damaging for young people. I an assure the reader that I have not written a sentene

without heking it with the best, and as far as possible ontemporary, authors or ones

who are at least loser to the times to whih the events refer. I have not spared any

e�ort in reading modern authors writing about Italy, drawing from eah of them what

has seemed best suited to my intentions.

This history is divided into four partiular periods; the �rst begins with the early

inhabitants of Italy and extends as far as the vulgar era, when the entire Roman Empire

375

Cf G. Boso, Costituzioni della Soietà di S. Franeso di Sales -1859. Critial texts ed. by Franeso

Motto, Rome, LAS 1982, pp. 22-26.

376

G. Boso, Epistolario. Introduzione, testi ritii e note ed Franeso Motto, vol I (1835-1863). Rome,

LAS 1991, p. 406.

377

La storia d'Italia raontata alla gioventù da' suoi primi abitatori sino ai nostri giorni (1855) [The

history of Italy reounted for youth from the �rst inhabitants until our own time℄ takes its title (and

some of the ontents) from a Storia d'Italia dai suoi primi abitatori dopo il diluvio �no ai nostri giorni

from a small handbook published by Giainto Marietti (1834) whih it seems was a reworking by

the Jesuit Paolo Beorhia (1795-1859). But Don Boso's work does not draw on Denina or Botta or

Cesare Balbo nor even maybe Murattori; and it needs to be seen in onnetion with sentiments and

ideas of the neo-Guelphians and the neo-Ghibellines from halfway through the 1800s, not beause it

draws inspiration from the great historians in that urrent of thought but rather beause it breathes

the same atmosphere, same limate. At the same time it plaes itself amongst the more ordinary

ehelons of explanations for the ordinary people and the young, along with ompendiums of the same

nature by Sforzosi, Riotti and Zini; or in even more humble ompany with books that it atually

draws from: the Raonti morali tratti dalla storia d'Italia, whih are a setion in Giannetto, the

exellent reader for primary shools written by pedagogue Luigi Alessandro Parraviini (1799-1880)

and the Corso di storia raontata a' faniulli by Jues Raymond Lamé-Fleury (1797-1878)� (P. Stella,

Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol I, p. 231.
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ame under the domination of Augustus. This period an be alled anient or pagan

Italy.

The seond runs from the beginning of the Roman Empire until its fall in the West in

476, and we will all this Christian Italy, beause it was during this time that Christianity

was propagated and established throughout Italy.

The third runs from the fall of the Roman Empire in the West until the disovery of

Ameria by Christopher Columbus in 1492, and it is the History of the Middle Ages.

The fourth takes in the rest of History up until our times, ommonly known as Modern

History.

I have done what I ould so that my work an be useful for that portion of human

soiety that is our hope for a happy future, youth. The �nal purpose of every page

has been to expound historial truth, instill love for virtue, �ight from vie, respet for

religion.

The good aeptane by the publi of some of my earlier published works leads me to

hope for the best for this one however it may be. If it an be of advantage to someone

let that give glory to the One who is the Giver of all good things, to whom I wish to

onserate these slender e�orts of mine.

2. Reviews of the Storia d'Italia

378

The History of Italy reounted for young people, from its early inhabitants until our days,

by Fr John Boso. Turin, tip. Paravia 1856. One volume, 16mo (55/8 x 43/8 in), 558

pages.

The name of the eminent Fr Boso is by now more than su�ient antiipation of the

good value of his writings �lled with zeal and aimed at the ulture of youth for whose

bene�t he has worked with praiseworthy e�ort for so many years. This History of Italy

of his in partiular merits high praise for the rare disretion with whih he writes suh

that in the short spae of 558 pages in 16mo he has diligently brought together all the

main events in our land. To say that there are no defets in suh a painstaking work

would be an injustie. At any rate it gets our vote, beause given the appearane of so

many super�ial histories of Italy or even less well-intentioned ones, this one by Boso

will be eagerly piked up and read by young people starting out in their study of the

events of our most noble Country.

Free opy, asking Niolò Tommaseo for a review

379
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�La Civiltà Cattolia� 8 (1857), vol I, 482.

379

In 1865 Niolò Tommaseo dediated his Nuovi studi su Dante to three priests in Turin: the pedagogue

G.A. Rayneri, the professor of Churh History at the Faulty of Theology, Franeso Barone, and the

editor of L'Istitutore, Giovanni Lanza. He emphasised in it the 'moral values' of Piedmont amongst

whih he pointed to �the onsiderable exerising of religious faith through works of harity�; and a few

lines further on he listed amongst the �monuments of harity� in Turin �The shool (boarding) run

by Fr Boso whih happily takes the name of Franis de Sales, where even better than giving bread

to hundreds of poor boys he teahes them how to earn it for the rest of their lives�. His sympathy for

the Subalpine area had been growing sine 1854 when he had arrived in the apital and was living at

Borgo Vanhiglia where Don Boso was running the Guardian Angel Oratory (1849-1866). It would
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Most kind Sir,

If I may disturb your Lordship to ask you for two favours: that you would aept a

free opy of Storia d'Italia whih I have had printed, with the request that you make a

note regarding it in the l'Istitutore using whatever words in your wisdom you judge best.

My purpose was to reount for youth the fats of our history that seem most suited to

their young age. I have also made it suitable for use in the urriulum for the teaher's

erti�ate for teahers of primary and tehnial shools.

However you should approah it, I am very happy to take this opportunity to wish you

health and Grae from Heaven, while I respetfully express my highest esteem.

From home, 23 September 1859

Your most obliged servant, Fr John Boso

[Em I 178℄

3. The History of Italy

380

reounted for youth by Fr J. Boso � Turin

If books ould be judged by the usefulness they really have, we would have a truer

measure than the one that literary types usually adopt and maybe they would orret or

at least temper many of their heavy opinions of servile admiration or ditatorial sorn.

But here is a modest book that bibliists or historians of the erudite and rhetorial kind

in the �eld might hardly onsider worth a glane, but whih ould ful�l the role of a

history for shools far better than ertain books of a more elebrated nature.

Certainly, the experiene of the teaher is not enough to write books for the young,

but it is of great help, and omplements the other gifts required for this di�ult ministry.

It is remarkably di�ult, in an area where we are dealing with ompendiums whih need

to be omplete works in their �eld, not to end up with bits and piees of ideas or a dry

skeleton. Fr Boso, in a not so ponderous volume, manages to o�er a omplete history of

Italy using the most memorable fats: he knows how to hoose and throw vivid light on

them. For the Piedmontese he does not omit to highlight things that regard Piedmont

in partiular and he teahes other teahers how to do the same, that is how to illustrate

more distant and less noted items with additional and more reent notes. I mean then

that eah teaher ought know how to refashion shool texts, even as good as they happen

to be, for his own and his pupils' use. He needs to liven up stories, as lively as they might

be in the books, with new olour in the lassroom. And he needs to apply history and

other teahings for eah of his pupils, inasmuh as he an.

Amongst the multitude of things that an be said, Fr Boso preserves order and larity

whih ome from his own alm mind and whih instil a pleasing serenity in young minds.

What helps larity, aording to me, is to plae general onsiderations on religion and the

institutions of the people, their ustoms and traditions in the hapter where they belong.

have been natural for Tommaseo to kindly aept the o�er of a free opy of the seond edition of

the Storia d'Italia in 1859 and write a kind review in the Rassegna bibliogra�a of the Istitutore, for

whih he was a hard-working ollaborator. The brief note on the following 17 Deember was aimed

at those who had found his evaluation too generous and aritial.
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�L'Istitutore. Foglio ebdomadario d'Istruzione e degli atti u�iali di essa� (A weekly onerning

eduation and publi ats regarding it) 7 (1859) No. 48, Saturday 26 November, pp. 764-765.
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This was done in some histories of the last entury, and required that suh items were

inserted into the narrative as it went along and this gave movement and a sense of life.

I do not say that every general observation needs to be divided out amongst the fats

that are being explained, whih would end up in one or other part being imperfet. But

I do say that more anient historians too, who were masters at this, either prefaed or

mixed in a brief summary of ustoms with the fats. And I say that espeially in the ase

of books for young people's use this onern is an aid both to memory and intelligene.

Not that it is possible in this ase to provide due evidene of everything onerning the

harater of the people, without the tedious need to repeat the same ideas in eah part.

I do not say that the author might not sometimes have pro�ted greatly from historial

notes that modern siene has veri�ed, by better studying his soures; I do not say that

all his judgements on fats appeared to me to be without doubt, nor that all the fats

were reounted with exatitude, but I feel obliged to add that not a few of the somewhat

overly-praised disoveries of modern ritiism also remain rather open to doubt and tend

to deal too often with situations whih are not essential to the intimate truth of history.

And I would add that most of the author's judgements appear to me to onform to true

ivilisation and ertain morality. In the almost familiar style of narration that he has

with his youngsters, he wisely treats publi matters from the point of view of private

morality, whih is more aessible to everyone and more pro�table. Wanting to treat

boys like men of state and teah them to express an opinion on the lot of empires and

the reasons why one or another aptain won a battle is a not an always innoent kind of

pedantry, beause it austoms inexpert minds to judge things they annot understand

on someone else's word; beause it doesn't prepare them to modestly apply historial

douments to the pratie of ommon life. We see the great anient historians and poets

happy to retire under the standards and almost the masks of the publi and private man,

to judge the father, son, brother in the itizen and prine. So, along with wisdom and

usefulness, is the greater beauty of the works, and histories and poetis of the anients.

Not a few of the moderns, instead, propose an argument that has to be demonstrated in

history and even in poetry itself and they follow that from the beginning until the end,

and bend and twist the fats to �t it. They end up only letting themselves and their

�xations be seen, and they persist in making the same side always appear in the most

di�erent aspets of their argument, and under di�erent forms, but repeating the same

things ad nauseam. They are neither narrators nor artists but tatless orators. And

they do not seem to be aware that history, and all of nature is almost a great parable

whih God proposes for mankind. So wanting to provide a single appliation sterilises

the inexhaustible fertility of the truth, impoverishes the divine onept.

4. Further [omment℄ on The History of Italy by Fr Boso

381

In what I wrote onerning Fr Boso's History, indiating that �I do not say that all his

judgements on fats appeared to me to be without doubt, nor that all the fats were

reounted with exatitude� and noting that �eah teaher ought know how to refashion

381

�L'Istituture. . . � 7 (1859) No. 51, Saturday 17 Deember, pp. 810-811
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shool texts, even as good as they happen to be, for his own and his pupils' use�, I

think I said a lot. My opinions and those of Fr Boso's di�er somewhat on ertain issues

and I have no need to hange my views but it seems to me, amidst the examples of

exoriating ritiism [I have reeived℄ that makes life digni�ed and interesting, it seemed

less ungenerous for me to spend time on the praiseworthy aspets of the work. I gave

my attention to a areful reading of it amongst the many other weighty things I have to

do. But I do not want to exommuniate those who think di�erently from me.

N. Tommaseo

382

5. Cirular for a Lottery

383

Turin, (21) February 1857

The Gospel harity that inspires man to the most wonderful works of harity, although

it shuns alling others' attention to oneself, nevertheless where the glory of God and the

advantage of one's neighbour demand it, does not hesitate to overome its relutane and

extend a hand to haritable people and sometimes tell of the good done when it serves as

an invitation and enouragement to others to help the needy. This re�etion has made

the Commission set up for this Lottery deide to o�er an indiation of the main works

aomplished in these Oratories, thus letting everyone know what the proeeds we gain

from it will be going towards.

We believe it is an already publily known fat that Fr John Boso, wanting to foster

the moral advantage of abandoned youth has seen to the opening of three boys' Oratories

382

Writer, philologist, lexiographer, pedagogue, born at Sebenio in Dlamatia in 1802, died in Florene

in 1874. Friend of A. Rosmini, A. Manzoni, R. Lambrushini, G. Capponi, he ollaborated in Florene

with the �Antologia� and wrote the Dizionario dei sinonomi (1830). He had a di�ult life: he was in

Frane (1834-1839), Venie (1859-1874), Corfu (1849-1854), Turin (from May 1854 to Otober 1859),

Florene (1859-1874). He wrote muh on literary, moral, politial. Historial and pedagogial topis.

383

G. Boso, Epistolario. Introduzione, testi ritii e note, ed. Franeso Motto, vol I (1835-1863) 1991,

pp. 317-320. Cf. Invito ad una lotteria d'oggetti a favore degli oratorii di S. Luigi a Porta Nuova,

di S. Franeso di Sales in Valdoo, del S. Angelo Custode in Vanhiglia, in the brief work Catalogo

degli oggetti posti in lotteria a favore dei giovani dei tre oratorii di S. Franeso di Sales in Valdoo,

di S. Luigi a Porta Nuova, del S. Angelo Custode in Vanhiglia. Turin. Tip. Di G.B. Paravia e omp.

1857, OE IX 3-6. Very similar is the irular of 30 January 1862 for the biggest lottery organised by

Don Boso, when the Oratory of St franis de Sales was notably extended and the number of boys

living in had tripled. There he adds: �Some of these boys are from the apital but the greater number

of them ome from the ities and towns of the provine and have ome to the apital seeking work or

for study. For example, those who have been gathered up and who are atually living in the house

annexed to the Oratory of St Franis de Sales in Valdoo have grown to around 570, and of those

only 50 are from Turin. The others ome from the ities and towns of the provine. It is for this

reason that while we reommend this lottery to our deserving fellow itizens we also invite haritable

people living outside of Turin to help a work that besides being direted towards promoting the good

of the most needy lasses of soiety in general, is extended to whoever wishes to bene�t from it, from

whatever ity, town or provine he belongs to�. G. Boso, Epistolario. Introduzione, testi ritii e

note, ed. Franeso Motto, vol I (1835-1863) Rome, LAS 1991, p. 479. Cf. Invito ad una lotteria

d'oggetti a favore degli oratorii di S. Luigi a Porta Nuova, di S. Franeso di Sales in Valdoo, del S.

Angelo Custode in Vanhiglia, in the brief work Eleno degli oggetti graziosamente donati a bene�zio

degli oratorii di S. Franeso di Sales in Valdoo, di S. Luigi a Porta Nuova, del S. Angelo Custode

in Vanhiglia. Turin. Tip. Di Giulio Speirani e �gli. 1862, pp. 3-4 OE XIV 199-200.
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on the three main sides of the ity, where on Sundays and other holy days, there is a

gathering of as many young people at risk as is possible, who ome to this apital from the

ities and towns of the provine. There is a hapel for religious servies in these Oratories,

some rooms for lasses, and a garden for rereation. They are entied to ome with prizes

and an do some gymnastis and have honest rereation, after they have attended the

servies. The number who ome sometimes exeeds three thousand. When the seasons

permit it there are lasses in reading, writing, singing and musi. A onsiderable number

of good gentlemen have lent our work a hand by oming to teah atehism. We have

also seen that unemployed young lads are found work with an upright employer who an

ontinue to o�er the loving assistane that a good father an.

So in the Oratory at Valdoo there are also day lasses as well as evening lasses

o�ered during the week, espeially for boys who either beause of their humble, worn-out

attire, or their unruliness, are not aepted into publi shools.

The evening lasses are very well attended. There we teah reading, writing, voal and

instrumental musi, and all this to keep them away from bad ompanions where they

run the risk ertainly of losing whatever little they have earned, as well as morality and

religion.

Amongst these boys, whether from the ity or from the towns of the provine some

(mostly orphans) are so poor and abandoned that they annot be started of in a trade

or other work without providing shelter, food and lothing; this is a need we have met

through a Home attahed to the Oratory where we have taken in more than �ve hundred

boys. There they reeive whatever they need to beome good Christians and upright

workers.

Having thus pointed out the state of the Oratories, people an easily understand where

the proeeds of the Lottery will be direted: the osts of rental in the respetive loations,

the maintenane of the lasses, the hurhes, giving bread to �ve hundred boys who live

in are the reasons for onsiderable expenditure.

Besides, some three years ago, the fatal outbreak of holera meant we had to set up an

appropriate plae to take in some forty orphans, some of whom still remain in the Home.

Then this year we needed to omplete a workshops that had been under onstrution for

some years. All these works, though undertaken with areful eonomy made it neessary

to spend more than forty thousand frans. With the help of haritable individuals this

sum has largely been paid o�, but we still have a debt of twelve thousand frans.

To deal with suh expenses and provide the opportunity to ontinue with the good we

have begun, we have not been able to �nd any other means than a Lottery of items, like

this one that opens the way to people of all kinds to help in the way and to the extent

that their resoures and harity suggests.

With this in view we requested authorisation from the Royal Government who looked

favourably on our request and with a deree on the 2nd February gave all permissions

that seemed appropriate for the Lottery to be suessful.

We are deeply onvined that our fellow itizens and haritable individuals from the

provines for whom the bene�ts of the Oratories and the Home are also available, will

want to be assoiated with us and take no small part by sending along items that an

be used as prizes, and buying tikets. A selet number of deserving people graiously
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aepted to be promoters and have ommitted to gathering items and selling tikets

aording to the attahed regulations.

We have only outlined the purpose of the Oratories and the prinipal measures taken

to pursue the work. But the work is pretty muh its own reommendation, it seems to

us, without our needing to add further words. We note only that by taking part in this

work of harity, one is doing something of publi and private usefulness, and you will be

blessed both by God and men; by God whose reompense never fails, and by men from

whom you will have the most heartfelt gratitude, while one group of young people will

forever bless the kind hand that removed them from the dangers of the street, set them

on the right path to work and to the salvation of their soul.

The Commission.

6. One Feast Day at the Oratory of St Franis de Sales

384

FESTIVITIES AT THE ORATORY OF ST FRANCIS DE SALES. - Last

Sunday was a day of solemn and happy festivity for the good young lads at the Oratory

of St Franis de Sales. Horae, who taught that omne tulit puntum qui misuit utile

duli, would never have onsidered Christianity to have given rise to suh people who

through the seret and gentle impulse of divine grae or, as someone else might say, by

natural goodness, have largely applied his maxim in every deed, not to earn praise but

to set a huge rowd of people on the path to Heaven. One of these men is, preisely, the

remarkable and well- deserving priest, Don Boso.

Those who were at the oratory yesterday have proof of this. It was the feast day of

the titular Saint of the hurh there, and throughout the day enjoyable and holy things

were so wisely apportioned and distributed that for the rowd of youngsters it seemed

like a single moment.

There was a general Communion in the morning at whih some four hundred boys

with radiant and happy faes attended. There was a solemn Mass, sung with the help of

Professor Ramello, who has happily and lovingly helped Don Boso in the work whih

Divine Providene has assigned him. The hoir was fully made up from these boys, some

students, others at work, in general good boys and some of them outstanding. Whoever

knows how restless and �ighty hildren are by nature would have easily wondered at the

sense of reolletion that reigned in the paked hurh, and the devotion, given that there

were few assistants. But that's how it was and it is enough to explain it by the virtual

presene of their dear diretor.

The period after lunh was brightened up with varied and well-performed items by the

band. It was enhanting to wath the happy, honest entertainments that this very lively

rowd [of boys℄ was involved in. After Vespers, the Baptism of a swarthy adult took plae,

solemnly administered by His Grae, Most Reverend Bishop Balma, the godparents being

the Count and Countess Clavesana, to whom the aforesaid blak man owes his double

redemption, temporal and spiritual. One the rite was over, the bishop, going up to the

altar, said some impromptu but moving words about the oasion, whih his rowded

audiene listened to religiously and with great bene�t.
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�L'Armonia della religione on la iviltà� 11 (1858) Thursday 4 February, pp. 107-108.
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When the religious funtions had onluded with Benedition of the Blessed Sarament,

prizes were distributed by the distinguished Prelate. Those who reeived prizes inluded

students and working boys, and it was not the superiors who had made the hoie for the

awards but the free and onsientious hoie of their ompanions. The usual band livened

up things during the intervals. The distribution of prizes onluded with a popular song

alled: Pianto dei Romani per la partenza di Pio VII (The Romans lament the departure

of Pius VII), well onduted by young Carlo Tomatis with a hoir of more than twenty

voies.

Sine the bishop then had to leave the group of boys blessed by his presene, he would

ertainly have arried tender memory of suh a happy and devout funtion with him,

and his wise words and fatherly approah would likewise have remained indelibly present

in the boys' hearts.

There was still a play performane to take plae, a drama entitled: Baldini, with an

exellent moral and eduational plot. It was about a noble heart who, dragged into rime

by a ompanion's bad advie, �nally ends up as the hief of a band of brigands. But just

at the right moment, he realls his mother's advie and returns to honour and virtue.

The long and spaious hall whih serves as a gas lit study hall, was soon onverted into a

theatre. The young ators performed honourably but above all they won the sympathy

and applause of Mr Fumero, who had been a pupil at the Home. When the play was

over, and the urtain one again raised, we saw a asket on the stage and a young man

plaing a garland of �owers on it. Then slowly, from behind, a white-lothed ghostly

�gure emerged bearing a torh and singing a beautiful but funereal song, reproahing the

young man, his son, for the vanity of his garland and the sterile nature of his tears. It

was the ghost of Viniguerra, and the ator was the already praised Tomatis, an artist.

And so, misendo utile duli, with great intelligene and fatherly love, the distinguished

and reverend Don Boso knew how, in a single day, to santify and heer up the boys

whom he loves as his hildren and who love him as their father.

7. Regulations of the Congregation of St Franis de Sales

385

The Congregation of St Franis de Sales

In every age it has been the speial onern of the Churh's ministers to do whatever

their strength allowed to foster the spiritual good of youth. The good or unhappy future

of soiety's way of behaving depends on their good or bad eduation. The Divine Saviour

Himself gave us lear proof of this when he arried out His divine mission on earth inviting

the little hildren to ome to Him with speial a�etion. Sinite parvulos venire ad me.

The Supreme Ponti�s ['The Bishops and espeially the Supreme Ponti�s' D ℄ following in

the footsteps of the eternal Ponti�, the Divine Saviour, whose viar they are on earth,

have in every age fostered the good eduation of the young through voie and in writing,

and have espeially favoured institutions that have dediated their e�orts to this aspet

of the sared ministry.
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G. Boso, Costituzioni della Soietà di S. Franeso di Sales [ 1858℄-1859 ℄. Critial texts ed. Franeso

Motto, Rome, LAS 1982, pp. 58-70.
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In our days the need is felt muh more. The negligene by many parents, the abuses

of the Press, the e�orts of heretis to draw in followers, demonstrate the need to ome

together to �ght for the Lord's Cause under the Standard of the Faith ['of the Viar of

Jesus Christ' D ℄ and to preserve the Faith and good morals [add 'espeially' D ℄ amongst

that lass of young people who beause they are poor are exposed to greater risk for their

eternal salvation. This is the purpose of the Congregation of St Franis de Sales whih

began in Turin in 1841.

The times being so di�ult and alamitous for Religion, the elesiastial superior,

in a stroke of kindness, approved the Regulations for these oratories and appointed

Father Boso as hief Diretor, granting him all the faulties needed and appropriate for

ahieving this purpose.

Many bishops adopted the same draft Regulations for introduing these festive ora-

tories into their dioese. But a serious need appeared in looking after these oratories.

Many youngsters, already advaned in age, were not able to be su�iently instruted

just by Sunday atehism lasses, and it beame neessary to open weekday and evening

lasses for atehism. Indeed, many of them being so poor and abandoned, were brought

into a Home where they ould be removed from danger, instruted in religion and set on

the path to work.

We still ['do'℄ this espeially in Turin in the Home attahed to the Oratory of St Franis

de Sales, where those who live there are around two hundred. We do similarly in Genoa

at the work alled the Artigianelli, where the diretor is Fr Franis Montebruno: there

are about forty who have been admitted there. We also do this in Alessandria where for

now Cleri Angelo Savio is in harge: 50 have been admitted there.

8. The origins of this Congregation

Sine 1841 Fr John Boso joined with other lergy in weloming into appropriately pro-

vided loations the most abandoned boys from Turin City with a view to entertaining

them with games and giving them at the same time the bread of the divine word. Eah

House was set up with the agreement of the elesiastial authority. The Lord blessed

these tenuous beginnings and the number of boys oming was huge. In 1844 His Grae

Arhbishop Fransoni allowed us to turn one building into a hurh and gave us the fa-

ulties to ondut religious servies there needed to make holy Sundays and other feast

days and to instrut the ever-growing rowd of boys that turned up eah day.

The Arhbishop ame there on several oasions to administer the Sarament of Con-

�rmation and in 1846 he allowed everyone oming to this institution to be admitted to

Holy Communion and ful�l their Easter duties there. He allowed us to have a sung Mass,

have triduums and novenas when this seemed to be appropriate. These took plae until

1847 in the oratory known as the Oratory of St Franis de Sales. That year, given the

growing number of boys, and given the inadequate size of the urrent hurh, again with

the onsent of the elesiastial authority we opened a seond oratory in another orner

of the ity, known as the St Aloysius oratory, whih had the same purpose as the earlier

oratory.

When these two loales beame insu�ient, another was opened on another side of the
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ity in 1850, under the title of the Guardian Angel.

Given the usual gathering of boys in the festive oratories, the day and evening shools,

and the ever-inreasing number of boys who have been taken in to live there, the Lord's

harvest has beome partiularly abundant. So to preserve the unity of spirit and disipline

on whih the good results of the oratories depends, sine 1844 some elesiastis have

ome together to form a kind of Congregation, helping one another through mutual

example and instrution.

They have taken no vow properly so-alled; they have all limited themselves to a simple

promise to be onerned only with what their superior judges to be for the greater glory

of God and to their neighbour's advantage. They reognise their superior in the person

of Fr John Boso. Although they have not made vows, in pratie they observe the rules

that are laid down here. There are �fteen individuals who presently profess these rules,

viz., 5 priests, 8 leris, 2 laymen.
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3. Poliies and norms

(1863-1878℄
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Introdution

The period we are dealing with here is the one in whih Don Boso developed most of

his thinking on the Preventive System. It peaked with the surprising formulation that

would then ensure its plae in the history of pedagogy.

This development and gradual elaboration show two basi features:

1. Experiene and re�etion whih is no longer that of Don Boso the dioesan priest

running the oratories as his own personal responsibility. Instead they beome the

e�orts of a religious founder who now arries out his earlier initiatives in harmony,

ollaboration and solidarity with the members of the Soiety of St Franis de Sales,

giving them unity of spirit and method of approah;

2. The gradual evolution of a work whih, along with the oratories, gives inreasingly

more room to boys living in (it began with the 'Home attahed' to the Valdoo

Oratory) and was also in�uential in giving a new shape to his 'system' whih would

then take on far more features belonging to the 'olleges' or boarding shools, in

the 1887 treatise.

386

As the Superior of the reently onstituted Salesian Soiety,

387

even though it was not

yet approved (it laked the so-alled Deretum laudis), Don Boso sent a letter to Fr Rua

at the end of Otober 1863. He was the �rst Retor of a Salesian religious ommunity

involved in eduation outside of Turin, at Mirabello Monferrato. It was a letter o�ering

guidelines and by 1871 had beome an important doument of spirituality and pedagogy

for the Congregation. It is known in Italian as the Riordi on�denziali ai direttori, whih

ould be (and will be from here on) translated as the Con�dential Reminders for Retors

(or just 'Reminders for Retors', or even 'Reminders') for short.

TheMemoirs of the Oratory of St Franis de Sales are a splendid doument of oratorian

pedagogy obviously belonging to the narrative genre. The Memoirs are many things

together: they reall, have an apologeti funtion, o�er a theologial interpretation, a

paradigm and they present poliy. Aording to the original intentions of the author,

they were to be reserved stritly for the members of his religious soiety. This is the �rst

summary of spirituality and pedagogy addressed to the Salesian Congregation oming

from Don Boso's hand at a time of intense restruturing and stabilisation of his religious

soiety as represented by his Riordi ai missionari (Keepsakes for missionaries) (1875),

and the Treatise on the Preventive System (1877), soon to be inserted (in November) in

the Regolamento per le ase (Regulations for the houses), the 1st General Chapter (1877)

and the two sets of other regulations he had printed (for boarders and for day boys). It

is an indiator of things that a few months after writing his words on the Preventive

System and but a handful of weeks after publishing this, Don Boso was reommending

�our preventive system� at the General Chapter.

386

This proess was known in Italian as the ollegialisation of his institutes. Cf. P. Stella Don Boso

nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol I,pp. 121-127; idem, Don Boso nella storia eonomia e

soiale (1815-1870), pp. 123-157.

387

The �rst group of members made its profession of vows on 14 May 1862.
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With regard to his eduational and soial emphases we an note that there are at

least two douments that take up these two distint positions. The dialogo tra don

Boso e l'insegnante elementare Franeso Bodrato (Dialogue or disussion between Don

Boso and Franis Bodrato, primary shool teaher) in 1864 is deidedly eduational

in harater. It is interesting to note that ompared with the disussion with Urban

Rattazzi published in Otober-November 1877, the �rst part of the disussion, written

between 1880 and 1881, is older: it does not speak of the preventive system and spells

out only two of the priniples whih would later beome lassi: reason and religion. On

the soial front instead, we have his memo (promemoria) to Franis Crispi in 1878.

Con�dential Reminders for Retors (1863/1886)

by Franeso Motto

Introdution

Don Boso did not always have the possibility in his lifetime of remaining in diret and

immediate ontat with his losest helpers, his Salesians. His frequent trips, onstant

visits to ommunities and their works and to benefators but espeially when people of

this kind left Valdoo in Turin for other plaes in Italy, Frane, Spain, Latin Ameria,

meant that he found himself separated from his 'sons' for months and even years. So to

keep in ontat with them he neessarily had to resort to writing letters.

Amongst the hundreds of letters addressed to Salesians, one of the most valuable and

signi�ant is the one he sent to Fr Rua (1837-1910) towards the end of Otober 1863).

His fatherly tenderness emerges there in wonderful ombination with his wisdom as a

master of spiritual life and pedagogy.

Having grown up with and learned diretly from Don Boso, Fr Rua had been one of

his earliest most valuable helpers from the �rst days of the Oratory at Valdoo. When

he was nine years of age (1845) he had already started oming to Don Boso's plae.

In 1852 he reeived the lerial habit from him. He was one of those who attended the

meetings with Don Boso that resulted in the Salesian Congregation and while he was

still a deaon he beame its �rst spiritual diretor. When Don Boso went to see Pius IX

in 1859, Rua was by his side. So, to put it suintly, he grew up, studied and worked

in Don Boso's home.

The young nine year old pupil, by now a teaher and priest, left Turin in autumn 1863

to found the �rst Salesian house outside of Valdoo: the minor seminary of St Charles

at Mirabello Monferrato. He was now some distane away from Don Boso and the

latter, moved by the desire to always remain at the side of his �beloved son�, and by the

need to support this relatively young man in the di�ult role of Retor of a ommunity

of onfreres, young people, other sta�, passed on to him the spiritual guidelines and

pedagogial experienes whih had ome to maturity at Valdoo. He wanted it to be

a model for the eduational and apostoli servie that would take plae in the house at

Mirabello.
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It is a real treasure as a doument, ditated by immediate needs but, under over of

pratial advie, onrete examples, brief notes and insights. It bears the mark of Don

Boso's deep ertainties and keen onerns. So onvined was he of these things that

in 1863 he wrote a simple and stritly private letter to Fr Rua and then, from 1871,

with some retouhing and additions oming out of subsequent experiene and re�etion,

he would present it as Con�dential Reminders for Retors of Individual Houses of The

Salesian Soiety or also A Testament that I address to Retors of Individual Houses.

388

In this 'irular' to Retors, the 26 original points of the personal letter to Rua are

enrihed in ontent and almost doubled in number, arriving at 47. Don Boso goes

through the entire life and ativity of a Retor of a Salesian House. The titles of eah

little setion are immediate testimony to this: With yourself � with the teahers � with

the assistants and those in harge of the dormitories � with the oadjutors and servie

personnel � With the young pupils � With the day boys � With people outside � Giving

orders.

Knowing who he ould turn to to share his 'Salesian' mission to the young, Don Boso

has no inhibitions in setting out his, and therefore their, deepest ideals in life: salvation

of one's soul and the souls of others as an absolute; the sinere fraternal harity that

should reign amongst onfreres and between them and the youngsters; exat and diligent

arrying out of one's duties as given by the Superior or found in the Constitutions; elim-

inating any oasion for wrongdoing by arrying out all the eduational expedients and

other things assistants should do. The ustoms of the time and experiene at Valdoo

had shown these to be e�etive to this end.

Don Boso's a�etion went beyond reminders of virtue and the eduational approah

that should reign at Mirabello, Borgo S. Martino, Lanzo, Sampierdarena et. His fatherly

heart and � why not? � motherly onern reahes out to the Retor's and onfrere's phys-

ial health, how long they needed to sleep (�Eah night get seven hours of sleep�; �Never

ommand things that are injurious to health or that get in the way of needed sleep�),

how they should be treated at meal times (�Avoid austerity in food. Your morti�ation

will be diligene in your duties and putting up with any annoyane from others�), to the

risk of being overworked (�Share things out in suh a way that nobody has too muh

to do�). Kindness, a�etion, sharing ideals, desire to be part of and give moral support

lie at the basis of these brief and suint pages that in Don Boso's mind would have

needed to draw a lear and preise line of ondut for all Retors of Salesian works.

388

Don Boso was in the habit of leaving, either in writing or 'viva voe' a brief 'reminder' or piee of

advie to boys in his houses, espeially for ertain oasions like when they were leaving for holidays,

or on their name day, or First Communion day. MB III 607-608; IV 439; VI 446-449; VII 292-293; XII

673-674. But there is also abundant doumentation preserved regarding some 'reminders' Don Boso

gave groups of Salesian onfreres, the Salesian Sisters, individual Salesians, Retors or not: MB VI

40-41; VIII 445-446; IX 384; X 647-652, 1018-1023, 1047-1052; XIII 209-210, 792, 880; XIV 257, 293;

XVII 376, 628-631, 640-641; XVIII 266, 537. The 'Keepsakes for Missionaries' are famous in Salesian

tradition and have some points of ontat with the Con�dential Reminders. These too an be found

here. We note �nally that the Testament spoken of above should not be onfused with the Spiritual

Testament, or better Memoirs from 1841 to 1884-5-6 by Fr John Boso to his Salesian sons, whih

was written in an even more intimate and heartfelt tone than the Con�dential Reminders. The text

an be found at the end of the olletion in this setion.
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Those who sueeded him in his general responsibility for the Salesian Congregation

have been of the same persuasion. The various Retor Majors saw to its di�usion through

various editions and ommentaries.

389

While Fr Rua was Retor Major, he had the Reminders read bit by bit at the beginning

of eah of the sittings of the 6th and 7th General Chapters

390

and Rua himself highlighted,

so Fr Rialdone tells us, �their beautiful, invaluable nature, almost as if we were dealing

with inspired words and heavenly advie�.

391

The Regulations of the Salesian Soiety, then, from 1924 to 1966 uninterruptedly in-

luded the following: �[The Retor℄ will himself frequently read Don Boso's (St John

Boso's) Con�dential Reminders for Retors.

392

It is hardly neessary to add that they

found spae and omment in the MB and the Epistolario and Annali.

393

By now it had beome a lassi text of the Salesian tradition, and was alled a �brief

Gospel� of the Retor's role,

394

with �value almost as a ode and testament�,

395

a mirror

in whih every Superior and Salesian ould make an examination of onsiene.

396

Quite

rightly it beame part of anthologies of Don Boso's pedagogial or spiritual writings.

397

The �nal and de�nitive draft of the Con�dential Reminders arries the date of 8

Deember 1886, a little more than a year before Don Boso's death. But this draft

is preeded by others (1863, 1871, 1875, 1876) in turn the result, as we have already

indiated, of orretions and additions that an be doumented. The network of variants

� almost all of them the result of the original author, inasmuh as they go bak to various

389

As well as the Turin edition in 1902 and the various printed versions of redued dimensions

(70/80x110/120 mm), also minus the least indiation of who the Printers were, the Con�dential

Reminders were reprodued in the 177 page Retors' Manual edited by P. Albera and published at

S. Benigno Canavese in 1915, then re-published numerous times with variations: 625 pages of vol

II, P. Rialdone, Don Boso Eduatore (Colle D. Boso 1952, and 22 pages of Il Direttore salesiano.

Un ministro per l'animazione e il governo della omunità loale, published by the Direzione Generale

Opere Don Boso, Rome 1982. Also ACS 5 (1924) no. 23, pp. 244-248 have them where they are

expressly quoted, in the preeding pages, in artile 158 of 'Regulations of the Salesian Soiety'. Un-

fortunately on oasions there is no indiation whih manusript or opy was published. On other

oasions, despite expliit laims to the ontrary, the text is not a faithful opy of the original and

in fat amongst other things produes an error. . . from 1886. And �nally on other oasions printed

texts have been put into irulation whih were altered aording to later events but whih arry

the original dates from Don Boso's time. (The ponti�al deree of 24 April 1901 whih expliitly

forbade Salesian superiors from hearing the onfessions of anyone who was dependent on them had

fored artile 4, entitled �With the young pupils� to be left out beause it was in lear ontradition

to the Holy See's demand�.

390

SC 046 Capitolo Generale VI Verbale Riunioni ; ASC 046 Capitolo Generale VII. Verbale.

391

ACS 17 (1936) no, 74, p. 87.

392

Regulations of the Salesian Soiety 1924, 1942, 1954 art. 158; 1966 art. 152.

393

MB VII 524-526; X 1041-1046; E I 288-290; Annali I 50-53.

394

P. Albera, Manuale del Direttore. . . p, 177.

395

P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol II, p. 447.

396

ACS 34 (1953) no. 175, p. 11.

397

See P. Braido, Il sistema preventivo di Don Boso. Turin, PAS 1955, pp. 453-458; G. Boso, Sritti

sul sistema preventivo nell'eduazione della gioventù, ed. P. Braido. Bresia, La Suola 1965, pp.

282-290; G. Boso, Sritti spirituali II ed. J. Aubry, Rome, Città nuova editrie 1976, pp. 210-215;

San Juan Boso, Obras fundamentales, por J. Canals Pujol y A. Martinez Azona. Madrid, Bibliotea

de autores ristianos 1979, pp. 548-556.
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drafts and opies that Don Boso saw and orreted, and so in every respet authenti

� doument the formation proess of this text from its �rst original draft by Don Boso

in 1863 until the lithographed opy in 1886. Every detail, every variation, one noted,

allows the attentive reader to gain a preise understanding of how Don Boso's thinking

matured and developed, his basi onerns and his onrete guidelines.

Thinking, onerns, guidelines that beome more authenti inasmuh as inspired by

Don Boso, more than by other soures, his experienes whih re�eted his priestly, zeal,

eduational wisdom and his re�etions as a founder of a Congregation who was keen

to pass his ideals and spirit on to his 'sons'. The priniples of spiritual pedagogy that

Don Boso enuniated were rooted in his daily pratie as an eduator. Material and

suggestions immediately ame to him from the Regolamento dell'Oratorio (Regulations of

the Oratory)

398

and the attahed Home;

399

and also from the religious and pedagogial

tradition that he might have ome into ontat with. Thus, for example, the saying

around whih the entire poliy of the letter turns: �See how to make yourself loved before

('rather than'; 'if you want') before making yourself feared� has a pedigree that goes way

bak to Augustine

400

but was taken up again by Benedit,

401

the Jesuit Constitutions,

402

as well as other orders or ongregations that had adopted the Rule of St Augustine.

403

So also for the method that should be at the basis of the Retor's ativity - inspired by

kindness and harity � it is enough to reall, amongst others, the writings of Binet,

404

de

398

ASC 026(1. . . ) Compare for example the text of the Con�dential Reminders with the following

statements in the 'Regulations of the Oratory': �[The Retor℄ should . . . onstantly be friend,

ompanion, brother to all; therefore always enourage eah one to ful�l his duties, but as a request,

not a ommand. . . One a month let him meet together with the sta� at the Oratory to listen

and propose whatever an be of good for the young people [orr ex 'onfratelli. . . '℄ . . . He should

be ready to kindly aept members of sta� who turn to him with suggestions that ould be useful

in keeping order, promoting the glory of God and the spiritual advantage of souls [/orr ex/ 'dei

onfratelli'℄.

399

ASC 026(20. . . ) In the Con�dential Reminders we �nd expressions similar to the following in the'

Regulations for the houses': �[The atehist℄ will see that those looking after the dormitories are

diligent in their duties and keep good behaviour. . . If someone is sik he will see that he laks neither

spiritual or temporal help. . . The [Diretor of the shool℄ will keep in frequent touh with his sta� to

listen to their re�etion on the moral behaviour of the boys and also to give them advie that ould

be useful for the greater glory of God and the good of souls�. We reall here that the Regulations in

turn were nothing but the �olletion of observations, preepts and maxims that some years of e�ort

and experiene (1841-1855) had suggested�: Biblio�lo Cattolio o Bollettino Salesiano Mensuale, year

I, no. 2 Otober 1877.

400

PL 33 965 Epist. CCXI 15. The saying has more distant origins in the lassial Roman world. Cf. K.

Gross, Plus amari quam timeri. Eine antike politishe Maxime in der Benediktinerregel, in �Vigiliae

Christianae� 27 (1973) 218-229.

401

Regola di S. Benedetto, hap. LXIV.

402

Part VIII: Ways to meet with the head [of the ommunity℄ and with their subjets wherever they

are. Jesuit N. Lanius in De onditionibus boni Superioris neessariis tum ut a subditis ametur, et

ut ejus jussa libenter exequantur, tum ut ei suam onsientiam sinere aperiant, et alia omnia; a

in religione, vel ongregatione, um gau�o spiritus et profetu spirituali, vivant et perseverent (I ed.

1640; altera ed. 1901)quoted the saying more than one (p, 18, p. 74, p. 295).

403

For example, Regola di S. Agostino per le monahe avata dalla Pistola CCXI olla sposizione di Ugone

da S. Vittore.

404

E. Binet, Dell'Arte di governare. Quale è il governo migliore, il severo o il dole? (Trans. P, Antonio

Bresianai). Modena 1839, Turin 1843, Naples 1852. First edition in Frenh goes bak to 1638.
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la Salle,

405

Rollin and Monfat,

406

Bro. Agatone,

407

all published, reprinted or at least

known in those years. Evidently we are only dealing with points of ontat, quotations ad

sensum, partial a�nity in thinking and approah that Don Boso rewrites in unpublished

and personal ways, but where ideas and positions remain whih do not oinide. But

Don Boso's humble advie to Fr Rua and other Salesian Retors are far from being a

systemati treatment or are only partial theoretial ideas for the quoted authors.

The text of the Con�dential Reminders for Retors has ome down to us from a series

of manusripts and opies still kept in the ASC.

408

For a brief desription one ould go

to RSS 4, Year 3, No. 1, 1984, pp. 129-143.

Here we are publishing the version printed on 8 Deember 1886. The ritial apparatus

registers only the broadest and most signi�ant variations that were introdued between

the opy Don Boso sent to Fr Rua in Autumn 1863 [=/A/℄ ompared with the de�nitive

text. Regarding the entire proess of formation of the doument, from the �rst written

draft until the lithographed opy, see the ritial notes in the RSS edition ited above,

pp. 145-160. There is one exeption: no. 5, where Don Boso makes a orretion based

on a opy in 1875-1876 [=/Eb/℄.

Text

A = �rst handwritten draft of Don Boso's of the letter sent to Fr Rua in Ot/Nov 1863

E = opy of the 'Reminders' presumably made by Fr Berto at the end of 1875

Eb = Don Boso's intervention in Fr Berto's opy

405

In his writings, de la Salle often made referene to kindness, love as essential for eduational work.

E.g. f. Meditations for the 2nd Sunday after Penteost, the Feast of St Anselm, St Franis de Sales.

406

Cf. J.M. Prellezzo, Fonti letterarie della irolare �dei astighi da in�iggersi nelle ase salesiane� in

�Orientamenti Pedagogii� 27 (1980) 625-642; Idem Dei astighi da in�iggersi nella ase salesiane.

Una lettera irolare attribuita a Don Boso, in RSS 5 (1986) 263-308.

407

Le dodii virtù di un buon maestro aennate dall'ab. De LA Salle, Istitutore dei Fratelli della suole

ristiane spiegate dal P. F. Agatone Superiore generale del suddetto istituto. Turin, Marietti 1835.

See hap VIII: �La dolezza�. We reall here other volumes of the time that dediated some pages

to 'doeur' in the area of religious ongregations: Du Governement des Communautés religieuses par

R.P.B. Valuy, 2a ed. Paris, J.B. Pélaugaud 1866; Le bon Supérieur ou les qualités d'un bon frère

direteur d'après l'esprit du vénérable père Champagnat fondateur de l'Institut des Petits-Frères-de-

Marie. Lyon-Paris 1924. The Avvertimenti per gli eduatori elesiastii della gioventù by Alessan-

dro Teppa, Barnabite (Rome, Poliglotta 1868) and L'Eduzione morale e �sia del lero onforme Ai

bisogni religiosi e ivili by Guglielmo Audisio (Turin, stampa reale 1845; Naples, G. Dura 1854),

the already quoted De onditionibus boni Superioris. . . by Laniius. Also pages by Aporti, Lam-

brushini, Dupanloup, or Frenh eduational literature (Fénelon, Lanelot, Fleury, et.) ontained

partiular items that Don Boso ould have assimilated and inorporated into his eduational and reli-

gious thinking. See also G. Boso, Il sistema preventivo nella eduazione della gioventù. Introduzione

e testi ritii, ed. P. Braido, in RSS 4 (1985) 197-208.

408

Reently the ASC has reeived another opy of the 'Reminders' from the Salesian Sisters' General

Arhive. It is a opy by Fr Berto on two double foolsap sheets to whih Don Boso in his own hand

has added the date (27 Otober 1873) and signed it. The doument is addressed to the Retor at

Valsalie who that year was Fr Franeso Dalmazzo.
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[p.1℄ Con�dential reminders for the Retor at the House of. . .

409

1. Let nothing disturb you.

2. Avoid austerity in food. Let your morti�ations be diligene in your duties and

putting up with the annoyanes of others.

410

Get seven hours of rest eah night.

411

That an vary more or less for you and others when there is some reasonable

motive.

412

This is useful for your health and that of your dependents.

3. Celebrate Holy Mass and reite the breviary pie, attente a devote. This is for you

and for your dependents.

4. Every morning never omit meditation and during the day a visit to the Blessed

Sarament. For other things, do as indiated in the Rules of the Soiety.

5. Learn how to make yourself loved rather than feared.

413

Let harity and patiene

onstantly aompany you in ommanding and orreting and at in suh a way

that everyone knows

414

by your words and deeds that it is the good of souls you

are seeking. Put up with anything when it is a matter of preventing sin. Let your

onerns be direted to the good of the youngsters whom Divine Providene has

entrusted to you: their spiritual good, their health and their learning.

6. In matters of greater importane always lift your heart brie�y to God before making

a deision. When some report is made to you, listen to everything but try to disern

the fats well and listen to both parties before making a judgement. Often on �rst

hearing of them, things seem like wooden beams that are merely splinters.

With the Teahers

1. See that teahers are laking nothing they need regarding food and lothing. Note

their e�orts and if they are ill or simply unwell, quikly send someone to substitute

them in lass.

409

Con�dential. . . ..at (Riordi. . . ..di) To his beloved son Fr Mihael Rua, Father John Boso greets

you in the Lord. / Sine divine providene has made it possible for us to open a House aimed at

promoting the good of youth in Mirabello I thought it might be to God's glory and the advantage of

souls to entrust its running to you. But sine I annot always be at your side to suggest those things

to you that perhaps you have often heard or seen pratised amongst us adnt hat I would often like to

say to you, so I hope to do something that you will be pleased with by writing down some advie here

that ould serve as a guide in your work. I speak to you in the voie of a tender father who opens

his heart to one of his dearest hildren. I want to write in my own hand so that you an always have

with you a pledge of the great a�etion I have for you and may it be an ongoing reminder of the keen

desire I nurture that you will gain many souls for the Lord. /A

410

Let. . . .others (Le tue. . . .altrui) om A

411

Get seven (farai sette) 'non fare meno di sei' A

412

That. . . motive (È stabilita. . . .ausa) om A

413

rather than (piuttosto he) 'prima di' A 'Se vuoi' orr Eb

414

Let. . . knows (La Carità. . . onosa) 'Nel ommandare e orreggere fa sempre vedere' A
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2. [p.2℄ Speak with them often individually or together; see that they do not have

too muh to do, or if they lak lothing or books, or have some physial or moral

onern or if they have pupils in lass who need to be orreted or have partiular

disiplinary needs

415

regarding the level and way of teahing them. As soon as you

know of some need do whatever you an to aommodate it.

3. In appropriate Conferenes reommend that their questions in lass over all the

pupils without distintion. They should read eah one's work in turn. Let them

avoid partiular friendships or favouritism and they should never allow pupils or

others into their rooms.

416

4. If they need to give tasks or advie to pupils, they should use a room or hall made

available for this purpose.

417

5. When there are Solemnities, Novenas or Feast Days in honour of Our Lady or the

Patron Saint of some town, the shool, or one or other Mystery of our Religion,

they should speak about it beforehand with a few words and should never omit to

do this.

418

6. Keep an eye out to see that teahers do not ever send pupils away from the shool

or where that might be absolutely neessary, see that they are aompanied by the

Superior. They should never hit delinquent or negligent boys. If something serious

happens they should immediately advise the Diretor of studies or the Superior of

the House.

7. Outside of shool teahers annot exerise any authority over their pupils and

should limit themselves to advie, warnings or at most orretions that allow or

suggest that they mean to do so haritably.

419

With the Assistants and those in harge of Dormitories

420

1. Whatever has been said onerning teahers an mostly be applied to those in

harge of the dormitories.

2. [p.3℄ Try to share out tasks so that both for teahers and for these they an have

the time and ease for attending to their studies.

421

3. Deal willingly with them to listen to their opinion about the behaviour of the boys

entrusted to them. The most important aspet of their duties is to arrive puntually

415

disiplinary needs (nella disipline) om A

416

never. . . rooms (né mai. . . .loro) om A

417

If. . . purpose (Dovendo. . . uopo) om A

418

Speak about. . . this (annunzio. . .mai) 'enno on un semplie annunio' A

419

Keep an eye. . . haritably (Si vegli. . . intesa) om A

420

those in harge of dormitories (Capi di Dormitorio) 'oi api di amerata' A

421

Share out. . . .studies (di distribuire. . . studii) 'he abbiano il tempo e la omodità di andare a suola,

studiare, sempre per altro in modo ompatibile oi loro doveri' A
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where the boys gather to rest, or for shool, work, rereation or the like.

422

4. If you see that one of them has engaged in a partiular friendship with a pupil, or

that his role or his morality may be in danger of being ompromised, hange his

duties with all prudene; if the danger ontinues, you should immediately let your

Superior know.

5. Bring the teahers, assistants and those in harge of dormitories together every now

and then and tell them to make e�orts to prevent bad onversations, keep out every

book, writing, image or piture (hi sientia est) or anything that endangers purity,

the Queen of virtues. Let them o�er good advie and be haritable to everyone.

423

6. Let them make it their ommon onern to disover the more risky pupils. One

they have been found, enourage them to let you know who these are.

424

With the Coadjutors and servie personnel

425

1. See that every morning they an hear Mass and approah the Saraments

426

a-

ording to the rules of the Soiety. Servie personnel should be enouraged to go

to Confession every fortnight or at least one a month.

2. Employ great harity in giving ommands, letting people know by your words and

ations

427

that you want the good of their souls; keep a speial eye out to see that

they do not engage in familiarity with the boys or people from outside.

428

3. [p.4℄ Never allow women into the dormitories or the kithen or allow them to deal

with people in the house unless it is for haritable matters of something abso-

lutely

429

neessary. This artile is of the greatest importane.

4. If arguments or disputes should break out amongst servie personnel, assistants,

the boys, or others, hear eah one out haritably, but ordinarily I would say o�er

your view separately, so that one does not hear what is being said about the other.

5. A oadjutor of known probity should be appointed head of the servie personnel,

to wath over their work and their moral ondut, so that there is no theft or

bad onversation. And take speial are to prevent anyone taking ommissions,

422

The most. . . like (La parte. . . simili) 'Si trovino puntuali al loro dovere; faiano rireazione oi giovani'

A

423

to everyone (on tutti) 'oi giovani' A

424

Let them. . . are (Sia oggetto..svelati) 'Conosendo qualhe allievo perioloso a' suoi ompagni inula

he ti sia rivelato, e se ne faia oggetto delle omuni solleitudini' A

425

With the Coadjutors and (Coi Coadiutori e) om A

426

See that. . . .Saraments (Fa' in modo. . . Saramenti) 'Non abbiano famigliarità o' giovani, e fa' in

modo he possano ogni mattina asoltare la santa messa ed aostarsi ogni quindii giorni od una

volta al mese ai santi saramenti' A

427

with your words and ations (olle parole a oi fatti) om A

428

Keep a speial. . . .outside (veglia. . . esterne) om A

429

absolutely (assoluta) om A
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or engaging in business a�airs with relatives or other people outside whoever they

may be.

430

With the young pupils

1. Never aept pupils who have been expelled from other [boarding℄ Colleges or whom

you judge to be of bad ondut. If, despite due aution, you happen to aept one

of this kind, appoint a ompanion you are ertain of who will stay with him and

never let him out of his sight.

431

When he gets involved in some misdemeanour

advise him at least one and if he falls again, he should immediately be sent home.

2. Let the pupils get to know you and get to know them by spending all the time

possible with them, seeing that you say whatever word of a�etion you know best

in their ear as, little by little, you see the need.

432

This is the great seret that will

make you master of their hearts.

3. You might ask: What are these words? They are the same ones that one upon

a time were said to you. For example, 'How are you?'. 'Good'. 'And your soul?'

'Just so-so'. 'Would you like to help me in a great task; will you help?' 'Yes, but

what is it?', 'Doing something good for you', or 'Saving your soul', or, 'Making you

the best of all our boys'. And with the wilder ones: 'When do you want to start?'.

'Start with what?'. 'Being my onsolation, behaving like St Aloysius'. And for the

ones who are a bit resistant to approahing the Saraments: 'When would you like

to break the devil's horns?'. 'How?' 'With a good onfession'.

433

'When would

you suggest?'. 'As soon as possible'. On other oasions: 'When will we have a

good lean up?' or, 'Do you feel you ould help me break the devil's horns? Do

you want us two to be soul friends?'. Hae aut similia.

4. In our Houses, the Retor is the ordinary Confessor, therefore see that you willingly

hear anyone's onfession but give them full freedom to go to onfession to someone

else if they wish. Make it well known that you take no part in the marks given for

good ondut and try to eliminate any hint of suspiion that you make use of or

even reall what was told you in Confession. Let there not be even the least hint

of favouritism shown to one who goes to onfession to one rather than the other.

5. The Altar Boys, the St Aloysius, Blessed Sarament, Immaulate Coneption So-

dalities should be reommended and promoted. Show good will and satisfation

towards those who are enrolled, but you [p. 5℄ should only be a promoter, and not

430

A Coadjutor. . . be (Alle persone. . . siano) 'Sia stabilito una apo alle persone di servizio di probità

onosiuta. Costui invigli speialmente sul lavoro e sulla moralità de' subalterni, e si adoperi on zelo

a�nhé non suedano furti né faiansi attivi disorsi' A

431

stay with him. . . sight (lo assista. . . vista) 'non l'abbandoni più' A

432

Let. . . seeing that you (Proura. . . adoperandoti) 'Fa quanto puoi per passare in mezzo ai giovani tutto

il tempo della rireazione, e proura' A

433

You might ask. . . Confession (Dimanderai. . . Confessione) 'Fa' vedere he li asolti volentieri in on-

fessione ma da loro libertà di onfessarsi da altri se lo desiderano. Studia di allontanare �n l'ombra

di sospetto, he tu riordi quanto du detto in onfessione' A
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their Diretor. Consider suh | things as belonging to the boys. They are entrusted

to the Catehist to run.

434

6. When you sueed in disovering some serious misdemeanour, have the guilty one

or the suspet alled to your room and in the most haritable way try to get him to

admit his fault and the wrong he has ommitted. Then orret him and invite him

to �x up his onsiene. This way and by ontinuing to give kindly assistane to

the pupil wonderful results are obtained and improvements that one would never

have thought possible.

With people outside

1. We willingly lend our e�orts for religious servies, preahing, elebrating Masses

for the publi and hearing onfessions any time that harity and our duties of state

allow us to,

435

espeially for parishes our houses are in. But never take on tasks or

other things that mean you have to be away from the house or that an a�et the

roles that eah one has.

2. Out of ourtesy priests from outside are sometimes invited to preah or are invited

to a Solemnity, musial entertainments and the like. Similar invitations an be

made to Authorities or any well-deserving or haritable people who have given us

favours or who would be able to able.

3. Charity and ourtesy are the harateristi features of a Retor towards people

inside and outside.

4. In ase of questions regarding material matters be as agreeable as you an, even if

there is some disadvantage so long as anything that is matter for dispute or other

thing that ould ause a loss of harity are kept far away.

436

5. If it is a ase of spiritual matters, questions are always resolved with whatever gives

greater glory to God. Tasks, puntigli, spirit of vengeane, self-love, arguments,

pretensions and also honour: everything must be sari�ed to avoid sin.

437

6. In matters of grave importane it is good to ask time to pray and take advie from

some pious and [p.6℄ prudent individual. |

With people in the loal ommunity

438

1. The exat observane of the rules and espeially obediene is the basis of everything.

But if you want others to obey you you must also obey your superiors. Nobody

who is not able to obey is suitable for being in ommand.

434

The Altar boys. . . run (Il piolo. . . .Catehista) 'Inizia la soietà dell'Immaolata Conezione; ma tu

ne sarai soltanto promotore e non direttore; onsidera tal osa ome opera de' giovani' A

435

We willingly. . . .allow us to (Prestiamo. . . usarne) om A

436

anything. . . away (si tenga. . . arità) 'si onservi la arità' A

437

to avoid sin (per evitare il peato) 'in questo aso' A

438

(With people. . . (Con quelli. . . dell'Oratorio) om A
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2. Try to share things out in suh a way that nobody is overburdened but see that

eah one faithfully does what is entrusted to him.

3. Let nobody in the Congregation draw up ontrats, reeive monies, o�er loans, or

lend things to relatives, friends or others. Nor let anyone keep money or administer

temporal matters without being diretly authorised by the Superior. Observane

of this artile will keep far away from us some of the problems that have been fatal

for other Congregations.

4. Abhor any modi�ation of the Rules like poison. Their exat observane is better

than any variation. The best is the enemy of the good.

5. Study, time, experiene have allowed me to have lose-hand knowledge that greed,

interest and vainglory were the ruin of �ourishing Congregations and respetable

Religious Orders. Time will also allow you to see the truths that perhaps you only

think are unbelievable right now.

6. Take the greatest are to foster ommon life through word and deed.

In ommanding

1. Never ommand things that you judge to be beyond the strength of your subjets

or that you see they will not obey. Try to avoid repugnant ommands; indeed,

take the greatest are to support the inlinations eah one has by preferably giving

them roles that you know they will enjoy ful�lling.

2. Never ommand things that are injurious to health or that prevent the rest they

need or whih lash with other tasks or orders from another superior.

3. In ommanding always use haritable and meek words and manner. Threats, anger,

and even more so violene should always be far from your words and ations.

4. [p. 7℄ where you have to ommand a subjet to do di�ult or repugnant things |

say, for example: 'Could you do this or that other thing?', or: 'ìI have something

important that I would prefer not to ask you to do beause it is di�ult, but there

is nobody other than yourself who is up to it. You have time and the health; it

will not keep you away from other tasks' et. Experiene tells us that approahes

of the kind used over time have been every e�etive.

5. Be eonomial in everything, but see absolutely that those who are ill lak nothing.

This, amongst other things lets people know that we have made a vow of poverty,

therefore we ought not seek om�rt, nor even desire it, in anything. We must love

poverty and poverty's ompanions, so avoid any unneessary expense in lothing,

books, furniture, trips et.

This is like a Testament that I address to the Retors of individual Houses. If this advie

is put into pratie, I will die happy beause I will be ertain that our Soiety will �ourish
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even more before men and be blessed by the Lord, and it will ahieve its end whih is

the greater glory of God and the salvation of souls.

Yours a�etionately in J.C.

Fr John Boso

Turin, 1886, Feast of the Immaulate Coneption of Mary Most Holy,

45th anniversary of the founding of the Oratory.

The dialogue between Don Boso and Master Franis

Bodrato (1864)

by Antonio Ferreira da Silva

Introdution

Don Boso at Mornese

One of Don Boso's famous autumn walks is the one where he brought his boys to

Mornese in 1864. Coming from Genoa where they stayed from 3 until 6 Otober, the

walkers stayed in the Monferrino town from the sixth until the eleventh. It was the �rst

time that Maria Mazzarello and her ompanions had seen the Saint and it on�rmed

their intention to allow themselves to be guided by him in the enterprise that ended up

in the founding of the Institute of the Daughters of Mary Help of Christians.

439

Given the importane in the Churh of this Institute, it is no random fat that most

of the douments that reall the exursion mentioned above fous attention on this

enounter, overlooking a seondary but signi�ant event: the disussion on the evening

of the eighth of Otober, with Master Bodrato.

Franis Bodrato: from Mornese to Buenos Aires

Born in Mornese on 18 Otober 1823, Franis Bodrato did his studies while helping his

father in his deliatessen business. However, he soon had to leave his studies aside to

take up shoe-making. When he was 17 his father died. When he was twenty he married

Brigid Pizzarino who gave him two hildren. When she died he opened his own shop

where her served o�ee and liqueurs.

He was well regarded by everyone for his uprightness and enterprise. Fr Pestarino,

440

who was assistant priest and admired his ability and zeal, sent him to Chiavari to attend

439

Cf. Copia publia transumpti Proessus Apostolia autoritate onstruti in Curia elesiastia Aquensi

super virtutibus et miraulis in speie Servae Dei Mariae Dominiae Mazzarello primae Superiorissae

Instituti Filiarum Mariae Auxiliatriis, art. 41, pp. 54 and 539. Fernando Maono, Suor Maria

Mazzarello prima Superiora delle Figlie di Maria Ausiliatrie fondate dal Venerabile Giovanni Boso.

Turin, Libreria Editrie Internazionale [ 1913 ℄ p. 108. Fernando Maono, L'Apstolo di Mornese

Sa. Domenio Pestarino. Turin, SEI [ 1927 ℄ p. 106.

440

Fr Domenio (Domini) Pestarino, born at Mornese (Alessandria, Italy) on 5 January 1817, ompleted

his studies at the Seminary in Genoa. He was ordained priest in 1839 but remained at the Seminary

until 1846 when he went to Mornese as assistant priest. In 1862 he ame to know Don Boso in

Turin, beame a Salesian in 1863 and remained in Mornese until his death, ollaborating with Don
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the shool of method.

441

Bodrato �nished his ourse on 6 Otober 1858 with positive

results and on 12 November that year gained his teaher's liene for lower primary. He

was then assigned to the village shool at Mornese. He also dediated time to atehesis

of the hildren and to the Soiety of the Daughters of Mary Immaulate, as a voation.

That Saturday 8 Otober 1864 marked his life with a totally new diretion. Attrated

by Don Boso's kindness and desirous of dediating himself to the pratie of his ed-

uational method whose results he had seen in the happy band of youngsters from the

Oratory who were staying in Mornese, he deided to go to Turin, entrusted the eduation

of his two sons to Don Boso and donned the lerial habit on 29 Otober 1864.

Don Boso immediately sent him to Lanzo as a teaher of third and fourth primary

grades. The [boarding℄ shool had begun its ativities that autumn, also taking on the

management of the loal shools of the town. Up until then there was suh a lak of

disipline in them that the teahers had ompletely abandoned the area.

With the experiene he had gained in Mornese, the new teaher set to work in suh a

way that the government inspetor, making a areful visit to the shools, was very happy

with the transformation that had taken plae and heaped muh praise on the teaher.

On 2 Deember 1865, in Novara, Bodrato passed his exam for upper primary teahing

and wasgiven his liene on 14 Deember that year.

Don Boso reeived his perpetual profession on 29 Deember that year. He then

appointed him as prefet (administrator) of the ollege, a role he ombined with that

of teaher. He had been pratial sine a young man, and was inspired by Christian

a�etion towards the boarders, so Bodrato beame master of the boys' hearts and spent

six years exeptionally fruitful years at Lanzo.

His priestly ordination on 29 Deember 1869 added new possibilities for his eduational

ommitment.

In 1871 he went to Alassio and two years later to Borgo S. Martino, always as prefet.

He was known as the dotor of the inurables in the ollege so well ould he prevent evil

and foster good through this role, whih put him in ontat with everyone in the house.

Boso in the founding of the Institute of the Daughters of Mary Help of Christians. He died 15 May

1874.

441

Shools of method were obligatory for all pratising teahers under 50 years of age. Also people who

were not teahers ould be admitted, having done an exam. The Chiavaari shool was opened in 1848.

The ourse lasted three months, from 1 August to 20 Otober. Classes were taught by a professor,

an assistant and a alligraphy master. The programme inluded some pedagogy and some subjet

ontent taught in primary shools, along with their spei� methods. At the end of the ourse the

students had to take an oral and written exam whih was also for reeiving the liene as a primary

teaher. Aimed at forming teahers for primary shools and spreading universal knowledge and the

pratie of the best teahings (f. 'Regie patenti' 1 August 1845, N. 515) the provinial shools of

method the early ore of what would develop into the normal shools set up �rstly by the Lanza

law (1858) and then the Casati law (13 November 1859). But broad needs and programmes often

underwent notable redution either beause of the State's eonomi problems or the need to adjust to

the ultural irumstanes of hopeful students, who were needed in greater numbers beause shooling

was being expanded. So there were various kinds and ways of preparing primary teahers, lower and

upper grades. �Exams were open to all takers 'wherever and however' they had done their studies, so

long as they were 18 or older, if male and 17 if women, for lower grades, and 19 and 18 respetively,

if for upper grades� (I. Zambaldi, Storia della suola elementare in Italia. Rome, LAS 1975, p. 229;

f all of hapter VII, Suole per i maestri, pp. 221-239).
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In 1875 Don Boso alled him to the Oratory as prefet of the saristy at the Santuary

of Mary Help of Christians. However, he soon had to take on the role of Eonomer General

of the Salesian Soiety, but remained in that o�e only for a year.

In 1876 Don Boso was preparing for the seond missionary expedition and saw in

Bodrato a wise and mature man who ould lead it.

On 7 November he left Turin with a group of 22 missionaries setting o� �rst for Rome

and then leaving from Genoa, from whene they sailed on the 14th of that month. He

reahed Buenos Aires on 22 Deember. In Argentina he was parish priest at Boa,

a populous suburb of Buenos Aires. In 1878 he beame Provinial of the Amerian

Provine whih inluded the Salesian houses and missions in Argentina and Uruguay. He

died at Buenos Aires on 4 August 1880.

A biography in three drafts

When Bodrato died, Count Cays

442

was asked to write a biographial sketh. He was able

to do this making use espeially of testimonies by Don Boso and many others who like

himself had personally known the individual. He also had letters at his disposition that

Bodrato had written and a short biographial summary � whih gave speial attention

to his missionary ativity � already published in the Salesian Bulletin.

443

Cays, however, never ompleted the work. On 27 Marh 1881 he sent a letter to Fr

Rua attahing letters from Fr Bodrato and other information along with what he had

sueeded in putting together to that point.

The time we an assign to Cays' work goes from September 1880 to Marh 1881. It

is ontained in an exerise book, 20.9x13.3 m, unruled, with pages numbered only at

the bak from 1 to 119. The paper has yellowed and has many marks on it, but it is

in a good state of preservation. This is the text we will indiate as A. This draft of a

biography does not inlude the Dialogue between Don Boso and Master Franis Bodrato.

The story of the enounter at Mornese is, in fat, exlusively foused on showing how

Bodrato deided to beome a Salesian.

Cays has left us with three drafts of the enounter; all three ignore this disussion on

pedagogy. The �rst is ontained in pp. 28-31 of text A. The other two, texts B and

C, are found at the bak of the exerise book on unnumbered pages. The �rst of the

two, text B, was rejeted by Cays himself, who anelled it by drawing a penil line

from top to bottom through it. It is the only one with the expression �e fattane più

intima onosenza dopo partiolari olloqui seo lui tenuti� (And he ame to a better

442

Father Carlo (Charles) Cays born Turin on 24 November 1813, of an anient and noble family, gained

a degree in jurisprudene from Turin University. He was widowed at 32 years of age and dediated the

rest of his life to the eduation of his only hild and good works. He was a member and then president

in Turin of the St Vinent de Paul Conferene. Young people at the Oratory of St Franis de Sales,

St Aloysius and the Guardian Angel often had him as their atehist, prior, benefator. From 1857

to 1860 he was a member of the Sub-alpine Parliament. In 1877 an earlier desire to embrae religious

life was re-awakened in him. On 26 May that year he entered Valdoo. In September 1878 he was

ordained priest in Turin. He was �rst made Retor at Challonges (Savoy) and was then realled to

Turin as diretor of the Catholi Readings. He died on 4 Otober 1882.

443

Cf BS 4 (1880) no. 9, September, pp. 1-3; no. 10, Otober, pp. 1-4.
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understanding after he had had partiular disussions with him). This makes us suppose

that a dialogue existed onerning eduational problems whih was then handed down.

But there is more. Between pages 31 and 32 of exerise book A Cays had inserted

two unnumbered sheets with the same features as the exerise book. They ontain two

di�erent drafts of the �rst part of the dialogue. We have alled these as D and E. As

you an see here these drafts substantially oinide, and di�erenes are more of a formal

nature.

In the manusripts the draft of the seond part of the dialogue is missing. This is not

Cay's fault. As indiated, he gave Father Rua what he had ompleted and this, it seems,

had also been reviewed by Cagliero.

The page proofs

The print proofs for Bodrato's biography were produed. We all these text F. It is a

bound booklet of 152 pages with a grey over. The paper has yellowed but is in a good

state of preservation. The dimensions are 18.8x13.4 m.

Between these and Cays' manusript there would have been an intermediate manusript

that ould justify the notable di�erenes between texts F and A. The main di�erene is

that the proofs text has the seond part of the dialogue whih does not exist in Cays' text.

The entire dialogue runs from page 35 to 38. From page 33-35 there is a desription of

lunh at Mornese. On page 35, line 12, there is a harateristi ross-referene in penil

to line three, after 'Bodrato'. The ontent indiated by the two referenes from page

35-39 is reported in its entirety and faithfully in volume VII of the Memorie Biogra�he

(1909) on pp. 761-763.

We have no ertain information on the date of the print proofs, but in all probability

it would go bak to 1881-1882.

The �Vade-meum�

Only in 1901 with publiation of the Vade-meum degli asritti salesiani (Handbook for

novies) by Fr Giulio Barberis, did some skethy biographies of Bodrato appear. Printed

at S. Benigno Canavese by the Salesian Printing Shool there, the Vade-meum ame

out in its �rst edition in two volumes making up a total of 1188 pages, 13.8x9 m.

As noted, the Vade-meum ontains teahing and advie given by Fr Barberis to the

novies of the Pious Soiety of St Franis de Sales. At the time he was elebrating twenty

�ve years as novie master. At the end of eah hapter the author adds a reading to

larify the theoretial explanation. With this in mind there are fats regarding Don

Boso's life and other Salesians whom Barberis had known personally.

The biographial summary of Fr Franis Bodrato takes up two of these readings in the

seond volume of the work, and preisely from pages 975-985, realling Bodrato's life at

Mornese and Buenos Aires, and from pages 1001-1015, desribing the irumstanes of

his death and the solemn funeral.

There is little about his life at Mornese. The enounter with Don Boso is reported

in just eleven lines on page 977, and the dialogue is redued to the sentene: �Those
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two souls understood one another perfetly�. Evidently Barberis was keen to show how

Bodrato beame a Salesian and nothing else.

Skethes of Salesian Chapter members

In 1951, Eugene Ceria published 24 skethes of Salesians who had died between 1865

and 1950. They were published by the Libreria della Dottrina Cristiana (Colle Don

Boso). The 24 Salesians had all held some position in the Superior Chapter (= Counil)

of the Salesian Soiety. The volume also ontained a summary history of the Salesian

Soiety and some historial outlines on the development of the Constitutions. It was

a book of 507 pages, 15.5x11 m, in whih, Ceria says: �there are no panegyris but

skethes desribing the individuals in their personality and spei� ativity�. It is a book

intended for a Salesian readership. In fat, as the author says, �they also serve to enrih

our experiene and will provide general edi�ation�.

444

Bodrato's outline takes up pages 98-107. It o�ers various impressions. The information

is taken from the Memorie Biogra�he and mainly from Barberis' readings. The author

keeps to what he has said in the prefae to the book: he speaks of the work Bodrato did

in his various roles and highlights his personality. But he remains silent on the entire

period at Mornese simply noting his enounter with Don Boso the dialogue whih took

plae. All this, however, is ondensed into 17 lines, keeping exlusively to the material

in the Memorie Biogra�he.

The Biographial Memoirs

Lemoyne and Ceria abound in news about Bodrato in the Biographial Memoirs, after

the 1864 enounter. Lemoyne assumes the version of the dialogue ontained in the print

proofs (text ) reporting on pp 761-763 of volume VII [These and other page referenes

are all from the Italian Memorie Biogra�he rather than the English version℄ ontent

whih is idential to pp. 35-39 of the proofs. In our edition then we will take no aount

of the text in the Biographial Memoirs.

It should be noted that in the preparatory doument for the Biographial Memoirs

(known as Doumenti for writing up Fr John Boso's history), the dialogue is not found.

It only appears twenty �ve years later in the seventh volume of the Biographial Memoirs.

We have not sueeded in identifying the soures whih the Biographial Memoirs used

to talk about the lunh that preeded the dialogue. It orresponds neither to Cays' texts,

nor to the print proofs, nor to douments whih Maono used to write the biographies

of Mother Mary Mazzarello and Fr Pestarino, and not even to the testimonies whih are

part of the Saint's Apostoli proess.

The dialogue's ontent

One an observe that the ontents of the dialogue orrespond with what is repeated in

Good Nights and other of Don Boso's teahings. For example, it would be enough to

444

E. Ceria, Pro�li dei Capitolari Salesiani morti dall'anno 1865 al 1950 on sintesi storia della Soietà

Salesiana e enni storii delle Regole. Colle Don Boso (Asti), LDC 1951, p. VII.
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ite MB VII 507 and 824; MB XI 221 and 253; MB XII 133.

The three substantial texts agree on the �rst part of the dialogue. In general terms this

�rst part deals with the young man's onversion. To arrive at this the eduator employs

reason and religion. God is love and as love he must be known and understood by the

young. Consideration of the bene�ts that God's love has bestowed on us gives rise to

gratitude in the young man's heart. It is not a merely emotional and sterile gratitude

but a reasonable and ative one that leads the young man to sinerely deide to follow

the path of the ommandments and ful�l his duties. The work of eduation has arrived

at a good point.

The viewpoint presented in the seond part of the dialogue is di�erent. Bodrato makes

referene to the use of the stik (ane) � whih was even obligatory in shool regulations

prior to the Casati law � and laims that a third element was essential to eduation, that

is the threat of punishment.

Don Boso, in response, reminds him that religion already arries with it severe and

terrible ensures that a�et the life of a young person in his most seret thoughts and

ations. Religious praties arried out in sinerity, frequent use of the Saraments and

the onstant work of the eduator tend, with the Lord's help, to see that the young

person is onvined of this and hanges his behaviour without any need for reourse to

outside punishments.

A gleam of light onludes this disourse, tying things bak to the �rst part of the

dialogue: one young people are persuaded that the one direting them sinerely loves

what is to their bene�t the eduator no longer needs to have reourse to other punish-

ment than that of having a more onstrained form of behaviour whih makes visible the

displeasure felt at orresponding badly to his fatherly onern.

A possible soure and author

Amongst the material in Cays' possession and preserved along with his manusript and

the print proofs we �nd two interesting indiations in the Salesian Bulletin from 1880.

The �rst speaks of Bodrato's death in Argentina and provides a brief outline of his

life with partiular regard to his missionary ativity. The other instead touhes on an

argument that at �rst sight seems to have little to do with Bodrato. It is an instalment

of the History of the Oratory of St Franis de Sales by Fr John Bonetti,

445

in whih he

reords some original re�etions on the life style at the Oratory in its early days (f. BS

4 (1880) no. 10 Otober p. 7). Bonetti attempts an analysis of the 'signs of the times'

drawing on the need for authenti eduational innovation. The system introdued and

pratised by Don Boso in the eduation of youth, besides onforming to reason and

religion, seems to be more in onformity with the nature of the times.

The oneptual sheme is somewhat similar to the seond part of the dialogue. Bodrato

alls on severe and strong measures to govern young people (ane). Don Boso answers

instead by saying that punishment from outside is almost ompletely super�uous one

onsiene has presented eternal punishment and the young person understands that the

445

On John Bonetti, f. earlier referenes, espeially footnote 110.
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eduator has no other purpose in mind than freeing him from suh terrible punishment.

The more e�ort we put into helping a young person grow in the holy fear of God the easier

and more onstrutive it is to transform the image of the eduator as a dominant absolute

into a more a�etionate and fatherly �gure, whih orresponds to the new expetations

of young people in hanged times.

We know that the author of the �rst part of the dialogue is Cays. We also know that

the author of the seond part is not Lemoyne. The similarity between the instalment in

the BS and the seond part of the dialogue has �rstly led us to �nd the author of the

latter in Bonetti. But Bonetti's 'periodial' approah has a struture that starts from

one idea whih then beomes more expliit in new explanations and with new indiations

whih omplete his thinking. The arhiteture of the dialogue is simpler. But sine we

lak a doument whih is a bridge between between Cays' manusripts and the print

proofs, we don't have items in hand that allow us to laim with ertainty who the author

of the print proofs is and therefore of the seond part of the dialogue.

If we ompare the number of books and publiations that reprodue the text of the

dialogue with those that report on Don Boso's preventive system we see that the dialogue

has not spread muh either within the Salesian setting or beyond.

Critial apparatus

A = original manusript by Count Carlo (Charles) Cays

D = unnumbered sheets inserted between pages 31 and 32 of A with the report by Cays

of the �rst part of the dialogue between Bodrato and Don Boso

E = unnumbered sheets inserted between pages 31 and 32 of A with another report

drawn up by Cays on the �rst part of the dialogue between Bodrato and Don Boso

F = print proofs of the biography of Fr Bodrato oming from the original manusript by

Fr Cays but with notable variations.

Text � Do F [p. 35℄

Not simply satis�ed with admiration, Bodrato wanted to know something more about

it and to this end requested a speial audiene of Don Boso, whih he was given that

same evening.

446

He asked him what his seret was for suh ontrol exerised over these

youngsters that he ould make them so obedient, respetful and doile that one ould

not want more than this.

447

446

not. . . evening (Non. . . sera) 'Nel deorso di quel giorno hiese un partiolare udienza ol Rev. D.

Boso, e l'ottenne nella stessa sera. Quali siano state le on�denze di quel olloquio solo Iddio lo sa'

D om E

447

He asked. . . .this (gli. . . .più) 'Ciò he possiamo asserire si è he uno dei primi temi della onversazione

si furono le proteste d'ammirazione per ontegno di dipendenza e d'a�etto, e di sinera ordialità he

tanto avevano olpito il Bodrato, in quel grande numero di ragazzi, vennero quindi le domande sul

sistema tenuto dal Sa. D. Boso onde ottennere osì straordinario e�etto D iò he possiamo dire si

è he Bodrato meravigliato della ondotta di quei ragazzi osì diili, obbedienti ed a�ettuosi verso D.

Boso si sentiva il bisogno e desiderava ardentemente onosere il sereto di osì straordinaria risuita

di tale eduazione' E
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Don Boso put it into two brief words: Religion and Reason are the mainsprings of

my entire system of eduation.

448

The eduator should be onvined that all, or nearly all, of these �ne young people are

intelligent by nature, and an reognise the good done to them personally, and at the

same time they are gifted with a good heart whih is readily open to gratitude.

449

When, with God's help, one sueeds in inulating into their souls the prinipal

mysteries of our religion, whih being all love, makes us think of the immense love God

has for mankind. When you sueed in touhing the strings of gratitude in their hearts,

how muh we owe Him beause of what He has so generously done for us. When, with

the fore of reason they have beome onvined that real gratitude to the Lord should

be expressed by doing His will, by respeting His preepts, espeially those that require

the doing of our duty to one another, believe you me, the greater part of our work of

eduation is already done.

450

Religion in this system is like the bit in the mouth of a �ery steed, whih dominates and

rules it: reason then is like the bridle whih, pulling on the bit gives you the results you

seek. True religion, genuine religion, whih an ontrol the ations of the young; reason

whih orretly applies those holy preepts as a guide for all his ations: there you are,

summarised in two words the system I use, and whih you wish to know the seret.

When Don Boso �nished speaking, Bodrato took up in reply, "Your Reverene, using

that image of the bit whih ontrols the young olts, you spoke to me of the moderating

fore of religion, and the good use of reason in direting all their ations. This is very

good, but it seems to me that you have said nothing about a third means always used

448

Don Boso. . . .eduation (D. Boso. . . .eduazione) 'D. Boso se ne sbrigava on due sole parole: Re-

ligione e Ragione. Veeda Signor Bodrato. Queste sono le due molle del mio sempliissimo sistema'

D 'Interrogavane D Boso, il quale se ne sbrigava on due sole parole. Veda signor Bodrato vuol

essa sapere le due molle potenti he mi sorreggono nell'eserizio del mio sistema? Queste sono quelle

appunto he hanno da adattarsi ad esseri razionali, ad esseri fatti per onosere Iddio, per amarlo, per

servirlo e poi poterlo andare a godere nel Paradiso. Queste due molle potentissime sono la Religione

e la Ragione' E

449

The eduator. . . .gratitude (L'eduatore. . . rionosenza) om D 'L'eduatore deve persuadersi he tutti,

o quasi tutti questi ari giovani hanno una naturale intelligenza per onosere il bene he loro vien

fatto, ed un uore sensibile failmente aperto allo rionosenza' E

450

When. . . done (Quando. . . fatto) 'Quando io posso giungere a far penetrare nel uore dei giovanetti a

me a�dati I sublimi prinipi di nostra S.a Religione, e non solo onoserne I misteri, ma inamorarsene,

e metterne in pratia le onseguenze, olla frequenza dei Saramenti oll'amore di Gesù ed a Maria e

�nalmente osì osservare i preetti di Dio e della Chiesa, reda pure he gran parte del mio ompito

è già fatto D Quando siasi giunto a far penetrare nelle loro anime I prinipali misteri di nostra

Religione, he tutta amore i riorda l'amore he Iddio ha portato all'uomo, quando si sia arrivato a

far vibrare nel loro uore le orde della rionosenza he si deve al Signore, in riambio dei bene�zi

he i ha si largamente ompartiti, e quando anora la Ragione li abbia fatti persuasi he hi vuol

essere grato sineramente a Dio, deve asoltarne i preetti, osservare i ommandamenti e pratiare

quanto i proponiamo per teneri nella via retta; insomma quando si abbia ottenuto da essi la pratia

delle opere buone olla frequenza dei Saramenti, si persuada pure he s'è quasi a metà dell'opera' E

post 'fatto' (done) add 'Quando poi questi santi prinipi della Cristiana Cattolia Religione abbiano

messo radie in questi teneri uori riese assai faile di rinvigorirli e renderli atti a produrre ottimi

frutti, on appliarli alle azioni quotidiane della vita mediante opportuni ontinui ragionamenti, he

insensibilmente si faiano strada in quelle anime he quasi senza avvedersene si avvezzeranno a

fuggire il male ed operare il bene' E
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by horsebreakers, I mean he is never without his whip, whih is the third element of his

suess".

To this remark of Bodrato Don Boso replied, "My dear sir, allow me to say to you

that in my system the whip, whih you say an't be done without, that is, the salutary

threat of future punishment, is not exluded in all absolute sense. Just reall that many

and terrible are the punishments that religion threatens for those who, paying no heed

to the Lord's preepts, dare to despise his ommands: severe and terrible threats, whih

frequently realled, will not fail to produe their e�et, all the more so when we don't

limit ourselves to emphasising external ations, but we strike at their most seret ones,

and their most hidden thoughts. In order to make the onvition of this truth penetrate

even more deeply, one inludes also the sinere pratie of the faith, attendane at the

Saraments and the persistene of the eduator, and one is ertain that with the help of

the Lord, one will have muh more hane of making good Christians of very many, even

of the most di�ult boys.

"In any ase, when the young ome to be onvined that those in harge of them truly

want to do good to them, more often that not it will serve as su�ient punishment to

be a little withdrawn, to show the displeasure you experiene at getting so little return

for your fatherly are.

"Believe me, dear Sir that this system is perhaps easier, and ertainly more e�etive

beause with its bakground of religious pratie, it will also be blessed by God. To give

you proof you an see for yourself, I am moved to invite you to ome for a few days to see

its pratial appliation in our houses. Come at any time to spend a few days with us,

and I hope that at the end of the experiment you an assure me that what I have said

to you is veri�ably the most funtional and the surest system." This invitation, made

partly jokingly and partly seriously, made an impression on our Bodrato. He thanked

Don Boso, saying he would give a �rm reply later, but bearing in his heart the thought

that he would take it up later with good results.

451

From oratorian pedagogy to missionary ministry

Introdution

More than being a history of the past, the Memoirs of the Oratory of St Franis de Sales

ould be onsidered as a more mature and signi�ant doument of narrative oratorian

pedagogy. The two dimensions, soial and eduational, �ow together, even if the latter

predominates, enabled by strong pastoral and atehetial onnotations. As we an see

from the prefae, the only text presented here, this is the perspetive whih the author

himself suggests. It seems then, that beyond the limited historial use that these an

allow us, it is the learest value that we an get from reading it.

Written almost ompletely during the period 1873-1875, it is logial that it re�ets the

way Don Boso saw and evaluated events of the past in the light of the unforeseeable

results that followed and in funtion of the future prospets he indiates to members

451

Religion. . . .satisfation (La religione. . . soddisfazione) om DE
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of his religious Soiety preisely when it was being de�nitively approved (1874). It is

inevitable that time plans and di�erent psyhologies interfere in and are superimposed

on his thoughtful reall: fats and insights from the past and a mature awareness of

their signi�ane for the present that he sees more preisely enrihed and broadened by

di�ulties, learer and ompleted following developments and a future whih needed to

be guaranteed and organised.

452

It would not seem historially irrelevant that the beginning of the drafting of the

Memoirs, known only then to his seretary Fr Joaquim Berto, oinided with the writing

in 1873 of the Cenno istorio sulla Congregazione di S. Franeso di Sales, that Don

Boso would then use to support the approval of the Constitutions in February-Marh

1874. The Memoirs thus are a kind of prehistory, not to be understood as an aseti

re-evoation but as a prelude, pre-announement, initial phase of a partially realised

history or one on the way to ompletion to be entrusted to his ollaborators for future

developments whih are to follow the same lines.

We should note that the three deades, 1825-1835, 1835-1845, 1845-1855 are preeded

by 1815-1825, an introdution of a few pages on his hildhood years, where he tells the

'dream' that he had when he was nine or ten, for the �rst time. This part an only be

read with the same riteria used for the entire book.

The text has been taken from the last ritial edition: G. Boso, Memorie dell'Oratorio

di S. Franeso di Sales dal 1815 al 1855. Introduzione, note e testo ritio edited by

Antonio da Silva Ferreria. Rome, LAS 1991. It is followed by another ritial edition

independent of it, and more arefully written, without indiation of variants, with intro-

dution and notes by the same A. da Silva Ferreira. Rome, LAS 1992.

The so-alled Riordi ai missionari, Keepsakes for Missionaries, refer to a totally

di�erent though ideally homogeneous world. These are from 1875, so are hronologially

ontiguous with the Memoirs of the Oratory.

Don Boso's �rst agreements with the Arhbishop of Buenos Aires and with parish

priest Fr Peter Cearelli foresaw the involvement of the Salesians in pastoral and youth

ativities in Argentina, in the apital and at San Niolas de los Arroyos. But in Don

Boso's deepest intentions, the priority in his ideas for the future went to the 'missions' in

Patagonia. Don Boso refers exlusively to these when announing to Salesian Retors at

a meeting at Valdoo on 29 January 1875 that he had aepted the Amerian enterprise.

The farewell address he gave Salesians leaving on Thursday 11 November that year

foused in �rst plae on the missions even though there was no lak of expliit referene

to a broader priestly ministry, inluding one for Italian emigrants.

453

Towards the onlusion of this farewell speeh, addressing those departing in partiular,

Don Boso announed the 'Keepsakes' whih he gave eah one of them in a small printed

booklet at the end of the eremony.

454

�To everyone in partiular I have already said

452

Cf S. G. Boso, Sritti sul sistema preventivo nell'eduazione della gioventù. Introduzione, presen-

tazione e indii alfabetii e sistematii, ed. P. Braido. Bresia, La Suola Editrie 1965, p. 4. This

is broadened out and further plumbed in the more reent essay: P. Braido, �Memorie� del futuro, in

�Rierhe Storihe Salesiane� 11 (1992) 97-127.

453

Cf the text of this address in MB XI 383-387.

454

E II 516-517.
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viva voe what was in my heart or that I thought useful; I am leaving everyone some

speial written keepsakes that are my testament for those going to far-o� ountries and

whom I may not have the onsolation of seeing again on this earth�.

455

The original manusript, whih an be dated between the beginning of September

and the �rst fortnight in Otober 1875, arries the title Riordi speiali per olo he

vanno in lontani paesi (Speial keepsakes for those going to far-o� ountries). In later

developments the 14 'items of advie' grew to 20 'keepsakes'.

456

The text here is reprodued in its original draft by Don Boso, orreted by him and

added into the same manusript. It is the one that has been established by Jesús Borrego

in the work indiated.

457

Texts

1. Prefae to the Memoirs of the Oratory of St Franis de Sales

Memoirs for the Oratory and the Salesian Congreagtion

Many a time I have been urged to write my memoirs onerning the Oratory of Saint

Franis de Sales. Though I ould not readily say no to the authority of the one who

advised me to do this, I found it hard atually to set about the task beause it meant too

often speaking about myself. But now there has been added the ommand of a person

of supreme authority, an authority that brooks no further delay. Therefore I am now

putting into writing those on�dential details that may somehow serve as a light or be

of use to the work whih Divine Providene has entrusted to the Soiety of Saint Franis

de Sales.

But I must say at the outset that I am writing these for my beloved Salesian sons; I

forbid that these things he made publi during my lifetime or after my death.

Now, what purpose an this hronile serve? It will be a reord to help people over-

ome problems that may ome in the future by learning from the past. It will serve to

make known how God himself has always been our guide. It will give my sons some

entertainment to be able to read: about their father's adventures. Doubtless they will

be read muh more avidly when I have been alled by God to render my aount, when

I am no longer amongst them.

Should they ome upon experienes related maybe with omplaeny or the appearane

of vainglory, let them indulge me a little. A father delights in speaking of his exploits to

his dear hildren. It is always to be hoped that the sons will draw from these adventures,

small and great, some spiritual and temporal advantage.

I have hosen to divide my aount into ten-year periods, beause eah deade saw a

notable development of our work. So, my dear hildren, when you read these memoirs

455

MB XI 386.

456

For the history of the text, its likely soures, analysis of its ontents, and its part in the Salesian

tradition to follow, the researh by Jesús Borrego is fundamental: Reuerdos de San Juan Boso a

los primeros misioneros, in �Rierhe Storihe Salesiane� 3 (1984) 167-208.

457

Jesús Borrego, Reuerdos de San Juan Boso. . . pp. 206-207.
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after my death, remember that you had a loving father who left these memoirs as a pledge

of fatherly a�etion before he abandoned this world. And remembering that, pray for

the happy repose of my soul.

2. Keepsakes for missionaries

Keepsakes given to Salesian Religious on 11 November as they depart the hurh

of Mary Help of Christians to undertake their journey to the Argentine Republi

1. Seek souls and not money, honors, or dignities.

2. Be kind and most ourteous toward all, but shun onversations and familiarity with

persons of the other sex or with persons of questionable ondut.

3. Do not go visiting exept for motives of harity or neessity.

4. Never aept invitations to dinner exept for very serious reasons. In these ases

arrange to go with another onfrere.

5. Take speial are of the sik, the hildren, the aged, and the poor, and you will

gain the blessing of God and the goodwill of people.

6. Show respet toward all in authority, whether ivi, religious, muniipal, or state.

7. On meeting a person in authority, take are to greet him with respet.

8. Do the same toward priests and religious.

9. Shun idleness and disputes. Pratie great moderation in eating and drinking and

sleeping.

10. Love, reverene and respet other religious orders, and always speak well of them.

This is the way of winning the esteem of all and of promoting the good of the

Congregation.

11. Take are of your health. Work, but only as muh as your strength allows.

12. Let the world know that you are poor in lothing, food, and dwelling, and you will

be rih in the sight of God and will onquer people's hearts.

13. Love one another, advise one another, orret one another, and never be arried

away by envy or ranor. Rather, let the good of one be the good of all, and let the

pains and su�erings of one be regarded as the pains and su�erings of all, and let

eah one strive to remove or at least to mitigate them.

14. Observe your rules and never neglet the monthly Exerise for a Happy Death.

15. Every morning ommend to God the oupations of the day, espeially onfessions,

lasses, atehism, and sermons.
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16. Constantly reommend devotion to Mary Help of Christians and to Jesus in the

Blessed Sarament.

17. Reommend to the boys frequent onfession and Communion.

18. In order to foster voations to the priesthood, you should reommend: (1) Love

of hastity; (2) horror of the opposite vie; (3) avoidane of bad ompanions; (4)

frequent Communion; (5) and treat the boys with speial harity, a�ability, and

kindness.

19. Hear both sides before judging on reports and matters in dispute.

20. In your labours and su�erings do not forget that a great reward is prepared for us

in Heaven. Amen.

3. The Preventive System in the Eduation of Youth

Introdution

Don Boso's fame as an eduator and pedagogue has been mostly tied, at ertain periods,

to his brief work on the 'Preventive System', ertainly within the religious institutes he

founded and in the wider irle of imitators and those who have known about him.

Interest in the text and how it was drafted an be an initial ontribution to a broader

researh already enrihed by many onsistent expositions of the overall eduational and

pastoral experiene of this very ative 'friend of youth'.

Genesis of the text

From a stritly literal and editorial point of view the 'outline' of the preventive system

whih Don Boso o�ered somewhat unpreditably in the summer of 1877, pointing to a

more omplete work that was never written, presents ompletely new features and �nds

on�rmation in very brief notes (espeially in the General Artiles of the Regulations for

the Houses) written up at muh the same time.

At the same time, the ertainty and luidity of what is said, the usual result of a

ompliated proess of omposition, would not allow us to hypothesise that it was im-

provised.

458

It supposes experienes and ideas whih slowly matured and then were

458

Referring to a time very lose to the drafting of the pages on the preventive system, Fr Barberis notes

in his Cronihetta on 21 April 1877: �I was walking together with him yesterday evening for a long

time; he has given me so muh work that one might say he gave me something new every day, but I

have the good fortune that he orrets them with his own hand before they are printed; but he had

me observe the following � �You look for the ideas �rst and order them and adapt the order to the

thoughts; instead something has to be �rst given order and then the ideas need to be adapted to

that� It often happens that we only end up repeating ideas under di�erent forms and in di�erent

words. It is one of the things that writers like to do: as soon as an idea has been expressed, they

quikly go onto another� Cronihetta 12 [pp.XII-XIII℄. Salesian Father Giulio Barberis (1847-1927)

is an espeially valuable testimony at this stage of Don Boso's life. He spent his �rst �ve years as

master of novies at Don Boso's side (1874-1879) and at ertain times was in daily onversation with

him. The dozens of ronahe and quaderni (notes, exerise books) that he left ontain extremely
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�nally jotted down with almost natural spontaneity, overing ground that had long been

ultivated in unity of intention and approah with his disiples and ollaborators.

In fat there are known preedents even if the ontent, signi�ane and interpretation

of some of them, given what they were written for, are problemati.

459

The work done in preparation for publishing the Regulations ould have ontributed

to rystallising the ideas expressed in the 'Preventive System', and we notie that there

was more foused interest in these right in the very weeks that gave birth to this little

work on pedagogy.

460

The Artioli Generali (General Artiles) are espeially signi�ant

in this ontext, stylistially and hronologially lose to the work. These an be found

in this olletion.

Regarding the irumstanes whih determined the text dealing with the 'Opening'

and the important appendix there is essential and valuable doumentation whih allows

us to establish the broad idea of the genesis and development of the three 'setions' whih

make up the text as a whole: the news release, Don Boso's 'speeh', and the pages on

the preventive system.

Diret soures, other than the written douments reviewed in the following paragraph

ould be: the invitation and programme that were printed diramato for the opening er-

emony, various letters almost all of whih an be found in the Epistolario di S. Giovanni

Boso, and interesting pointers from Fr Barberis's Cronihetta (unpublished). Indiret

soures, mostly reonstruted from the indiated dates ome from what was written by

Eugene Ceria in the Biographial Memoirs

461

and the Annals

462

and from what an be

drawn from the monograph by Franis Desramaut, Don-Boso à Nie.

463

After various negotiations in November 1875 two Salesian priests, a leri and a brother

(oadjutor) began a modest youth ativity in Nie: an oratory and a boarding setion

for working boys and students. Don Boso ame to Nie for various events aimed at

enouraging Charity. Called by telegram he ame to the sermon de harité run by

valuable information and �rst hand evaluations.

459

The main doumentation is found in this olletion, Many of the published texts with their intro-

dutions and historial and ritial notes an be onsidered as preparation and omplement to the

famous pages in 1877.

460

Writing to Fr Rua from Sampierdarena on 24 Marh 1877 Don Boso asks: �When I get to Turin

on the 8th, give me the Regulations for the house and I will immediately read through it. Has Fr

Barberis �nished his part?� E III 160. A month later Barberis notes in his Cronihetta (21 April):

�For some time now Don Boso has been taken up with having the Regulations of the Oratory and

the Colleges printed. I hope I an be of real and great use to him in this. He left it with me to see to.

Everything onerning the superiors has been read by the Retors meeting for the [feast of℄ St Franis

de Sales. Then he insisted with Fr Rua that he soon read the rest. He gave me the disiplinary part

to be retouhed and to add many things whih I have spoken about with him many times. He is now

pressing us a lot for this part. It is just like someone who has a lot to do and to onsolidate but is

afraid he is soon about to die, so wants to hurry along with the most important things and utting

o� the less useful ones. All this however is done with real and perfet alm, without agitation of any

kind� Cronihetta 12, p. XII.

461

Cf MB XI 421-428 and XII 113-124, but espeially MB XIII 106-126.

462

Cf Annali I 280-284.

463

F. Desramaut, Don-Boso à Nie. La vie d'une éole professionaelle atholique entre 1875 et 1919.

Paris, Apostolat des Éditions 1980, pp. 41-55.
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bishop Mermillod on 23 February 1876.

464

The solemn opening took plae of the new and more extensive loation (ex-villa Gau-

tier, Plae d'Armes) on Monday 12 Marh 1877. The invitation and programme, prepared

by a group of signatories with elderly bishop Sola at its head was as follows:

M[onsieur, adame℄

Lundi, 12 ourant, à 2 heures et demie de l'après-midi Monseigneur l'ÉVÊQUE

inaugurera le PATRONAGE DE SAINT-PIERRE, Plaed'Armes, 1 ani-

enne villa Gautier, nuovellement ouvert pour retirer les enfants abandon-

néS et leur apprendre un métier. Persuadé que ette ×uvre éminemment

populaire et moralisatrie ne peut que reontrer la sympathie de toutes

les personnes qui s'interessent au bien-être de la lasse ouvrière, le Comté

vous prie, M. . . . . . ., de vouloir bien honorer de votre présene ette ére-

monie.

Monseigneur l'Évêque.

Abbé Boso, Direteur et Fondateur

Le Comté: Comte de Bétheune

Comte Mihaud de Beautour

Comte de la Ferté-Meun

Ernst Mihelangelo

Baron Héraud

C. Gignoux

Auguste Faraut.

Nie, le mars 1877.

ORDRE DE LA FÊTE:

Musique religieuse par les enfants de la Maison;

Exposé du but de l'×uvre, par l'abbé Boso, suivit du Salut donné par Mon-

seigneur;

Dialogue et h÷ur par les enfants;

Visite des Salles et des Ateliers.

Typ. S.C. Cauvin et Ce.

465

In the �rst part of the programme then, an exposé on Don Boso's part regarding the

purpose of the work at Nie was inluded. Regarding the language he spoke we have

the testimony of Fr Franis Cerruti from the Proessus Informativo for the Canonisation.

Cerruti was then the Retor at Alassio: �I always reall him telling me about his �rst

onferene at Nie when the �rst Oratory was opened in the ity, the 'patronato' of St

464

Cf MB XII 112-113, 116-118; F. Desramaut, opus it p. 39. Bishop Gaspard Mermillod (1824-

1892) was at the time the Viar Apostoli in Geneva, however exiled in Frane beause he had been

expelled from the Canton. He was a noted preaher and speaker (he was one of those who prepared

the Enylial Rerum Novarum 1891). He was appointed bishop of Lausanne and Geneva in 1883

and in 1890 elevated to the Cardinalate.

465

This has been pasted into page 110 of vol XVIII of the Doumenti, in ASC.
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Peter � 'I began in Frenh then I slipped into Italian but', he said jokingly, 'I was smart

enough to ontinue mixing both Italian and Frenh. And to think', he added', that I

had my Frenh ditionary in my bag' �.

466

We do not know if Don Boso was following

a written text in one or other language or at least an outline he had prepared earlier.

And again it is not easy to establish how muh of what would eventually be published

was atually said. It is more than likely that there were additions, assestamenti, re-

elaborations; at any rate some episodes ould not have been told beause they referred

to fats that we know ourred later (on 13 and 14 Marh).

Don Boso left for Turin the following day, Tuesday 13 Marh stopping o� at Vallerosia

(13-17 Marh) then Alassio and Varazze (17-23 Marh), Sampierdarena (23-26/28 Marh)

and arriving at his destination between Monday and Tuesday of Holy Week (26 or 28

Marh).

467

But from the various letters it seems he felt he needed to write up his exposé, his

speeh, during his return journey and send it to the Retor of the Patronage in Nie.

On 23 Marh, probably on the point of leaving Varazze for Sampierdarena, he wrote,

amongst others, to Fr Ronhail: �. . .We are on the way. My exposé is �nished; I'll have

it opied and before leaving for Sampierdarena I will send it to you. . . In sending you

the exposé I will inlude other things whih we mentioned�.

468

Finally, on a day that

has to lie between the 3rd and 10th April he tells Fr Ronhail: �1. I am sending you the

exposé de quo. I have been extremely busy, delayed my return to Turin; I was somewhat

ill-disposed. Thus the reason for not being diligent. Now seek or better ask lawyer Mihel

and B. Héraud to see to the translation with all the neessary notes. For the printing

tell me if we have to do it here or in Nie. There is no need to send bak the note book

sine we have a opy. 2. Very sad to hear of the unexpeted death of the well-deserving

Lawyer Ferrant. Add whatever may be the ase to the exposition. . . �.

469

Per se, the referene is always to the opening speeh, the exposé indiated on the

programme. There is nothing about the writing on the preventive system. Fr Barberis'

Cronihetta throws su�ient light on this.

On 16 April the hroniler writes: �6 April � I was alled around 7 to walk with Don

466

Fol 1354r-v. Referring to a meeting with Canon C. Guiol in the �rst days of Marh 1877, E. Ceria

writes: �When Don Boso returned from [speaking with℄ the priest he wanted our help as interpreter

beause one was having di�ulty speaking in intelligible Frenh given the importane of matters to

be disussed while the other understood not an iota of Italian� MB XIII 98. In a brief news item

some days afterwards the Semaine de Nie-Revue Catholique attributed 'une éloquene apostolique'

to the speaker.

467

Cf E III 155 and 156; MB XIII 117 abd 120 no. 2. The �rst letter we have, written from the Oratory

after his return is from 28 Marh and begins thus: �Have just arrived from visiting the houses in

Liguria. . . � E III 161. From Sampierdarena on 24 Marh he had written to Fr Rua: �On 18th I will

let you know if I am arriving Tuesday or Wednesday. There is not a little to do here�. E III 160.

And in a letter sent to the seretary of the bishop of Casale, Fr Joseph Manzini, he writes: �I have

just arrived from a trip to Marseilles� E III 160.

468

In a letter to Don Boso from Nie, dated 22 Marh, the Retor, Fr Joseph Ronhail adds, writing

from top to bottom in the left margin on the �rst page by way of a postsript: �We anxiously await

the speeh at the opening to be able to translate it and add notes and print it before the foreigners

leave�. ASC 275 Ronhail Giuseppe.

469

E III 163. The Ferrant he refers to was in fat Faraut or Faraud.
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Boso in the library. We spoke espeially about Marseilles. Don Boso stayed at the

boarding shool [College℄ run by the Brothers of the Christian Shools. The boys there

had already heard of him. He spent some time with them and was amazed at the e�et

he wrought: he was suddenly surrounded by the boys who were vying amongst eah other

to hear him; and his kindly words and happy approah, his familiar way of doing things,

his kindness attrated their hearts. . . The diretors asked me how it was that wherever I

go I seem to attrat the benevolene of sympathy of everyone, that with just a few looks

that I give, they annot resist and are attrated almost by fore. . . I explained a little of

our system to them, about loving kindness et, while generally in the boarding shools

they only use the repressive system � where the superiors are serious, strit. . . �.

470

On 21 April he realls the experiene in Frane more at length and the onsequent draft

of the pages on the preventive system: �Given that there was the opening of the Patronato

(Oratory and shool, for all intents and purposes) in Nie, the address was a very solemn

one and it was a question of having it printed so that the work of the 'Patronato' in Frane

ould be better known. He desribed all the festivities and his address and followed it

up with a summary of what he believed onerning the eduational system whih we all

'preventive'. This work ost a number of onseutive days. He did it and redid it 3 times

and ended up almost omplaining about himself and his inability to write as he wanted

to. I jot things down and then that's enough. Then when I have done that I rewrite it

a few times and still it does not satisfy me so I do it a third time, and more. . . But I

believe this little work will do great good in Frane: there they are not as positive as

here, but they are speaking of doing more immediately and they are enthusiasti about

it. They aept new things more willingly. . . but now we need them to get to know us

more losely � The preventive system espeially will be reeived, written about in the

newspapers, it will make an impat�.

471

The hroniler, however, writes of things he has realled, whih supposes that the work

was �nished some time earlier. This leads us to think that in the notebook sent to Nie

all the essential elements of the text in question an be found there, exept the notes

whih Don Boso hints at and the news item attahed later by someone, perhaps by Fr

Ronhail himself, in the atual doument D.

470

Cronihetta 11, p. 68-69. The lear opposition of the two systems and the explanation of the preventive

one lead us to think that Don Boso, while speaking with Fr Barberis, was probably giving him the

ontents of the pages he had just written. Eugene Ceria thinks that the undated letter to Fr Ronhail

in the �rst days of April refer to the omplete text in all its parts: �The exposé is the report on the

festivities in Nie with the additions and onnetions we know about� MB XII 119.

471

Cronihetta 12, p. XI. It is noteworthy that there is no trae of the original e�ort (or e�orts) by Don

Boso on the preventive system when already for some time there was a tendeny to arefully preserve

whatever he wrote. The opy by Fr Berto in fat supposes at least an earlier draft or original or opy

by some seretary, eventually used by Don Boso during one of his stages on the return journey from

Nie to Turin (from 13 to 26/28 Marh). Just the same there is no doubt onerning the fatherliness

typial of Don Boso in the writing; above and beyond the lear testimony of Fr Barberis, a areful

lexial, syntati and stylisti analysis of the text is su�ient when ompared with parallel texts of

Don Boso's like The Memoirs of the Oratory, his letters, the General Artiles.
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Composition of the text of the Opening of the Patronage Saint-Pierre

As indiated, the text did not ome about and develop immediately as a ompat, solid

unit. It o�ers three kinds of ontent. There are some brief initial pages ontaining a

summary news item regarding the opening of the Patronage Saint-Pierre. Following

that, and preisely in onnetion with Doument D, the last before it was printed, there

is an addition to the news item whih o�ers information on what happened at the end

of the address or exposé.

We do not know who put together the original news item and its elements. But it is

made up of douments from various soures: news about the opening, the invitation and

programme, a letter from Fr Ronhail to Don Boso on the 1st April following, notes. It

is di�ult to say whether these were already sent to Turin or were the items Don Boso

asked Fr Ronhail for in the undated letter in early April: �Add whatever may be the

ase in the note on the exposition�.

472

Of autonomous origin, as Doument A shows, is a seond setion, perhaps the oldest.

It broadens and reonstruts the address that Don Boso gave for the opening around

three topis: history, purpose, reward. It would be obvious to think that this would be

Don Boso's �rst onern on his return trip, while the news material would probably

have been written by someone in Nie.

Instead it is di�ult to establish the time and irumstanes regarding the writing of

the appendix, whih has the text one the preventive system. There is nothing, not even

a draft, whih shows that it might be an original by Don Boso.

Stritly speaking one annot exlude the possibility that Don Boso had some notes

in hand, maybe prepared in onnetion with the exposé in Nie. But it is also possible

that the pages on the preventive system were written from immediate inspiration at the

same time as or immediately after it. One hypothesis ould be that having written a

draft during his trip and then having had it opied, it ould then have been ompleted

after his return to Turin where he would have arrived tired, having lost his voie and

then spent a few days indisposed,

473

mostly in his room. This would explain the lak of

an original opy whih was left somewhere else and lost. Trusty Fr Berto, who had the

handwritten opy of the omplete text would not, as a diligent arhivist, have destroyed

a doument of suh importane. However his opy, Doument B, is the �rst that gives us

the text in a substantially omplete draft, whih would then undergo some interventions

by Don Boso.

Manusript B would have to be after 1st April given that it mentions the letter Don

Boso sent to the Retor in Nie on 1st April announing the death of Cooperator August

Faraut. Instead, an period of time we annot determine, and possibly a long time, ould

have elapsed between Berto's opy and a following opy dependent on it written by

someone else, manusript D. Between the writing of B and D whih immediately followed

it there is one interesting hange in an extremely signi�ant detail. In the exposé whih

472

E III 163.

473

In the Cronihetta on 1st April Fr Barberis writes: �Don Boso returned from his trip to Frane. He

returned on Wednesday of Holy Week 28 Marh. . . On his return he spoke only of Sampiedarena

(beause he ouldn't talk � he had a sore throat)�. Cronihetta 11, pp. 54.55.
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is passed on by ms A and B there is expliit mention of the granting of some areas

surrounding the Patronage to workers belonging to the Catholi Cirle. In a letter from

Nie on 22 Marh 1877, Fr Ronhail writes regarding this matter to Don Boso: �Beloved

Father, �rstly the Catholi Cirle business has given rise to rumours around town and has

stirred up various opinions about us. The Clergy in general and one part of the Canons

do not look kindly upon it so they speak of Don Boso's priests saying that they belong

to the Chambord Party that wants to interfere in politis. I believe along with those

who have spoken with me that we should let people see that we don't have anything to

do with this and that if one of our areas is being used it is only temporary. It also made

a bad impression seeing names on the invitation suh as Gignoux, Béthune, Mihaud,

La Ferté, Mihel. . . all beause these gentlemen do not approve of the Canons in the

Laghetto a�air�.

474

The Catholi Workers' Cirle was set up by Bishop Sola on 19 Marh. But beause

of inampatibility between the two kinds of work and by agreement with the Salesians,

they transferred after six months to the Villa Pauliani.

475

In ms D no area is assigned to the Cirle any longer and areas that they had oupied

before are learly now used by young people. Did the hange between B and D happen

as a result of the indiations ontained in the letter of 22 Marh or, as would seem more

likely, following later developments in the work?

Desription of the douments

There are two Frenh translations of the entire doument� inluding the three 'setions'

we have spoken of, both reported in ms D, the last Italian manusript before it was

printed: the �rst, unpublished (do. E ) ignores following light touhing up by Don

Boso though these are kept in the seond (do. G) whih was sent for printing as a

bilingual edition. We have not been able to asertain who the translators were and when

and where the translations were done.

Ms E (unpublished) shows that it had a single translator for the three distint setions.

Undoubtedly it was an Italian with a good knowledge of Frenh. The version keeps to the

text, is faithful and generally verbatim, syntatially orret. Overall, though, it is an

inferior translation ompared to the translation of the printed text (do. G). regarding

setions B and C (the address and the pages on the preventive system), but better than

the translation of the news material that ontains some vistoso errors.

Instead, the �rst Frenh text to be printed (do. G idential to do. I exept for the

larger number of omposition errors) reveals that it had three di�erent translators. The

poorest of these, learly an Italian, dealt with the news material and is linguistially drab,

lumsy, and sometimes erroneous (di�èrents ouleurs art ivilisatrie, étroit limites. . . )

The translation of the address (exposé) seems relatively better and is the work of an

Italian. It is less �uent than its orresponding remaining manusript. Nevertheless to a

474

ASC 275 Ronhail Giuseppe.

475

Cf. Notie historique des Conférenes et ÷uvres de Saint-Vinent de Paul à Nie depuis la fondation

en 1844 à 1883 année des noes d'or de la soieté. Nie, Imprimerie-Librairies du Patronage de

St-Pierre 1883, p. 57.
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Frenh speaker it would look lumsy, often less pleasing and sometimes unaeptable.

The version of the pages dealing with the preventive system presents another piture

altogether: seure, �uent, grammatially as well as syntatially and stylistially orret.

It was probably a Frenh speaker or at least someone with an exellent ommand of

the language. It does not always show familiarity with everyday Salesian language and

so, if we take a partiular onept, it may develop it freely, broadening it and almost

explaining it also probably beause of a personal pedagogial ulture on the part of the

translator.

There is also some interpretative liene involved. Don Boso saw the text and the

orretions he introdued seem to be irrelevant.

This translation inevitably prevailed over the other, whih just the same had learly

been in the hands of the translator of this text on the preventive system, who took

signi�ant propositions and phrases and almost all of the �nal page, Un mot sur les

punitions.

In the ASC, other than ms A, torn in half from top to bottom and therefore in halves,

with many orretions by Don Boso, there are two manusripts with the omplete texts

(B and D-E ) and one with only the text on the preventive system (ms C ), whih Don

Boso has intervened in.

1. � Ms B � Inaugurazione /del Patronato di S. Pietro in Nizza a mare/sopo del

medesimo esposto/dal/Sa. Gio. Boso/on appendie sul sistema

prfeventivo/nella eduazione della gioventù � miroshede 447 A 11-D 4.

The manusript is found in ASC 113 �Inaugurazione� [Miro�he 447 A 11. . . ℄ In the

upper margin an earlier arhival mark is written in penil: s. 13:301 No. 4.

It is a foolsap bundle, preisely 310x212 mm omprising 16 sheets sewn together,

therefore 32 pages. These have been numbered in penil from 1 to 30; the title page,

with title and subtitle, is not numbered either front or bak. This latter, as with the last

page, remains blank. The subtitle �on appendie. . . gioventù� has been added by Don

Boso who has irled it and underlined the last line with purple rayon.

The printing is on regular print paper, without either horizontal or vertial rules. No

empty spae has been left on the right hand side, but the left hand margin is 60 mm a.

The writing is �ourishing ariosa and alligraphi, smaller in the notes; it is Joahim

Berto's

476

writing, in brown ink. When Don Boso intervenes he uses a slightly lighter

olour of ink.

The manusript is generally in good ondition. The outside border of some sheets seems

to have darkened somewhat beause of humidity and has been oasionally strengthened

with glued paper (pp. 27-28). There is some transpareny on some pages. On page 3 an

artile (la) has been re-written in penil, perhaps by Fr Berto or an anonymous arhivist.

476

Salesian priest Gioahino (Joahim) Berto (1847-1914) was already Don Boso's seretary as a student

and was at his side for twenty years helping him with orrespondene and opying letters, douments,

memos, personal writings of various kinds in a neat, seure hand. �I entrust everything to my fatotum

Berto who will put everything neatly in order so that it an be sent to you to be read et� (it is a

draft of an outline in a letter of Don Boso's to Fr John Bonetti, January 1871 � E III 143). His

diligent work as an arhivist was also very valuable sine it allowed the olletion, preservation and

ordering of important douments in Don Boso's and Salesian history.
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The manusript ontains the substantially omplete text in its three setions:

pp. 1-4 News information on the Opening

pp. 5-21 Don Boso's words: History, pp. 5-11; Purpose of this Institute, pp. 11-17;

Merede , pp. 17-21

pp. 22-29 The preventive system, pp. 22-29. A opy of this manusript should have

been sent to Nie, inluding orretions by Don Boso.

2. � Ms C � Il sistema preventivo nella eduazione della gioventù miroshede

1.986 B 1-7.

The manusript is marked with ASC 026 Regolamenti 42 [Miroshede 1.986 B 1. . . ℄.

It is made up of two double foolsap sheets inserted one after the other, making up 8

pages overall; The sheets are 302x205 mm. The �rst, divided into two single sheets has

the left hand edge deteriorated and strengthened with folded paper glued to it; similar

reinforement is evident on the upper and lower edges of the �rst, and the right hand

edge of the seond (pp. 3-4). Some reasing is due to the fat that the bundle of sheets

was folded horizontally. The pages are numbered by penil from 1 to 7 in a hand di�erent

to that of the sribe. Page 8 is blank. The writing is rather elegant, regular, diligent: a

nie opy to give Don Boso to revise. In fat on the left side of the sheets a good-sized

margin has been left for orretions and, espeially, any additions by Don Boso, of whih

there are a number � as we see from the ritial edition of the text of the 'preventive

system' that ame before the Regolamento or Regulations � The margin on p. 1 and 3

in the lower half, and on page 7 it has remained blank. The ink the sribe has used is of

sepia olour. In Don Boso's ase it is blak.

Given its destination the manusript ontains only the pages on the preventive system

with the following distribution of topis: 1. In what does the Preventive System onsist

� And why it is to be preferred, pp. 3-5; Usefulness of the Preventive System, pp. 5-6;

A word on punishments, pp. 6-7.

3. � Ms D-E � Inaugurazione del patronato di S. Pietro in Nizza a mare/Sopo del

medesimo/Esposto dal Saerdote Gioa. Boso/Con appendie sul sistema

preventivo nella eduazioen della gioventù � miroshede 448 B 1-449 A 1.

Even though the title page only has the title in Italian, the olletion ontains, written

on the faing pages of the sheets, the Italian (D) and Frenh (E ) drafts.

The olletion is marked as ASC 133 �Inaugurazione� [miro�he 448 B 1. . . ℄. There

are a number of arhival markings on the title page in biro and penil, in upper ase, red

olour; amongst these S.38/44/Nie 1877 12º opia MS.

The olletion is made up of 25 double foolsap sheets, 302x198 mm, sewn with thread

like an exerise book. Pages are numbered from 1 to 47; pages 48, 49, 50 are blank and

not numbered; from 1 to 29 the numbering is done by the sribe of the Italian text, from

30 to 47 in blue rayon by Don Boso. The title on the �rst page is written in elegant

alligraphi letters, followed in the lower part by a deoration. In the lower margin,

written in penil and barely legible we �nd written: Torino 1877/Tipogra�a e libreria

Salesiana/Sampierdarena � Torino � Nizza Marittima. The sheet is somewhat smudged

on the edges, with inkspots on it. In the same blue rayon he used to number the pages,
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Don Boso indiates � obviously for the printers � with the usual symbol for headings

[How the title items need to be arranged: Inaugurazione del patronato di S. Pietro/in

Nizza a mare/Sopo del medesimo/Esposto dal Saerdote/Gioa. Boso/Con appendie

sul sistema preventivo/nella eduazione della gioventù/.

The two texts, Italian and Frenh, are found in the two pages in front, respetively

even, uneven numbers (the title page, page 1, has only the title in Italian).

The paper is sturdy with light blue rules. On the left of the sheets a margin of around

40 mm has been marked vertially in penil. The ink is blak; the ink used for Don

Boso's address in Frenh seems slightly more diluted. There are some spots here and

there.

Overall we note three di�erent kinds of handwriting (inluding that for the 28bis and

29bis): the writing for the Italian text is the same throughout, alligraphi. There are

two di�erent kinds of handwriting for the Frenh, one for the pages dediated to news

and the other for the pages on the preventive system (the uneven pages from 3 to 7 and

from 31 to 47), another for the pages reproduing Don Boso's address (uneven pages

from 7 to 29). This last one is just as lear, even if it has used a more diluted ink than

the one used by the other two sribes. In both texts Don Boso intervenes with some

minor orretions.

On page 9 there is a ross-referene in penil to a brief note on page 8 (in the Italian

text in front): in fat it appears in Italian also in the �rst bilingual edition, in the Frenh

text.

Between pages 28-29 a double letter-sized sheet has been inserted with a heading:

Oratorio di S. Franeso di Sales/Via Cottolengo, n. 32/Torino. The two internal pages

of the sheet report (in front, in Italian and Frenh) the aount of the olletion taken

up at the end of the address. The handwriting is idential to that of the sribe who

opied the news material and the text of the address. We note minor orretions by Don

Boso. He noted in the upper margin of the two smaller pages, almost as a title, on the

left: Dopo il disorso, and on the right: Près du sermon, (both mean 'after the address'

in Italian and Frenh respetively) words whih he then anelled in penil and in blak

ink. On the �rst smaller page under the heading Don Boso writes 28bis in blue rayon

with a mark indiating to go to the next page, where he again inludes the same sign and

the sribe numbers it as 28bis. On the fourth page Don Boso does similarly, indiating

29bis, repeated on the preeding smaller page whih the sribe then numbers as 29bis.

On pages 26, 27, 28, 29 we �nd onventional typographi indiations written by Don

Boso in the same blue rayon with whih he numbered pages 30 to 47.

On page 30 there is the title Sistema Preventivo. . . preeded by a urved line in

red rayon, whih loses on the left. On page 34 there is a red mark and oasional

�ngerprint. Pages 46/47 ontain only �ve lines of text. The rest is blank as are the

unnumbered pages 48, 49, 50.

The manusript ontains three omplete setions: 1) news items: pp. 2/3-6/7,

28bis/29bis; 2) Don Boso's address (pp. 6/7.28/29); Storia � Historique, pp. 8/9-14/15;

Sopo di questo Istituto � But de l'Institut, pp. 14/15-22/23; Merede-Réompense, pp.

22/23-28/29; 3) the preventive system, pp. 30/31-46/47.

Translation E has been used to good extent by the translator of the text whih was
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then printed (G and I ), even though we see a notable di�erene from E in the part

that reprodues Don Boso's address, and there are many variations in the pages on the

preventive system. Instead it is almost a opy of E in the initial news part and in the

paragraph on punishments.

4. � Do F-G � Inaugurazione/del/Patronato di S. Pietro/in Nizza a

mare/1877/Tipogra�a e libreria Salesiana/San Pier d'Arena � Torino � Nizza �

Inauguration/du/Patronage de S. Pierre/à Nie Maritime 1877/Imprimerie et

Librerie Salésienne/San Pier d'Arena � Torino � Nie Maritime.

The two titles take up respetively the top and bottom half of the over of a booklet

printed in 68 pages, 17.8x11.5 mm. A opy an be found in ASC 133 �Inaugurazione�.

On alternate pages we �nd the Italian and Frenh texts throughout. Layout is not so

aurate and so there is not a rigorous parallel between the two language versions. There

are two titles, p. 2 for the Italian, p. 3 for the Frenh, with indiations idential to those

pointed out for the over, and omplete with their respetive subtitles:

Sopo del medesimo/esposto dal Saerdote/Giovanni Boso/on appendie sul sistema

preventivo/nella eduazione della gioventù � But de l'÷uvre/exposé par Mr l'abbé/Jean

Boso/ave appendie sur le système préventif/pour l'éduation de la Jeunesse.

The various setions are distributed as follows: 1) news items, pp. 4/5-10/11 and

42/43; 2) brief history or exposé by Don Boso (pp. 10/11-68/69); Storia-Historique,

pp. 12/13-22/23; Sopo di questo Istituto � But de l'÷uvre, pp. 24/25-32/33; Merede-

Réompense, pp. 34/35-40/41; 3) Il sistema preventivo � Le sysème préventif, pp. 44/45-

68/69.

The omposition of the Frenh text reveals haste and arelessness, with aent errors;

the writing is lear and easily legible.

Page 68 has the nulla osta of the dioese for printing: V. nihil obstat./Taurini, 3

Augusti 1877/Joseph Zappata Vi. Gen.

Halfway down the fourth over page there is an engraving of around 50x60 mm, of

Christ on the banks of Tiberias, handing over the keys giving power to St Peter in the

presene of two other Apostles.

477

5. � Do H � Inaugurazione/del/Patronato di S. Pietro/in Nizza a Mare � sopo

del medesimo/esposto dal Saerdote/Giovanni Boso/on appendie sul Sistema

Preventivo/nella eduazione della gioventù/Torino/Tipogra�a e Libreria Salesiana

San Pier d'Arena � Nizza Marittima 1877.

The booklet, printed, 36 pages, is the same format as the earlier bilingual edition. The

title is reprodued exatly the same for the over and title pages. Its loation in ASC is

133 �Inaugurazione� 6. It ontains the text of the Italian edition, separate.

The topis are distributed as follows: 1) news items, pp. 3-6, 21-22; 2) Don Boso's

address (pp. 6-21); Storia, pp. 7-12; Sopo di questo Istituto, pp. 13-17; Merede, pp.

18-21; 3) Il Sistema Preventivo, pp. 23-33.

On page 35 there is an Index; on page 36 the nulla osta from the Curia in Turin,

477

A opy of the bilingual edition an be found in the Opere edite di don Boso, vol XXVIII. Rome, LAS

1977, pp. 380-446.
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idential to the one for the bilingual edition. On page 4 of the over pages there is the

already noted engraving.

6. � Do I Inauguration/du/Patronage de S. Pierre/A Nie Maritime - But de

l'÷uvre exposé par Mr L'abbé/Jean Boso/ave appendie sur le Système

Préventif pour l'éduation de la jeunesse /Turin/imprimerie et Librarie

Salésienne/San Pier d'Arena � Nie Maritime/1877.

The booklet, printed, 36 pages, is the same format as the earlier bilingual edition. The

title is set out di�erently but the layout is idential for the over and title pages. There is

a opy in ASC 133 �Inaugurazione� 7. It ontains the Frenh text for the three setions

as already noted with the distribution of topis as follows: 1) news items, pp. 3-6, 23;

2) Don Boso's address (pp. 6-23); Historique, pp. 7-13; But de l'oeuvre, pp. 14-18;

Réompense, pp. 19-23; 3) Le système préventif, pp. 24-35. More are has been taken of

aents.

On the lower half of p. 35 there is the usual nulla osta from Turin; and the engraving

on page 5.

7. � Ms L � Aggiunte manosritte di don Gioahino Berto a un fasiolo

dell'edizione a stampa separata del 1877 � miroshede 447 E 7 � 448 A 12

(aggiunte di don Berto A 11-12℄

(Aggiunte = additions by Fr Berto).

This is a small olletion of sheets in the format already indiated and kept in ASC

133 �Inaugurazione� 3.

In the upper margin of the over, Fr Berto writes: �For a new edition. From p. 3-32

there is no intervention by Fr Berto. Instead he introdues orretions and additions on

page 33 after number III of A word on punishments (Una parola sui astighi), in the lower

margin of the same page (part of the new number IV) and on page 34, not numbered

and with a preeding blank page, that is fully taken up with the new numbers VI and

VII.

The new material appears in the Salesian Bulletin of September 1880, and was

reprinted in the Cinque Lustri (1892) [Note: Don Boso's Early Apostolate, in English

edition℄ and in MB 4, 546-552 (1904). It will be highlighted in parallel with the ritial

edition of the text of the Regolamento.

8. � Do R � Regolamento/per le ase/della/Soietà di S. Franeso di

Sales/Torino/Tipogra�a Salesiana/1877. -[pp. 3-13℄: Il sistema preventivo/nella

eduaziione della gioventù; [pp. 15-17:℄ Artioli generali.

The text on the 'preventive system' is ontained in a large printed olletion of 100 pages,

format 18.5x12 m. The text, that has the name of the author, Sa. Gio. Boso in large

letters, is followed for the �rst time by the Artioli generali, whih in a ertain sense

reates a bridge between it and the regulations stritly speaking. These, in the Index

on p. 99, appear together with the various subdivisions of the text of the Preventive

System.

478

478

As opied in the Opere edite di don Boso, the text of the preventive system and the artioli generali

are in vol. XXIX (Rome, LAS 1978) on pp. 99-109 and 11-113 respetively.
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9. � Do M � Storia dell'Oratorio di S. Franeso di Sales, ap. XXI. . . Sistema

preventivo � Sua appliazione � Suoi vantaggi � Una parola sui astighi BS 4

(1880) n. 9, sett. pp. 6-9.

Has almost the omplete text of the preventive system: omitted are the introdution

and onlusion. The titles are substituted by brief introdutory notes by the editor, Fr

Bonetti. The text is idential to the one published in the Regolamento, with generalised

used of initial upper ase for terms Sistema and Direttore. The ompiler of the Storia

also introdues variants and additions from Fr Joahim Berto in the printed, separate

text in 1877, whih he has desribed as 'Per una nuova edizione' (for a new edition) (Do

L).

Suession of douments and oat of arms

From analysis of the texts and variants it is easier to reonstrut the suession and

interdependene of the douments.

We take no aount of a manusript whih has been onsiderably damaged and whih

ontains only parts of the �rst draft of Don Boso's address in Nie (see ASC 133 �In-

augurazione�).

479

The �rst that interests us, beause it is omplete with all three setions, is do B whih

draws its material partially from A and from other texts we have not found.

Two manusripts, C and B, derive from Bb.

Ms C, whih ontains only the text of the preventive system, opies B with orretions

by Don Boso. Some small divergenes an be explained by supposing that the opyist

intended to improve the text's puntuation, some 'a apo's and some emphases. Some

other hanges suggest di�ulties in reading Fr Berto's writing: we �nd �Su questo Sis-

tema�, beause the letter 'I' in B ould also be interpreted this way; �appro�ttaresene�

instead of �appro�ttarne�.

D ertainly supposes B Bb and opies it for the most part. But in the report regarding

the news in the part reporting Don Boso's words we note variations that would suggest

at least some partial intermediate doument.

A striter interdependene between D and Bb is revealed espeially in the pages on

the preventive system, a text that would logially have undergone minor revisions to

the original draft whih was deidedly shemati and pratial. We �nd few items that

separate it from B (and from C : naturally, apart from those where C is far from B and

D).

Ms E, the unpublished Frenh translation, learly depends on a draft orresponding

to what is o�ered by ms D ; for the most part the orretions introdued there (Dd) are

not taken into aount by the translator.

Instead, the printed Frenh text orresponds to doument D, inluding orretions

introdued there by Don Boso (Dd).

479

For preise information on do. A whih is not important for this olletion, f. Giovanni (s.) Boso,

il sistema preventivo nella eduazione della giovantù. Introduzione e testi ritii a ura di P. Braido,

Rome, LAS 1985, pp. 18-19.
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Db also orresponds to the Italian text of the �rst two editions, both separate and

bilingual, dos. F and H.

There are ertain things that make us think that the bilingual edition, dos. F and G,

preedes the separate ones, H and I. The omposition is the same but in passing from F

and H and from G and I, it is slightly improved, espeially in the Frenh text.

Do. R, that is, the text of the preventive system published along with the Regolamento

per le ase towards the end of 1877, learly derives from ms C Cb.

Many puntuation details and the use of lower ase lead us to think that at the printers

they added another more aurate manusript reopied from ms D Db. This belief is

reinfored if we onsider the most signi�ant variants in R ompared with C Cb.

Text H (separate Italian edition) is the point of departure for further editions of the

preventive system whih are no longer assoiated with the Opening.

Additions to H seem to be those of Fr Joahim Berto and ontribute to enrihing the

text from the Regolamento per le ase and that an be found in the Italian Salesian

Bulletin in September 1880 as well as editions in other languages.

It is a gradual extension that goes hand in hand with di�usion via separate douments,

inlusion in books on Salesian pedagogy, its onnetion with the Regolamento.
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Historial and literary ontext

No identi�able immediate ertain soure has appeared for the pages on the preventive

system. The losest, as we will say, seems to be a work by Barnabite Fr Teppa. Rather

than there being well-de�ned texts used in the drafting proess, we an refer to a ertain

approximation to writings that Don Boso ould have had in hand on di�erent oasions

during his life, and whih ould have ontributed to reating or on�rming a determined

way of thinking or ould have emphasised partiular experienes and insights.

480

480

A Salesian pedagogial sholar wrote, not without emphasis: �It would not be without good value

to study the in�uene that eduators and writers on eduational questions ofg the day might have

had on Don Boso, some of whom (other than Bonompagni, Lanza, Berti, Rosmini, Tommaseo,

Silvio Pellio, Manzoni e., already indiated) were on good spoken and written terms with him and
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It is not di�ult to �nd douments, both anient and reent, that show evident o-

inidenes or analogies with Don Boso's preventive system. They an be found in a

thousand year pedagogial, pastoral, aseti Christian tradition. Some ould have di-

retly or indiretly in�uened signi�ant aspets of his eduational style.

481

Here instead

we try to identify possible remote or proximate soures that Don Boso ould have had

in hand and used in drafting the pages in 1877 on the preventive system. Perhaps lit-

tle an be erti�ed through rigorous historial researh. Nevertheless in his onrete

journey it is possible to highlight enounters with other experienes without exluding

ontat with preise literary soures, that ould have favoured his aeptane of onepts

ommon to the system, suh as the opposition between preventive-repressive, the three-

fold reason-religion-loving kindness, assistane-presene, fatherliness, familiarity, modest

punishments et.

In Frane, the �Moniteur�, 13 April 1844 referred to an intervention by Catholi Liberal

de Broglie in the Lower House on �rather repressive publi eduation� (that is, rigid,

austere) and on �essentially preventive domesti eduation� (kind, omprehensive). From

another perspetive, M. Thiers spoke to the Frenh Parliament (House of Deputies) on

13 July 1844 of the �preventive system� and the �repressive system�, referring to the

priniple of freedom of teahing to be introdued into seondary eduation. In this ase

the terminology assumes a ensorial and polie-like meaning and derives from the laimed

who all, diretly or indiretly, looked favourably on his work� (V. Cimatti, Don Boso Eduatore.

Contributo alla storia del pensiero e delle istituzioni pedagogihe. Turin, SEI 1939, p. 105, n. 2; I ed.

1925). Another, instead, says: �We do not �nd that Don Boso, while having oasion to be in ontat

with people who were real authorities in shooling and pedagogy, like Aporti, Rayneri, Rosmini and

more than anyone else Allievo, with whom he had most onstant and lose relationships, entered into

disussions with them on eduational and pedagogial topis� (B. Fasie, Del metodo eduativo di

Don Boso. Turin, SEI 1927, pp. 20-21). Further an anonymous Salesian says: �Given that he lived

at a time of the most rigorous re-�ourishing of Italian shool pedagogy he not only knew what was

ahieved and written by famous men like Bonompagni, Lambrushini, Aporti, Rosmini, Rayneri,

Tommaseo, Parato, Allievo, but he was also bound to some of them with bonds of a�etionate

friendship�. (Il beato Don Boso e l'eduatore ristiano in �Catehesi� 3 (1934), n. 5, January, pp.

332-333.). On Don Boso and the pedagogy of his day, M. Casotti also advaned some hypotheses in

his anthology on Il metodo preventivo (Bresia, La Suola 1937, pp. 7-18). With greater aution in his

very valuable essay on La pedagogia di Giovanni Boso (supplement to instalment V of the olletion

�Aspetti Letterari� 1934), G. Zitarosa established a ontrast between the entral inspirations of Don

Boso's pedagogy and the more elaborate modern theoretial approahes beginning with Loke (pp.

32-80). Seeking generi and spei� preventive motifs in times and ontexts not too far removed

from Don Boso an be found in researh by E. Valentini, almost variations on a basi theme and

expliitly spelled out in an artile in 1969: Don Boso restauratore del sistema preventivo, in �Rivista

di Pedagogia e Sienze Religiose� 7 (1969) pp. 285-301.

481

Hypotheses of onvergene and dependene have been formulated by, amongst others, P. Braido Il

sistema preventivo di Don Boso (Turin, PAS 1955), pp. 81-131 and Esperienze di pedagogia ristiana

nella storia, vol II (Rome, LAS 1981), pp. 302-321; and P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della

religiosità attolia, vol II, pp. 450-459). In partiular we ould highlight his awareness of pre-

existing regulations in Lombardy and statutes of works founded by Lodovio Pavoni (f P. Braido,

Il sistema. . . , pp. 87-100). Deeper researh relating to 1844-1845 ould, perhaps, throw more light

on possible spei� awareness of the eduational diretions taken by Ferrante Aporti (Cf. P. Braido,

op. Cit., pp. 118-122) and the Review �L'Eduatore Primario� (1845-1846) and �L'Eduatore�

(1847-1848) (P. Braido, op. Cit., pp. 115-117).
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legitimay of surveillane by the State over private eduational institutions, who ould be

given freedom in their teahing: by rejeting the 'preventive system' (that is, preventive

repression of freedom) the State reserves the right to use the 'repressive system' (that is,

to intervene in ases of abuse and breaking the law): �Il s'agit d'examiner, de surveiller,

d'avertir, d'exerer une simple ensure disiplinaire� (`It is a ase of looking arefully at,

keeping an eye on, warning, exerising a simple disiplinary ensure').

482

Eighty years before, the idea of prevention had been expliitly utilised in the penal and

eduational �eld by C. Bearia in his book Dei delitte e delle pene (1764) (Of rimes

and punishments) where he wrote: �Finally, the most seure means of preventing rimes

is to improve eduation, a topi too vast and going beyond the limits I have presribed

for myself, and one, I dare say, that is very muh tied intrinsially to the nature of

government so that it not be, until the end of time, a sterile �eld of publi ontentedness,

something only nurtured by a few wise individuals�.

483

It is not improbable that ehoes of the ontrast between the preventive and repressive

systems in the more de�ned area of eduation may have reahed Don Boso through dis-

ussion and pratie in a setting he was familiar with, and whih he had indeed visited:

the 'house of eduational orretion' (whih was the o�ial term in douments) alled the

Generala, in Turin. It had been opened by Royal Deree on 12 April 1845 and entrusted

to Brothers from the Frenh Congregation of St Peter in Chains founded by Canon

Charles Fissiaux (1806-1867) for an apostolate amongst young prisoners. They applied a

system of eduational orretion. This formula took on a preise meaning in the pratie

and formulations of the Brothers and their Diretor, who was Fissiaux himself, as we an

read in the 1st and 2nd Rapport in 1846 and 1847. It is espeially highlighted in the �rst

of these. It is the task of the �Maison entrale d'Éduation orretionelle� (entral house

for orretional eduation) onerning the jeunes délinquants (young delinquents) leur

préparer un meilleur avenir, le sauver du milieur du naufrage, les punir sans doute, mais

surtout les orriger.(prepare them for a better future, save them from a situation of ship-

wrek, ertainly punish them but above all orret them)

484

After di�ult beginnings in

whih � the Canon onfesses � malgré nous il nous fallut déployer la plus grande sévérité,

et laisser pour un temps les voies de la doueur prises alors pour de la faiblesse (despite

ourselves, we failed to use the greatest severity, and using gentler ways for a time these

482

Cf. Rapport de M. Thiers sur la loi d'instrution seondaire fait au nom dela Commission de la

Chambre des Députés dans la séane du 13 juillet 1844 (Paris, Paulin Editeur 1844), pp. 39-40. Apart

from the formulas, further on Thiers ontrasts the in�exible disipline of publi institutes to the more

agile private institutions. In the former, the rules dominate, along with equality, frankness and loyal

relationships. In the others one would be giving in to ompromise, family pressures, setting up an

indulgent and more �exible regime but less appropriate to forming mature and responsible men and

itizens (f. pp. 57-58, 60-61). Artile 17 of the Belgian Constitution of 1831 said: �L'enseignement

est libre, toute mesure préventive est interdite; la répression des délits n'est reglée que par la loi�.

483

C. Bearia, Dei delitti e delle pene, ed. Frano Venturi (Turin, Einaudi 1973), p. 102, no. 45. We

an reall, as lari�ed in an earlier part of this book, that the Minister of Justie and Internal A�airs,

Urban Rattazzi, an admirer of Don Boso's and very familiar with him, was onerned about similar

problems in the 1850s.

484

Rapport sur les premiers résultats obtenus dans la Maison d'éduation orretionelle pour les jeunes

détenus du Royaume de Sardaigne présenté à la reunion qui eut lieu le 7 juin 1846 pour la distribution

des prix par monsieur lìabbé Fissiaux. . . Turin, Imprimerie Royale 1846, pp. 6-7.
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were taken as weakness) nous pumes en�n appliquer à nos enfans le système d'éduation

orretionelle employer par notre Soieté dans les autres maisons pénitentiaires on�ées

à ses soins (we ould �nally apply to our hildren the system of orretional eduation

used by our Soiety in other penitentiaries entrusted to them).

485

By giving un aperçu

de notre système (an overview of our system), he laims amongst other things regard-

ing disipline, that it is not far from the onnotations attributed by Don Boso to the

repressive eduational system. La disipline de l'Établissement est sévère, elle doi l'être,

il faut que tout rappelle que 'est un lieu de pénitene et de orretion. . . Partanta de

e prinipe nous ne laissons auune faute sans punition, mais aussi auun ate de vertu

n'est laissé sans réompense (The disipline of the Institution is severe; it must be so

� it should remind them that this is a plae of repentane and orretion. . . Starting

from this priniple, we leave no fault unpunished but likewise no virtuous deed is left

unrewarded).

486

Naturally they also highlighted positive fators: emulation, work, shool, musi, reli-

gious and moral potential.

487

There are plenty of tones of moderation and understanding

of youthful fragility. They speak of pauvres enfans plus malheureux que oupables, de je-

unes êtres que l'on s'est trop habitué à régarder omme des riminels inorrigibles, et

qu'on a entouré d'injustes préventions, d'un mépris peu mérité (poor hildren who are

more unfortunate than guilty, young individuals we are austomed to seeing as inor-

rigible riminals, surrounded by unfair prejudie, undeserved ontempt) and of enfans

vitimes seulement de la fragilité de leur âge et du malheur de leur naissane (hildren

who are only vitims of the fragile nature of their age and unfortunate irumstanes of

birth).

488

In the seond Rapport there is even a �ourishing of elements that show how

the repressive system an exist in onnetion with the preventive system. The Diretor,

in fat intends to prove qu'en donnat une vraie éduation orretionelle à es enfans, qu'il

faut plut�t orriger ave douer, que punir ave rudesse, notre Soieté a déjà réalisé, en

partie au moins, des bons résultats que vous êtes en droit d'attendre de son zèle dévoué

(that given that true orretional eduation for these hildren means we must orret

mildly rather than punish rudely, our Soiety has already ahieved, at least to some ex-

tent, the good results one ould expet from its dediation) and insists on delaring that

la plupart de es jeunes détenus (most of these young detainees) plus malheureux que

oupables (more unfortunate than they are blameworthy), have reated positively to the

système d'éduation employé à leur égard (the eduational system we use for them).

489

Referene has been made elsewhere, problematially, to the relationship between the

priestly ministry and friendship of Don Boso with the Brothers of the Christian Shools,

485

Rapport. . . , pp. 10, 13-14.

486

Rapport. . . , p. 21. In a Rendionto on 1854 written by haplain Fr Joseph Giuliano, the 'Estab-

lishment' is still presented as �an Institute meant to punish and improve them at the same time�

(Calendario generale del Regno pel 1855, anno XXXII. Torino, Stamperia dell'Unione Tipogra�a-

Editrie, p. 137.

487

Rapport. . . , pp. 14-21, 27-30.

488

Rapport. . . , p. 31

489

Seond Rapport sur les résultats obtenus dans la Maison dìéduation orretionelle pour les jeunes

détenus du Royaume de Sardaigne présenté à la réunion qui eut lieu le 26 septembre 1847 pour la

distribution des prix par monsieur l'abbé Fissiaux. . . Turin, Imprimerie Royale 1847, p. 13.
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who ran the primary shools of St Pelagia in Turin.

490

There are undoubtedly many

pedagogial and spiritual elements whih are ideally in both Don Boso's preventive

system and Lasallian eduational praxis, though with ertain di�erenes due to di�erent

times, origins, soial and ultural ontext, theologial inspiration. We �nd on�rmatiion

of this in reading an important item of pedagogial spirituality, the dense Méditations

pour le tems de la Retraite (a. 1730?) by J.-B. De La Salle, whih simply points out

what he has experiened in his daily work of eduation: employez selon la grâe qui vous

a été donnée, le don d'instruire en enseignant, et d'exhorter, en exitant eux qui son

on�ez à vous soins, les onduisant ave attention et vigilane; a�n de remplir envers eux

le prinipal devoir des Pères et des Mères à l'égard de leurs enfans (use, aording to

the grae given you, the gift of instruting and teahing, and enourage those entrusted

to your are, guiding them with are and vigilane; you arry out the priniple duties of

fathers and mothers with regard to their hildren).

491

Other than onepts of eduational

fatherliness and motherliness, the terms vigilane, guides vigilans, veiller reur and are

aimed at preventing, preserving evil and promoting good;

492

there is an insistene on love,

patiene, kindness and harity made visible.

493

There is an invitation to take aount

of natural youthful �ightiness and their ongenital lak of re�etion,

494

and there is an

exhortation to be reasonable and wise in intervening.

495

Two works familiar to the Piedmontese Lasallian setting were very muh loser to the

real possibility that Don Boso had read them: the lassi little work by Bro (Frère)

Agathon (1731-1798), Superior General of the Brothers of the Christian Shools at the

end of the 18th entury: Les douze vertus d'un bon maître, whih Don Boso ould �nd

in the Marietti (Turin) edition of 1835, as well as the little book by fratel Théoger, based

on the earlier book.

496

In the interweaving of the twelve virtues (seriousness, silene, humility, prudene, wis-

dom, patiene, ritenutezza, kindness, zeal, vigilane, piety, generosity; Théoger adds

onstany, �rmness, good example) there are a number of items that are perfetly on-

gruent with those of Don Boso even though the emphases might be di�erent (for example

seriousness, silene, humility). The teaher �through his amiable qualities tries to win

over the loving kindness of the pupils�,

497

�he inspires their a�etion, esteems and respet

for him�.

498

�Prudene means that it is the teaher's duty to take all neessary steps to

prevent evil under any form and with it sorrow [repentene℄ whih is always bitter and

490

Cf P. Braido, Il sistema preventivo di don Boso, Turin, PAS 1955, pp. 106-115.

491

Méditations pour le tems de la Retraite, I Med., point 2.

492

Cf for example, Méditations pour le tems de la Retraite, II Med., point 2; V med. Point 3; VI med,

point 2; IX med. Point 2; X med, point 1 and 2 (�vous ne devez pas vous ontenter d'empêher les

Enfants qui sont on�ez à vos soins, de faire le mal, ilfaut aussi que vous les engagiez à faire le bien

et les bonnes ations dont ils sont apables�; XI med. Point 3; XIV med. Point 2.

493

Cf. IX med. Point 2; XI med. Point 2; XII med. Point 3.

494

Cf. XI med. Point 1 and 2.

495

Cf. XII med. Point 1; XIV med. Point 3.

496

Virtù e doveri di un buon maestro. Published and edited by Bro. Vittorio Théoger of the Brothers of

the Christian Shools, Turin, G:B: Paravia and l'Unione Tipogra�a Editrie 1863, 64 p.

497

Le dodii virtù. . . , p. 5.

498

Le dodii virtù. . . , p. 6.
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usually too late�.

499

�Love is gained by love. A teaher, then, �rst of all and espeially,

must take on the style of a father and regard himself always as taking the plae of those

who have entrusted them to him: that is he must be moved by the kindness and tender-

ness that their parents have. They will approah him inspired by his kindness; he will

show them a�etion, sensitivity and benevolene, obliging and persuasive manners; he

will eliminate from his ommands what is hard and painful and auses problems�.

500

�Its [�rmness℄ main e�et being that of attrating the pupils to abstain from wrongdo-

ing through fear, it annot be really useful unless aompanied by kindness whih alone

get us to love what is good. . . So a good teaher is praised and valuable not only for

�rmness but also and espeially for kindness. . . Kindness is the outward form of harity,

goodness. . . So make great aount of the fat that the teaher loves his pupils, and

loves them for supernatural reasons; everything he does, his speeh, his being vigilant, in

a word every ation of his is inspired by this love, other wise he will not be able to win

their a�etion and establish his authority and it would be impossible for him to eduate

them�.

501

Within this framework vigilane-presene takes on a harateristi style and so the

problem of punishments �nds a moderate solution. �Vigilane is the persevering attention

of the teaher on what the pupils are doing. This quality produes good results, not only

beause it stops disorders as soon as they show up and so prevents things from getting

worse but also and espeially beause it prevents. . . So the teaher should be very

attentive to what is happening in the shool at the moment; besides, sine it is better

to prevent wrongdoing than to punish it one ommitted, e�orts should be made to take

from the pupils any means or oasion for falling into some fault or breaking a rule;

he should at in suh a way that they are onvined that they are onstantly under

supervision�.

502

�Kindness suggests that the teaher espeially: 1. punishes rarely. . . ;

2. punishes only by reason of harity. . . ; 5. Never strikes or pushes the hildren or

fores them or treats them harshly. . . ; 15. Is always easy to approah, shows warmth

and kindness. . . ; 20. Tries to win over pupils with moderation who would be irritated or

disouraged by harshness�.

503

And again: �Do everything possible to see that the hildren �nd a ertain delight in

religious exerises: atehism, parish funtions, hymns, sermons et.; and always speak

of these things as of value, love. . . Enourage them to frequent the saraments often,

helping them to appreiate the great advantages that their frequent use is to the soul;

teah them how to make their onfessions well, prepare them for holy ommunion and

how to make their thanksgiving. . . Do not teah the students an austere piety moved

by fear but a pleasant piety based mainly on love�.

504

There is no want of reminders

of reason, either: �Do not at aording to risky opinions but on the basis of your own

judgement; let Christian maxims, divine and human law, the priniples of healthy reason

499

Le dodii virtù. . . , p. 21.

500

Le dodii virtù. . . , pp. 38-39

501

Le dodii virtù. . . , pp. 43, 46-47

502

Le dodii virtù. . . , pp. 50-51.

503

Le dodii virtù. . . , pp. 47 and 49.

504

Le dodii virtù. . . , pp. 26, 30-31.
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guide your ations. . . Always speak justly, reasonably to your pupils whatever their age,

and enourage them to do the same. . . Firmness in itself is nothing else but the strength

and onstany used to oppose evil, prevent and repress disorder. . . a strength of mind

used by reason to keep pupils on the path to doing good�.

505

Content of writers of various inspiration were theoretially aessible to Don Boso,

and these ontained pedagogial elements that were similar to his. But it would be quite

a problem to identify possible ontributors amongst these to his 'preventive system'.

506

The hypothesis of some dependene on F. Dupanloup and his De l'éduation would

seem to have greater probability. The Bishop of Orléans is one of the authors Fr Giulio

Barberis redits for his Appunti per Pedagogia sara (1903; 1st lithographed edition

1897). The Italian translation of the De L'éduation

507

was not unknown in Valdoo

and there are some notable onvergenes of ontent with the preventive system and some

of the phraseology whih distinguishes the repressive and preventive systems is very lose.

In Dupanloup the antithesis between the repressive and preventive systems shows up

espeially in the ontrast between the ivil and penal judiial struture in ivil soiety

and eduational struture of ontrol: �In all ivilised soieties, the need is always felt not

only to repress evil, ontrolling human passions with the bridle of punishment but there

is also a felt need to prevent it by forming people in virtue through eduation. This is

why wiser peoples often appoint a magistrate of the founder's, and a magistrate of the

highest degree�.

508

But di�erentiation of interventions also ours where eduation takes

plae owing to the youthful reality to be transformed and the understanding of 'disipline'

(�disipline has its roots in disere, to learn, and the word does not only express outward

disipline but also a teahing and virtue�).

509

A hild's is �a urious, �kle, restless age, keen on games, enemy to suggestions. . .

hildhood is arefree, unattahed, presumptuous, violent, stubborn. . . their defets are

natural, at least they do not yet have aquired defets. . . Everything in hildren is

new and pliable, and it is easy to straighten up these tender plants and point them to

heaven. . . This is why amidst all their defets it is better to see how muh reason and

virtue is hidden in them. . . despite appearanes of �ightiness and a too eager readiness

for enjoyment, a hild an be wise, reasonable and sensitive to virtue. . . I do not have

any di�ulty, then, in reognising that the hild, not exluded for the fat that he might

be born with the happiest of natures, is a �ighty, talkative being, �itting from one desire

505

Le dodii virtù. . . , pp. 24, 27, 42-4

506

P. Stella douments partiularly his relationship with Fr Blanhard and the Vinentian Pier Paolo

Monai (Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol II, pp. 453-456). And with even greater

reason we ould add pedagogial writings by P.A. Monfat, Marist, espeially Les vrais prinipes de

l'éduation hrétienne rappelés aux maîtres et aux familles Paris, Bray et Retaux (1875). He would

have been read and ommented on in the teahing ommunity at Valdoo � at least his following

work, La pratia dell'eduazione ristiana. First free version by Fr Franeso Briolo (Rome, Tip.

Dei Fratelli Monaldi 1879, translated from La pratique de l'éduation hrétienne. Paris, Bray et

Retaux 1878), the immediate soure of the �Cirular on punishments� 1883.

507

L'eduazione by Mons. Felie Dupanloup, Bishop of Orléans, member of the Frenh Aademy. Italian

version by Fr Clemente De Angelis. . . , 3 vol. Parma, Fiaadori 1868-1869.

508

L'eduazione, vol II, lib III. L'istitutore, p. 379.

509

L'eduazione, vol I, lib III. Chap III, La Disiplina, pp. 176-177.
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to another, unstable. . . But they know the pious founders well and that the work and

glory of eduation is there to overome �ightiness and knowing how to turn this lak of

onstany into something �rm�.

510

The ore of the eduational proess for Dupanloup is disiplinary eduation, that

�looks positively at will and harater�, �anked by intelletual and physial eduation

and rowned by religious eduation. So it is disipline, understood in its strong sense,

pedagogially rih, that is to be expressed in an artiulated formation e�ort, thanks to the

di�erent ways of arrying it out. It ahieves its intentions: �1. By onstant maintenane

of the rules through �rm exatness, and knowing where they are headed. 2. Preventing

the rules from being broken through zealous vigilane. 3. Stopping transgression with

puntually administered justie, orreting a disorder as soon as it arises. So disipline

has three roles to perform: maintenane, prevention, repression. Attention to seeing

that nothing that is blameworthy is left unorreted is the duty of repressive disipline.

Carefully seeing that dangerous situations are ket at a distane is the work of preventive

disipline, while taking are to show the right way to be followed is the role of diretive

or guiding disipline. It is easy to understand that prevention is better than repression,

but exatness in maintaining what is good, vigilane in preventing evil render the need

to repress muh less neessary. Thus the greater importane of diretive disipline, whih

maintains the good. Preventive disipline whih prevents evil is of seondary importane

and the lowest importane, although neessary, is repressive disipline whih punishes�.

511

Antonio Rosmini (1797-1855) with whom Don Boso had more than just super�ial

ontat, had already developed similar ideas, inluding more preise ones, to those of

Félix Dupanloup in a letter to Fr Paul Orsi on 6 May 1836:

�The teaher should not plae too muh on�dene in external, and I would also say

mehanial measures, whih might obtain two bene�ts but nothing more, that is: (1)

Remove the oasions of wrongdoing; (2) Indiretly prepare the soul for doing good.

�But these measures do not provide what is good in itself. They are but a preparation

for reeiving what is good and onsistent in truth and grae. This approah to eduation,

whih plaes all its on�dene in the above material, preparatory measures and for this

reason overlooks the immediate and formal ones, generates two very serious errors in

the minds of the youngsters. Inasmuh as it limits itself to preventive and prohibitive

measures, in a word to negative ones, it produes only an apparent goodness, the kind we

might all 'ollege' goodness [he means the boarding shool type℄. This disappears as soon

as the youngster is no longer restrained within those sared preints, and is no longer

surrounded by the measures he was overed by whih, though able to make him good,

put him in the impossibility of wrongdoing, at least outwardly. So that kind of eduation

adopted positive measures, yes, but they were only able to prepare the individual for

good. The 'good' is the law-giver's kindness, aresses, strategies whih make good works,

emulation et materially pleasant. This kind of eduation has produed a false diretion

of intention in the youngster, and intention is the eye of the soul on whih the larity of

the whole body depends. It does not produe, deep down in the youngster's soul, any true

510

L'eduazione, vol I, lib II, Del faniullo e del rispetto dovuto alla dignità della sua natura, pp. 70-74.

511

L'eduazione, vol I, lib III, hap III. La Disiplina, pp. 177-178
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love of virtue in itself, its ine�able beauty and intrinsi justie. Instead it produes only

human e�ets towards the law-giver [teaher℄, love of being praised, aressed, rewarded,

a kind of vainglory, self-esteem, ambition, desire to stand above one's equals whom he

begins to be jealous of instead of loving them � and true virtue, whih we should want

to pratise, would be in loving them.

�However, it is not that these measures are only harmful, and not be used, but used

with other, better measures they are are a preparation for making a young person good.

On the ontrary, we should make some deal of them, just as we build a hedge to protet

the �eld from armenti. The evil, as I was saying, lies in thinking that they are everything,

or the main thing in eduation, or that eduation an begin with these measures alone.

The �eld whih has been well-proteted with a hedge but is not properly sown, produes

poor hay. It is not just a ase a beginning, nor of providing the �rst seeds of eduation.

Again I say that these are just preludes to the gran work that makes a youngster good.

One the work begins, and progresses, it is ompleted only: 1. By getting the hild to

know of salutary truth in his spirit, omforted by grae; 2. By getting him to ontemplate

the beauty of this truth whih he omes to know; 3. By getting him to fall in love with

the beauty of the truth he ontemplates; 4. Getting him to at in onformity with the

beauty of the truth whih he has fallen in love with. And to ahieve all of this, one thing

only is needed, and it is: that we plae before his intellet a lear vision of the moral

truth we are dealing with; the omnipotent light of this truth omes from none other than

divine grae. And so that moral truth an be seen by the hild's intellet, it needs to be

explained simply and onsistently, not with mushiness and trikery�.

512

The little book by Barbabite Father Alessandro Teppa (1806-1871) is worthy of speial

mention. He was their Superior General from 1867-1871. His Avvertimenti per gli edu-

atori elesiastii della gioventù (Advie for lergy who are eduators of the young)

513

was a book Don Boso knew and reommended.

514

Teppa aims at gathering together in �a small book, advie and general norms that the

experiene of many years and the authority of better-known writers. . . have been shown

to be the most neessary and important for everyone to sueed in the di�ult work of

eduation�. It is direted espeially to �those are are still not expert in the di�ult art

of eduating�.

515

We also �nd there the ontrast or omparison, substantially, of the preventive and

repressive systems, onsidered as an opposition between material and moral authority:

�If you want to sueed well in the work of eduation, anyone with that task needs �rst

of all to know how to aquire and keep moral authority over the youngsters, and then

see that this authority is used as is appropriate. This moral authority is nothing other

than the power of direting other souls and making them want what we want for their

512

Epistolario ompleto, vol V, pp. 618-620.

513

Rome, Tip. E Lib. Poliglotta/Torino, Marietti 1868, 71 p.

514

In a letter to Fr Rua on 14 January 1869, Don Boso write from Florene: �10. Idem, get hold of Fr

Teppa's little book, Avvisi agli elesiastii et.: send one to Lanzo, the other to Mirabello and at

gatherings of leris and priests read a hapter every Sunday while I am away. Do the same in Turin�

(E II 4)

515

Avvertimenti. . . , pp. 4-5.
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bene�t. . . It ought not be onfused with material authority that others gain through

�rmness of will and severity of manner. It means making them fear and obey at any ost.

This material authority an also be useful at times as an aid to moral authority, when

the voie of reason is not listened to. It an also be ordinarily useful, if not neessary,

in maintaining disipline amongst the pupils, espeially when they are gathered in large

numbers. But if it is not tempered by moral authority it an only produe servile fear,

outwardly restrain, but annot win over and govern souls. These an only be won over

by persuasion and will only allow themselves to be governed by moral authority. You

annot gain this without deserving it and you annot deserve it without being esteemed,

respeted, loved�.

516

As a result, he favours �the way of kindness and persuasion�.

517

�Whoever wishes to be in harge of a youngster's heart has to also see that he is loved.

Someone who is loved is always willingly listened to and obeyed. But to be loved, there

is no other way than to love. Si vis amari, ama. And not just through words or by

natural inlination but loving with sinere, warm love and for reasons of harity. . . So

let the one who wants to be loved by his pupils, love them �rst with a true heart and as

a father and friend�.

518

From this omes the e�ort to understand the individual pupil, awareness of his hara-

ter, and thus a positive presene amongst them, a onstrutive and enouraging presene,

never a repressive one and not even needing orretion or punishments. �Sine young

people are at various stages of readiness, have di�erent temperaments, the �rst task of

someone who wants to eduate them is to know eah one's harater well so as to be

able to adjust to it. . . But beause the teaher an know what the harater of eah of

his pupils is like and what is the best way to be with them aording to their di�erent

natures and aording to the situation, he needs to very arefully observe what eah one

says and does, espeially when they are speaking and ating freely, as often happens in

rereation�.

519

�Let him know how to adapt to his pupils' abilities and show them with appropriate

examples the beauty of virtues and the ugliness of vie�.

520

�Along with instrution and

exhortation there an also be advie and loving orretion, beause young people by

nature are unstable, inonsiderate and distrated and so often need to be reminded of

their duty. They do not need to be astigated and piked up for every minor problem. . .

But to be able to arry out this important role of his it is lear that he must be always

attentive and vigilant over his pupils, and at the same time full of zeal and harity,

looking to their bene�t rather than their omfort, and knowing how to have sympathy

for the defets of a young age without growing too impatient, almost as if they liked

being orreted all at one�.

521

In the ase of giving warnings, �He should think about himself, that is, his internal

disposition, and see that he is able to speak with loving kindness and the e�etive reason

516

Avvertimenti. . . , pp. 14-16.

517

Avvertimenti. . . , pp. 27.

518

Avvertimenti. . . , p. 21-22.

519

Avvertimenti. . . , pp. 25-26.

520

Avvertimenti. . . , p. 32.

521

Avvertimenti..., p. 33-34.
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whih an persuade and move the pupil's soul�.

522

�When real need demands it, and it

seems advisable, not to punish someone who deserves it would be ulpable weakness and

a ruel kind of mery. . . Need and usefulness must be the norm for determing the quality

and quantity of punishments and the way of arrying them out. And in �rst plae the best

quality of punishment that a Teaher an give when he is truly loved and respeted by the

pupil will be that of showing displeasure at the fault ommitted, or openly solding him

seriously, or even quietly by using a more reserved attitude towards him and abstaining

from any show of kindness and familiarity whih he has been austomed to show. . .

Hitting boys in any way, pulling their hair, their ears or similar should be absolutely

forbidden, beause it is inappropriate to well-eduated people, always useless and often

harmful not only physially but also morally�.

523

Finally, we �nd the expliit oinidene of an appeal to harity with the same referene

to 1 Cor 13 as the basis and the summit of the eduator's mission: �Whoever arries out

suh a role ought always keep in mind the beautiful words of the Apostle Paul to the

Corinthians, where he lists the gifts and irumstanes of true harity�.

524

Texts

Opening of the Patronage Saint-Pierre in Nie-by-the-sea.

1. Do. H � printed text of the separate Italian edition Inaugurazione del patronato di

S. Pietro in Nizza a mare. Sopo del medesimo esposto dal Saredote Giovanni Boso

on appendie sul sistema preventivo nella eduazione della gioventù. Torino. Tipogra�a

e Libreria Salesiana 1877.

B = Fr Joaquim Berto's edited version of the manusript

B2, B3 = Berto's later notes in the manusript

Bb = Don Boso's notes in ms B

D = Italian manusript edited for the bilingual publiation

D2 = further notes by the editor in ms D

Db = Don Boso's notes in /ms /D

D = text ontained in the sheet added to do. D between pages 28 and 29.

F = Italian printed text of the bilingual edition.

Opening of the Patronage Saint-Pierre in Nie-by-the-sea

Purpose of this as explained by Father John Boso with appendix on the

preventive system in the eduation of youth.

[p. 3℄ OPENING

The Patronage de Saint-Pierre, opened in the ity of Nie on behalf of youngsters at

risk, was welomed by the ity's inhabitants with muh good will. Everyone, however,

522

Avvertimenti. . . , p. 35.

523

Avvertimenti. . . , p. 43-44, 47

524

Avvertimenti. . . , p. 61 (and omment on pp. 62-69).
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wanted the Pious Institute to be opened with a family feast, so that everyone ould be

in a ertain sense publily assured that their wish has been satis�ed.

The Civil and Churh Authorities ordially and sinerely aepted the invitation. Cav.

Raynaud, the City's Mayor, aught up in unforeseen business was represented by Coun-

illor Cav. Tosselli. Bishop Peter Sola and the lergy from the Bishop's Chapel ame to

elebrate solemnly.

Sine the newspapers had already published information on the Opening, it was pre-

sumed there would be a large rowd in attendane. To avoid onfusion in the restrited

on�nes of plae, a irular was sent out to those who would be most likely to be inter-

ested. |

The irular ran as follows:

�Monday 12 inst. At two thirty in the afternoon, his Lordship the Bishop will open the

Patronage de Saint-Pierre, No. 1 Plae d'Arms, the former Villa Gautier. This building

and garden has been reently aquired and destined to bring together abandoned hildren

to help them learn a trade. Convined that his eminently popular and morally bene�ial

work will have the sympathy of everyone taking part, inasmuh as it ontributes to the

good of the working lass, the Committee asks you to honour this funtion with your

presene.

Mons. Peter Sola, Bishop

Fr John Boso, Superior.

Fr. Joseph Ronhail, Retor

The Committee:

Count di Béthune Count Mihaud de Beauretour Count De La Ferté-Meun

Lawyer Ernest Mihel Baron Héraud C. Gignoux August Faraut (I). Nie, 9

Marh 1877. |

In Churh � Religious musi presented by students from the Institute � Purpose of this

work explained [p. 5℄ by Fr Boso � Solemn Benedition of the Blessed Sarament,

imparted by His Lordship the Bishop. |

In the garden � A dialogue written by His Lordship Bishop Sola � Musi and various

entertainment [p. 6℄ � Visit to the lassrooms and workshops and other rooms. On the

day established, long before the funtion began, the small hapel and adjaent rooms were

paked with people who had already arrived. The ourtyard and the pathways dividing

it and running alongside it were deorated with many-oloured �ags. The youngsters

from the establishment performed soprano, ontralto and horal piees. Everyone was

amazed that in suh a short spae of time the pupils had made progress in the ivilising

arts of the human heart. After Vespers had been sung, Fr Boso explained the purpose

of the Institute in the following words:

Your Most reverend Exelleny

And very respeted Benefators,

Your presene, Your Rev. Exelleny, Honourable Mayor, Gentlemen, is of great on-

solation to me, sine it gives me the [p. 7℄ opportunity to publily thank you for the

harity shown me in the person of the poor hildren of the Patronage Saint-Pierre. At

the same time it give mes a hane to freely express the purpose of a work that you
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founded, supported and whih has so often been the objet of your harity and that now

I intend humbly but warmly to plae and keep forever under your kind protetion. But

so I an give you a lear idea of the Institute you have proteted, I ask you to listen to

a brief history that you should not �nd unpleasant and that will help you to understand

what we want. Listen.

HISTORY

Some years ago the Bishop of this Dioese ame to Turin and after having spoken of other

things lamented the multitude of youngsters exposed to danger to body and soul, and

expressed the ardent desire to provide for their needs. A little afterwards, two gentlemen

from this ity (1) in the name of the members of St Vinent de Paul Confraternity

expressed similar regret espeially for the number of boys

(1) Baron Héraud and Lawyer Ernest Mihel

who at the weekend were running around the streets, wandering through the squares,

brawling [p. 8℄, ursing, stealing. But the anguish of these two benefators of the unfor-

tunate only inreased when they learned that these poor boys, after a life of vagabondage

and disturbing the publi authorities, mostly ended up �lling the prisons. Great God,

they exlaimed, an we not prevent the ruin of so many young people, whom we an all

unfortunates not beause they are perverse but only beause abandoned? We have, it is

true, the Dominian Patronages who o�er some help but they are not able to su�iently

provide for the needs of those living without a roof, food, lothing. To this we an add

the lak of priests who have time free to takle this important ministry.

It was then that with the approval of the beloved Bishop of this Dioese, the good

gentlemen we have spoken of write letters and then ame in person to Turin to observe

the Home we have there whih is for boys of this kind. (2) They ame and were soon

lear about the need for a home where workshops

(2) The referene is to the Oratory of St Franis de Sales where some 900 poor boys

are gathered and readied for some trade, or areas of study aording to their inlination

and ability.

ould be set up and the most abandoned be gathered in, instruted and set on the

road to a trade. But where was this home to be found and how ould it be paid for and

maintained? This home was to be opened here in Nie, on behalf [p. 9℄ of boys from

this ity; in Nie whih is a ity of harity, good works, an eminently Catholi ity. So

then, as for the material means we have unanimously given this answer: �The Brothers

belonging to the St. Vinent de Paul Confraterntiy will do what they an; and Nie will

not refuse its haritable support. It is a ase of soiety's good, of saving souls. God is

with us. He will help us�.

And so two priests left Turin just with their hands and no other orredo other than trust

in the Lord's providene and in the harity of the people of Nie. Everyone welomed

the two priests with kindness beause everyone judged that it was neessary to have an
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Institute to help youngsters at risk. It was then, Gentlemen, that you saw your Bishop,

good Shepherd that he is, and at the advaned age of 85, going from square to square,

street to street, seeking a plae, a refuge for the orphans, for youth at risk. This refuge

was found at No. 21 via Vittoria; and the brothers of St Vinent de Paul took the lease

temporarily on themselves.

The Bishop opened the new Patronage, blessed the hapel, elebrated Mass on 28

November 1875, expressing in an appropriate sermon his great onsolation at the mustard

seed that had been sown, whih he hoped would grow and be for the good. The new

Institute was alled St Peter's in honour [p. 10℄ of the Bishop who had opened it and in

honour of St Peter, Prine of the Apostles, as well as in homage to the Supreme Ponti�,

Pius IX who deigned to bestow a speial Blessing on the Institute and all its promoters,

adding the generous o�ering of two thousand frans. Without delay it began immediately

to gather boys at weekends and gave shelter to some of the most abandoned. But all of

this plae onsisted, however, in just a few rooms on the ground �oor and below. What

is just a few rooms faed with so many hildren who might at any moment ask shelter

from their misfortunes? The plae was too on�ned, only a few boys ould be taken

in, but above all we wanted to assure ourselves that the more unruly types for whom

sometimes it is judged that Christian eduation is fruitless, ould be kept far from the

danger of ertain ompanions, bad press, losed away in some seluded plae, ould be

easily led bak on the right path, beome useful itizens, an honour to their ountry, and

be the glory of our Holy Religion. That small �ok, and small number of boys living in

showed the need to provide for a growing number of poor hildren on the wider sene.

So, we went in searh of another building whih ould serve as a Home and a garden big

enough to deal with those who just visited in pleasant and honest rereation at weekends

[= Sundays and other Holy Days℄. This plae was found and it is the Villa Gautier where

we, honourable gentlemen, are urrently gathered. [p. 11℄ This site was onsidered very

appropriate beause it is outside the hustle and bustle of the ity but lose enough for

boys who just want to ome in. After many inumbenze the establishment was bought

for the sum of (100,000) a hundred thousand frans between purhase and aessories.

With the Holy Father's donation and those of other haritable people we have already

paid half. We hope that the other half will soon be paid.

Now, gentlemen, if at midday you take a look around, you will �nd one site that is

losed and detahed. This has been put at the disposal of the St Vinent de Paul Soiety

for their haritable works. Another part of the garden, on the other side and behind the

house is for working boys who ome in from outside from various parts of the ity and

want to spend Sunday here. Not far from this but ompletely separate, the boys who

live in have rereation, that is the boys who have been given shelter and live in the house

we are opening. One part of the garden remains free and this will be used for ativities

on Thursdays, the idea being to gather young students, let them play, have gymnastis,

reitals, musi, little theatre ativities, so they an have a day far away from danger and

to some advantage to their learning and their good behaviour. But all these ategories of

pupils, before they take part in amusements, always ful�l their religious duties. [p. 12℄

If, gentlemen, you have the honour of visiting this building you will �nd some rooms

that have been turned into a hapel and it is the hurh we presently oupy. Other
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appropriate plaes serve as a kithen, refetory, dormitory for boys of the Home; then

there are plaes for singing lessons, atehism reading whih we do during the day and

then again for the day boys who ome in large numbers to attend evening lasses. In other

plaes there are shoemakers, tailors, arpenters, book-binders at work in the workshops

of our humble Institute.

So this is the brief history I wanted to reount and also had to in order to express

ever more our gratitude for the Lord's goodness from nothing He knows how to bring

out whatever He judges suitable to ful�l His adorable will.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS INSTITUTE

[p. 13℄ Hearing us talk of shools. Trades, boarders, day boys, adults workers, working

boys, you will say: What is the situation of these boys? That is like asking: what is the

purpose of this Institute?

It is a good and appropriate question to whih I will respond immediately.

There are two ategories of pupil: there are day students who ome and spend the

Lord's day with us, then during the week they attend the evening lasses. The other

ategory is the boarders whose politial, moral, eduational irumstanes you ould

begin to understand a little by listening to what I am about to say: A youngster ame

along this morning asking if we ould take him in.

"Who are you?" He was asked.

"I am a poor orphan lad".

"Is your father alive?"

"He died before I ould even get to know him".

"And your mother?"

"My mother is very poor and she annot give me bread. She sends me out to �nd

whatever I an live on".

"How do you earn your bread?"

"I do it by playing the violin".

"Where?"

"In the inns and afes but if I ould learn musi well I hope later to be able to play in

the theatres and so earn myself some money".

"How old are you?"

"I am 15 or 16".

[p. 14℄ "Do you know how to read and write?"

"Very little".

"Have you made your First Communion?"

"Not yet".

Then when we gave him a brief exam on his religious knowledge we ame to know that

he was ignorant of even the basi elements and more than that was heading to lose his

honour, his soul and would end up being taken join the unfortunate wrethes in prison.

(3)

(3) When the religious servie was over the listeners in fat were anxious to see the

young lad I referred to. So we gathered in the garden and formed a irle and along
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ame our violinist who gave a onert in the presene of everyone. One of the spetators,

amazed at the simpliity of the player and moved by the wrethed lothes he was in, gave

a pledge that he would be immediately given lothes by the Our Lady of Nie Conferene.

The following day he presented himself with his violin to reeive his lothes and played

a little number to heer up the haritable gentlemen who gathered there to work for

the poor. The young man is still in the Patronage and show he is very willing to be

instruted in learning and religion.

The day after (13 Marh) another young man, 16 years old, presented himself and he

had never been to onfession or ommunion. He was an orphan, a foreigner, had nothing

and had already entered the path to no good. He was immediately taken in. On the

14th we met another boy whose parents in desperation he plaed him in a Protestant

Home. Terri�ed there by the things he heard said about Catholis, the boy managed to

esape but was found and led bak there by fore. He ould have �ed a seond time but

it was then by good fortune [p. 15℄ that he met the Retor of the Patronage de St Pierre

who, understanding the sad situation, aepted him immediately. From these and other

similar fats you an understand the irumstanes of our boys. Piking up boys who are

poor and at risk, instruting them in Religion, �nding work for the day students with

some honest employer, keeping the boarders busy in the workshops set up here, helping

them learn a trade with whih they an eventually earn their living. . . but you will ask

me again in this regard: are there many boys of this kind? Those who attend eah day

are relatively large in number, but there are only 65 for now living in. But there are

more than two hundred others who are asking to be taken in, and this will take plae

little by little that we have the plae ready, and we get the disipline all in order and

Divine Providene sends us the means to maintain them.

At this point of our explanation you will ask another reasonable question. The on�ned

size of the plae, the multitude of requests for aeptane, the repairs, the extensions,

indeed this hurh itself where we are demand a muh bigger building higher one that

ould serve better for the elebration of Mass, for hearing onfessions, teahing atehism

[p.16℄ to the little ones, for preahing to adults and people who live nearby. These things

are essential if the Institute is to pursue its purpose whih is the good of mankind and

the salvation of souls. How to provide for these needs? How �nd money needed to give

bread to those who live here, lothe them, provide teahers for them, assistants, trade

masters? How ontinue the works undertaken and those that we should begin[?℄

It is all true, and there is still more I would add, that to support the work already

began we have ontrated a number of debts and this very house is only half paid for.

Despite all this we must not sgomentari. Divine Providene and our Meriful Mother

looks after all these things. If they look after the birds of the air, the �sh in the sea,

the animals on the earth, the lilies of the �eld, will they not provide for us who before

the Creator are muh more preious than all those other material beings? And more.

The God who has inspired generous thoughts in you, in your kind hearts to promote,

found, support this work up till now, will he not ontinue to infuse grae, ourage, and

provide the means for ontinuing it? And even more again: The God who has seen that

Institutes are founded from nothing, in whih more than fourteen thousand hildren are
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housed [p.17℄, without them having a penny to advane, would that God want to leave

us in the lurh without his help for these works.
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4. Douments and writings

belonging to the �nal �ve years

(1883-1887)
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Introdution

In the �nal deade of his life (1877-1887) Don Boso was on a tireless searh for �nanial

assistane for his works in Italy and abroad. There are at least a hundred appeals,

spoken and written that are testimony to this, made to benefators, Cooperators, past

pupils, ivil and religious authorities. We �nd them in onferenes, talks, irulars,

begging requests, and regular items like the Salesian Bulletin whih he began in 1877

and whih beame a more e�etive and better 'spokesperson' for him. The greater number

of these, espeially publi onferenes along the lines of his sermon de harité [in Nie℄,

follow similar lines to the �rst address, his exposé of whih we have the omplete text

drafted, orreted and published by Don Boso personally. It an be read in the 1877

Inaugurazione del patronato di S. Pietro a Nizza a Mare [or in its Frenh translation if you

prefer℄ along with a news aount of the event and the pages on the preventive system, all

inluded in the same booklet. His 'preventive' theme omes bak again, seen in its twin

perspetive of the eduational and the soial: the dramati situation (and one that he

dramatised) of 'poor and abandoned' youth; the institutions that took are of them suh

as the oratory, the patronage, the home or hospie; the urgent need for funds to build and

support things, by seeking alms; the guarantee of abundant heavenly reompense, both

temporal and eternal as well as the prayerful and a�etionate reognition from those who

bene�ted from the help reeived; the ertainly of good personal, professional and soial

results.

The disussion is not a new one. It belongs to the Don Boso of the early oratories in

Turin, and of the lotteries. But by now it had beome far more universal and organised

one he had ahieved a new ath-phrase whih dominated the �nal deade: �soiety will

be good if you give young people a good eduation; soiety will be perverted if you allow

young people to turn to wrongdoing�.

At the same time Don Boso was at work within his own Congregation raising the

awareness of its members, and the family of Cooperators helping him, onerning the

requirements of the preventives system whih had beome the typial Salesian way of

eduating. At the onlusion of the 1877 text on the preventive system published in the

Italian Salesian Bulletin in September 1880 (followed by the Frenh in Deember 1880

and the Spanish in September 1887 and November 1889), the editor, Fr Bonetti, wrote:

�The system desribed above whih he has used and reommended sine the beginnings

of the Oratory and Home, is the one studied and pratised still today in every Salesian

House; and we know that they �ourish and o�er good results the more the said system is

understood and pratised in detail. It would be desirable for it to be introdued into all

Christian families, all publi and private eduational institutions, male or female. Then

there would be no delay in having a more moderately behaved and pious youth that would

be the onsolation of their families and a good support to soiety in general�.

525

Salesians

were sent a reommendation reorded up by the seretary of the General Counil of the

Salesian Soiety, Fr John Baptist Lemoyne, dated 12 September 1884: �I reommend

something else. Study and e�ort to introdue and pratie the Preventive System in

525

BS 4 (1880) no. 9 September, p. 9
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our houses. Let the Retors hold onferenes on this important topi sine there will

be inalulable advantages for the good of souls and the glory of God�.

526

The system

also beame an essential point of referene in negotiations and ontroversies over works

already aepted and others under disussion, suh as the house in Lyon in September

1879 and Madrid in 1885. In the �rst ase Don Boso onsidered ertain requests as

unaeptable sine they would have reated situations, he said, �that ause problems

for our eduational system�.

527

In the seond instane re realled �our system� in the

failed negotiations to take on a Madrid-based work:

528

�Despite the good will we ould

not diverge from the pratie established in our Regulations, a opy of whih I sent in

September�.

529

The douments brought together in this setion testify to the two perspetives, edua-

tional and soial. Of pastoral and pedagogial relevane are the �rst, the Dei astighi da

in�iggersi nelle ase salesiane (Conerning the Punishments to be in�ited in Salesian

Houses), what Fr Cerruti wrote in his Storia della pedagogia (History of Pedagogy), the

two letters from Rome bearing 10 May as the date, and the �nal Memorie or Memoirs

of Don Boso from 1884-1886.

Clearly of soial import is his address to past pupils on 24 June 1883. However, it also

takes on a partiular eduational value beause of its ontext. It is an eloquent testimony

of one of the results of what Don Boso wrote in 1877: �The preventive system makes

the pupil a�etionate so that the eduator an still speak with the language of the heart

during the time of eduation and after it�; �The pupil will always remain a friend of the

eduator and will reall with pleasure the advie given and will onsider his teahers and

other superiors as fathers and brothers�. Also, the 'glory' of the disiples beomes the

'glory of the Master': �If Don Boso has a name in the world, it would not be for his

virtues or talents, but would be due to the good suess, the good ondut of his hildren.

I would like said of me what we read in the Sriptures: Gloria patris �lius sapiens. So

ontinue to be good Christians and wise itizens, and thus you will be my onsolation,

joy and rown�.

530

The letters to the three Salesians working in Argentina whih an be found at the

end of the olletion, are representative of the 'system's highest expression, not only

pedagogially and soially but also in terms of general lifestyle and relationships, the

beginning of a true spirituality of religious, personal and ommunity life.

Conerning punishments to be in�ited in Salesian Houses

A irular attributed to Don Boso

by José Manuel Prellezzo

526

Verbali (Minutes) del Capitolo Superiore, 12 Sept. 1884, fol, 55r.

527

Letter to Canon C. Guiol Sept 1879, E III 520.

528

Verbali del Capitolo Superiore, 22 Sept. 1885, fol 80r-v.

529

Letter to Senator Silvela, 17 Marh 1886, E IV 354. �our Regulations� in this ase means the printed

text on the preventive system as seen in the Regolamento per le ase.

530

Address to past pupils, laymen and priests who ame to Valdoo to wish him greetings on his name

day on the morning of 24 June 1882: BS 6 (1882) no. 7, July, p. 123.
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Introdution

In reent Salesian historiography, the Dei astighi has drawn the attention of the best

sholars on Don Boso. For example, Peter Stella writes: �Amongst the douments whih

followed hronologially from the Preventive System, a irular on �Punishments to be

in�ited in Salesian houses�, written in 1883, espeially deserves onsideration�.

531

But

it immediately needs to be noted that although it bears the date of 29 January 1883,

this irular on the topi of punishments remained unpublished until 1935, almost �fty

years after Don Boso's death. His name appears at the bottom of the �nal page of the

opies kept urrently in the Arhivio Salesiano Centrale (ASC) in Rome.

For his part, Fr Eugene Ceria reonstruts the fats in the following way: �Before going

away from the Oratory and Italy for a onsiderable period of time, Don Boso left Fr

Rua to give or send Retors of the houses a long letter of his onerning an issue of key

importane in applying the preventive system. He o�ered a good amount of thought on it

on the Feast of St Franis de Sales, not only beause it was the vigil of his departure but

espeially beause the topi turned on a theme involving interpretation of the Salesian

spirit in one of the most deliate tasks of the eduator's work. Don Boso had seen that

a su�ient number of opies were prepared. But gradually the text of his exhortation

was ompletely forgotten�.

532

The 'long letter' ame to light for the �rst time in Volume XVI of the Biographial

Memoirs of Don Boso [Italian edition℄ in 1935.

533

Its irulation and meaningful silenes

One published, the work the work found onsensus with pedagogues and eduators es-

peially in the Italian setting. Non-Salesian sholars too, like Prof. Mario Casotti of

the Catholi University of Milan, onsidered Don Boso's irular letter to be impor-

tant, where he �justi�es the preventive through Jesus' words and example�.

534

Giovanni

Modugno quotes it to doument the need to follow the spirit of the Gospel in orret-

ing pupils, and he opies any number of paragraphs when he refers to the question of

punishments in Don Boso's eduational thinking.

535

Clearly enough Salesian sholars are the ones who have given most attention to the

1883 work and emphasises its worth. Fr Peter Rialdone, Retor Major of the Salesian

Soiety at the time, spoke in 1951 of the �great irular on punishments� in the �rst

volume of his work, Don Boso eduatore.

536

He provided a substantial sample of its

531

P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol II, p. 466.

532

E IV, 201

533

MB XVI 439-447

534

Giovanni Boso (s.), Il metodo preventivo. With testimonies and other unpublished eduational writ-

ings. Introdution and notes by Mario Casotti. Bresia, La Suola 1942, p. 121.

535

Don Giovanni Boso, Il metodo eduativo. Introdution and notes by Giovanni Modugno (=Anient

and modern eduators). Florene, La Nuova Italia 1941, pp. 50-54; 144-145: �(Da una lettera di D.

Boso del 1883 )�

536

P. Rialdone, Don Boso eduatore, vol I. Colle Don Boso (Asti), Libreria Dottrina Cristiana, p. 456.

Cf. Also U�i propri della Soietà di San Franiso di Sales. [Rome℄, Tipogra�a Poliglotta Vatiana

1974, pp. 15-17 (�Dalle lettere di San Giovanni Boso, saerdote�).
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ontent, wanting to explain Don Boso's thinking on the amtter of punishments (pp.

456-457).

Similarly there are many quotations that an be found in the �rst volume of the Annali

della Soietà di San Franeso di Sales (The Annals of the Soiety of St Franis de Sales)

in the hapter on the preventive system. The author is E. Ceria.

537

The omplete text of the irular was published in various olletions of the Piedmon-

tese writer's works. Mario Casotti opied it in his appendix of the earlier quoted work.

Gennaro R. Zitarosa also inludes the whole doument in his work: Pensiero e metodo

di Giovanni Boso (John Boso's thinking and approah).

538

In Spanish in the Salesian ontext the Biografía y esritos de San Juan Boso (St John

Boso's Life and Writings 1955, by Rodolfo Fierro Torres has had wide irulation. In

presenting the letter, he adds this note: �As the reader will note, there is a sad tone to

the writing. He wrote it at the request of Salesians in Argentina, some of whom had

allowed themselves to be infeted by a degree of militarism�.

539

However this statement

is not baked up with any doumentation.

When the seond edition of Biografía y esritos had sold out a 'nueva obra' was pub-

lished in the same series, whih brings together Don Boso's main works. The 1883

irular letter an be found amongst these.

540

We do not �nd Rodolfo Fierro's note

there onerning the Argentine origins of the irular.

The most authoritative and widespread olletion is undoubtedly the one prepared by

Peter Braido and published in 1965 by La Suola publishers, Bresia. Three years before,

Braido had inluded the text of the irular on punishments in his Il sistema eduativo di

Don Boso (1962). In the introdutory pages the Salesian sholar stated: �In our opinion,

its importane lies not so muh in presenting a broad ase study on punishments as in

the motivations and more general suggestions whih inspire it. The spirit, the general

eduational approah, the positive view it takes of young people, its optimism and lear

prediletion for a pedagogial poliy of love are ertainly Don Boso's and in omplete

harmony with his approah�.

541

In the Bibliotea de Autores Cristianos ited above, Pedro Castellví writes: �A little

known work, despite its great interest, is Don Boso's letter on punishments�.

542

Proba-

537

Annali I 664. Cf. Also A. Au�ray, Comment un Saint punissait les enfants. Lyon, Emmanuel Vitte

1946, pp. 27-43.

538

G.R.Zitarosa, Pensiero e metodo di Giovanni Boso. Doumentation and analysis of Don Boso's

eduational approah as a lassi work of pedagogy for State and ompetitive examinations.

Rome/Naples/Città di Castello, Soietà Editrie Dante Alighieri 1956. (Copy of the letter: pp.

43-59): �La punizione he libera dal male�).

539

R. Fierro Torres, Biografía y esritos de San Juan Boso. Madrid, Biliotea de Autores Cristianos

1955, p. 470, no. 1.

540

S.J. Boso, Obras fundamentales. Ed. Juan Canals Pujol and Antonio Martínez Azona. Estudio

introdutorio de Pedro Braido. Madrid, BAC 1978, pp. 595-608.

541

P. Braido, Il sistema eduativo di Don Boso. Turin. SEI 1962, p. 94. The anthology Braido prepared

is: S. Giovanni Boso, Sritti sul sistema preventivo nell'eduazione della gioventù, introdution,

presentation and alphabetial and systemati index, by Peter Briado. Bresia, La Suola 1965. The

text of the irular: pp. 305-316. We note that �it reprodues the edition found in the Memorie

Biogra�he, vol. XVI and the Epistolario, vol. IV� (p. 277).
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S.J. Boso, Obras fundamentales. . . , p. 595.
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bly, when he says 'little known', Castellví is referring to the limited irulation the 1883

letter had in the non-Salesian Spanish ontext.

We need to reognise that in other ontexts too, along with enthusiasti opinion and

long, expliit quotations, ertain omissions and silenes might at least seem a bit strange.

We don't �nd the text of the irular letter attributed to Don Boso, for example, amongst

the douments reprodued by Fr Bartolomeo Fasie in his book on the Preventive System,

even though the author o�ers other testimonies and unpublished writings on eduational

issues.

543

Fr Giulio Barberis, �rst pedagogy teaher amongst young Salesians (1874), and a strit

ollaborator with Don Boso and areful ompiler of everything he said, has a number

of pages on the question of punishments in his Appunti di pedagogia sara (Notes on

religious pedagogy), but makes no referene to the 1883 letter. This is a fairly signi�ant

silene if one onsiders that Barberis' omments on the matter are taken from a book

by A. Monfat, translated into Italian, as a basis � as we shall see � for his draft of this

work.

544

No referene has been found to �Don Boso's long letter� even in the writings of one

of the �rst and most authoritative Salesian sholars of pedagogy, Fr Franis Cerruti, the

author or many pedagogial publiations and various works on Don Boso the eduator

and on his thinking regarding eduation and shooling.

545

This, despite the fat that Fr

Cerruti, then diretor general of studies and Salesian shools, was involved, even before

Don Boso's death, in olleting his irular letters, as we an dedue from this: on 14

January 1887, replying to Fr Bellamy, a Frenh Salesian, while reognising the di�ulty

in �nding a omplete olletion, he wrote that he had made �every e�ort� to do what

ould be done, �sine it was something not only to his liking but also very useful�.

546

Without wanting to give to muh weight to the argument of 'silene', I think the fats

I have alluded to mean we have to give some spae to the problem of the authentiity of

the doument: a question that is really signi�ant.

The author

On this it would be appropriate to hear out the �rst editor one more. After referring

to having found a hane opy, Ceria adds that he had not been able to �nd an original

opy by Don Boso. Despite this he had no doubt: �some opies with Fr Berto's features,

Don Boso's seretary, show that we have an authenti doument of the Saint's before

543

B. Fasie, Del metodo eduativo di Don Boso. Soures and omments. Turin SEI 1927.

544

G. Barberis, Appunti di pedagogia sara esposti agli sritti della Pia Soietà di S. Franeso di Sales.

Turin, Litogra�a Salesiana 1897. See, for example, pp. 352-354 of the Appunti. . . and A. Monfat,

La pratia dell'eduazione ristiana, �rst free version by Fr Franeso Briolo. Rome, Tipogra�a dei

Fratelli Monaldi 1879, pp. 158-178; f. Espeially J.M. Prellezzo, Fonti letterarie della irolare �Dei

astighi da in�iggersi nelle ase salesiane� in �Orientamenti Pedagogii� 27 (1980) 625-642.

545

See for example F. Cerruti, Le idee di D. Boso sull'eduazione e sull'insegnmento e la missione

attuale della suola. Lettere due, S Benigno Canavese, Tipogra�a e Libreria Salesiana, 1886; Idem,

Eduazione e istruzione sistema preventivo ispezioni solastihe e ivili. Turin, Tip. S.A.I.S. �Buona

Stampa� 1910.
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ASC 272 Cerruti Franeso Corrispondenza. Charles Bellamy (1852-1911) was the �rst Retor at

Oran-Ekmühl (1891).
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us, and this is on�rmed by its ontents, style and tone�.

547

Ceria wrote this around

1955 in the introdutory note to the text on the irular on punishments, inluded in

volume IV of the Epistolario. It was made available in 1959, after the author's death, by

Eugene Valentini. In 1935, he had simply written: �Dated 29 January 1883 we �nd in

the arhives (32-I) a long irular entitled: Dei astighi da in�iggersi nelle ase salesiane,

written out in Fr Rua's hand, and signed: Fr John Boso. No indiation that it was ever

published�.

548

Currently, amongst the doumentation kept in ASC, no written opy (By Rua), ol-

laborator and �rst suessor of Don Boso, an be found. It is true that there is a opy

bearing the mark 32-I, but it was written by Fr John Baptist Franesia.

549

We will take

this up further on when examining eah of the douments used in this edition. And

we will see that we annot state for ertain that one fo the opies shows evidene of Fr

Berto's handwriting.

To the external riteria pointed to by Ceria to doument the authentiity of the letter

on punishments, we need to add internal riteria as well (ontents, struture, style,

tone. . . ). These two need some lari�ation. In fat, those who are well aquainted

with the pedagogial writings of the founder of the Salesian Congregation speak muh

more arefully. Peter Braido wrote that: �its ideal diretion and formulation is in perfet

onformity to the spirit of the 'preventive system'� but he also suggests that it is likely

that it was drafted by one of his ollaborators and that �Don Boso had simply approved

it and made it his own�.

550

Peter Stella arrives at onlusions that are very similar: �The prosody of the entire

doument leads us to think that the editing work was prevalently by someone else. This

was already the habit in Don Boso's last years. Just the same we an reognise terms

and onerns of Don Boso's that belong to that period�.

551

Stella refers, for example,

to hints on the preventive system, the warning never to orret in publi but in amera

aritatis. And he onludes by stating that, at least as far as it seems, the doument

was never sent out to Salesian houses during the founder's lifetime, nor printed, nor

lithographed as was usually done at Valdoo.

552

Earlier, in 1964, Peter Braido had also referred to the fat that the 1883 irular letter

was never sent to those to whom it was addressed and remained unpublished for many

547

�As we have had oasion to say, presenting the third volume, the omplete olletion is the work of

the late Fr eria who spent his �nal years at it and also the �nal e�orts of his long life� (E. Valentini,

�Presentazione� E IV, p. V).

548

MB XVI 15. A. Au�ray writes: �Ciulaire, ditée un an avant sa mort, à son bras droit, le vénéré

Don Rua, irulaire portant ette mention: Des hâtiments à in�iger dans les maisons salésiennes�

(Au�ray, Comment, p. 27).

549

Giovanni Battista Franesia (1830-1930). One of the �rst 16 pupils who joined Don Boso to found the

Salesian Soiety (1859). Ordained priest in 1862. First Salesian to reeive his Arts Degree; author

of many publiations of a literary nature (Italian and Latin). Cf. E. Valentini � A. Rodinò (editors),

Dizionario biogra�o dei salesiani. Turin, U�io Stampa Salesiana 1969, p. 128.

550

Giovanni Boso, Sritti, p. 277.

551

Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol II, pp. 466-467
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We an see Don Boso's irulars and those of members of the Superior Chapter and other writings

of an aseti or pedagogial nature (like for example the Appunti di pedagogia sara by G. Barberis

or the Elementi di pedagogia by F. Cerruti).
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years. He deals with it when examining Don Boso's teahing on punishments. In a

lassi Good Night to the youngsters in 1863 Don Boso told them: �I have to tell you

this learly, I abhor punishments and I don't letting people know about something and

threatening punishment if they don't arry it out: it's not my system�.

553

After inluding

this statement Braido asked: �Could this not be the reason why the long irular entitled

Dei astighi da in�iggersi nelle ase salesiane, in the Salesian Chapter Arhive, with

the date of St Franis' day 1883, was never sent and remained unpublished? While

it fully orresponds to Don Boso's thinking, his ordinary pratie and way of giving

ommands, does it not seem to give too muh importane to a subjet that was barely

touhed on in his pedagogy of loving kindness?�

554

In a more reent publiation (1981),

the well-known sholar on Don Boso takes up the question again. He again draws

attention to the 1863 Good Night. Then he sums up and adds to his earlier re�etion

in a signi�ant way (now withotu questions marks): �Probably this is the reason why

the long irular on Dei astighi da in�iggersi nelle ase salesiane (1883) was never sent

out and remained unpublished. While mathing Don Boso's thinking in substane it

gave too muh importane and organisation to a topi that was hardly touhed on in his

pedagogy of loving kindness�.

555

Doubtless that this is a larifying hypothesis, but keeping this in mind still, a degree

of surprise would not seem to be ompletely unjusti�able that it was never sent out if

in fat it arried Don Boso's name on it. We know the authority the founder of the

Salesians enjoyed amongst his ollaborators and sons. And we also know that Fr Rua

was not one to let any advie or indiations of the Superior be ompletely forgotten.

So in the midst of all these issues we learly see the need to get to know the setting in

whih this 1883 letter was written. At least theoretially this approah ould o�er the

right things we need to larify who was behind the letter and identify its soures.

Context and soures

The expression Peter Stella used is a good one, in my view, when summing up his

thinking on Dei astighi : �However, it must always be onsidered a signi�ant produt

of the live-in situation that had been so solidly set up in those years at Valdoo and in

many Salesian houses�.

556

It was in the early 1880s. Don Boso would have given the letter to Fr Mihael Rua

before going away fro some time from the Oratory and from Italy. Eugene Ceria, who

tells the story, is ertainly referring to the long trip Don Boso made to Frane in the

early months of 1883. The journey is well doumented. But at this time it might also be

very pertinent to note the testimony of Fr Rua who, in a irular he sent out from Turin

on 25 January 1883, said: �This year we will have our dear Father, Don Boso, with us

553

MB VII 503.
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P. Braido, Il sistema preventivo di don Boso, Zürih, PAS-Verlag 1964, p. 179, no. 76.
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P. Braido (Ed.), Esperienze di pedagogia ristiana nella storia. Vol II; Se. XVII-XIX. Rome, LAS

1981, p. 380.
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P. Braido (Ed.), Esperienze di pedagogia ristiana nella storia. Vol II; Se. XVII-XIX. Rome, LAS

1981, p. 380.
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to brighten up the feast of St Franis. Deo gratias! But on the 30th this month he will

be leaving for the usual long and tiring journey�.

557

Over the following months, Fr Rua, amongst other things, sent out some news on

events relating to the journey from Bordighera to Ventimiglia, Marseilles, Paris. . . On

31 August he wrote, �nally, to all the onfreres: �With Divine assistane our dear Father

arrived home safe and well after a long trip that lasted a good four months�. He then

added that on a separate sheet he would be sending �Something that Don Boso has

been dreaming of� that ould be made publi and be of edi�ation and enouragement

for everyone. Neither in this irular nor the one before (at least in the ones we an �nd in

the ASC) does he make any referene to what it was that he would be sending, aording

to what Ceria writes, to Salesian houses after Don Boso was to leave Turin.

558

On the

other hand neither the hronile entries for the Oratory at Valdoo nor the minutes of

meetings or 'onferenes' for the personnel at the house make any referene to any letter

on punishments even though, at the time (1882-1884) the topi of disipline, and more

pratially, punishments, had frequently gained the attention of superiors, teahers and

assistants.

We need to immediately add, however, that despite this silene, the news found in

the quoted douments o�er information of undoubted interest for reonstruting the

'ollegial [understand 'boarding environment'℄ setting' in whih the 1883 doument would

have been produed. These were tense times for the way things were going in the �rst

institution Don Boso founded. In the often brief notes on what partiipants at these

meetings said, one notes a ertain insistene on the urgeny of everyone knowing and

observing the Rules. And there is no lak of allusion and omment on topis and fats

of a disiplinary nature. In the meeting or onferene held on 27 June 1882, someone

said that �the youngsters do not have a good spirit; they are insubordinate�.

559

As one

of the fators provoking suh a situation, the members of the administrative ounil

at Valdoo indiate a lak of unity in administration of the entre. It was a topi

for re�etion and dialogue in the following meetings. There was a 'grand onferene'

on 16 November whih everyone took part in: priests, teahers, and the leris who

were assistants; around 35 in all. Some pages from A. Monfat (Pratia dell'eduazione

ristiana), the Frenh pedagogue, were read out and ommented on, and then re�eted

on. The pages onerned preisely the issue of �disipline amongst the teahers�. At

the same meeting they also spoke about order amongst the boys: two aspets of the

same problem that those running the Oratory were very onerned about. We an say

557

As 9.131 Rua Mihele Cirolare agli ispettori (25.1.1883) ms opy and original signature of Fr Rua's;

f also ASC 0529 Rua Mihele Cirolari. Cirulars have been kept for the following dates: 26.1.1883;

25.2.1883; 28.4.1883; 31.5.1883; 26.6.1883; 24.7.1883; 24.10.1883; 24.11.1883; 28.12.1883.

558

Cf. A Amadei, Il servo di Dio Mihele Rua. Vol I, Turin, SEI 1931. The biographer gives ample spae

to reounting the events of 1883 (pp. 317-331). He reports news given by Fr Rua in his irulars on

Don Boso's journey. He realls that at the end of April, �Don Boso saw the need to have Fr Rua

at his side, and alled him� (p. 320).

559

ASC 38 Torino San Franeso di Sales, fol. 53. Cf. Other referenes in J.M. Prellezzo, Fonti, pp.

627-628; Idem, Valdoo (1866-1888). Problemi organizzativi e tensioni ideali nelle �onferenze� dei

primi salesiani, in RSS 8 (1989) 289-328; P. Braido, La Lettera di Don Boso da Roma del 10 maggio

1884. Rome, LAS 1984, pp. 81-82.
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this, if we onsider that at the beginning of the following year, on 8 Marh 1883 (while

Don Boso was in Frane), there was another onferene in wih everyone who had some

responsibility for the running of the hosue took part. There was a entral topi ont

eh agenda: disipline. With a view to �nding some preise guidelines on this deliate

issue, a hapter on punishments was read out from Teppa's brief work: Avvertimenti per

gli eduatori elesiastii della gioventù (Advie for religious eduators of the young).

560

Don Boso's words in the Regulations on this matter were also ommented on. (Nor is

it out of plae to highlight the fat one again that the minutes of this meeting make

no referene to the irular on punishments; beause, in the ontext we have quikly

presented, suh an allusion might be onsidered as taken for granted, if things were going

like Fr Ceria said they were).

The 8 Marh meeting losed with an earnest exhortation to keep to Don Boso's and

Fr Teppa's spirit: two �models experiened in the eduation of the young�. And we also

know that the issue was of great interest to the partiipants beause they deided to

meet again the following day. The entral issue to be faed was this: �To �nd out why

the boys fear us rather than love us�. They observed that �this is ontrary to our spirit or

at least to the spirit of Don Boso�.

561

They disussed �this important topi� for �around

two hours�, but without �nding the �true ause�. They then felt the need to make some

book available that would serve as a guideline. They deided to give everyone a opy of

the Avvertimenti. . . by the Barnabite Fr Teppa. It was handed out at the April meeting

1883.

If we ompare the pages of the Avvertimenti with the text of the Dei astighi, we

�nd ideas that have a�nity: punishment, like mediine, must only be applied out of

neessity and the last remedy; the teaher ought not astigate severely or when emotional;

punishments ought not be a danger to health. . . But these are ommon enough themes in

the pedagogial literature of the 19th entury.

562

Instead the struture and general layout

of the two items are very di�erent and ertain statements re�et somewhat di�erent points

of view: while Teppa advises immediate, though not preipitous hastisement, the author

of the irular believes that a boy should not be punished right at the moment of the

fault, but after some time of re�etion. There is another urious detail: Teppa speaks of

in�iting punishment with �loving kindness�, while in the item attributed to Don Boso

this very harateristi term of his does not appear, at least at ertain periods.

563

We an onlude then that overall the traes found from Fr Teppa's book in the irular

on punishments are rather light. But on the other hand we see that the other work used

in Valdoo, by Monfat, o�ered abundant material to whoever wrote the irular.
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A. Teppa, Avvertimenti per gli eduatori elesiastii della gioventù. Rome/Turin, Marietti 1868, pp.

41-51 (Chapy. VI Dei astighi).
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ASC 38 Torino San Franeso di Sales, foll. 78-80. Cf. Critial text of this doument in L'Oratorio

di Valdoo nelle �Conferenze apitolari� (1866-1877). Introdution and ritial texts (ed.) J.M.

Prellezzo, in RS 10 (1991).
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Cf. B. Shnapper, La orretion paternelle et le mouvement des idées au dix-neuvième sièle (1789-

1935), in �Revue Historique� 1980, no. 534, 320-349; A. Cumming, Disipline: an historial exami-

nation, in �Pedagogia Historia� 9 (1969) 366-379.
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A lari�ation on this appears in S.J. Boso, Obras fundamentales, p. 596: �Todas su páginas subrayan

en forma reiterativa la amorevolezza, expresión típia, verdadero teniismo ensu léxio pedagógio�.
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Comparison of the texts gives us a solid basis for maintaining that between these

two items there are not only topial oinidenes and oneptual parallels but true and

real dependenies. This onlusion is amply doumented in an earlier work, while at

the same time CH. Rollin demonstrates the inonsisteny of any hypothesis that laims

diret dependeny between

564

the two. In the urrent edition we omplete the opy of

the texts, sine even the paragraphs where the likeness seems most tenuous ould turn

out to help explain parts whih were opied almost literally in other parts of the 1883

doument.

With the help of the Marist pedagogue, the writer of the irular addressed to Re-

tors of Salesian houses was in touh with the teahings and writings of other eduators

and pedagogues: Senea, Quintillian, Fénelon, Dupanloup, Rollin. . . In suh ases, we

should speak only of indiret soures, obviously. The same should also be said of books

and authors added by Briolo in his Italian translation and adaptation: Lambrushini,

Tommaseo, Arrò Carroio, Al�eri. . .

There is one point where the literary soure is learly di�erent: it is the paragraph on

�our dear, meek� Saint Franis and his example of harity and kindness. The text brings

in a setion of the Vita di San Franeso di Sales, by André Jean Marie Hamon, a work

that was no unknown in the Salesian ontext of Valdoo.

565

The good number of materials olleted were, in general, not elaborated on all that

muh. The reader an see this easily enough by omparing the text with the apparatus

regarding soures. The writer of the 1883 text omments on and illustrates his main ped-

agogial arguments with referenes to Holy Sripture: examples of Jesus (love, kindness

and patiene with Mary Magdalen and the apostles), the example of St Paul, Moses,

David, Elijah. . .

These, and exhortations to have reourse to prayer, the fear of God and other su-

pernatural means ontribute to giving the irular Dei astighi a stronger and more

harateristi religious and spiritual tone. There are also other elements that ontribute

to personalising the ontent. More than one the writer speaks in �rst person to �my

dear Salesians�; he hints at eduational and apostoli experienes familiar to the Val-

doo setting: �I have had true onversations�; �The Lord has onsoled me often�; �I have

often enountered people so stubborn... who were bent only on harity�; �Often when I

alled some of these wild little haraters to me and treated them kindly...�...These are

things that suggest Don Boso's intervention but they do not allow us to draw ertain

and de�nitive onlusions.

The work of researh and identi�ation of literary soures lets us see learly that the

originality of ontent of the irular Dei astighi is modest. When suh soures have

been analysed there are open questions remaining onerning the author of the 1883

564

In the work quoted in note 12 (Fonti. . . ) there is an e�ort to doument the ontribution by the Frenh

pedagogue Ch. Rollin. This was a rather indiret ontribution: through the work that we know, by

A. Monfat. It seems that the writer of the irular Dei astighi did not use the original Frenh but

the 'free version' by F. Briolo.

565

[André Jean Marie Hamon℄, Vita di San Franeso di Sales vesovo e prinipe di Ginevra, ompiled

on the basis of manusripts and ontemporary writers by the priest at St, Sulpie in Paris. Turin,

Cav. Pietro Marietti 1877, 3 vol.
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draft and his hoies and presentation of the doumentation he had gathered. Despite

this one thing seems lear enough: on the basis of trustworthy data and taking a new

perspetive, we an on�rm the hypothesis that in the long letter of 1883 we see the

prevalene of a person other than Don Boso in the editing proess.

566

But also, even if

it seems a paradox, we need to add that the number of texts taken literally from earlier

publiations does not help us in the task of identi�ation. The book the writer has used

most of all was already known in Valdoo sine 1882. It is enough to reall that a good

35 of the people involved in the boys' eduation were present for the 'grand onferene'

on 16 November and were able to listen to the reading on some pages from the Pratia

dell'eduazione ristiana by A. Monfat and its ommentary: it was a work, it seems,

warmly reommended to his ollaborators by Don Boso himself. In fat, Fr Giulio

Barberis, after having drawn liberally from Monfat's work when writing his Appunti di

pedagogia sara in the hapter dediated to the topi of disipline, says: �I will say along

with the famous A. Monfat (a Marist whose book D. Boso has muh reommended for

reading. . . �.

567

It is another question if we are talking about a�nity between writings of the Frenh

pedagogue and ertain eduational guidelines that appear in early Salesian pedagogial

texts. These however are not a su�iently solid basis for laiming that in fat Don Boso

had put his signature at the bottom of the �nal page of something that surely one of

his ollaborators had drawn from or summarised from Monfat. And presinding from

questions of literary dependene, it would not seem too muh to suppose that in the

hoie and use of these texts there was a desire to respond to partiular issues that were

being felt at the time within Valdoo in the early 1880s, as indiated earlier.

The presentation to follow of eah of the douments handed on to us through the

irular letter might o�er some useful elements .

The original douments

There has been no original doument of Don Boso's found of the text that is published

here. Nor is there any news at any time in history of any opy with his signature. After

a thorough onsultation of the ASC's fondo Don Boso, we an verify that there are

seven opies (�ve manusripts and two typewritten opies) numbered as 131.03 Lettere

566

Taking up the pages regarding repression, punishment again (pp. 156-193), it doesn't seem that the

editor had overlooked ertain passages on the basis of preise riteria for his hoies. In some ases the

hanges that we �nd in his work ould betray a less favourable attitude to punishments. For example,

while Monfat says not to punish �until other means have been exhausted� (p. 157), we read in the

irular: �after having exhausted all other means� (p. 1). It is to be noted however that the Frenh

pedagogue, on another oasion, invites the eduator �not to have reourse to punishment exept as a

last extreme�.(p. 169). In the work attributed to Don Boso we do not �nd a reommendation that,

in Valdoo's family atmosphere, would seem terribly austere: �Let the eduator's world be serious�

p. 161. On the other hand we need to add that there is no olletion or indiation of Monfat's (nor

any added by Briolo in his version) whih might be onsidered lose to guidelines of Don Boso's:

ondemnation of �general punishments� (p. 177); boys knowing �that they are loved� (p.158); treating

them with �loving kindness� (p. 159). For other elements see Prellezzo, Fonti, pp. 640-642.
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Barberis, Appunti, p. 303.
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Cirolari ai Salesiani. A further typewritten opy numbered 0509 is held in the ASC

under Superiori Maggiori Cirolari 1867-1907.

Only in a few ases have we been able to identify the sribes with any solid probability.

We an add with ertainty that in none of these eight opies are there any interventions

whih an be attributed to Don Boso's hand. Researh into other arhives has not

turned up anything positive either, in this regard.

As well as the manusript opies, we will be keeping in mind the published texts

of the Memorie biogra�he and the Epistolario of Don Boso, given the authority and

irulation they have had. The former will be indiated, in what follows, by J and the

latter by K.

Examination of the di�erent opies leads us to one provisional hypothesis: it seems

that all these douments derive from a single draft (whih has disappeared?) of the Dei

astighi irular. All the preserved opies have the substantially omplete text. The

variants (omissions and/or additions of phonemes, hange of word order. . . ) an be

attributed to simple errors by the opyists and in some ases might betray di�ulties

in reading the manusript whih was being opied. Only on a few oasions do we note

variants of a ertain importane (omitting a line) and likely intentional interventions

by the sribe-editor to improve the text. But in none of these ases is the substantial

integrity of the text ompromised.

In the urrent edition here we have hosen as a basis the manusript opy kept in the

ASC 131.03 Lettere Cirolari ai Salesiani, whih will be indiated here as A.

Manusript A is made up of two double sheets inserted one after the other and making

up 8 pages in all, unnumbered, unlined and without margins, 220x140 mm in dimension.

The �nal page is blank. The paper, now yellowed and faded with time, is thin. On the

seond sheet we an read the letterhead used at the time at Valsalie: �COLLEGIO-

CONVITTO VALSALICE - Torino�.

The manusript is a bit worse for wear. It has a number of blothes, probably due to

humidity. The small, neat and regular writing is Fr John Baptist Franesia's.

568

It is he,

too, who writes 'Fr John Boso' at the end. Given the kind of paper used, it would not be

saying too muh to suppose that Fr Franesia wrote it when he was Retor at Valsalie

(1883-1884) or slightly later. The manusript has few orretions; sometimes however it

is di�ult to determine a word that has been substituted; often the �nal vowels (a,e,o)

give rise to doubt. He used brown ink.

This is the oldest and most authoritative opy. There are a number of onsiderations

that lead to this onlusion and that go beyond its features and extrinsi aspets whih

already tells us muh. Copy A was done before the versions whih Ceria saw to. In

fat an arhival note says: �Not published�. The opy bears, as well, the marking �32-I�

handwritten in blak ink, indiating the position in an old ASC atalogue where various

irular letters of Don Boso to Salesians ould be found (or at least attributed to him).

The systemati presene of 19th entury grammatial forms in text A (aveva, era, in-

568

In 1884-1886 John Baptist Franesia was the diretor of the student setion at Valdoo. At the same

time he was also provinial in Piedmont (1878-1902). Cf. E. Valentini � A. Rodinò (eds.) Dizionario,

p. 128.
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tiera, instead of avevo, ero, intera'/) o�ers new elements of trustworthiness. We might

say something similar onerning a few Piedmontese-falvoured forms (/hiamare ai par-

enti in plae of hiedere ai parenti). All of these have been 'modernised' in the Memorie

biogra�he (1935) and the Epistolario (1959).

Analysis of the text highlights a lear a�nity between text A and two other manusript

opies of the irular.

The �rst (B) is a ommon shool exerise book of 23 unnumbered pages, 201x152 mm.

The seond (D) is also an exerise book. This time of 36 numbered pages, 201x153 mm.

These two opies were made by two di�erent sribes; the writing, lightly slanted to the

right, is lear and, in manusript B it has a ertain elegane.

569

Comparison of the variants, while on�rming a�nity between the three, does not

allow us to speak with ertainty of a diret dependene. In fat the presene of a relative

number of ommon variants means we annot dismiss the hypothesis that the sribes for

B and D ould have used a manusript other than A to opy from. We will bear this in

mind in this edition.

Similar onsiderations ould be had for the relationship between A and J. Fr Ceria

says he had worked from a opy kept in the Salesian arhive marked as '32-I'. This is

preisely the old marking for manusript A. This, and the loseness of the texts, ould

lead us to think that J depends on A. The di�erenes we see ould be explained by

opying errors or simple typos (for example, urandola instead of urvandola, sogliono

in plae of vogliono). And we annot exlude, in some ases, an intentional intervention

on the editor's part to improve the text (orretions of some oversights in the original,

substitution of older verb forms).

These are not onsiderations though that allow us to ome to de�nitive onlusions.

For his part, Fr Ceria says he used a opy in Fr Rua's handwriting for his work. Instead

opy A was ertainly made by Fr Franesia. Without exluding the possibility of inexat

attribution on the part of Don Boso's historian,

570

his testimony is one more item

meriting onsideration. So the data we have available today leave the matter of a true

and proper dependene between A and J at least partly open. Less problemati instead

is the relationship between J and K. The Epistolario reprodues, other than for some

minor retouhing, what is in the Memorie biogra�he.

The other two manusripts (C,E) kept in the position shown by ASC, are with all

probability opies of B and D respetively.

571

Similarly, two of the niely typed opies

569

Is this the manusript Ceria refers to when he speaks of a �opy with Fr Berto's features� (E IV, 201)?

Amongst the manusripts urrently kept in the ASC, opy B is the one that ould seem losest to Fr

Berto's writing. But there are no ertain data whih allow us to be sure.

570

There are notable similarities between the handwriting of Fr Rua and Fr Franesia, two of Don Boso's

ollaborators. This ould also explain some inexatitude found in the Fondo Don Boso. Miro�he

and desription by A. Torras. Rome, Arhivio Salesiano Centrale 1980, presenting opy A as �MS

Rua� (p. 256).

571

C 's handwriting is the same as that in the other douments in ASC, where we read this note by

an arhivist: �written by the Gerard family � worked in the Arhive between 1923 and 1926� (Cf.

ASC 123 Rinaudo). Copies DE most probably were made by the same sribe. The writing in these

manusripts has ertain likeness with C and seems to be the same as douments opied by the Gerard

family, as the arhivist's note says. (Cf. For example, Fr Ru�no's diary, ASC 110.1).
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(G,H ) depend diretly on A. The seond (H ) is kept at 0509 Superior Maggiori Cirolari.

A third typewritten opy (F ), is kept, like G, at 131.03 Lettere Cirolari ai Salesiani,

and is quite defetive: it ontains many material errors that have not been orreted.

On the basis of the internal analysis of the texts, variants and testimonies from outside,

we present � also for larity and usefulness for the reader's sake - an hypothesis by way

of a diagram while reognising that is has some problem aspets to it.

The urrent edition

The ritial text of the irular Dei astighi da in�iggersi nelle ase salesiane presented

here faithfully re�ets the one handed down from manusript A, the doument onsidered

to be the oldest and msot authenti.

To failitate the reading, we have preferred to orret the oasional oversight due
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probably to distration or material error on the opyist's part. The items added have

been inserted between square brakets. While being rigorous with regard to the opied

text, it was onsidered onvenient to introdue light retouhing to the spelling preferring,

for example, the regular use of lower ase in words like asa, ollegio [and this will

be followed in the English translation too℄. It is a ase of a very few light variations

of a formal nature. In other words, in the following pages we have the ritial text

presented in an earlier publiation.

572

The apparatus regarding variations has been

redued to essentials: only the things onerning meaning. For the reader's sake instead

we preferred to fully reprodue a seond level of apparatus with: indiations of literal or

paraphrased quotations from Holy Sripture and authors quoted in the text; some notes

of an historial, explanatory kind and referenes to parallel passages by Don Boso and

his �rst biographers whih ould help to ontextualise the 1883 item. To failitate the

reading, the diret literary soures are not in an appendix but part of the orresponding

ritial apparatus after the text.

Text

Conerning punishments to be in�ited in Salesian Houses

My dear sons,

Often, and from various plaes, I reeive a request or at times even an entreaty saying

that I should o�er some rules to Retors, Prefets and teahers, whih might give them a

guide-line in the di�ult ase where one is obliged to in�it some form of punishment in

our Houses. You know the kind of times we live in, and how easily a small imprudene

ould bring serious onsequenes in its wake.

573

Wanting to respond to your wishes, and so avoid signi�ant displeasure for both you

and me, and better still, to obtain the best that is possible from the young people whom

Divine Providene has entrusted

574

to our are, I am sending you some diretions and

some ounsels whih, as I hope is the ase, if you manage to put them into pratie,

will be of great assistane to you in the di�ult art of moral, religious and intelletual

eduation.

In general, the system we ought to adopt is alled preventive (1),

575

whih onsists

in so disposing the hearts of our students that they ought to be willing to do what we

572

Cf. Dei astighi da in�iggersi nelle ase salesiane. Una lettera irolare attribuita a Don Boso.

[Introdution and ritial text by℄ J.M. Prellezzo, in RSS (1986) 263-308. In this work one an �nd

a longer and more detailed desription (pp. 274-286) of the douments that ontain the text of the

irular attributed to Don Boso.

573

Cf., for example, Regolamento per l'Istruzione elementare approvato on R. Dereto [No. 4336℄ 15

September 1860, in Codie dell'Istruzione seondaria lassia e tenia e della primaria normale. . .

Turin, Tipogra�a Solastia di Seb. Frano e Figli e Comp. 1861. p. 389.

574

entrusted (a�derà) orr ex `onederà' A.

575

�Quite di�erent form this and I might say opposed to it, is the preventive system. It onsists in making

the laws and regulations of an institute known, and then wathing arefully so that the pupils may at

all times be under the vigilant eye of the Retor or the assistants, who like loving fathers an onverse

with them, take the lead in every moment and in a kindly way give advie and orretion; in other

words, this system plaes the pupils in the impossibility of ommitting faults� - Regolamento per le

ase della Soietà di S. Franeso di Sales, Turin, Tipogra�a Salesiana 1877, p. 4. Cf. G. Boso, Il
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ask of them without need of external violene. With suh a system I want to say that

oerive means are never to be used; only and exlusively those suggested by patiene

and harity.

(1) See Regulations for the Houses of the Soiety of St Franis de Sales.

Given that human nature, too muh inlined to evil as it is, sometimes needs to be held

bak by severe treatment

576

, I believe it is worthwhile o�ering you several approahes,

whih I hope will bring onsoling results by the grae of God. Before all else, if we

wish to be seen as friends wanting the real good of our pupils, and require them to do

their duty, you must never forget that you represent the parents

577

of these dear young

people who have always been the objet of my e�orts, my study, my priestly ministry

and that of the Salesian Congregation.

578

If therefore you are going to be true fathers

579

to these hildren, then you also must have a father's heart, and not turn to repression

or punishment without reason and without justie, and only in the manner of one who

does this under duress, and for the sake of duty.

I intend to set out for you what should be the genuine motives that ought to lead you

to turn to repression, and what punishments to use

580

, and who should apply them.

I. Never punish until you have exhausted all other means

581

My dear sons, how often in my long areer have I had to onvine myself of this great

truth! It is ertainly easier to lose one's temper than to be patient;

582

threaten a young

person rather than reason with him. I would say that it better suits our lak of patiene

and our pride to punish those who resist us, rather than bear with them �rmly and with

kindness. The harity I am reommending to you is the one St Paul used

583

towards

sistema preventivo nella eduazione della gioventù. Introdution and ritial texts by Peter Braido.

Rome, LAS 1985, p. 83.

576

�When surveillane is unable to ontain his instints for wrongdoing, it is the eduator's duty to repress

them� - A. Monfat, La pratia dell'eduazione ristiana, �rst free version by Fr Franeso Briolo.

Rome, Tipogra�a dei fratelli Monaldi 1879, p. 156.

577

�Teahers represent parents, and they have the right and title of being seond fathers of the families

who entrust their o�spring to them. But if they are fathers of their pupils then they need to feel like

that. A father never represses or punishes with pleasure; he resigns himself to it beause it is right

or just, but always shows himself to be a father while doing so. The attitude, mindful of his title

as father, that he has while repressing then is as follows: 1. not to do so until after all other means

have been exhausted�. - Monfat, La pratia, p. 157.

578

�I have promised God that I will spend myself until my last breath for my poor boys� - MB XVIII 258.

�You know how muh I have su�ered and put up with for a good forty years and how muh I su�er

and put up with still now� � La lettera di Don Boso da roma del 10 maggio 1884 [by℄ P. Braido, in

RSS 3 (1984), p. 344.

579

Cf. Boso, Il sistema preventivo, p. 83 �But now the Superiors are seen as Superiors and not as fathers,

brothers and friends� � La lettera di Don Boso da Roma, p. 344.

580

to use (adottarsi) adattarsi BD

581

�Where possible, never make use of punishments� - Boso, Il sistema preventivo, p. 91.

582

�In fat it is easier to be annoyed than to be patient; easier to threaten a hild rather than persuade

him; more onvenient to one's pride and human impatiene to beat those who objet rather than

support them and orret them �rmly and kindly� - Monfat, La pratia, p. 159.

583

Cf. 1 Cor 1:10; Gal 4:15-20; Phil. 2:1-5
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the faithful newly-onverted to the religion of the Lord, who often made him weep and

implore them when he saw them less doile, and less responsive to his zeal.

Hene I reommend all our Retors that they should be the �rst to pratise fatherly

orretion in respet of our dear young sons, and this orretion be done in private,

584

and as the saying goes, in amera haritatis. Never diretly rebuke anyone in publi,

exept to prevent sandal, or to make it good when it has already ourred.

585

If there is no improvement after the �rst warning, speak to another sta� member

who has some asendany over the guilty one. In the last resort, talk it over with the

Lord. I would wish the Salesian always to be like Moses, who sought to appease the

Lord, justly angry with the people of Israel.

586

I have rarely seen any advantage gained

from improvised punishments, in�ited before other means were tried. Nothing, says St

Gregory an ompel a heart, whih is like an impregnable ity,

587

and whih it is neessary

to onquer with a�etion and gentleness. Be �rm in wanting the good and preventing

evil, but always gently and prudently. Persevere in being amiable, and you will see that

God will make you masters of less-than-doile hearts. I know, this is perfetion, and one

does often meet it in teahers and assistants, who themselves are often young.

588

They

are not used to approahing hildren the way they should be approahed. Either they

hand out standardised punishments and ahieve nothing, or they let everything go bad,

or they just strike out, right or wrong.

This is the reason why we often see evil multiply, disontent spreading even among

the better ones, and the orretor is left unable to do any good at all. For this reason I

must also in this instane put before you my own experiene. I have often met ertain

types who were so stubborn, so relutant to reeive any good advie, that they o�ered

me no more hope of saving them, and in whose regard it was seen as neessary to adopt

severe measures, and who were turned around only by harity.

589

Sometimes it would

584

�To obtain good results when orreting, do not give reprimands in the presene of others� � Memorie

dal 1841 al 1884-5-6 pel Sa. Gio. Boso a' suoi �gliuoli salesiani [/Testamento spirituale/℄, F.

Motto in RSS 4 (1958), p. 92. �The Retor . . . should never reprimand nor give strong rebukes in

the presene of others. HE should try to do this in amera aritatis, that is kindly, stritly in private�

(Ibid, pp. 115-116). �Exept in very rare ases, orretions, and punishments should never be given

publily but always privately, away from ompanions� - Boso, Il sistema preventivo, p. 9.

585

�When you have to blame someone, give advie or orretions, never do it in the presene of their

ompanions� � Regolamento per le ase, p. 17. �Call him to ome to you in partiular and in a

fatherly tone of voie� - Monfat, La pratia, p. 184.

586

Cf. Ex. 32:11-14.

587

�It is preisely beause nobody an fore their way into the impenetrable forti�ations of the heart

that it behoves you to win that heart over, win his esteem and a�etion. Kind, onstant, loving and

wise �rmness alone an help him begin again. This is what moral disipline is all about. But we need

to say that this is a rarely found perfetion, espeially in young teahers, even if they are good ones;

most of them don't orret as they should. Don't take the hildren in hand as would be the right

thing to do; all they do is punish physially and nothing else; they let everything go or they hit out

rightly or wrongly� � Monfat, La pratia, pp. 159-160.

588

�Let's not be in a hurry to set him right: he ould think he is being perseuted and disliked. The usual

thing with faults like this is that a thoughtless boy ommits them almost without realising it and too

frequent solding doesn't ahieve any kind of breakthrough� � Monfat, La pratia, pp. 184-185.

589

�Let's not be in a hurry to set him right: he ould think he is being perseuted and disliked. The usual

thing with faults like this is that a thoughtless boy ommits them almost without realising it and too
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seem to us

590

that a partiular hild was taking no notie of our orretions, whilst

deep inside he was well-disposed to ooperate, and meanwhile we were ruining him by

a poorly-understood harshness, and by demanding that the guilty one make immediate

and omplete amends for his mistake. I say to you �rst of all that perhaps he did

not believe himself to have deserved so muh for his fault, whih he ommitted more

out of thoughtlessness than out of malie.

591

Quite often, when I have sent for these

little trouble-makers, treated them in a kindly way, and asked them why they were so

unruly, I was given the answer that they were being "piked on",

592

as the saying goes,

or perseuted by one or other superior. When I would look into the matter almly and

without making a fuss, I had to admit that the fault was not nearly as bad as it seemed

at �rst,

593

and sometimes simply wasn't there at all. For this reason I must say to

you with sorrow that we always must bear part of the blame for the insubordination

of some students.

594

I have often noted that those who demanded silene, handed out

punishments, exated prompt and blind obediene, were nonetheless those who showed

little respet for the useful advie I and the other superiors found it neessary to give,

and I beame onvined that a teaher who forgives his pupils nothing, are in the habit

of forgiving themselves everything.

595

So if we want to know how to ommand, let us be

areful to �rst learn how to obey, and let us set out �rst and foremost to make ourselves

loved rather than feared.

596

When then repression beomes neessary, and we must

hange system, beause there are ertain haraters who an only be ontrolled by strit

dealing, one needs to know how to do it in a way that does not let any sign of anger to

show. And so we ome spontaneously to the seond reommendation whih I will entitle

thus:

frequent solding doesn't ahieve any kind of breakthrough� � Monfat, La pratia, pp. 184-185.

590

to us (a noi) ms D

591

�The primary reason is the thoughtlessness of the young, who in one moment forget the rules of

disipline and the penalties for their infringement; Consequently a hild often beomes ulpable and

deserving of punishment whih he had not even thought about, and whih he had quite forgotten

when heedlessly ommitting the fault he would ertainly have avoided had a friendly voie warned

him� � Boso, Il sistema preventivo, p. 83.

592

faevano [this is not atually translated � understood in the phrase: . . . answer they were being 'piked

on�℄ faeva A

593

quasi (simply [whih does not translate 'quasi, almost!℄) om BD

594

of some (della) nella J

595

�Nor should we forget that the teaher himself through his negligene an sometimes be the reasons

for hastisement. . . No freedom, says Fenelon, no open heart, always shool, silene, unomfortable

positions, orretions, threats, always exatitude and the kind of seriousness that even those who

demand it are not apable of: teahers who never forgive anything the pupils do but forgive all their

own faults� � Monfat, La pratia, p. 160.

596

�Try to make yourself loved before being feared� � I Riordi on�denziali ai direttori di Don Boso,

F. Motto in RSS 3 (1984) 146. �Let eah one try to make himself loved if he wants to be feared� �

Regolamento per le ase, p. 15.
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II. Try to selet the opportune moment to orret

597

Everything at its proper time, says the Holy Spirit.

598

I tell you that whenever one

of these unhappy but neessary a�airs arises, one needs to be very prudent to know

what moment to hoose, so that this at of repression might be useful. It is lear that

maladies of the spirit require at least the same level of treatment as those of the body.

Nothing is more dangerous than a malady applied inorretly, or at the wrong moment.

A knowledgeable dotor waits until the patient an aept the remedy, and with that in

mind waits for the right moment. And we an get to know (the right moment) only from

experiene whih has been �ne-tuned by the goodness of our hearts. First of all then,

wait until you have mastered yourselves; do not let it be understood that you are ating

beause of a bad mood, or in anger. In this event you would put your authority at risk,

and the punishment would beome harmful.

You may reall from the profane authors that saying of Sorates to a slave he was not

pleased with: �If I was not angry, I would strike you�.

599

Our pupils wath us keenly,

and are good at judging from little signs like the expression on our fae or our tone of

voie, whether we are worked-up beause of our devotion to duty, or beause we are

angry. Then, nothing more is needed to ause the bene�t of the punishment to be lost.

Even though they are young, they know that only reason has the right to orret them.

Seondly, do not punish a hild at the very moment the fault is ommitted, for fear

that beause he is not yet able to own up, or overome his emotions, and reognise the

importane of the punishment, he might beome embittered, and ommit the same, or

even worse, faults. You need to give him the time to think it over, to get hold of himself,

fully reognise his fault and at the same time the justie and neessity of the penalty,

and so make it possible for him to pro�t by the experiene. I have often thought that

597

�2. Knowing how to hoose the right moment� � Monfat, La pratia, p. 157. �II. One still needs a

ertain prudene to judge the right moment where repression ould be useful. 'Everything has its

moment' Savio says: knowing and putting that into pratie are two valuable and pratial onditions

that real fathers have. So what are the suessful irumstanes an eduator might overlook trying

to be a father when he needs to arry out suh a deliate and ritial task as punishment? 'The

siknesses of the soul', says Rollin, 'need to at least be treated in the same way as those of the body.

Nothing is more dangerous than a poorly seleted remedy whih is not right for the moment. A wise

dotor waits until the patient is ready to put up with it and so looks out for the right opportunity'.

This is the mature experiene of the good heart, that an see suh moments. . . Never deal with

things when either he or you are ating from �rst impulse. If you at this way aording to whim

and anger and not from reason or out of friendship, you will have lost your authority forever. . . � �

Monfat, La pratia, p. 162.

598

Cf Eles 3:1,8,6.

599

�In this regard, Rollin realls the famous slogan of Sorates to the slave he was not happy with. 'If I

was not angry I'd hit you' and �nishes with this profound and orret advie: 'when the superior's

fae or tone or voie shows even the slightest emotion, the pupil immediately noties and no longer

feels he should do what he has to but is aught up in the passion that has �red him up. No more

is needed to lose the results of punishment; beause pupils, although youngsters, still feel that only

reason has the right to orret them'. '. . . The �rst rule', Rollin ontinues, 'is never to punish the

hild right at the moment he makes a mistake for fear that, not being free to reognise his error,

overome his anger and understand the punishment and its importane, he will beome bitter and

might ommit the same fault again but to extreme. Leave him time to understand, ome bak to

himself, see what he had done wrong and the justie of and need for the punishment. This way you

make him apable of drawing some bene�t from it� - Monfat, La pratia, p. 163.
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this was

600

the way the Lord treated St Paul when he was still "breathing threats and

murder" against the Christians.

601

It seems to me that the same rule is proposed to us

when we enounter ertain spirits who stubbornly oppose our wishes. Jesus does not

throw him to the ground at one, but after a long journey, after he has had the hane

of re�eting on his mission. And he did this far away from those who in any way ould

have enouraged him in his resolve to perseute the Christians. There instead, outside

Damasus, he showed himself to him in all his power and might, and with gentle strength

he opened his mind to see the error of his ways. And it was preisely in that moment

that he hanged Saul's attitude, so that from perseutor he beame the apostle of the

Gentiles, a hosen soul. It is upon this divine example that I would want my Salesians to

mould themselves, so that with enlightened patiene and diligent harity, in God's name

they await that opportune moment to orret their pupils.

III Get rid of every notion that ould lead people to believe that you at from

resentment.

602

When you are administering a punishment, it is di�ult to preserve that alm whih

is neessary to assuage any doubt that you might be ating to impose your authority,

or to vent your anger.

603

The more one ats from spite, the less you are likely to be

heeded. The heart of a father, whih we ought to have, ondemns this way of ating.

We should regard those over whom we must exerise authority as we would our own

hildren. Let us plae ourselves as it were at their servie, as Jesus did, who ame to

obey and not to ommand.

604

We should be ashamed of anything in us that might savour

of authoritarianism. We are put over them only to serve them with greater pleasure.

This is how Jesus ated with his Apostles, putting up with their ignorane and lak of

re�nement, with their wavering loyalty. He dealt with sinners with an informality and

familiarity suh as to amaze some, almost sandalise others, and inspire many with the

hope of gaining God's forgiveness.

605

This is why he tells us to learn from him to be

600

was (era) om ABD

601

Cf Ats 9:1-19; 22:4-16; 26:9-18

602

�3. exluding everything, that might make someone suspet anger� - Monfat, La pratia, p. 157. �III.

The third attitude, that is exluding all anger� - Monfat, La pratia, p. 165.

603

�A alm tone of voie and alm demeanour, is rare when an eduator is punishing. Some think it

is aeptable to raise their voie, signalling an attitude or resentment that ertainly is not in their

hearts. Others without falling into this silly pretene, take on a lofty approah or also, whether

intentionally or without notiing it, at quite without the tenderness or alm they should have, to

give their words a tone anything but fatherly. 'What is so distasteful', says Rollin, 'is that the ones

who show their annoyane the most are the ones that notie they are doing so the least'. The title

father ondemns that, if it is true, is too severe; it is a�etation, pedantry. 'We onsider as our

hildren', says Saint Augustine, 'all those over whom we hold some power. Let us put ourselves at

their servie, being ashamed of anything that makes us look like people who dominate, and let us

not dominate them but serve them with all the more pleasure. . . From the moment they are our

hildren let us do away with all anger in dealing with their faults or at least be moderate and show

that we are holding bak'. No hardness of heart, no hard looks, no insults on our lips, ompassion

for the moment. Hope for the future. This is the father, this is true orretion� - Monfat, La pratia,

pp. 166-167.

604

Cf. Mk 10:44-45

605

Cf. Lk 5:29-35; Mt 9:10-13; Mk 2:15-17
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meek and humble of heart.

606

Given that they are "our hildren", let us rid ourselves

of all anger when we have to urb their faults, or at least hold it in hek, so that it

appears to be suppressed. No ommotion of spirit, no sornful looks, no hurtful words

on our lips. Rather, let us feel ompassion for what is happening, hope for the future.

Then you will be true fathers, you will indeed orret.

In ertain more serious moments it is more useful to turn to God, to humble oneself

before him, than to let loose a torrent of words whih,

607

if on the one hand only harms

the one who hears them, on the other hand does nothing for the one who deserved

them. Let us all to mind our Divine Saviour who forgave that ity whih did want

to reeive him inside its walls, despite the protestations on his behalf made by two of

his ardent apostles, who willingly would have had him all down lightning on it as a

just punishment.

608

The Holy Spirit urges us to this alm using those sublime words of

David, Be angry and do not sin.

609

If we frequently see our work prove useless, and we

gain nothing but thorns and brambles from our labours, believe it, dear friends we must

sheet it home to defetive methods of disipline. I do not believe it opportune to spell

out for you in detail how God wanted to give a serious pratial lesson to his prophet

Elias, who was not a little like some of us in his ardour for God's ause, and a hasty zeal

for repressing the sandals he saw spreading among those of the house of Israel. Your

superiors an give you the full aount as it is written in the Book of Kings.

610

I will

limit myself to the �nal expression, whih serves our purpose well, and it is, God is not

in the whirlwind,

611

whih St Teresa interpreted as, Let nothing disturb you.

612

Our dear, gentle St Franis (of Sales) as you know, �xed a strit rule for himself that

his tongue would not utter a word when his heart was agitated. In fat, he used to say,

"I am afraid to lose in a quarter of an hour that little gentleness that I have managed

to put together drop by drop over twenty years, like dew falling into the reeptale of

my heart.

613

A bee takes several months to make that little bit of honey that a man

606

Mt 11:29

607

whih (le quali) emend ex he A2

608

Cf Lk 9:51-55

609

Eph 4:26; Ps 4:5

610

I Kg 19:1-11

611

post `Dominus' [here translated as 'whirlwind'℄ add III Reg., XIX, II J

612

�1. Let nothing disturb you� � Con�dential Reminders for Retors, p. 145 Cf. MB VII, 524

613

�Just as gentle in his onversation as he was in the tribunal of mery, Franis never gave orders. . . One

day he was reprimanded for not dealing seriously enough with a young man who had been extremely

rude to his mother to the point of hitting her, and she had brought him to Franis to get him to

see the seriousness of his ation: 'What do you want?', he replied, 'I did what I ould to express

my outrage without sounding threatening and, to tell you the truth, I fear losing in a quarter of an

hour the little bit of gentleness that I have aumulated bit by bit over twenty years like rust in the

vessel of my poor heart. A bee takes many months to make a little bit of honey that a man eats in a

single mouthful; and then, what good would it do to someone who has not understood? This young

man was unable to bene�t from my reprimands, sine his poorly disposed heart had deprived him of

reason and sense. Severe orretion would not have done anything for him and would have done me

some damage by making me like those who drown trying to save others�. . . . This gentleness gave

the holy bishop suh power over hearts that, unless they were extraordinarily hard, like the unnatural

hild we have just spoken about, he ould do what he wanted with them and nobody ould resist

him� - [A.J.M. Hamon℄, Vita di San Franeso di Sales vesovo e prinipe di Ginevra, written on the
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eats in one mouthful. And then, what's the point of talking to someone who is not

listening?" One day he was reproahed for having dealt with exessive gentleness with a

young man who had seriously o�ended his mother.

614

He replied, "This young man was

not apable of gaining anything from any rebuke of mine, beause his poor attitude had

deprived him of reason and ommon sense. A harsh orretion would have done nothing

for him, and would have done me a lot of harm, ausing me to at like those people who

drown trying to resue another". I have wanted to emphasise for you these words of our

revered Patron, wise and mild eduator of hearts, so that they ould better ommand

your attention, and you might also better ommit them to memory.

In ertain ases it an be useful to speak to others, in the presene of the guilty party,

about how unfortunate people are

615

who are so laking in good sense and self-respet

616

as to merit punishment. It an be useful to suspend the usual signs of on�dene and

friendship until one beomes aware that (the student) needs heering up. The Lord has

often onsoled me when I have made use of this simple devie. Publi shame should

be the last resort. On oasions, you might make use of another person in authority

to ounsel (the student), and say to him the things you yourself would like to say, but

annot. This person an take away his shame, dispose him to approah you. Look for

someone to whom the boy an open up in his trouble, in a way that perhaps he annot

do with you, beause he is not sure he will be believed, or beause he is too proud to

admit he should. These are the means to be used, as the disiples of Jesus did, whom he

sent before him to prepare the way for him.

Let it be seen that no other rule is required other than what is reasonable and neessary.

Try to at in suh a way that (the student) blames himself, so that all that is required

on your part is to mitigate the penalty he had already aepted.

617

I have one �nal piee

of advie for you in regard to this serious matter. When you have managed to win over

this stubborn spirit, I beg you not only to leave him the hope of being forgiven by you,

but that it is still possible for him, through good behaviour, to anel the blak mark he

got for his faults.

basis of manusripts and ontemporary authors by the parish priest of St. Sulpie in Paris. Turin,

Cav. Pietro Marietti 1877, vol III, pp. 356-357.

614

One day he (Essendogli) orr ex Avendogli A2 post `giorno' (day) del trattato A2/

615

�Speak to other people in his presene about how unfortunate people are who lak all reason and

self-respet and need to be punished. Withdraw ordinary signs of friendship until you an see that

he needs onsoling. Make the punishment publi or keep it seret aording to what you judge most

useful for the pupil or that would ause him the most shame, or show him that you would like to spare

him of it. Keep publi shaming as a last resort and make use of some reasonable person oasionally

who an onsole him and tell him what you yourself are unable to; heal him of his sorrowful shame

make him disposed to ome bak to you so that the hild an open his heart more freely, something

he would not dare to do with you. But see espeially that you do not demand additional punishment

other than what is reasonable or neessary. Try to at in suh a way that he ondemns himself and

that the only thing to do now is to lessen the punishment he has aepted. Bend all general rules

aording to partiular needs� - Monfat, La pratia p. 168.

616

self-respet (onore) uore BD

617

aepted (aettata) orr ex meritata A2
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IV At in suh a way as to allow hope of pardon to the guilty one

618

We must avoid the fear and the worry aused by orretion and put in a word of om-

fort.

619

To forget, and ause to be forgotten the unhappy days of his mistakes, is the

supreme art of the good eduator.

620

One does not read that the good Jesus reminded

Mary Magdalen of her o�enes,

621

in the same way as, with unommon paternal kind-

ness, he brought St Peter to onfess his fault and make amends for it.

622

Also the hild

needs to be onvined that his teaher has high hopes that he will make amends, and so

feel himself one more set along the road to virtue by his kindly hand. You an get more

with a friendly look, with a word of enouragement that gives his heart new ourage,

than you an with repeated blame, whih serves only to upset him, and put a damper on

his enthusiasm. Using this system, I have seen real onversions among those one would

otherwise have believed impossible. I do know that some of the sons I hold most dear

are not ashamed to make known that this was the way they were drawn to the (Salesian)

Congregation, and therefore to God. All youngsters have their blak days - you have had

them yourselves! Heaven help us if we do not try to help them to pass them by quikly

and without trouble. Sometimes simply having them understand you do not think they

ated from malie is enough to ensure they do not fall again into the same fault. They

are guilty, but they would rather they were not seen as suh. We are luky, if we are

able to use this method to eduate these poor fellows! Be sure, my dear sons, that this

art, whih appears so faile, and ontrary to good outomes, will render your ministry

pro�table, and you will win over ertain spirits who were and would have remained for a

long time inapable, not only of good results, but of reasonable hope thereof.

V What punishments should be used and by whom

But should punishments never be used? I know, my dear sons, that the Lord wanted

to ompare himself to a "wathful rod",

623

in order to disourage us from sin, also for

fear of punishment. And so we also ought sparingly and wisely imitate the ondut God

wishes to trae out for us with this telling �gure. Let us then use this "rod", but let us

know how use it with intelligene and love, so that betterment will be the e�et of our

hastisement.

Let us remember that fore punishes the o�ene, but does not heal the o�ender.

624

618

�4. At in suh a way as to leave hope for forgiveness� - Monfat, La pratia, p. 157

619

�Let (the Retor) for his part open his heart to all without letting anyone feel any bitterness; do not

reall past faults unless to give some fatherly advie� � Memorie dal 1841, p. 116.

620

�Never tell a hild what he has done wrong, says Fenelon, without suggesting to him some way of

overoming it; therefore you need to avoid the bitter feelings whih orretion auses when not

aompanied with a omforting word�. The boy needs to be onvined that the superior feels there

is a good hope he an hange, and thus feel he is being set on the right road by his fatherly hand�

- Monfat, La pratia, p. 172. �Above all, the eduator should not forget that there is always or

nearly always a kind of risis of adolesene in a youngster's life, and it is a very di�ult time to pass

through� - Monfat, La pratia, p. 170.

621

Cf. Mt 26:6-13; Mk 14:3-9;

622

Jn 18:16-27; Lk 22:54-62; Mk 14:26-31; Mt 26:31-35

623

Jer 1:11-12

624

�Fore punishes the vie but does not heal it� � Monfat, La pratia, p. 180.
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One does not ultivate a plant

625

by bending it with harsh violene, and so one does

not eduate the will by burdening it with a yolk that is too heavy.

626

Here are a series

of punishments whih are the only ones I would want used among us. One of the best

means of non-physial repression is the unhappy, severe, and sad look of the superior

who makes the one at fault see - given that he has some sort of heart - that he is in

trouble, and whih might inspire him to sorrow and amendment.

627

Private, fatherly

orretion. Don't overdo the solding.

628

Make him understand that his parents will be

upset, and that there is a hane of making up. Eventually, he will feel onstrained to

show gratitude, and even generosity. If he falls again, let us not be kind too quikly. One

may move on to more serious and sharp warnings. In this way you will, with justie,

enable him to see the di�erene between the way he is behaving,

629

and the way you are

treating him, pointing out to him how he is repaying so muh good will, so muh e�ort

to save him from shame and punishment. However, do not use expressions alulated to

humiliate;

630

show that you entertain good hopes for him, delaring that we are ready

to forgive, the moment he has given sign of better ondut.

For more serious faults, one an arrive at the following punishments: taking one's meal

standing at one's usual plae, or at a table apart. Dining in the middle of the dining

room, or �nally, at the door of the dining room. But in eah of these ases, the o�ender

must be served the same meal as is served to the others. Being deprived of rereation is

a serious punishment, but never put anyone in the sun, or out in bad weather, so that

he might ome to harm.

631

A heavy punishment ould be to ignore him for a day in lass, but not beyond that.

632

There are other ways he an make amends for his fault. Now, what will I say to you about

625

not (non) orr ex on A2 `urvandola' (orret) `urandola' J

626

�One does not get a plant to grow by bending it foribly. . . one does not eduate the will by putting

an iron yoke on it and stopping it from developing and ating� - Monfat, La pratia, p. 181.

627

�It has been notied that in the ase of some boys a reproahful look is more e�etive than a slap in

the fae would be� � Boso, Il sistema preventivo, p. 91. �I have spoken of the look�, Dupanloup says;

�I have to say that amongst the means of moral repression, one of the most e�etive in fat is the

reproahful, severe, sad look from the eduator. A look kept up like that for some time an make the

youth feel that he is in trouble and it provokes repentane and amendment�. . . Monfat, La pratia,

p. 184.

628

�Not too many soldings after the �rst warning has been ignored; let him see some rewards after some

days of good will, his family's happiness et. . . Eventually he will feel onstrained to show gratitude

and even generosity� - Monfat La pratia, p. 185.

629

he is behaving (sua nostra ABD

630

�Let's not be too quik with kindness. . . After a new failure, we an move on to more serious and

sharp warnings; thus it will be right to gt him to see the di�erene between his behaviour and how he

has been treated by the one dealing with him. One an go bak over everything that has happened

sine the �rst warning, showing him how he has treated suh ondesension, so many e�orts to save

his honour, with insubordination and triviality. Never with humiliating words; in fat show him you

always have good hopes for him and say that you are ready to forget everything from the moment

he shows signs of better behaviour�. � Monfat La pratia, p. 186.

631

Rollin says: �The merit of the good eduator is to be able to think up di�erent kinds and degrees of

punishment to orret his pupils� � Monfat, La pratia, p. 188.

632

�The eduator must absolutely avoid humiloiating punishments; also those that ould be harmful to

health; for example, keeping him out in old weather, or exposure to the sun or similar� � Monfat,

La pratia, p. 188.
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lines?

633

This kind of punishment is unhappily too frequent.

634

I have taken the trouble,

in this matter, to onsult those who are said to be famous eduators. There are those

who approve, there are those who disapprove, as useless and as harmful to the teaher,

as it is to the pupil. Therefore I will leave you free in this matter to do as you please,

warning you that for the teaher there is the danger of going to exess with no bene�t

(to anyone), and the pupil is o�ered the oasion for grumbling and garnering a lot of

sympathy on aount of seemingly being perseuted by the teaher. Lines put nothing

to rights, and they are always a shameful burden. I know that some of our onfreres are

austomed to give as lines the study of some piee of poetry, whether sared or profane,

and that using this means they got greater attention, and some intelletual bene�t. On

those oasions one saw the truth of the saying that all things ome together for good

to those who seek God and his greater glory,

635

and the salvation of souls. This onfrere

of yours was onverted through doing lines. I

636

regard it as a speial blessing from God

and a ase more unique than rare. But it worked, beause the teaher was able to be

seen as haritable.

But one should never ome to adopt the so-alled re�etion room.

637

There is no

misadventure by whih a student an be thrust into anger and disouragement, as that

whih assails him when he is punished in this way.

638

The devil uses this punishment

to take violent hold over him, and drives him into grave faults,

639

almost as if to avenge

himself on the one who wanted to punish him in this way.(2)

(2) In the fear that in some olleges by way of rare exeption and absolute neessity

one should believe these rooms should be used, these are the preautions I would want

adopted. The Catehist or other superior should frequently go and visit the poor ulprit,

and using kind and ompassionate words, he should seek to pour oil onto that muh-

633

�Lines, unless simple repetition of work badly done� are forbidden � Regolamento per l'istruzione

elementare, art. 98.

634

Dupanloup says: �There is another way of striking poor students, whih seems to be to be no less ter-

rible, no less painful than blows: this is giving lines, and giving far too many of them. Unfortunately

this kind of punishment is all too frequent. In our view it is a material punishment whih is just as

damaging and useless for the teaher as for the pupil. . . lines gain nothing and are always a pain

and shameful� � Monfat, La pratia, pp. 192-193.

635

Cf. Rom 8:28

636

I (io) iò J speial (speiale) om J

637

�We have indiated that ertain pupils, referred to the Oratory by the Polie and other publi author-

ities, often rebel against any advie or improvement. . . To try any means of orreting them and not

arrive at expulsion, with permission from Don Boso, we set up some re�etion rooms where those

who publily rebelled against every rule, were ompletely in�exible, were kept apart during shool

and rereation, so that without ausing damage to their ompanions, they ould stay at the Oratory

for some days still and understand the imminent peril they were threatened with and make a good

resolution to improve�. � Amadei, Il servo di Dio Mihele Rua, p. 224.

638

�The eduator should not punish with a few days of 'imprisonment'; that would be to not know the

heart of a young man. There is no misadventure by whih a student an be thrust into anger and

disouragement, as that whih assails him when he is punished for suh a long time. . . The devil

uses this punishment to take violent hold over him, and drives him into grave faults, almost as if to

avenge himself on the one who wanted to punish him in this way� � Monfat, La pratia, p. 169.

639

faults (falli) follie J
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tried heart. He should sympathise with his situation, and take the trouble to help him

understand how all the superiors regret having to use suh an extreme punishment, and

he should enable him to ask pardon, and make ats of submission, and request that he

be given another hane to show amendment. If it seems the punishment is e�etive, get

him out before time, and you will ertainly win him over.

A punishment should be a remedy. Now, we should be quik to put a stop to it

when we have attained our dual purpose of heading-o� the wrong, and preventing its

re-ourrene. Sueeding in this way in granting pardon, one also gets the preious

result of healing the wound aused to the heart of the hild. He sees he has not lost the

good will of the superior, and he ourageously

640

goes bak to his duty.

In the above-mentioned punishments, I have only had in mind o�enes against shool

disipline. But in those sad ases where a pupil may have given grave sandal,

641

or may

have ommitted an o�ene against the Lord, then he should be brought at one to the

Superior, who will take those e�aious measures he deems appropriate. If anyone then

should remain deaf to all these wise means of amendment, and should prove to be a bad

example, or sandalous, then he should be sent away without hope of returning, with

the provision however, that as far as it is possible his good name should be proteted.

642

This an be done by ounselling the young person to ask his parents to take him away,

or by diretly advising the parents to have him hange shool, in the hope that their son

will do better elsewhere. This at of harity usually has a good e�et at all times, and

even in some painful irumstanes, leaves a happy memory in the minds of the parents

and of the pupils.

All that remains for me is to indiate who should give the diretions onerning the

time and manner of punishment.

This must always be the Retor, without however his seeming to be the one. His

role is private orretion beause he is more able to approah with ease ertain less-

sensitive souls. His role overs general and also publi orretion. And it is also his

role to determine the punishment, without, however his announing it or arrying it out.

Therefore I would wish no one to take the deision to punish without previous agreement

or approval of his Retor, who alone deides on the time, the manner, and the nature

of the punishment. No one should exempt himself from suh loving dependene,

643

and

pretexts should not be sought for eluding his supervision.(3)

(3) Teahers or assistants should not put an o�ender out of lass, but when this is not

observed, then he should be aompanied to the Superior.

644

640

ourageously (oraggiosamente) maggiormente J

641

grave (grave) orr ex qualhe A2

642

�Those who are a bad example and sandal for their ompanions, should be sent away, without hope

of returning, with the provision however, that as far as it is possible his good name should be

proteted. . . Suh an extreme measure should not be arrived at without the family being told and

without getting the parents to help us get him to hange his mind� � Monfat, La pratia, p. 190.

643

loving (amorevole) autorevole J sought (rierhi) erhino

644

�If there is a need for punishment, they should happen at shool, but no one should be sent out of

lass as a punishment. If there are serious ases, all for the Prefet of Studies or have the student
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There should be no be no exuse for making exeptions to this most important rule.

Let us then be obedient to this reommendation I leave you, and God will bless and

reward you for your virtue.

Remember that eduation is a thing of the heart, of whih God is the sole master, and

we will be unable to ahieve anything unless God teahes us the art, and puts the key in

our hands. Let us attempt in every way, inluding this humble and omplete dependene

(on the Retor), to take possession of this impenetrable fortress always losed to rigour

and harshness. Let us strive to make ourselves loved,

645

to inulate a sense of duty, and

of the holy fear of God, and we will see the doors of many hearts open with great ease,

and join with us in singing praises and blessing of Him who wished to make himself our

model, our way, our example in everything, but espeially in the eduation of the young.

Pray for me, and believe me yours always in the Sared Heart of Jesus.

Feast of St Franis of Sales

Your loving father and friend,

Fr John Boso.

646

Soial responsibility and the pedagogial nature of the

preventive system

Introdution

When Don Boso met the past pupils (lay men) in Valdoo on 23 July 1882, at the end of

the meal, amongst other things said, one of their representatives, Prof. Alessandro Fabre,

read out his address on Don Boso's Politis, a Joke.

647

He developed a semi-serious

argument against ertain newspapers that were seen to have part-politial impliations in

Don Boso's ativity. A viewpoint of the kind persisted and was further strengthened the

following year espeially when he was triumphantly welomed to Paris, almost a national

event, and after his quik visit to Frohsdorf Castle, near Vienna, to Count Chambord,

who was seriously ill. In Paris, beyond being the mirale-worker, he was seen to be the

eduator onerned about the lot of soiety; his work of �eduation of youth� was seen

to be for an ordered, onservative soiety where justie was alled almsgiving (giving

�nanial aid and reeiving reognition). It was alled the highest form of harity, and so

soial responsibility. His listeners saw it as the ideal solution to the 'soial question'.

This is the ontext for Don Boso's words when he spoke to his past pupils of the

'politial' signi�ane of his eduative and welfare hoie for at risk and risky youth.

What he said here explained and developed what he had already told the Cooperators

brought to him� � egolamento per le ase hap. VI, 6. �If punishments need to be in�ited outside

of shool, or deisions of great importane taken, refer everything to the Prefet of Studies or the

Retor of the House� � Ibid., hap VI, 7.

645

�Whoever wishes to have power over the hearts of young people must try to make himself loved� �

Teppa, vvertimenti p. 21.

646

John (Giovanni) Gio. J.

647

Published by tip. G. Derossi, Turin, 1882, 16 p.
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in a Conferene in Turin the evening he ame bak from Frane, 21 May: �Do you want

me to suggest to you a relatively easy work, one of most advantage and bene�t for most

plaes? Well, work for the good eduation of youth, espeially poor and abandoned

youth, who are in larger numbers, and you will easily sueed in giving glory to God,

gaining bene�t for Religion, saving many souls and ooperating e�etively in the reform,

well-being of ivil soiety; beause reason, Religion, history and experiene demonstrate

that religious and ivil soiety will be good or bad aording to whether the youth around

us are good or bad�.

648

In 1883 Salesian Franis Cerruti (1884-1917), Retor or the muniipal seondary shool

at Alassio, and provinial superior for Don Boso's works in Liguria and Tosana

649

pub-

lished a summary Storia della pedagogia in Italia dalle origini a' tempi nostri (History

of pedagogy in Italy from the beginnings to our own time).

650

Two years later he was

appointed, then the following year (1886) eleted as General Counillor for Shools or

Diretor general of Studies for the Salesian Soiety and remained as suh until his death.

His 'History' is divided into three great eras: anient or pagan until the 4th entury

a.d., Christian until the beginning of the 1500s, modern. It was also a history of ideas

and opinions, as we see learly from the introdution. In fat it aimed to be a history

of the struggle between two irumstanes that ould proeed in harmony in eduation:

authority and freedom, �the �st being symboli of superiority, hierarhy, and the se-

ond of autonomy, independene�: �not separation, then, not an unnatural lak of unity

between authority and freedom, but a mutual link, a nie harmony between them re-

speting mutual rights and harmonious agreement between their strengths. This is what

pedagogy should o�er. Here are its foundations on whih it rests, like a steady rok�.

651

This is where the nobility of pedagogy omes from, the �moral knowledge�, as be�ts

�a noble plae amongst the many sienes like anthropology, ethis, eonomy, politis�,

��rst-born hild of philosophy�.

652

In the �rst era, �we see the splendid Itali shool of

Pythagoras, immortal monument to the pedagogial wisdom of our anestors�.

653

The

seond period marks the advent of superior Christian pedagogy, distinguished by two

fundamental features, �universality and unity�, that reah their full expression in the

Middle Ages.

654

In onformity with Ozanam's thesis, this balane was broken in the last

period of this era, the Renaissane and the Reformation, and restabilised in the modern

era: �when reason rebelled against revelation�, �the revolt of liberty against authority�,

�fostered and fuelled �rst by the naturalism of byzantine sholarship, then by the Refor-

mation or better the Lutheran heresy�.

655

�Pedagogy in the third era that follows and
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runs to our own time bears the imprint of this servitude under the aspet of intelletual

independene�.

656

�Essentially Christian Italian pedagogy� does not submit, however,

�set in motion and supported by the Catholi Churh and the many religious Congre-

gations. . . �; his hampions are people like Rosmini, Rayneri, Tommaseo, Lambrushini,

Molino-Colombini, Franeshi-Ferrui, rebuilders of �that hain of noble and glorious

traditions that reunite, through Vittorino da Feltre, Pythagoras to Rosmini, the anient

Itali pagan shool with the modern Italian Catholi one�.

657

Other than Pythagoras, however, from the anient era he highlights �Quintillian, or

the most famous anient pedagogue�, �who lived almost always in Rome from 42 to 118

a.d.�. The author dediates a good number of pages to him.

658

In fat he represents the

�rst oasion, a �humanisti� one, of a preventive synthesis [although Cerutti redues

this in Quintillian to a 'disiplinary system'℄ whih would �nd its �Christian� moment in

Vittorino da Feltre,

659

and �nds its perfet synthesis in Don Boso.

660

Texts

The 'politial' hoie of eduation of youth

661

The Father's name day and his sons at table with him

We had given hope that we would return to D. Boso's name day, as indiated in the

preeding number, and here we are keeping our promise, both to at least brie�y reall

the �ne words he spoke on that oasion and to speak brie�y of the meal that took plae

at the Oratory on the 15th and 19th of July last, as a result of the name day.

Above all we reall the show of a�etion that D. Boso's past pupils gave him on the

morning of 24 June, the Feast of St John the Baptist. Sine 1841 until reent years they

have reeived a Christian and ivi eduation from him at the Oratory of St Franis de

Sales. A good number of them living in the ity or its surrounds, in their own name

and in the name of of hundreds more of their shool mates spread around the towns

and villages, ame to greet him aompanied by the sound of the band. One they had

gathered in the hall, they o�ered him gifts whih they had bought with money olleted

spontaneously from eah one. The main gift was a magni�ent gilded rown about whih

we spoke in the report on the novena and for the Feast of Mary Help of Christians. From

there they went on with some presentations. Fr Onorato Colletti, Provost of Faule, read

out an a�etionate address in everyone's name. Then after reading out the names of

everyone present and absent, who by letter or other means had shown their desire to be
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part of this demonstration of aknowledgement and gratitude, he then reited a poem

that was deservedly applauded.

At the end, D. Boso, visibly moved, took his turn to speak. He spoke of his real joy at

seeing so many of his beloved sons. He assured them that he always loved them and loved

those too who were not there in body but were ertainly there in a�etion. He thanked

them for their �lial demonstration, and that their numbers were onstantly growing. He

praised their pious thought in o�ering him a gift that would look very nie in the Churh

of Mary Help of Christians, and he spoke with speial a�etion of the Provost of Faule.

�It is true�, D. Boso said, �that the orator and poet, speaking of D. Boso, broke into

pious exaggeration and used the rhetorial manner of speeh that we all hyperbole, but

this was forgivable liene for his dear boys whose expression of feelings was a response

more to the ditates of their heart than their mind. However, always remember that D.

Boso was not and is none other than a poor tool in the hands of a very ompetent artist,

indeed a most wise and omnipotent artist, who is God. Let there be praise, honour and

glory given to God�. �Then�, D. Boso added, �our D. Colletti spoke well when he said

that the Oratory had done great things up till now, and I add that with God's help

and with the protetion of Mary Help of Christians it will aomplish other things still.

Other than Heaven's help, what helps us and what will help us to do good is the very

nature of our work. What we aim to do is looked upon well by everyone inluding those

who do not share our idea of religion. If there is someone who reates obstales for us we

need to say that they either don't know us or they do not know what is being done. Civil

instrution, moral eduation of youth who are either abandoned, or at risk, removing

them from idleness, wrongdoing, disgrae, and maybe even prison � this is what our

work aims at. So what wise man, what ivil authority ould possibly stop us? Reently,

as you know, I went to Paris, and I spoke in various hurhes to plead the ause of our

works and, let us put it in frank terms, to �nd money to give bread and soup to our boys

who never lose their appetite.

Now amongst the audiene there were some who ame only to get to know D. Boso's

politial thinking. Some even thought I had gone to Paris to stir up a revolution, others

thought I was there to �nd people for a politial party, and so on. There were some

benevolent people who feared that someone would play some silly prank on me but from

the moment I began speaking all these weird ideas eased along with their fears and D.

Boso was left free to go from one end of Frane to the other. No, truly, we do not engage

in politis with our work. We respet onstituted authority, we observe the laws that

have to be observed, we pay our taxes and we keep on going, asking only that they let

us do good for poor youth and save souls. If you want, we also play politis but in an

entirely innoent way, indeed to the advantage of any Government.

Politis an be de�ned as the art and siene of governing the State well. Now the

work of the Oratory in Italy, Frane, Spain, Ameria, in every ountry where it has been

established, working espeially to o�er relief of those most needy young people, tends to

lesson the number of vagabonds and unruly types. It tends to derease the number of

young wrongdoers and thieves. It tends to empty out the prisons. In a word it tends

to form upright itizens who, far from ausing grief to publi authorities, help them to

keep order, alm and peae in soiety. This is our politis. This is the only thing we
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have been onerned about up till now and whih will be our onern in the future. It is

preisely this approah that has allowed D. Boso to do good �rstly to you and then to

so many other young people of every age and plae.

So why enter politis? With all our e�orts what ould we obtain? Nothing else, maybe

than to make it impossible to arry out our work of harity. Politial matters today are

like a steam train harging along the rails dragging a wagon behind it, probably heading

for a li� and ruin. Would you like to stand on the rails to stop it? You would be run

over. Would you like to shout at it and sare it? It doesn't hear anything and you would

go hoarse for nothing. So what do you do? Stand o� to the side and let it go either

until it stops of its own aord, or God stops it with his omnipotent hand. Certainly

there must be those in the world who interest themselves in politial matters, to give

advie, to point our perils and the like, but this is not a task for us poor people. For

us, religion and prudene tell us instead: Live as upright Christians, onern yourself

with the moral eduation of your hildren, teah your hildren their atehism properly

in [boarding℄ shools and parishes, and that's it. This, I repeat, is D. Boso's way of

behaving. He is so unpolitial that he doesn't even read a newspaper. So let this be

your way of behaving, my dear sons and you will have that great good that I want you

to have, I mean harmony, peae in your families, prosperity in your temporal business

a�airs, a long life free of serious preoupations and su�ering, and espeially the best of

all good things whih is to persevere in God's grae and happiness in Paradise, where I

hope that through the merits of Our Lord Jesus Christ and through the interession of

Mary Most Holy we will one day �nd ourselves together again singing his eternal glory�.

These words of D. Boso were given very keen attention, but sine he had alled

the praises heaped on him earlier pious exaggerations and rhetorial �gures of speeh,

Prof. Germano Candido stood up and defended the orator's expressions referring to

the trustworthy testimony of a Milan newspaper whih had repeated the same praises

in reent days. Is it possible that good or bad, the professor observed, they had both

agreed to piously exaggerate and speak in hyperbole about D. Boso? No, but it is the

truth and these are splendid fats they are speaking of. So, long live D. Boso, may he

live on in our hearts, may he live on in everyone's heart.

The Preventive System in a �History of pedagogy in Italy�

662

Quintillian's (a. 35-95) pedagogial wisdom

Where Quintillian's pedagogial wisdom appears espeially is in the disiplinary system

that should be, in his view and the view of other wise persons, not repressive but pre-

ventive. Keep physial blows right out of it; that's for slaves and only hardens hearts.

Instead the teaher should try to form his pupil with onstant vigilane, kind � or se-

vere � assistane as needed, that keeps a balane between being lax and too strit and

prevents possible wrongdoing, without having to immediately repress. He is prudent in

his way of ating and does not demand more than the hild's age requires. He zealously
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enourages him to study keeping beauty and grae before his eyes. No does he forget

praise, reward, emulation and whatever else his shrewd approah suggests.

The most outstanding eduator, Vittorino da Feltre (1373 - a. 1446)

Amongst the many outstanding eduators Italy an boast of, from Pythagoras to our

own times, one name shines forth in immortal light. We �nd that he said and did some

of the wisest and greatest things with regard to teahing and eduation. He is Vittorino

Rambaldoni da Feltre, from Belluna, who revived and ontinued not only the glorious

pedagogial traditions of the Itali shool but brought them to perfetion under the

divine and enlivening inspiration of an essentially eduational religion, Christianity. . .

Who ould tell me what wise diretion Vittorino gave to moral eduation of his pupils?

Convined that in suh an important work there should be nothing that holds bak

learning or diminishes its e�etiveness, he would only allow teahers who were religious

and ourteous into his shool, and with a stritness that might seem exessive to anyone

who does not know how easy it is to reate a ontagious impression on the minds of the

young, he also denied entry to people who were not well known. He did not abandon

his pupils, either by day nor by night, and he kept them under his own gaze for as long

as he ould. He prevented most faults by his vigilane, so that no one would forget the

fat that leaving hildren alone is a great inentive to their doing wrong. If he ame to

know of anyone who was orrupt or impious, he gave them �rm and severe warning, and

sent them away forever if they were inorrigible and a danger to others. He abhorred

exessive and inonsiderate speeh in his boys, as well as lying. He instilled tender love in

these tender hearts, as we see from many wonderful details illustrated by his Institutes.

Prendilaqua talks of one onerning himself when he fell into a lake and was about to

drown, and a number of Vittorino's followers threw themselves into the lake to save him,

whih they sueeded in doing to the enthusiasti and happy ries of those wathing. He

was meek and easily forgave exesses of youthful liveliness or lak of foresight or at least

reognised and immediately dealt with the fault. But he punished with just severity

when the fault was the work of malie or people showed that they were obstinate. He

was dismissive of his own life and weakness but strongly loved meekness. He preahed it

in word and example and wanted it to be observed along with the virtues that are lear

signs of nobility of soul: ourtesy, good-naturedness with inferiors, kindness with equals,

respet and love for one's elders.

He reserved his best e�orts for forming his pupils in piety and religion, sine the

eduational edi�e built upon any other foundation quikly rumbles into ruin. Vittorino

knew this and never tired of reminding his followers of it. Not only would he not su�er

any frivolity or irreverent word regarding religious matters, nor su�er impious people,

but he did everything he ould so that they ould attend to their religious duties and

made e�orts to lead them to Christian perfetion. There were not too many praties of

piety, but they had to be willingly kept up. In the morning, after devout prayers, they

attended Mass. Weekends and feast days were mainly dediated to hurh funtions and

works of harity. To this we an add the frequent reeption of the Saraments, whih he

reommended in keen and faith �lled exhortation as being the best support for virtue.

So, let me put it in the words of Jaopo Bernardi: every word and ation of Vittorino's
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was religious instrution, if it is true that religion has as its unhanging goal the good of

the individual and soiety, and onserates every duty and right that improves mankind

in family, ity and nation.

This man's humanitarian work: Don Boso

The male working lass needed wise and zealous workers above every other. History will

ertainly list amongst its immortal names in this regard the name of the glorious man

from Piedmont, the venerable Fr John Boso, native of Castelnuovo d'Asti. Moved by

the deplorable intelletual, moral and material state he saw many youngsters lost in, in

1841 and helped by his wonderful mother, this humble priest set up the �rst foundations

of a Home at his house, that soon grew enormously under the title of the Oratory of St

Franis de Sales. Boys were given lodgings and support there for free, and during the day

were sent to work with good tradesmen, taught to read, write and ount in at least an

hour's shooling eah day, when evening and Sunday shools were something quite new

in Piedmont. Or they were given gymnastis, eduated in religion and good behaviour

with atehism lessons and retreats. This was the humanitarian work of this man. It is

hard to say whih was best in him, the zeal of his harity whih overed everything or the

degree of ommon sense with whih he takled everything. Certainly he gave singular

proof of the former when he published a small work in 1848 to make the metri-deimal

system known. It was praiseworthy for its simpliity, popularity and preision. And it

was for the working lass and ountry folk. He did this at least a year and a half before

the Kingdom of Sardinia brought this system in by law. As for the latter, it is enough to

mention the few pages he wrote on the preventive system in eduation, a humble little

work where you will �nd many exellent pedagogial sayings of the kind you would not

�nd in many of the muh larger works of the kind. In fat you will �nd here in just a few

words the best of anient pagan ivilisation as well as the essene of the new Catholi-

Christian ivilisation, the theoretial wisdom of Quintillian and the pratial ommon

sense of Vittorino da Feltre, in a word, the Gospel and whatever is good in the legay of

the human spirit.

663

Two letters from Rome, 10 May 1884

Introdution

While the 1877 pages on the preventive system enjoyed almost uninterrupted fame from

the beginning, the Letter from Rome, 1884, went through times when it was remembered

and forgotten. It was read in its shorter version, as addressed exlusively to the 'anient,

tiny' world of the Oratory in Valdoo, Turin, then in its twofold edition, along with the

dreams, as part of the novies' exerise books at the end of the entury (19th), but in

its longer version it seemed to enter a new historial and ideal phase around 1920, as a

663

Obviously this testimony is from a man who is fervently lose to the one who, from his hildhood,

had been his �father, brother, friend� and who is even more so now that he has beome his lose

ollaborator. What we have seen from the douments in this present work are enough to adjust what

the author writes about Don Boso's presumed priority with regard to ertain eduational initiatives.
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universal pedagogial message.

That year on 6 April, the Retor Major of the Salesian Soiety, Fr Paul Albera, referred

to it expliitly in a irular whih was a omment on the invitation to the blessing and

opening of the Monument to Don Boso in the square in front of the Basilia of Mary

Help of Christians. It was not possible to hold this event on the entenary of Don Boso's

birth in 1915.

664

For this event he developed re�etions that onluded with an invitation

to Salesians to eret �another monument. . . an imperishable monument, aere perennius�:

�revive his virtues, eduational system, all of his spirit in you�.

665

and in relation to the

�heavenly pedagogy� whih �Don Boso's eduational system�, reommending that its

norms be read in the �ontext of his brief treatise on the preventive system�, his aim

was to evoke an essential point whih was highlighted in a speial way in the letter from

Rome: We need to know how to love the young.

666

In the �rst number of the Ats of the Superior Chapter of the Pious Salesian Soiety of

the 24th June the same year, the Counillor General for Shools, Fr Bartholomew Fasie,

said: �In his last irular of 6 April this month, Fr Albera, after indiating he would see

to a separate printing, so it ould be in everyone's hands, of Don Boso's Treatise on

the Preventive System. For now he merely wanted to to reommend for imitation � that

love, a�etionate interest in the young that was the seret of his marvellous asendeny

over them � supporting his reommendation with norms and exellent advie taken from

our Venerable founder's letter from Rome, 10 May 1884. In the hope of being able to

soon make everyone aware of the entire letter from Don Boso, I simply, for now, want

to make the reommendations of our Retor Major my own, letting you know that the

Treatise has been done and is now being sent out to Provinials�.

667

In the seond edition of the Ats of the Chapter the text appears with a brief presen-

tation by the same Shool Counillor: �Here is the omplete letter of our Ven. Founder

whih I announed and promised. I would ertainly be laking respet for D. Boso's

word and for you if I believed it neessary or even appropriate to present it with some

reommendations and omments. It speaks for itself, learly and e�etively and is a liv-

ing piture of how our houses are going aording to how the preventive system is alive

in them and is pratised and informs the house and its operation. Or it may be that it

is overlooked or weakly applied or badly or wrongly understood. Eah one an draw the

appropriate onlusion and apply it to his own behaviour for enouragement or to adjust

it. May the Lord help us to read this letter with �lial and devout attention in order to

gain the fruit of true harity of whih the preventive system is the life and soul�.

668
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Invito all'inaugurazione del Monumento a Don Boso, a irular to Provinials written on 24 Marh

1920, in Lettere Cirolari di D. Paolo Albera ai Salesiani (Torino, SEI 1922), pp. 306-307. The day

set for the inauguration, postponed from 1815 beause of the First World War, was 23 May, the vigil

of the Feast of Mary Help of Christians.
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Cirular, 6 April 1920, Per l'inaugurazione del Monumento al Venerabile Don Boso, in /Lettere
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Fr Albera also alled attention to the 1884 letter a few months before his death (29

Otober 1921 in his last important irular On Voations on 15 May 1921. He indiates

�family spirit� as �the best soil for voations�, at the same time exhorting that it be

inspired by the 1884 message: �So let us revive amongst us the familiarity that our Good

Father warmly and e�etively desribed in his memorandum from Rome on 10 May 1884,

the most authenti ommentary we have on the Preventive System. You an read it or

re-read it, my dear onfreres, in the Ats of the Superior Chapter (p. 40-48); I also

warmly reommend that our students in the Novitiate and Studentate study it along

with the Preventive System with true �lial love, so it an be deeply imprinted on their

hearts and minds. In fat to make suh a study easier, shortly I will have it separately

printed�.
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A few years later, along with some loal irulation, the letter was published in its

longer version in two works of an o�ial kind: the Memorie Biogra�he di San Giovanni

Boso

670

and the Epistolario di S. Giovanni Boso

671

, both by Eugene Ceria. The

shorter edition, the only one that is ertainly 'original', was ompletely forgotten.

Up until very reent times we spoke of the �Letter from Rome�, referring exlusively

to the longer version. It found a plae, though not always, in anthologies of Don Boso's

writings, beginning obviously with the good and timely one by Fr Bartholomew Fasie,

Del metodo eduativo di Don Boso (On Don Boso's eduational method).

672

It also aroused some interest in some sholars of Don Boso's eduational system. We

an reall: E. Valentini, La pedagogia mariana di Don Boso, in �Salesianum� 15 (1953)

100-164: he dediated pp. 137-154 to this �Magna Charta of the Salesian eduational

System� as he alled it; P. Braido, 10 maggio 1884, in �Orientamenti Pedagogii� 6 (1959)

545-558; and Il poema dell'amore eduativo. S. Giovanni Boso: Lettera da Roma del 10

maggio 1884, in Don Boso eduatore oggi. Zürih, PAS-Verlag 1963, pp. 77-96 (the text

published by E. Ceria is presented); P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità

attolia, vol II, Mentalità religiosa e spiritualità. Rome, LAS 1981 (I ed. 1969), pp.

467-469, whih onludes the brief analysis with some pertinent questions and a neat

evaluation: �But what did Don Boso atually ditate? The letter or a kind of 'anvas'?

A series of reminders or a omplete doument in all its prosody and energy and a style

that an even be found in the seretary's note in parenthesis? There is no original letter

by Don Boso (in his own hand) but only an original, in two versions, written by Fr

Lemoyne and undersigned by Don Boso. Despite this it should be onsidered to be one

of Don Boso's most e�etive and rih pedagogial douments�.
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More reently St John Boso Letter from Rome on the state of the Oratory has been

inluded in an appendix to the Constitutions and Regulations of the two Religious Con-
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Cf. E IV 261-269. The text is similar to the one reprodued in the MB

672

Cf D. B. Fasie, Del metodo eduativo di Don Boso. Fonti e ommenti (= Letture di pedagogia 4).

Turin, SEI 1927, pp. 73-80. The text is idential to the published in 1920 in the Atti del Capitolo.

673

P. Stella, Don Boso nella storia della religiosità attolia, vol II, p. 469
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Daughters of Mary Help of Christians.

674

The editor and his inspirer

In various douments, manusripts and proofs the text of the letter in its more extended

form is preeded by a note by G.B. Lemoyne who was the writer and only witness.

An examination of the douments suggests that this letter is largely unreliable although

there is no doubt as to who inspired and who wrote up both versions. �Don Boso, during

the nights he was not feeling well, had one of his most famous dreams. He narrated it

to Fr Lemoyne on various oasions then asked him to write it down and read it and

make orretions. Then he was to redo it and reopy it. Sine it partiularly onerned

members of the Salesian Congregation, a new work was required so that it ould be read

out in publi to all the youngsters at the Oratory. So the seond part was kept while the

�rst part, whih spoke at length of the two rereations, was set aside. This letter was sent

on 10 May. When Fr Rua read it out in publi it had a great impat; it had been some

years sine the boys had been austomed to hearing letters addressed to them by Don

Boso. For the Oratory it marked a reform of whih we will speak during our aount.

The �rst e�et of this dream was that Don Boso knew the state of many onsienes,

inluding of some individuals who had seemed to be good but were then sent away from

the house�.

675

John Baptist Lemoyne

676

(in Italian, G.B., For Giovanni Battista)

J.B. Lemoyne (1839-1916), a priest from Genova, entered Don Boso's inipient re-

ligious soiety in 1864. He was the Retor of the shool at Lanzo Torinese from 1865

to 1877 and the beginning from 1883 beame seretary and a lose ollaborator of Don

Boso as well as the seretary of the Superior Counil of the Salesian Soiety. He was an

intelligent, reative individual and had the ability to speak to the hearts of the young-

sters as we see from the olletion of letters he wrote during his fored absene from the

eduational ommunity. At Don Boso's side he arried out his task with extraordinary

�nesse from the outset: �I entrust myself to you as poor as I am. Be haritable, espeially

674

Cf. Costituzioni e Regolamenti della Soietà di S. Franeso di Sales. Rome, 1972, pp. 267-280 and

1984, pp. 243-252; Costituzioni e Regolamenti dell'Istituto delle Figlie di Maria Ausilaitrie. Rome,

1982, pp. 265-277. In the Costituzioni dei salesiani, 1972 the text is taken from the MB; in the 1984

Constitutions from the Atti del Capitolo, 1920.

675

The text is ontained in a manusript prepared for the vast olletion of Doumenti that were need

to draft the Memorie Biogra�he. At the end Lemoyne, who was the editor, added this note: �Fasio

LXV p. 189 � 10 mag. 1884�. (f further on ms D.)

676

Cf. E. Ceria, Pro�li dei Capitolari salesiani morti dall'anno 1865 al 1959 on sintesi storia della

Soietà Salesiana e enni storii delle regole. Colle Don Boso (Asti), LDC 1951, pp. 382-400; F.

Desramaut, Les Memorie I de Giovanni Battista Lemoyne. Étude d'un ouvrage fondamental sur la

jeunesse de saint Jean Boso. Lyon 1962; Première partie. L'auteur des Memorie et son ÷uvre,

pp. 166-167; G. Favini, D. Giovanni Battista Lemoyne primo grande biografo di Don Boso (pro

manusripto). Turin 1974; P. Braido-R.Arenal Llata, Don Giovanni Battista Lemoyne attraverso 20

lettere a don Mihele Rua, in RSS 7 (1988) 89-170.
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in hearing me out. I will keep no serets from you, neither those in my heart nor of the

Congregation. When my �nal hour arrives I am going to need a lose friend to give me

a �nal word in all on�dene�.

677

We seem to �nd exatly the same style in the 1884

letter, fully in harmony with his immediate aeptane of his role as we see in a letter

to his mother on 18 Deember 1883: �I have been brought bak to Turin. . . Don Boso

wanted me with him to give him a hand and work with him. The Lord ould not give

me a better position. . . For my part had he made me King I would be no happier than

I am now�.

678

It was not the �rst time nor would it be the last that he would be more than just

a sribe in what Don Boso wrote, inspired or signed, as we an see from ertain quite

important douments.

On 15 Otober 1883 in a letter to Fr Lemoyne: �Dear Fr Lemoyne, please do me

the favour of ompleting the dream about Ameria and then send it bak to me soon.

Count Colle would like it but would like it translated into Frenh; I will try to do that

immediately�.

679

Instead, in referene to 1884, the biographer writes: �The saint had a dream in July. . .

In the days that followed he brie�y told Fr Lemoyne what he had seen but gave him

only a general idea of what he had heard. . . ; then he told him it ould be a good outline

for developing it more freely. The seretary arried out this order but there was never a

hane to read him the longer version�.

680

And still in relation to a time immediately after this, E. Ceria writes: �Conerning

the question of readings, Don Boso had been thinking for some time of the idea of

sending everyone an authoritative word. In fat in 1883 he had told Fr Lemoyne: `I will

give you some work at the right moment'. Then, after a year had passed he asked him:

'Remember when I told you about some work I'd ask you to do? Well, the time has

ome'. He outlined the topi of a irular on the readings (what books ould be read)

that were then to be sent to the houses at the beginning of the shool year. Fr Lemoyne

wrote it, Don Boso reviewed it and this long letter was then sent to the olleges at the

beginning of November�.

681

Naturally in this ollaboration styles merge although preserving ertain individual

features. In the 1884 letter it odes not seem too di�ult to disover motifs and tones

from earlier letters the Retor at Lanzo had written to his pupils, as we an see from a

number of examples.

The �rst letter would have been written around 1868: �My dear hildren, our Divine

Saviour tells us that where our treasure is there too is our heart. You are my treasure,

the preious treasure that the Lord has given me, a treasure that was worth the blood

of Jesus Christ, a treasure for whih one day I must render strit aount. So although

I am far from you my heart is always amongst you and in the Mass, in my prayers and

677

MB XVI 419

678

ASC 272 Lemoyne

679

E IV 237

680

MB XVII 194

681

MB XVII 197. This was the irular on readings in the houses, signed by Don Boso and dated in

Turin 1 November 1884 � MB XVII 197-200.
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in everything I do I remember you onstantly and year for the time when I an see your

angeli faes again and ontinue with my mission of leading you to Paradise�.

682

Another two are from 1875. �Dear hildren, I do not know how to explain it but some

irresistible power urges me to write to you when I have to be away from you for some

days. I question my heart and it does not stay silent! The older I get the more I feel

I love you, love you as a friend, brother, father. My a�etion is not simply the kind in

people who spend time together, it is keener still, more ompelling; it is a reason for me

living. In a�etion, orrespondene, obediene to those whom the Lord in his goodness

has allowed me to all my hildren I �nd all happiness, all interest, all my wealth, after

God and Mary�.

�My dear hildren! I have told you that you are my rown and joy and my

hope�.

Don Boso

In the Spring of 1884, to be preise, from 14 April to 14 May, Don Boso was in Rome,

assailed by �nanial problems to do with the onstrution of the Churh of the Sared

Heart at the Castro Pretorio, and involved in obtaining a sure juridial and anonial

status for his religious Soiety. We see a greater onern, that he had had for some

years, to provide stability and unity to its strutures and spirit, in lear awareness of the

inreasingly prearious state of health he was in.

In fat, after his triumphal trip to Frane from February to may 1883, his health

has delined with partiularly ritial moments before and after the month he spent in

Rome.

683

The Salesian Bulletin in April 1884, after having referred to a omment from

the Retor at Alassio, Fr Franis Cerruti, that Don Boso did not speak on 2 Marh

when the Cooperators met, drew a rather alarming piture: �And sine this seems a

propitious oasion, we one again reommend our beloved Don Boso to the prayer of

the Cooperators. For some time he has felt his strength weakening. There is nothing

to be alarmed about at the moment, but a good dotor from Turin, visiting him before

he left for his journey, said that we should not kid ourselves too muh onerning his

life. Then he added, with regard to how tired he was, Don Boso seemed to be a man

of a 100 today instead of 70. So let us pray with all our heart that although by nature

and weakness he should suumb, he will live on for many years yet with our help and

omfort, through grae and by God's omnipotene�.

684

Don Boso himself o�ered a disrete but signi�ant on�rmation of this in his orre-

spondene. �My health is not bad, but it is not good. I get inreasingly tired�.

685

�My

682

This and the following letters an be found in ASC 272 Lemoyne, in the envelope entitled Corrispon-

denza ai familiari

683

In referene to the �rst months of 1884 until his return from Rome, the Memorie Biogra�he are full

of news about his state of health, by then alarming: f. MB XVII 21, 22, 23-24, 26, 27, 29-32, 34-35,

36, 38, 40, 42, 56-58, 65, 80, 83-84, 88, 89, 105, 119, 121, 122; then in following months: MB XVII

204-207, 458-459.

684

BS 8 (1884) no. 4, April, p. 58.

685

Letter to Count Bonmartini, from Turin, 4.2.1884 � E IV 253.
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health is a little better but I am in muh need of prayer�.

686

�My health is struggling; I

hope to get better as soon as possible and. . . �.

687

�Your Honour will understand that it

is a half blind man who is writing�.

688

�You have heard that for some time I have been

in poor health and unable to work. . . �.

689

At the same time we see emerging a strong emotion that often leads him to tie nostalgi

memories of the past to lively preditions of the future. His dreams multiply, while the one

who aompanies him assures us: �Our beloved father annot speak now without going

bak to the heroi days of the Oratory�.

690

Along with the great topi of salvation there

was this insistent appeal to the method, style, the preventive system; love, on�dene,

familiarity, friendship; �it often happens that youngsters are less blameworthy than we

think, as we know from experiene�, he said at the last meeting of the 3rd General

Chapter on 7 September 1883. And on 25 April 1884, in the Journal de Rome, we ould

read his answer to a journalist who asked him about his preventive system: �It is very

simple. I let the youngsters do what they love best. The trik is to disover the germ of

their good will and to develop it. As eah one loves to do what he knows he an do, I

apply this priniple rigorously and my pupils make every e�ort, not only beause of my

ativity but also beause of my love�.

691

So the letter omes about within this espeially favourable ontext. As regards what

lies behind its immediate irumstanes, how it was thought out, ommuniated, written

down and then heked we have ertain very enlightening information from E. Ceria

olleted from diret testimony from G.B. Lemoyne.

�The other times that Don Boso was in Rome he visited lots of people. But in 1884,

either beause of his di�ulty in walking or beause of other disomfort, he had to limit

his visiting onsiderably�.

692

�At the end of eah day his poor head was so tired that he

ould no longer ollet or onnet his ideas; so every evening he went out to take a breath

of fresh air, walking for three quarters of an hour holding on to Fr Lemoyne's arm�.

693

�So muh e�ort aggravated by serious problems inreased his physial disomfort even

more. His liver gave trouble and he had an in�amed eye. On 27 April he ame down

with fever whih lasted three days. One night he was so poorly that he even had to get

686

On return from Frane, letter to Fr Berto from Sampierdarena, 6.4.1884 � E IV 255.

687

From Rome, 3 May 1884 to the Arhbishop of Turin, Card. Alimonda � E IV 259.

688

From Rome to the Hon. Paolo Boselli, 6 May 1884 � E IV 259.

689

Address to the Cooperators in Turin, 23 May � NS 8 (1884), no. 7, July, p. 95. At his meeting with

the past pupils on 13 July 1884, one of their representatives, Prof. Germano, says: �I reall older

times while I am thinking of the present. I look at Don Boso and my heart shrinks out of tenderness.

How he has hanged from the man we knew when we were hildren! He is bent over, his hair is gray,

and he walks with di�ulty and unertainly. May the Lord hold o� for some time the day when he

must reeive the reward for all the e�orts he has made for us. May he remain amongst his sons until

he has elebrated his Golden Jubilee of ordination. But the years go on inexorably. . . � (BS 8 1884

no. 8 August, p.112). Don Boso answers: �. . . Firstly I want to tell you that I am very happy to see

you here in this plae, even more so this year when at a ertain point I was unwell and ill-disposed

and thought that I ould no longer be with you. . . � (Ibid, p. 113).
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Letter of G.B. Lemoyne from Sampierdarena, 8 April 1884 � ASC 272 Lemoyne

691

MB XVII 85-86

692

MB XVII 80

693

MB XVII 83-84
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up from his bed; at ertain hours of the day his illness fored him to lie down�.

694

This was preisely the situation he refers to in his 'dream' whih was the proximate

oasion for the genesis of the 'letters'.

But at this point it is essential to provide a detailed analysis of the douments available,

whih together with the information from other soures an allow us to establish the

authenti texts with reasonable trustworthiness, what order they ame in, who they were

addressed to and eah one's signi�ane.

Desription of the douments

The publiation of the letters in two distint versions was done on the basis of

manusripts, typewritten or in drafts found in the ASC in Rome in addition to printed

versions of partiular historial and literary authentiity. We do not exlude transrip-

tions that are more or less faithful, of the original texts that an be found in other

Salesian arhives, the result of novies or leris who were students of Fr Giulio Barberis

and Fr Eugenio Bianhi or their disiples who were in turn masters of novies and forma-

tors of new Salesians as one entury ended and another began. Nor should we exlude

the possibility that an aurate inventory of material kept in the ASC ould hold some

surprise.

Those found up till now, whih should inlude all the most important ones, are kept in

three di�rerent plaes: ASC 110 Cronahette; ASC 111 Sogni ; ASC 131 Torino-Oratorio.

In the desription of the douments we follow this order: �rst we indiate preparatory

douments (nos. 1-3); we then desribe the douments drawing from the long version

(nos 1-7); �nally we review the original of the short version (no. 8).

1. A = ASC 111 Sogni-Lemoyne

The ms is a single sheet of note paper with light blue lines, format 209x268 mm. The

two pages are numbered in penil on top as 1 and 2. In the left hand margin on page 1

in blue rayon 1884 is written, vertially.

The writing is in brown ink; it is Lemoyne's and onsists of fragments of notes, with

few onnetions, items used for the versions that immediately followed.

From omparisons we see that the fragments ome together both in doument K and,

via this, in ms D ; more preisely in the short version (K ) the omplete ontents of the

�rst page are inluded and half of the seond. The �rst lines of page 1 are only found in

this version.

There is none of A in B ; the areas of referene of A and B are di�erent.

Points of ontat an be found between the last six lines of ms A and mss C and D

(lines 129-131, 174-176, 204-206).

2. B = ASC 111 Sogni-Lemoyne

This is a double sheet of paper of the same format and quality as the earlier one, ms A,

with idential ruling.

On the left side of page 1 in penil there is a vertial line forming a margin of 30 mm.

694

MB XVII 89
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On the four pages, rubbed out but still visible is the earlier numbering in penil: 3,4,5,6

(the ms was brought together with the following ms C ).

It is an original by Fr Lemoyne that seems to be a trial �rst partial version of the letter

in its longer version.

The text is written on the right half of the page while the left half is for orretions

and additions.

Through C the ontents of ms B (mostly similar to ms C ) ome together in D. No

immediate or mediated relationship exists between B and K (the short version); in fat

B is in referene to the Salesians and not to the youngsters.

In this book it is reprodued in its entirety with indiations in the omments of what

Fr Lemoyne had anelled out.

3. C = ASC 111 Sogni-Lemoyne

This is a olletion of 3 double sheets inserted one after the other of the same format

and idential ruling as the two earlier ones, ms A and B.

695

The pages are numbered in penil at the top from 1 to 10; the last two are blank and

not numbered. The �rst page arries the indiation 1884 on top, in penil. This is an

original by Fr Lemoyne. The text is written in the same right half while the left half is

left free for any orretions or additions; these an be found only on pages 2,6 and 9.

In: Una di queste sere. . . Exp:.. sriver a voi o miei ari queste righe.

Ms C uses material from C, writing it up in better and more expansive literary form. In

turn it reveals diret ausal relationships with the short version (K ) and the long version

(D). Its immediate in�uene is learly visible in the �rst part of ms K with regard to

things this has in ommon with the long version, on whih it does not seem to depend

in this �rst setion. But above all, inluding the dream on the �rst night, manusript C

in its overall ontent overs two thirds of the long version. Instead for parallel ontent D

seems to depend rather immediately on K rather than C, whih seems to be on�rmed

by the fat that in K we �nd handwritten orretions by Fr Rua that D presumes and

uses, and D presents variations whih belong to K that D2 orrets.

4. D = ASC 111 Sogni-Lemoyne

This is a olletion of 7 double sheets inserted one after the other and stithed together

with strong thread. The format is 270x380 mm. The �rst sheet whih ontains the others

is solid foolsap, lined and with a left margin (37 mm) and a right margin (14 mm). The

other sheets are a light notepaper with well-marked blue ruling and no margins. The

pages are not numbered; only on page 3 is the number 5 in penil visible at the top. The

�rst page is blank and on the left up top is written 1884, in penil. The seond page is

blank. The third and fourth pages ontain the text of diary notes where it says: In:

Don Boso in quelle notti. . . Exp: furono allontanati dalla asa: Fasio LXV p. 189 � 10

mag. 1884. From whih it is lear that the ms was prepared in view of the Doumenti.

From page 5 to 26 we �ndt he text of the letter. Pages 27-28 are blank. On page 5 we

see a faded mark; on page 6 in the left margin there are two marks made in red ink.

695

It would be good to keep in mind that ms K (short version) fort he youngsters has the idential

features of mss A,B and C. Not so for ms D.
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The ms is entirely in Fr Lemoyne's hand; he writes in the right hand part of eah page

keeping the left for any orretions or additions, whih are found only on pages 15 and

16.

We should not exlude the hypothesis that the text with these diary notes and of the

letter itself were written at di�erent times: more preisely that the �rst foolsap sheet

was destined for a pre-existing olletion with the text of the letter.

In eah ase ms D should be onsidered as the oldest of those known whih ontain

the omplete text of the letter in its longer version; it ould be the original text of the

letter.

This is what we �nd in this version whih reprodues it with omplete �delity, exept

some essential additions of puntuation.

5. E = ASC 131 Torino-Oratorio

This is a olletion of 5 double foolsap sheets sewn together to make a total of 20 pages

numbered with a penil. The last page is blank. The paper is solid, ruled and with

margins in blue ink. It is a manusript.

It is a good opy done by Fr Joahim Berto and takes up all of eah page.

In the �rst page, on top, we �nd the title: Dream in the form of a Letter 10.5.1884

from Rome.

Ms E derives diretly from D, of whih it opies both the brief diary information and

the omplete text of the letter in the longer version: the historial diary material takes

up all of page 1 and a good part of the seond page. It ends with indiations given by Fr

Lemoyne; only Fasio is orreted to Fasi. The text of the letter take up pages 3-19.

In general Berto's opy is more aurate than the original with regard to puntuation

and Italian dition (ertain arhai forms whih Lemoyne liked: avea = aveva; faeano

= faevano. . . ; ). However there are on or two errors or omissions from distration.

Berto's ms is the last one that is faithful in substane to the original one of Lemoyne's.

It is found in a printed edition of the letter whih appeared in the Ats of the Superior

Chapter 1920 (in the ritial apparatus noted as J ).

6. J = version printed in the Ats of the Superior Chapter 1920

The publiation of the letter in its longer version was done under Fr Bartholomew Fasie

in the Ats of the Superior Chapter (1920, Anno I, N. 2, 24 Agosto, pp. 40-48) and

opies Fr Berto's ms (E ), with some additional puntuation and minor improvements.

7. F = ASC 111 Sogni-Lemoyne

This ms is a booklet made up of 5 double foolsap sheets inserted one after the other

and sewn with rather strong thread. Only in the �rst sheet have the two pages beome

detahed through use. The format is 208x311 mm. The notepaper is ruled with blue ink.

The �rst page is not numbered, the seond is blank and not numbered. The numbering

begins on page 3 with number 2 and ontinues to 17; the last two pages are blank. On the

�rst page in the left margin written vertially in blue rayon, the same used to number

the pages: 1884.

The diary note is on the �rst page. The text of the letter is on pages numbered 2

through 17.
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The writing tries to be elegant but beomes more in haste and less neat in the �nal

pages. The sribe would have been young, diligent, had a light and fairly elegant hand;

the ink is brown.

In the upper margin of the �rst page whih has the historial note, Fr Lemoyne adds in

blak ink: Chapter XXXI Dream: the old and the urrent oratory � Charity and famil-

iarity that the Salesians should show to the boys � Confessions and the boys' ondut.

The manusript text takes up the right half of eah page.

The opy is aurate and improves, in formal terms, the puntuation and lexial aspets

of ms D on whih it evidently depends. It di�ers from it in some important aspets with

the systemati substitution of the term amore (love) with synonyms life a�etto (a�etion)

and arità (harity). We have not found an intermediate ms that allows us to identify

who introdued these modi�ations, whih Fr Lemoyne himself aepts in the Doumenti

(draft text G) and Fr Ceria re-publishes with some marginal variations in the Memorie

Biogra�he (H ) and the Epistolario (I ).

Ms E was out of the piture at this stage and was only brought in, as already indiated,

in 1920, when the General Counillor for Shools, Fr Bartholomew Fasie, sees to its

publiation in the Ats of the Superior Chapter (= Counil) of the Salesian Soiety.

8. K = ASC 131 Torino-Oratorio

The ms is made up of two double sheets, on inside the other, to make a small booklet of

4 sheets numbered by the writer from 1 to 4, making 8 pages numbered in penil from 2

to 7. Dimensions, quality, ruling of the paper are idential to ms A,B,C. The ink is dark

but fading (diluted).

It is written by Fr Lemoyne.

In another hand, Fr Rua's, there are some additions in the dialogue indiating who is

speaking: Io (I) = Don Boso), a (= alliveo or pupil), V. (= Valfré). These are indiated

in the ritial apparatus.

Don Boso's signature is appended at the end.

We are ertain this is the eltter that left Rome on 12 May and whih was read out to

the boys at Valdoo, in Turin by Fr Rua.

Worth bearing in mind that the publisher of the Epistolario ignores it.

Events to do with the publiation and handing on of the texts

The examination of the douments allows us to identify distint moments in the drawing

up of the two versions, the short one for the boys and the longer one for the Salesian

eduators. This, nevertheless, supposes a period whih followed the other manusripts

A, B, C, K, whih in material elements betray a hronologial loseness. The story of the

shorter letter, addressed diretly to the boys, seems muh more linear and aomplished

within a short period of time.

It would be useful, then, to identify the various stages of omposition of the texts,

referring overall to information from the diret witness, Fr John Baptist Lemoyne.

696
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This means orreting the rather imaginative reonstrution by E. Ceria: �On 6 May he had him write

to Fr Rua: 'Don Boso is preparing a letter whih he intends to send to the boys, in whih he wants
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Regarding the �nights when Don Boso felt poorly� Fr Lemoyne writes in the Dou-

menti: �27 April, D. Boso has a fever that lasts for three days. Lat night he felt so

poorly that he had to get out of bed. The onstant opposition to the lottery and the

granting of privileges is having a physial e�et on him�.

697

In a letter to Fr Rua the

following day he on�rms this: �In the avalanhe of letters I have to work through, I steal

a moment to let you know again about D. Boso. His health is not too bad but for the

last two mornings the fever has returned�.

698

It is in these irumstanes that a solid inrease of memories, insights, family-style

exhortations emerge whih are then further artiulated by the seretary. There was

plenty of time for him to tell, develop and organise his material. It is true that there was

no lak of work for Don Boso, his health situation and the attention he reeived from

his helper meant there were frequent pauses during the day and opportunity for some

quiet hats.

In the various stages of the letters' omposition and its various drafts we never �nd any

trae of Don Boso's intervention in the editing proess: just the �nal signature (unless

it was leverly opied) at the end of the short version.

But the immediate eho of what Don Boso was saying an be found, at least in part,

in the quik notes whih Lemoyne provided for ms A and, more onsistently, in the �rst

draft of the harateristi elements of the letter to the Salesians ontained in ms B and

then taken up and broadened in ms C. All three were then used by Lemoyne in drafting

the letter to the youngsters, ms K, and later the one for the Salesians.

Instead it is di�ult to establish the time and plae of the omposition of the longer

version (ms D) whih was then passed on as a manusript and printed, with signi�ant

variations. It ould have been put together later in Valdoo.

699

In all probability, Lemoyne drew up the letter for the youngsters then ame to ms K,

when on 6 May he wrote to Fr Rua as follows: �5. Finally, I am telling you that Don

Boso is preparing a letter he intends to send to the boys in whih he wants to tell his

beloved boys many nie things�.

700

From an overall perspetive whih seems to be on�rmed by what happens at Valdoo

in the weeks immediately following, it seems more probable that of the two texts dated

10 May 1884, the short version was sent to Turin. We an gather this from the two

to tell his beloved hildren all kinds of good things'. The letter was sent on 10 May, but Fr Rua,

not believing it was appropriate to read it all out in publi, asked him to send a opy that ould

be addressed just to the pupils. Fr Lemoyne extrated parts of it for them that did not regard the

superiors. It was read out by Fr Rua in the evening after prayers and the boys listened with muh

onern sine the Saint was saying that he knew many of their onsienes. After his return there

was a proession of boys to his room to know how he saw them [= what the state of their onsiene

really was, as he saw it℄� (MB XVII 107).

697

Doumenti, vol XXVII, pp. 158-159

698

Letter to Fr Rua, 28 April 1884, ASC 9126 Rua-Lemoyne G.B. Cf P. Braido and R. Arenal Llata, Don

Giovanni Battista Lemoyne attraverso 20 lettere a don Mihele Rua, in �Rierhe Storihe Salesiane�

7 (1988), p. 151.

699

We should keep in mind that ms K, di�erently from ms D, has the same features (paper, ruling, ink)

as mss A, B and C.

700

Letter to Fr Rua, 6 May 1884, ASC 9126 Rua-Lemoyne; Cf. P. Braido and R. Arenal Llata, art. it.,

p. 154.
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letters by Lemoyne to Fr Rua, one from Rome on 12 May (just before Don Boso and his

seretary left Rome), the other from Florene on 15th. In the �rst, Fr Lemoyne writes:

�I am sending you a letter that Don Boso is sending to all the boys at the Oratory.

Be good enough to read it in the evening after prayers, and if you an't do it, then ask

Fr Lazzero. This is what Don Boso wants, that before reading it out to the boys you

give it a look over and adjust anything you feel needs to be adjusted and soften any

sentene you think might be a bit strong. If you �nd something of the kind, forgive me,

just orret it, beause it took me the whole night to write it�.

701

From Florene on the

15th he write to Fr Rua again: �Today we arrived in Florene. . . With this I end my

orrespondene with you unless there is something new. I hope htat you have reeived

the letter to the boys, the one Don Boso addressed to them�.

702

Some of the heightened onerns at Valdoo in the weeks and months after Don

Boso's return from Rome also seem to refer to the short version. There was the onstant

problem of order at the Oratory and, espeially, of disiplinary, moral and religious reform

amongst the boys, with speial attention to the student group, feeding hopes for new

voations, both for the Salesians and the Churh.

From the Minutes of Superior Chapter meetings of the Salesian Soiety and from a

survey arried out by the Salesians at Valdoo we gain a no less pessimisti view of

the limate that reigned there (lòak of on�dene, suspiion, failures in administration

and assistane), in other words the items more exlusively dealt with in the short ver-

sion. Instead there is a weaker presene of the expliit positive message of love whih is

prolaimed with exeptional rhetorial warmth in the longer version.

Also, information provided for the Doumenti further on in Chap. XXX-VIII refer to

the publi letter addressed to the boys: �Marvellous e�ets of Don Boso's last dream 12

June - Don Boso's dream in Rome led to onsequenes. Over reent days Don Boso

spoke to many boys in the evening. Yesterday however, for Corpus Domini, many boys

went to his room to speak to him about their voation�.

703

As for the irulation of the letter in its two version, we an onlude the following

from the sare data that we have:

1. The short version, addressed to the boys, remained as a manusript kept in its

original in the arhives and in opies whih were ontained in a number of exerise

books for novies and formators of the novies.

2. Instead a opy of the shorter version was handed down in manusript form but

inluding the longer version � between brakets, so ideally exluded, was the entral

body of the letter (lines 82-206: aiohé. . . o�esa di Dio); the one responsible for

this, though we do not know on what basis he did this, seems to have been the

Master of novies, Fr Giulio Barberis, followed by his immediate suessor, Fr

701

Letter to Fr Rua, 12 May 1884, ibid., Cf. P. Braido and R. Arenal Llata, art. it. p. 157. At the

bottom of the letter the diligent Lemoyne adds: �Keep Don Boso's letter so it an be put in the

arhives�. We an believe that this is ms K whih we have.

702

Letter to Fr Rua, 15 May 1884, ibid., Cf. P. Braido. . . p. 157.

703

Doumenti, vol XXVII, p. 274.
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Eugenio Bianhi; a handful of opies by novies or young leris make referene to

them.

3. The long version instead was handed down in a number of manusript and printed

forms but in two versions: a) the more widespread one whih orresponds to ms

F, baked by Fr Ceria in the Memorie biogra�he and the Epistolario, and then

inluded in the Constitutions and Regulations of the Salesian Soiety and the Sisters

(FMA) in 1962; b) the less familiar version but the one losest to Fr Lemoyne's and

Fr Berto's original manusripts (ms D and E ), inluded in the Ats of the Chapter

1920 and by Fr Bartholomew Fasie in his 1927 anthology. The two versions ontain

a numerially few variations but they are signi�ant ones in qualitative terms. In

the most typial spots the seond (do. E ) uses the term amore (love), whih the

�rst (do. F, MB, Ep), substitutes with a�etto (a�etion) and arità (harity);

in the seond, Don Boso's interloutor in the dream addresses his old teaher

with the muh more on�dential tu (familiar 'you'), while the �rst, whih Lemoyne

also has in the Doumenti, the more respetful lei. This one also reveals some

more logial hanges like, for example when potuto e saputo are reversed in a more

psyhologially appropriate saputo e potuto.
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Texts

1. Ms A

Monday night fol 1.

Saw Buzzetti In amongst asked him Do the boys now seem better to you or

rather those from the earlier time

He answered - the di�erene between these and those is that

these ones do not have muh on�dene in the onfessional in

your advie but espeially in matters

of onsiene

There is a good number of good boys

But between the boys of former times and these today there is a notable

di�erene in former times their heart was ompletely open
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to the Superiors whom they loved and obeyed

urrently the Superiors are not onsidered as

superiors feared et. therefore if you want

one heart and soul for love of

Jesus you need to break down the fatal

barrier of mistrust and allow

warm on�dene to enter So obediene

that guides the pupil like a mother guides

a hild et. et. We are not speaking of

frequent onfession and ommunion but

radially laking �rm amendments et.|

I felt tired fol 2

Is there anything else you want to tell me? Some speial advie

- let everyone remember that they are hildren of Mary Help of Christians

who has brought them here. So also peae of heart

so, mutual love. That hearts may be open, that

there be one heart and one soul like in earlier times

And will we sueed?

Yes so long as the big ones and the little ones want to o�er the heavenly

Madonna some small sari�e and are ready to su�er something for her

some boys but in these few I see things that

have saddened my heart deeply. I do not want to put it down

on paper but I would like to tell eah one what refers to him.

Here I tell you only that it is time to pray and make

�rm resolutions, not just in words but in need

and let it be seen that the Comollos and the Domini Savios and the

Bessuo's

and the Saardis are still alive amongst us.

It is enough for a single boy to enter a Salesian house for him to be immedi-

ately

taken under the speial protetion of Mary Help of Christians

youngsters

(Let there be a very strit duty of onsiene in referring

to the Superiors everything that the Cleris know

about what might o�end the Lord in any way at all

(Of the jealousy that eah one would like to be loved by the

Boys exluding all the other superiors

Feroious jealousies
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2. Ms B

B = original draft by Fr Lemoyne

B2 and B3 = following interventions by Fr Lemoyne

�Why so muh apathy and so muh listlessness�.

704

[fol 1℄

�I saw so muh listlessness and this is where oldness in the Saraments omes from,

missing out on praties of piety espeially in hurh, not wanting to be in a plae

where providene �lls them with every bene�t; this is where ingratitude, seretiveness,

grumbling and all the other deplorable onsequenes ome from�.

�I see,

705

I understand, but how an we bring these youngsters to life again so that we

an get bak to the liveliness, the happiness, the warmth of the old days?�

�With love!�

�Love? But my don't my boys get enough love? You know how muh I have loved them.

You know how muh I have su�ered and put up with for them. How many hardships,

how many humiliations, how muh opposition I had to enounter and su�er for them.

�I'm not referring to you.�

�Then to whom are you referring? To those who take my plae? Don't you see that

they are martyrs to work, studying day and night, looking after them, burning themselves

out?�

�I an see all that

706

and I am well aware of it, but it is not enough".

�What is missing?�

�That the youngsters should not only be loved, but that they themselves should know

707

that they are loved".

�But have they not got eyes in their heads? Don't they see they have a house, bread,

pro�t, areer et., shool?�

�No, that is not enough".

�Well, what else is needed?� [fol. 2℄

�By being loved

708

in the things they like, they are led to see love in those things whih

they �nd less attrative, and so learn to do these things too with love".

�You'll have to explain that to me".

�Our Divine Saviour made himself

709

little with the little ones and bore our weak-

nesses".

�I do not understand�.

�Look at the youngsters in rereation".

I looked, and then asked: �Well what is speial about it?�

�You've been eduating young people for so many years and you don't understand!

Look harder! Where are our Salesians?�

I looked and saw et. (like in the other sheet)

704

why (Perhé). . . listlessness B del B2

705

I see (Vedo) B del B2

706

all that (tutto) B del B2

707

know (onosano) vedano B del B2 (see) onosano emend sl B2

708

being loved (essendo amati) si avvedano B del B2 essendo amati emend sl B2

709

made himself (si è fatto) ha po B del B2 si è fatto emend B2
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Then my friend ontinued: �In the old days when you were always among the boys

was it like that?

[fol. 3℄ �Everything was a joy for me then, and the boys used to rush to get near me

and talk to me; they were anxious to hear my words et.. But don't you see that now

with these visits, and my poor health I annot do it any more.�

�I understand that you an't but why don't your Salesians follow your example? Why

don't you insist, why don't you demand, that they treat the boys as you used to do?�

� I do. I talk till I'm blue in the fae, but you an understand that even the teahers

and assistants are tired of shool and not everyone nowadays feels like working as hard

as we used to".

�And so by negleting the lesser part they waste the greater, meaning all the work they

put in".

�And what is the lesser part?�

�Familiarity!�

710

�If this is not there, they stay away from the Cleris. Something needs a rule, and

like the iron rod that when. . . ? exterior. Done without heart it reates enemies. Then

there's jealousy between superior and superior. And people don't do things beause they

might stand out if they do. Human respet. Eah one likes his own omforts. Partiular

friendships".

711

�Even I an see that going on like that rules predominate over a fatherly system�.

�The familiarity like when Jesus made himself little with the little ones and put up

with all our in�rmities.|

�The teaher who is seen only in the lassroom is a teaher and nothing more; but

if he joins in the rereation he beomes a brother. If someone preahes he is doing his

duty, whereas if he says a good word in rereation it is heard as the word of one who

loves

712

. How many onversions have been brought about by a few words in. . .

713

One

who loves an obtain anything, espeially from the young. This on�dene reates an

eletri urrent between youngsters and their superiors. Their needs and weaknesses are

made known. Knowing they are loved they open their hearts�.

714

3. Ms C

C = original draft by Fr Lemoyne

C2 = later interventions by Fr Lemoyne

[fol. 1r℄ One of these evenings I was getting ready to go to bed and had begun to say

the prayer my good mother had taught me. While I was praying I was distrated or

maybe it was a dream and it seemed that two of the boys who were one at the Oratory

were standing in front of me. One of these ame up to me and greeted me warmly. I

looked at him and he said to me: �Do you reognise me, Don Boso?�

710

Then (Oh allora). . . familiarity (famigliarità) B del B2

711

Then. . . friendships (Ne viene. . . partiolari) add mrg sin B2

712

Familiarity. . . loves (La famigliarità. . . segno) B del B2

713

How many. . . in (Quante. . . in) add mrg sin B2 del B2

714

One who. . . hearts (Chi. . . uore) B del B2
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�Of ourse I do,� I answered.

�And do you still remember me?�, the man went on.

�I remember you and all the others. You're Valfre, and you were at the Oratory before

1860�.

�Tell me, would you like to see the youngsters who were at the Oratory in my time?�

�Yes, let me see them, I would like that very muh�.

[fol 1v℄ Valfre then showed me the boys just as they had been at that | time, with

the same age, build and looks. I seemed to be in the old Oratory at rereation time.

It was a sene full of life, full of movement, full of fun. Some were running, some were

jumping, some were skipping. In one plae they were playing leap-frog, in another tig,

and in another a ball-game was in progress. In one orner a group of youngsters were

gathered round a priest, hanging on his every word as he told them a story. In another

a priest was playing with a number of lads at 'hase the donkey'. There was singing and

laughing on all sides, there were priests and leris everywhere and the boys were yelling

and shouting all round them.

I was overjoyed at the sight, and Valfre said to me: �You see, familiarity leads to love

and love brings on�dene.

At that moment the other past pupil ame up to me and said: �Don Boso, would you

like to see and know

715

the boys who are at the Oratory at the present time?�

�Yes, let me see them� I replied. And he showed them to me. I saw the Oratory and all

the boys in [fol. 2r℄ rereation. But no more ould I hear the joyful shouts | and singing,

no longer

716

was there the lively ativity of the previous sene. There was the oasional

shout but in general there was evident a weary boredom, a surliness, a suspiion.. I

saw many, it is true, who ran about and played in light-hearted joy. But I saw quite a

number of others on their own, leaning against the pillars, others were on the steps or in

the orridors, so as to be away from the ommon rereation. Others were strolling about

in groups, talking to eah other in low tones and asting furtive and suspiious glanes

in every diretion. Sometimes they would laugh, but so listlessly that it was lear they

were not enjoying their games.

�Do you see your boys?�, asked my former pupil.

�I an see them�, I replied.

�How di�erent they are from what we used to be�.

�Unfortunately! What an apatheti rereation!�

�This is what gives rise to the oldness of so many in approahing the saraments, to

neglet of the [fol. 2v℄ prayers in | hurh and elsewhere; to their relutane to be in

a plae where Divine Providene

717

heaps every possible blessing on their bodies, their

souls and their minds. This is why so many do not follow their voation, why they are

715

know (onosere) add mrg sin C2

716

no longer (più) add sl C2

717

post `Provvidenza' (Providene) add `Come sorveglino giorno e notte, ome patisano freddo e aldo

sihé si puon dire veramente sari�ati per i loro allievi?' (How they wath over them day and night,

how they put up with heat and old so we an say they truly sari�e themselves for their pupils?)

C del C2
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ungrateful to their superiors, why they are seretive and grumble, with all the other

regrettable onsequenes�.

�I understand�, I said. �But how an we bring these youngsters to life again, so that

we an get bak to the liveliness, the happiness, the warmth of the old days?�

�With love!�

�With love? But don't my boys get enough love? You know how I love them. You know

how muh I have su�ered and put up with for them these forty years, and how muh I

endure and su�er even now. How many hardships, how many humiliations, how muh

opposition, how many perseutions to give them bread, a home, teahers, and espeially

to provide for the salvation of their souls. I have done everything I knew how and ould

do for them; they ave been the objet of my a�etions all my life.�

�I'm not referring to you�.

[fol. 3r℄ �Then to whom are you referring? To those |who take my plae? To the

retors, the prefets, the teahers, the assistants? Don't you see that they are martyrs

to study and work, and how they burn out their young lives for those Divine Providene

has entrusted to them?"

�I an see all that and I am well aware of it, but it is not enough; the best thing is

missing�.

�What is missing then?�

�That the youngsters should not only be loved, but that they themselves should know

that they are loved�.

�But have they not got eyes in their heads? Have they no intelligene? Don't they see

how muh is done for them, and all of it out of love?�

�No, it is not enough�.

�Well, what else is needed?�

�By being loved in the things they like, through taking part in their youthful interests,

they are led to see love in those things whih they �nd less attrative, suh as disipline,

study and self-denial, and so [fol. 3v℄ | learn to do these things too with love�.

�I'm afraid you'll have to explain that more learly�.

�Our Divine Saviour

718

made himself little with the little ones and bore our weak-

nesses�.

�I don't understand you well�.

�Look at the boys!�

I looked, and then asked: �Well what is speial about it?�

�What? You've been eduating young people for so many years and you don't under-

stand! Look harder! Where are your Salesians?�

I looked, and I saw that very few priests and leris mixed with the boys, and fewer

still were joining in their games. Most of them were walking up and down, hatting

among themselves without taking any notie of what the boys were doing or supervised

from afar.

Then my friend ontinued: �In the old days at the Oratory, were you not always among

the boys, espeially during rereation?�

718

Our Divine Saviour. . . .well (Il Divin. . . bene) add mrg sin C2
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�Yes, indeed! Everything was a joy for me then, and the boys used to rush to get near

me and talk to me; they were anxious to hear my advie and put it into pratie. But

don't you see that now with these never-ending interviews, business matters, and my

poor health I annot do it any more.�

�Well and good; but if you annot do it, why don't your Salesians follow the example

you gave? Why [fol. 4r℄ don't you insist, | why don't you demand, that they treat the

boys as you used to do?�

�I do. I talk till I'm blue in the fae, but even I an see how tired the teahers are and

unfortunately not everyone nowadays feels like working as hard as we used to.� �What

should I reommend to my Salesians then?�

�Familiarity with the boys, espeially in rereation. You annot have love without this

familiarity, and where this is not evident there an be no on�dene. If you want to

be loved, you must make it lear that you love. Jesus Christ made himself little with

the little ones and bore our weaknesses. He is our master in the matter of familiarity.

The teaher who is seen only in the lassroom is a teaher and nothing more; but if he

joins in the pupils' rereation he beomes their respeted brother. If someone is [fol.

4v℄ only seen preahing from the | pulpit it will be said that he is doing no more and

no less than his duty, whereas if he says a good word in rereation it is heard as the

word of one who loves. How many onversions have been brought about by a few words

whispered in the ear

719

of a youngster while he is playing. One who knows he is loved

loves in return, and one who loves an obtain anything, espeially from the young. This

on�dene reates an eletri urrent between youngsters and their superiors. Hearts

are opened, needs and weaknesses made known. This love enables superiors to put up

with the weariness, the annoyane, the ingratitude, the troubles that youngsters ause,

so that everything may have not vainglory as its end, punishing out of wounded self-love,

not jealousy of another's popularity but only the glory of God, the salvation of souls

through the example of Jesus Christ. Do you know why the Oratory today is di�erent

from the way it was? Beause love is replaed with old rules; beause your Salesians

have move away from the observane of the rules you gave [fol. 5r℄ |them; beause of the

replaement little by little of loving and wathful prevention by a system whih is easier

for the one in harge: it onsists in framing laws and punishing transgressors. This is

sure to happen if there is no friendly relationship. So if you want the Oratory to return

to the happiness of old, then bring bak the old system where Salesians are all things to

all, fathers of the boys, always ready to put up with the faults of their youth for as muh

as harity an allow, taking away all distane, loving everything they love. Then hearts

will no longer be losed and deadly subterfuge will no longer hold sway�.

�And what is the best way of ahieving this friendly relationship, this kind of love and

on�dene?�

�The exat observane of the rules of the house�.

�Nothing else?�

�At a dinner the best dish is a hearty welome�.

�And what other advie would you give me for the smooth running of the house?�

719

in the ear (all'orehio) `in uore' C `all'orehio' orr C2.
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�Nothing else but this. Familiarity brings love and love brings on�dene and the boys

then open [fol. 5v℄ themselves up without fear to their teahers, assistants, | Superiors.

They beome frank and open in onfession and outside of onfession and are obedient to

anyone who is in harge and who9m they know they are loved by.

While he �nished speaking, I went on looking at that rereation with great displeasure.

Little by little I felt oppressed by a great weariness that beame worse at every moment.

Eventually it got so bad that I ould resist no longer, and I shook myself and woke up.

I found myself standing beside my bed. My legs were so swollen and hurt so muh that

I ould not stand up any longer. It was very late and I went to bed, resolved to write

these lines to you, my dear sons.

4. Ms K � Letter to the boys at the Oratory in Valdoo, Turin

K = Original draft by Fr Lemoyne

K2 = Fr Lemoyne's own interventions in his text

R = Fr Rua's interventions that followed

S = signature: Fr John Boso.

Rome, 10 May 1884 [fol. 1r℄

My dear sons in Jesus Christ,

Whether I am at home or away I am always thinking of you. I have only one wish, to

see you happy both in this world and in the next. It was this idea, this wish of mine,

that made me write this letter. Being away from you, and not being able to see or hear

you, upsets me more than you an imagine. For that reason I would have liked to write

these few lines to you a week ago, but onstant work prevented me. And so, although

I shall be bak very soon, I want to send you this letter in advane, sine I annot yet

be with you in person. These words ome from someone who loves you very dearly in

Christ Jesus, someone who has the duty of speaking to you with the freedom of a father.

You'll let me do that, won't you? And you will pay attention to what I am going to say

to you, and put it into pratie.

I have said that you are always and exlusively in my thoughts. Well, a ouple of

evenings ago I had gone to my room, and while I was preparing for bed I began to say

the prayers my good mother taught me, and whether I simply fell asleep or beame

distrated I don't know, but it seemed that two of the former pupils of the Oratory in

its early days were standing there before me. One of them ame up to me, greeted me

warmly, and said:

�Do you reognise me, Don Boso?�

�Of ourse I do�,

720

I answered.

�And do you

721

still remember me?�, the man went on.

�I remember you

722

and all the others. You're Valfre, and you were at the Oratory

before 1870�. [fol. 1v℄

720

ante Sì (Of ourse I do) add `Io' R

721

ante E si (and do you) add `V.' R

722

ante Di te (You) add `Io' R
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�Tell me�, Valfre ontinued, �would you like to see the youngsters who were at the

Oratory in my time?�

�Yes,

723

let me see them�, I answered. �I would like that very muh�.

Valfre then showed me the boys just as they had been at that time, with the same

age, build and looks. I seemed to be in the old Oratory at rereation time. It was a

sene full of life, full of movement, full of fun. Some were running, some were jumping,

some were skipping. In one plae they were playing leap-frog, in another tig [bararotta℄,

and in another a ball-game was in progress. In one orner a group of youngsters were

gathered round a priest, hanging on his every word as he told them a story. In another

a leri was laying with a number of lads at 'hase the donkey' and 'trades'. There was

singing and laughing on all sides, there were priests and leris everywhere and the boys

were yelling and shouting all round them. You ould see that the greatest ordiality and

on�dene reigned between youngsters and superiors. I was overjoyed at the sight, and

Valfre said to me: �You see, loseness leads to love and love brings on�dene. It is this

that opens hearts and the young people express everything without fear to the teahers,

to the assistants and to the superiors. They beome frank both in the onfessional and

out of it.�

At that moment the other past pupil, who had a white beard, ame up to me and

said: �Don Boso, would you like to see and know the boys who are at the Oratory at

the present time?�

�Yes�, I replied � it is a month sine I last saw them�.

And he showed them to me. I saw the Oratory and all of you in rereation. But no

more ould I hear the joyful shouts and singing, no longer was there the lively ativity

of the previous sene. In the faes and ations of many boys there was evident a weary

boredom, a surliness, a suspiion, that pained my heart. I saw many, it is true, who ran

about and played in light-hearted joy. But

724

I saw quite a number of [fol. 2r℄ others

on their own, leaning against the pillars, a prey to depressing thoughts. Others were

on the steps or in the orridors so as to be away from the ommon rereation. Others

were strolling about in groups, talking to eah other in low tones and asting furtive and

suspiious glanes in every diretion. Even among those who were playing, there were

some so listless that it was lear they were not enjoying their games.

�Do the boys now seem to be better than those of the past?� I asked my former pupil

with the white beard.

He answered: �Even at the moment there is a very large number of good boys at the

Oratory�.

�But why suh a di�erene between the boys then and the boys now?�

�The reason

725

for suh a di�erene is that a ertain number of boys do not have

on�dene in their Superiors. Previously their hearts were open to the Superiors; the

boys loved them and promptly obeyed them. Do you reall those wonderful years, when

you, Don Boso, were able to be with us and deal with us all the time? That was a

723

ante Sì (Yes) add `Io' R

724

ante Ma (But) add `Io' R

725

ante Causa (The reason) add `a'. R
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foretaste of heaven and you kept no serets from us. But now the Superiors are thought

of as Superiors and no longer as fathers, brothers, friends; so they are feared and little

loved. Therefore if you want to see one heart and soul for the love of Jesus. You need

to break down the fatal barrier of mistrust, and substitute it with warm on�dene. Let

obediene guide the pupil like a mother guides her hild. Then the former peae and

happiness will reign in the Oratory.�

�Well, how

726

do we break down this barrier?�

[fol.2v℄ �I tell you

727

and your Salesians this: Jesus Christ made himself small with the

little ones| and bore our su�erings. He did not rush the bruised reed nor quenh the

smouldering �ax. That is your model�.

�And for the boys?�

728

�Let them

729

aknowledge how muh the Superiors, the teahers, the assistants put in

and study out of love for them, sine if it was not for their bene�t they would not put

up with suh sari�es; let them remember that humility is the soure of all tranquility;

let them put up with others' faults sine we do not �nd perfetion in the world but

only in heave; let them stop grumbling sine this only makes their hearts grow old; and

espeially, let them make the e�ort to live in God's Grae. Whoever is not at peae with

God is not at peae with others.�

�And are you

730

telling me that that there are some amongst my boys who are not at

peae with God?�

�Among other reasons you already know, this

731

is the prinipal ause of bad spirit.

There is no need for me to tell you that you must do something about it. The one

without trust is the one with serets to guard, the one who is afraid the serets will

beome known and bring him shame and trouble. At the same time, if his heart is not

at peae with God he will be a prey to restless anxiety, intolerant of obediene, and get

upset over nothing. Everything seems to go wrong for him, and beause he has no love

himself he thinks the superiors do not love him�.

�But

732

see here, my friend; look how many go to onfession and ommunion here at

the Oratory�.

�It is true

733

that many go to onfession, but what is radially laking in the onfessions

of so many [fol. 3r℄ youngsters is a �rm resolution. They tell their sins| but they are

always the same, always the same oasions, the same bad habits, the same ats of

disobediene, the same neglet of duty. This goes on, month in, month out, even for

years and some even ontinue in this way till they leave shool. These onfessions are

worth little or nothing, and so they do not restore peae, and if a youngster in that state

were to be alled before God's judgement seat, it would be a serious matter indeed�.

726

ante Come (Well, how) add `Io' R

727

ante A (te) (I tell you) add `a'. R

728

ante (E ai) (And for the) add `Io' R

729

ante (Che) (Let them) add `a'. R

730

ante (E tu/) (And are you) add `Io' R

731

ante (Questa) (This) add `a'. R

732

ante (Eppure) (But) add `Io' R

733

ante (È vero) (It is true) add `a'. R
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�And are there

734

many of these at the Oratory?�

�In omparison with the whole group in the house they are only a few.

735

Look". And

he pointed them out to me.

I looked, and I saw those boys one by one. There were not many, but in them I saw

things that brought profound bitterness to my soul. I do not want to put suh things in

writing, but when I ome bak I want to have a word with eah one about what I saw.

For the moment I limit myself to saying that it is time to pray and make �rm resolutions,

with fats and not just words, so as to show that the Comollos, the Domini Savios, the

Besuos and the Saardis are still among us.

I put a �nal question to my friend: �Have you anything else to tell me?�

�Preah

736

to all, young and old alike, that they must remember they are hildren of

Mary Help of

Christians. Tell them she has gathered them here to take them way from the dangers

of the world, so that they may love one another as brothers and give glory to God and

to her by their good behaviour. Tell them that it is Our Lady who provides them with

bread and the means to study, by endless graes and wonders. Remind them that they

are at the vigil of the feast of their holy Mother, so that with her help that barrier of

mistrust will fall whih has been raised between boys and superiors by the devil, who

knows how to use it to ruin ertain souls�.

While he �nished speaking I was oppressed by a great weariness, Unable to put up

with it any longer I shook myself and woke up.|

[fol. 3v℄ I found myself standing near the bed. My legs were so swollen and sore that

I ould not stand up any longer. It was late, and so I went to bed determined to write

down these few lines for you, my dear hildren. There were many other very important

things I saw and would still like to tell you, but time and irumstane do not allow me.

And now I must �nish. Do you know what this poor old man who has spent his whole

life for his dear boys wants from you? Nothing else than, due allowanes being made,

we should go bak to the happy days of the Oratory of old: the days of a�etion and

Christian on�dene between boys and superiors; the days when we aepted and put

up with di�ulties for the love of Jesus Christ; the days when hearts were open with a

simple andour; days of love and real joy for everyone. I want the onsolation and hope

that you will promise to do everything I desire for the good of your souls. You do not

realise how luky you are in having ome to the Oratory. I delare before God: it is

enough for a young person to enter a Salesian house for Our Lady to take him under her

speial are.

Let us all agree on this then: may the harity of those who ommand

737

and the harity

of those who must obey,

738

ause the spirit of St Franis de Sales to reign among us. My

dear hildren, the time is oming when I will have to tear myself away from you and

734

ante (E di) (And are there) add `Io' R

735

ante (Pohi) few) add `a'. R

736

ante (Predia) (Preah) add `a'. R

737

thoe who ommand (hi omanda) quelli he omandano orr R

738

those who must obey (hi obbedise) quelli he devono obbedire orr R
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leave for eternity. (Seretary's note: at this

739

point Don Boso broke o� the ditation;

his eyes �lled with tears, not of sorrow but beause of the inexpressible tenderness that

was evident from his fae and voie; after a few moments he went on.) [fol. 4r℄ �And

so I want to |leave you, my dear priests and brothers and my dearest boys, on the road

the Lord himself wants you to follow. For this purpose the Holy Father, whom I saw on

Friday 9 May, sends you his blessing from the bottom of his heart.

I will be with you on the Feast of Mary Help of Christians, before the statue of our

loving Mother. I want this feast to be elebrated with full solemnity, and that Fr Lazzero

and Fr Marhisio see to it that you have a good time in the dining-room as well.

740

The

feast of Mary Help of Christians should be a prelude to the eternal feast that we will all

elebrate one day together in heaven.

With muh love, your friend in Christ Jesus.

Fr John Boso

741

5. MS D Letter to the Salesian Community at the Oratory in Valdoo, Turin

D = original draft of Fr Lemoyne's

D2 = interventions by Fr Lemoyne in his own text

E = opy by Fr Berto

E2 = interventions by Fr Berto in his own manusript

F = opy by a sribe

F2 = interventions by same sribe in his own text

G = text in Doumenti XXVII, 221-228

H = text published in MB 17, 107-114

I = text published in E, 261-269

J = text published in Ats of Superior Chapter (1920)

Rome, 10 May 1884

My dear sons in Jesus Christ,

Whether I am at home or away I am always thinking of you.

742

I have only one wish,

to see you happy both in this world and in the next. It was this idea, this wish of mine,

that made me write this letter. Being away from you

743

, and not being able to see or

hear you, upsets me more than you an imagine. For that reason I would have liked to

write

744

these few lines to you a week ago, but onstant work prevented me. And so,

although I shall be bak very soon, I want to send you this letter in advane, sine I

739

ante (A questo) (at this) add sl `Nota Segret'. R

740

Fr Lazzero. . . well (D. Lazzero. . . stare) he stiamo orr R

741

Fr John Boso (Sa. Gio. Boso) add S

742

�Thursday next [15 February 1872℄ God willing I will be in Turin. I feel a serious need to go there. I

am living here in the body but my thoughts and even my words are always at the Oratory amidst

you. I know this is a weakness but I annot do anything about it� - Don Boso to Fr Rua, from

Alassio 9.2.72 E II 193. - �Soon I will be with you again, with you who are the objet of all my

thoughts and my onern, you who have taken possession of my heart� - Don Boso to the young

students at Valdoo ( Turin) from Rome on 7.3.1874 � E II 361-362.

743

from.. you (da.. voi) om EJ

744

write (srivere) srivervi EJ
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annot yet be with you in person. These words ome from someone who loves you very

dearly in Christ Jesus, someone who has the duty of speaking to you with the freedom

of a father.

745

You'll let me do that, won't you? And you will pay attention to what

746

I am going to say to you, and put it into pratie.

I have said that you are always and exlusively in my thoughts. Well, a ouple of

evenings ago I had gone to my room, and while I was preparing for bed I began to say

the prayers my good mother taught me, and whether I simply fell asleep or beame

distrated I don't know, but it seemed that two of the former pupils of the Oratory in

its early days were standing there before me. One of them ame up to me, greeted me

warmly, and said: �Do you reognise me, Don Boso?�

�Of ourse I do�, I answered.

�And do you still remember me?�, the man went on.

747

�I remember you and all the others. You're Valfrè,

748

and you were at the Oratory

before 1870�.

749

�Tell me�, Valfrè, went on �would you like to see the youngsters who were at the Oratory

in my time?�

�Yes,

750

let me see them�, I answered. �I would like that very muh�.

Valfrè

751

then showed me the boys just as they had been at that time, with the same

age, build and looks. I seemed to be in the old Oratory at rereation time. It was a sene

full of life, full of movement, full of fun. Some were running, some were jumping, some

were skipping. In one plae they were playing leap-frog, in another tig, and in another a

ball-game was in progress. In one orner a group

752

of youngsters were gathered round a

priest, hanging on his every word as he told them a story. In another a leri was laying

with a number of lads

753

at 'hase the donkey' and 'trades'. There was singing and

laughing on all sides, there were priests and leris everywhere and the boys were yelling

and shouting all round them. You ould see that the greatest ordiality and on�dene

reigned between youngsters and superiors. I was overjoyed at the sight, and Valfrè

754

said to me: �You see, loseness leads to love and love brings on�dene.

755

It is this that

opens hearts and the young people express everything without fear to the teahers, to

the assistants and to the superiors. They beome frank both in the onfessional and out

745

with the freedom of a father (olla libertà di un padre) EJ

746

what (quello he) quanto EJ

747

went on (soggiunse) aggiunse EJ

748

Valfrè| qell'uomo FGHI

749

In all probability this is Ferdinando Valfré, born Pinerolo 1843, student at the Oratory from 1 May

1859 to July 1860 (Aounts, ms original by Fr Vitor Alasonatti). The register at Valdoo also

indiates a Bartolomeo Valfré, born Villafrana Piedmont on 22 Deember 1855, entered the Oratory

as a student on 11 August 1866. A young Valfré, 17 years old, whom Don Boso says is a relative

of B. Sebastian Valfré, with good qualities and of exellent harater, already appears in a letter of

Don Boso's to Rosminian Fr Giuseppe Fradelizio, 5 June 1849 (Em I 85).

750

Yes (Sì) om EJ

751

Valfrè | egli F

752

group (rohio) rihio J dal labbro (from the lips) dalle labbra EJ

753

lads (giovanetti) giovani EJ

754

Valfrè | quell'uomo F

755

love, and love.. (amore, e l'amore) a�etto e l'a�etto /FGHI/
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of it, and they will do everything they are asked by one whom they know loves them�.

756

At that moment the other past pupil, who had a white beard, ame up to me and

said: �Don Boso, would you like to see and know the boys who are at the Oratory at

the present time?� (This man was Joseph Buzzetti).

757

�Yes�, I replied, �it is a month sine I last saw them�. And he showed them to me.

I saw the Oratory and all of you in rereation. But no more ould I hear the joyful

shouts and singing, no longer was there the lively ativity of the previous sene. In

the faes and ations of many boys there was evident a weary boredom, a surliness, a

suspiion, that pained my heart. I saw many, it is true, who ran about and played

758

in light-hearted joy. But I saw quite a number of others on their own, leaning against

the pillars, a prey to depressing thoughts. Others were on the steps or in the orridors,

or up on the terraes near the garden so as to be away from the ommon rereation.

Others were strolling about

759

in groups, talking to eah other in low tones and asting

furtive and suspiious glanes in every diretion. Sometimes they would laugh,

760

but

with looks and smirks that would make you not only suspet but feel quite ertain that

St Aloysius would have blushed to �nd himself in their ompany. Even among those who

were playing, there were some so listless that it was lear they were not enjoying

761

their

games.

�Do you

762

see your boys?�, asked my former pupil.

�I an see them�,

763

I replied with a sigh.

�How di�erent they are from what we used to be�, went on the past

764

pupil.

�Too true! What an apatheti rereation!�

�This is what gives rise to the oldness of so many in approahing the saraments,

to neglet of the prayers in hurh and elsewhere; to their relutane to be in a plae

where Divine Providene heaps every possible blessing on their bodies, their souls and

their minds. This is why so many do not follow their voation, why they are ungrateful

756

�The Oratory then was a true family� � MB III 353. � �Until 1858 Don Boso governed and ran the

Oratory as a father would lead his own family, and the boys felt there was no di�erene between the

Oratory and their own home� � MB IV 679. - �D. Boso was an example of true Christian loving

kindness and while he was in harge of us he did away with arti�ial formalities, the stritness that

wasreating a divide between the one ommanding and the one obeying. He exerised authority in

a loving expansive way, inspiring respet, on�dene and love. And our souls opened up to him

intimately, joyfully and ompletely. Everyone wanted to go to onfession to him. . . I would say this

was the most unique system and a rare one between Superior and those who depended on him� � G.

Ballesio, Vita intima di D. Giovanni Boso nel suo primo Oratorio di Torino. Turin, Tip. Salesiana

1888, p. 21 � f also MB VI 592.

757

This. . . Buzzetti (Costui. . .Giuseppe) om F. Joseph Buzzetti, born in 1832, a pupil at the Oratory

from the beginning, as a student (1847-1851), then a lay ollaborator and �nally a Religious Brother

in 1877. He died in 1892 � E. Ceria, Pro�li di 33 oadiutori salesiani. Colle Don Boso, LDC 1952,

pp. 17-24.

758

played (si agitvano) om EJ

759

strolling about (passeggiare) passeggiavano EJ

760

laugh (sorridere) sorridevano J

761

were not enjoying (ome non trovaasero) he non trovavano EJ

762

Do you (Hai) Ha HI tuoi (your) suoi HI

763

I see (vedo) vidi EJ

764

past (quel vehio) quell'antio EFGHI
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to their superiors, why they are seretive and grumble, with all the other regrettable

onsequenes�.

765

�I see, I understand�, I said. �But how an we bring these youngsters to life again, so

that we an get bak to the liveliness, the happiness, the warmth of the old days?�

�With love!�

766

�With love?

767

But don't my boys get enough love? You know how I love them.

768

You know how muh I have su�ered and put up with for them these forty years, and how

muh I endure and su�er even now.

769 770

How many hardships, how many humiliations,

how muh opposition, how many perseutions to give them bread, a home, teahers, and

espeially to provide for the salvation of their souls. I have done everything I possibly

ould for them;

771

they are the objet of all my a�etions�.

�I'm not referring to you�.

772

�Then to whom are you referring? To those who take my plae? To the retors, the

prefets, the teahers, the assistants? Don't you see that they are martyrs to study

and work, and how they burn out their young lives

773

for those Divine Providene has

entrusted to them?�

�I an see all that and I am well aware of it, but it is not enough; the best thing is

missing�.

�That the youngsters should not only be loved, but that they themselves should know

that they are loved�.

774

�But have they not got eyes in their heads? Have they no intelligene? Don't they see

765

�There are �nanial and personal sari�es, but if the preventive system is pratised and we will

have voations in abundane. . . Patiene and kindness, Christian relationships between teahers

and pupils will bring about many voations amongst them� � Memorie dal 1841 al 1884-5-6, RSS 4

(1985), p. 106.

766

With love! (Coll'amore! ) Colla arità FGHI

767

Love? (Amore? ) Colla arità? FGHI

768

�. . . Our preventive system of eduation. It has to be love that attrats youg people to do good

through onstant guidane and supervision; not a system of punishment for faults after they have

been ommitted� � Don Boso in his �nal onferene at the 1st General Chapter (1877), MB XIII

292.

769

�This morning he told me his head felt very tired but just the same he ontinues to get involved in

matters to do with our Congregation. You an always see how muh he loves us and how many

sari�es, humiliations he puts up with for his hildren. Sometimes when he is talking about his

past, he smiles, but if you listen you feel your heart is a�eted. How muh he has su�ered over forty

eight years! This is the question to preah to everyone, young or old� � Fr Lemoyne to Fr Rua from

Rome, 20.4.1884 � ASC 9126 Rua � f. Also MB XVII 89. � �The only thing we an say for sure,

meaning the great love he bears always and still bears for the young, for whose good he is ready to

spend whatever is left of his life� � Don Boso's address, 23 June 1884, BS 8 (1884) no. 7, July, p.

98.

770

su�ered and put up with (tollero e so�ro) so�ro e tollero EJ

771

everything I possibly ould (potuto e saputo) saputo e potuto FGHI

772

you (te) lei HI

773

burn out their young lives (onsumino) onsarino E onsumano HI onsarano J

774

�A ertain Serega Giuseppe. . . one day asked Don Boso what might be the essential gifts for a Retor

to be able to ontrol a ollege or home well, and Don Boso answered: 'it is neessary. . . .1. That he

is regarded as a saint, 2. that he has a reputation for being learned, espeially in things that interest

the pupils. . . 3. That the boys know they are loved� � MB VII 302.
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how muh is done for them, and all of it out of love?�

775

�No, I repeat: it is not enough�.

�Well, what else is needed?�

�By being loved in the things they like, through taking part in their youthful interests,

they are led to see love in those things whih they �nd less attrative,

776

suh as disipline,

study and self-denial, and so learn to do these things too with love�.

�I'm afraid you'll have to explain that more learly�.

�Look at the youngsters in rereation�.

777

I looked, and then asked: �Well what is speial about it?�

�You've been eduating young people for so many years and you don't understand!

Look harder! Where are our Salesians?�

I looked, and I saw that very few priests and leris mixed with the boys, and fewer

still were joining in their games. The superiors were no longer the heart and soul of the

rereation. Most of them were walking up and down, hatting among themselves without

taking any notie of what the pupils

778

were doing. Others looked on at the rereation

but paid little heed

779

to the boys. Others supervised from afar, not notiing whether

anyone was doing something wrong. Some did take notie but only rarely, and then in a

threatening manner. Here and there a Salesian did try to mix with a group of boys, but

I saw that the latter were bent on keeping their distane from teahers and superiors.

780

775

ante (amore) (love) add slanio ed GHI amore ℄ slanio F

776

�It is very di�ult to get youngsters to like praying. Their �kle age makes whatever requires the

serious attention of the mind heavy and boring for them� - G. Boso Il pastorello delle Alpi. Turin,

Tip. Salesiana 1864, pp. 113-114, OE XIV 355-356. � �Speaking of penane to youngsters generally

frightens them o�� � Ibid., p. 119, OE XV 361 - �They liked this mixture of devotion, games, outings

and everyone beame very friendly with me so that they were not just obedient to what I asked them

to do but were anxious for me to give them any task to do� � MO 157-158: Cf. MO 176. � �Give

them ample room to jump, run, and have fun. Gymnastis, musi, reital, simple theatrials, outings

are very e�etive means for gaining disipline, helping behaviour and health� � Il sistema preventivo

II 3 � OE XXIX 103.

777

�As we were saying, he loved rereation. Magone had overed the wide area of this playground in a

few minutes. . . It was wonderful seeing how he was the soul of the rereation and kept everything

moving, as he he was driven by a mahine, but he was always the �rst to be where duty alled him�

� Cenno biogra�o del giovanetto Magone Mihele (1861), p. 33. OE XIII 187. � �I have already

observed one thing that does not please me. This is always seeing two, three, four or �ve onfreres

together, always the same ones and nearly always apart from the others. . . So I would like you to try

always to be in the midst of the boys during rereation, run around and enjoy yourself with them,

give them good advie. Vigilane. When you annot take part in their games at least assist them,

walk around the more remote areas of the house and try to prevent wrongdoing. You would not

believe the good you an ahieve by limbing a stairase, walking along a orridor, taking a walk here

or there through the ourtyard� - Don Boso to the Salesians at Valdoo (Turin) 11 Marh 1869,

MB IX 576. � �At in suh a way that the assistants and in general those who are in authority are

midst the boys at rereation time� � Cirular to Salesians, from Turin on 15.11.1873, E II 320.

778

pupils (i allievi) i giovani EJ

779

any heed (nessun) nessun E neppur orr E2 neppur J dei boys (giovani) degli allievi EJ

780

�Those who have some o�e or lend assistane to the boys that Divine Providene has entrusted to

us have the duty to give advie to any boy in the house whenever there is good reason espeially

when it is a ase of preventing an o�ene against God� � Regolamento per le ase della Soietà di S.

Franeso di Sales (1877), Artioli generali, n. 1, OE XXIX 111.
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Then my friend ontinued: "In the old days at the Oratory, were you not always among

the boys, espeially during rereation? Do you remember those wonderful years? They

were a foretaste of heaven, a period of whih we have fond memories, beause then love

781

was the rule and we had no serets from you".

782

�Yes, indeed! Everything was a joy for me then, and the boys used to rush to get near

me and talk to me; they were anxious to hear my advie and put it into pratie. But

don't you see that now with these never-ending interviews, business matters, and my

poor health I annot do it any more�.

�Well and good; but if you annot do it, why don't your Salesians follow the example

you gave? Why don't you insist, why don't you demand, that they treat the boys as you

used to do?�

�I do. I talk till I'm blue in the fae, but unfortunately not everyone nowadays feels

like working as hard as we used to�.

�And so by negleting the lesser part they waste the greater, meaning

783

all the work

they put in. Let them like what pleases the youngsters and the youngsters will ome to

like what pleases the superiors. In this way their work will be made easy. The reason

for the present hange in the Oratory is that many of the boys no longer have on�dene

in their superiors. There was a time when all hearts were wide open to their superiors,

when the boys loved them and gave them prompt obediene. But now the superiors

are thought of preisely as superiors and no longer as fathers, brothers and friends;

784

they are feared and little loved. And so if you want everyone to be of one heart and

soul again for the love of Jesus you must break down this fatal barrier of mistrust, and

replae it with a happy spirit of on�dene

785

. Then obediene will guide the pupil as a

mother guides her baby; and the old peae and happiness

786

will reign one again in the

Oratory�.

�How then are we to set about breaking down this barrier?�

�By a friendly informal relationship with the boys, espeially in rereation. You annot

have love

787

without this familiarity, and where this is not evident there an be no

781

love (amore) a�etto EFGHI

782

you (lei) tu D (lei) orr D2 (può) (annot) puoi D può orr D2 suoi (your) tuoi D suoi orr D2

783

meaning (questo) om F

784

�To our boys. Your Father, your brother, friend of your soul after three and a half months away,

leaves Rome today� � Don Boso to the boys at Valdoo (Turin) from Rome on 14.4.74, E II 378.

�The pupil will be always respetful to his teaher and will still reall with pleasure the guidane he

reeived, still onsidering his teahers and other superiors as fathers and brothers� � The preventive

system III 1, OE XXIX 107. -�God not as a Superior but as a friend, brother and father�. � Don

Boso to Fr Perrot, from Turin on 2.7.78, E III 360. �The new Retor M. 1. Will address some words

to the eletors, thank them for the trust put in him and will assure them that he loves them all like

a father, friend, brother. He will request their ooperation, and where appropriate, their advie� �

Memorie dal 1841 al 1884-5-6 per sa. Gio. Boso RSS 4 (1985), p. 101.

785

�All members will live a ommon life bound only by fraternal harity and simple vows whih bind them

into one heart and soul to love and serve God� � Costituzioni della Soietà di S. Franeso di Sales in

the original manusript and in all following editions. � �To onfreres living in the same house. 1. All

Salesian onfreres living in the same house must be one heart and soul with their Retor� � Memorie

dal 1841 al 1884-5-6, RSS 4 (1985), p. 117.

786

happiness (allegrezza) allegria E

787

love (amore) a�etto FGHI
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on�dene. If you want to be loved, you must make it lear that you love. Jesus Christ

made himself little with the little ones and bore our weaknesses. He is our master in

the matter of the friendly approah.

788

The teaher who is seen only in the lassroom

is a teaher and nothing more; but if he joins in the pupils' rereation he beomes their

brother. If someone is only seen preahing from the pulpit it will be said that he is doing

no more and no less than his duty, whereas if he says a good word in rereation it is heard

as the word of one who loves. How many onversions have been brought about by a few

words whispered in the ear

789

of a youngster while he is playing. One who knows he is

loved loves in return, and one who loves an obtain anything, espeially from the young.

This on�dene reates an eletri urrent between youngsters and their superiors. Hearts

are opened, needs and weaknesses made known. This love enables superiors to put up

with the weariness, the annoyane, the ingratitude, the troubles that youngsters ause.

Jesus Christ did not rush the bruised reed nor quenh the smouldering �ax.

790

He is

your model. Then you will no longer see anyone working for his own glory; you will no

longer see anyone punishing out of wounded self-love; you will not see anyone negleting

the work of supervision through jealousy of another's popularity; you won't hear people

running others down so as to be looked up to by the boys: those who exlude all other

superiors and earn for themselves nothing but ontempt and hyporitial �attery; people

who let their hearts be stolen by one individual and neglet all the other boys to ultivate

that partiular one.

791

No one will neglet his strit duty of supervision for the sake of

his own ease and omfort; no one will fail through human respet to reprimand those who

need reprimanding.

792

If we have this true love,

793

we shall not seek anything other than

the glory of God and the good of souls. When this love languishes, things no longer go

788

He is. . . approah (Eo. . . famigliarità) om D add mrg sin D2

789

�With the young pupils. . . 2. Try to be known by the pupils and to get to know them, spending all the

time possible with them and trying to o�er them an a�etionate word in the ear that you will know

well how to give one you learn their needs little by little. This the great seret that will make you

master of their hearts�. Riordi on�denziali ai direttori, �rst draft 1863. � f. MB VI, hap XXX.

Don Boso in mezzo ai giovani. . . La parola all'orehio, pp. 400-426. � �I saw a few good priests who

worked in sared ministry but I ould not strike up any kind of familiarity with them. . . A few times

I said to myself and also to others: if I were a priest, I would do things di�erently; I would approah

the hildren, say something good to them, give them good advie� � MO 44. � �Professor Banaudi

was the true model of the teaher. Without ever in�iting punishment he sueeded in being feared

and loved by all his pupils. He loved them all as his sons, and they loved him as a tender father�. �

MO 63. � �To sueed well with the boys, make every e�ort to treat them well; make yourself loved

and not feared; show them and persuade them that it is the health of their souls you want; orret

their faults patiently and haritably and restrain yourself espeially from striking them; in short, at

so that when they see you they ome around you and not run from you� � Don Boso to the past

pupil priests, BS 4 (1880) no. 9, Sept., p. 11.

790

smouldering (fumava) fumigava GHI

791

�The teahers, master tradesmen, assistants must be of known good moral behaviour They should

avoid like the plague all kinds of partiular friendships or a�etions with the pupils and reall that

the betrayal of one an ompromise and eduational institution� � Il sistema preventivo II 2, OE

XXIX 103.

792

no one. . . reprimanding (hi. . . ammonito) add mrg sin D2 un vano. . . umano (through human respet)

rispetto vano EJ

793

love (all'amore) alla arità FGHI
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well. Why do people want to replae love with old rules?

794

Why do the superiors move

away from the observane of the rules Don Boso has given them? Why the replaement

little by little of loving and wathful prevention by a system whih onsists in framing

laws? Suh laws either have to be sustained through punishment and so reate hatred

and ause unhappiness or, if they are not enfored, ause the superiors to be despised and

bring about serious disorders. This is sure to happen if there is no friendly relationship.

So if you want the Oratory to return to the happiness of old, then bring bak the old

system: let the superior be all things to all, always ready to listen to any boy's omplaints

or doubts, always alert

795

to keep a paternal eye on their ondut, all heart to seek the

spiritual and temporal good of those Divine Providene has entrusted to him. Then

hearts will no longer be losed and deadly subterfuge will no longer hold sway. The

superiors should be unbending only in the ase of immoral ondut.

796

It is better to run

the risk of expelling someone who is innoent than to keep someone who auses others

to sin. Assistants should make it a strit duty in onsiene to refer to the superiors

whatever they know to be an o�ene against God�.

Then I asked a question: �And what is the best way of ahieving this friendly relation-

ship, this kind of love and on�dene?�

�The exat observane of the rules of the house�.

�Nothing else?�

�At a dinner the best dish is a hearty welome�.

With that my past pupil �nished speaking, and I went on looking at that rereation

with great displeasure. Little by little I felt oppressed by a great weariness that beame

worse at every moment. Eventually it got so bad that I ould resist no longer, and I

shook myself and woke up. I found myself standing beside my bed. My legs were so

swollen and hurt so muh that I ould not stand up any longer. It was very late and I

went to bed, resolved to write these lines to my sons.

I wish I did not have these dreams, they tire me so muh. The following day I was dead

tired, and I ould hardly wait for the hour to ome to go to bed that evening. But I was

hardly in bed when the dream began again. Before me one again was the playground,

with the boys at present at the Oratory and the same past pupil as before. I began to

question him.

�I'll let my Salesians know what you have told me,

797

but what should I say to the

boys of the Oratory?�

�Tell them,� he said, �to realise how muh the superiors, the teahers, the assistants,

plan and wear themselves out

798

for love of them, sine they would not sari�e themselves

so muh if they didn't love them. Let them never forget that humility is the soure of

all peae of mind; let them be able to put up with eah other's shortomings, beause

there is no perfetion in this world, only in heaven. Tell them not to grumble beause it

794

rules (di eduazione) om EJ

795

alert (ohio) ohi EJ

796

�You an never be too severe in things that help to preserve morality� � Memorie dal 1841 al 1884-5-6,

RSS (1985), p. 92.

797

have told (diesti) dieste F

798

wear themselves out (fatihino) si a�atihino EJ
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freezes the heart. But espeially, tell them to live in the holy grae of God. If you are

not at peae with God, you annot be at peae with yourself, nor with others�.

�Are you telling me then that among my boys there are some who are not at peae

with God?�

�Among other reasons you already know,

799

this is the prinipal ause of bad spirit.

There is no need for me to tell you that you must do

800

something about it. The one

without trust is the one with serets to guard, the one who is afraid the serets will

beome known and bring him shame and trouble. At the same time, if his heart is not

at peae with God

801

he will be a prey to restless anxiety, intolerant of obediene, and

get upset over nothing. Everything seems to go wrong for him, and beause he has no

love himself

802

he thinks the superiors do not love him�.

�But see here, my friend; look how many go to onfession and ommunion here at the

Oratory�.

�It is true that many go to onfession, but what is radially laking in the onfessions

of so many youngsters is a �rm resolution.

803

They tell their sins but they are always the

same, always the same oasions, the same bad habits, the same ats of disobediene, the

same neglet of duty. This goes on, month in, month out, even for years and some even

ontinue in this way till they leave shool. These onfessions are worth little or nothing,

and so they do not restore peae, and if a youngster in that state were to be alled before

God's judgement seat, it would be a serious matter indeed. But in omparison with the

whole group in the house they are only a few. Look.� And he pointed them out to me.

I looked, and I saw those boys one by one. There were not many, but in them I saw

things that brought profound bitterness to my soul. I do not want to put suh things in

writing, but when I ome bak I want to have a word with eah one about what I saw.

For the moment I limit myself to saying that it is time to pray and make �rm resolutions,

with fats and not just words, so as to show that the Comollos,

804

the Domini Savios,

the Besuos and the Saardis are still among us.

I put a �nal question to my friend: �Have you anything else to tell me?�

799

you already know (tu sai) tu sai F lei sa orr F2 lei sa HI

800

must do (devi) deve F ti (you) le F

801

�He spoke of the great gift of peae, onluding that to be at peae with God and one's neighbour one

needs �rst of all to be at peae with oneself� � Don Boso to the FMA on 28 August 1875, MB XI

363. � �Continue on the path of virtue and you will have peae of heart, the esteem of men and the

blessings of the Lord� � Don Boso to the pupils at St Niholas College (Argentina) letter of 1.7.1876,

E III 67.

802

and beause. . . love himself (e perhé. . . amore) om EJ

803

�The things that the hildren are ordinarily missing in their onfessions are sorrow for their sins and

good resolutions� � Memorie dal 1841 al 1884-5-6, RSS 4 (1985), p. 91.

804

Luigi Comollo (1817-1839), leri with Don Boso in the seminary in Chieri; Cenni storii sulla vita

del hierio Luigi Comollo (1844) by Don Boso. Domini Savio (1842-1857), born Riv di Chieri 2

April 1842 and entered the Oratory on 29 Otober 1854 as a student. He left there 1 Marh 1857

and died at Mondonio on 9 Marh; he was anonised on 1954. Franis Besuo, born at Argentera

(Cuneo) in 1850; entered the Oratory on 3 August 1863 as a student. He died at the Oratory on 9

January 1864. Ernest Saardi (1850-1866), born in Lyon on 15 January 1850 and ame to Mirabello

Monferrato (AL) on 24 Deember 1865 as a student. He died at the Oratory on 4 July 1866.
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�Preah

805

to all, young and old alike, that they must remember they are hildren of

Mary Help of Christians. Tell them she has gathered them here to take them way from

the dangers of the world, so that they may love one another as brothers and give glory

to God and to her by their good behaviour. Tell them that it is Our Lady who provides

them with bread and the means to study, by endless graes and wonders. Remind them

that they are at the vigil of the feast of their holy Mother, so that with her help that

barrier of mistrust will fall whih has been raised between boys and superiors by the

devil, who knows how to use it to ruin ertain souls�.

806

�And will we be suessful in breaking down this barrier?�

�Certainly you will, as long as young and old are ready to put up with some small

morti�ations for love of Mary and do what I have told you�.

Meanwhile I ontinued to wath my youngsters, but at the sight of those I had seen

heading for eternal damnation I experiened suh heartahe that I awoke. I still have to

tell you many important things that I saw,

807

but I have neither time nor opportunity

at present.

And now I must �nish. Do you know what this poor old man who has spent his whole

life for his dear boys wants from you? Nothing else than, due allowanes being made,

we should go bak to the happy days of the Oratory of old: the days of a�etion

808

and

Christian on�dene between boys and superiors;

809

the days when we aepted and put

up with di�ulties for the love of Jesus Christ; the days when hearts were open with a

simple andour; days of love and real joy for everyone. I want the onsolation and hope

that you will promise to do everything I desire for the good of your souls.

You do not realise how luky you are in having ome to the Oratory. I delare before

God: it is enough for a young person to enter a Salesian house for Our Lady to take him

under her speial are.

810

Let us all agree on this then: may the harity of those who

ommand and the harity of those who must obey ause the spirit of St Franis de Sales

to reign among us. My dear hildren, the time is oming when I will have to tear myself

away from you and leave for eternity." (Seretary's note: at this point Don Boso broke

o� the ditation; his eyes �lled with tears, not of sorrow but beause of the inexpressible

tenderness that was evident from his fae and voie; after a few moments he went on.)

805

Preah (Predia) predihi F

806

�Propose fervent prayer for me from amongst the boys. . . 2. Beause I need lots. Tell this to the older

ones and the younger ones� � Don Boso at the meeting of the Superior Counil 28 February 1884,

MB XVII 34. � �Don Boso says Cereja [or iarèia, Piedmontese = good morning℄ to you then to

all the others, big and small� � Fr Lemoyne to Fr Rua, letter from Rome 16 April 1884, ASC 9126

Rua. - �This should be the topi to preah to everyone, big and small sine unfortunately they do

not think about it� � Fr Lemoyne to Fr Rua, letter from Rome 20 April 1884, ASC 9126 Rua.

807

ante vedeva (I saw) add `io' EJ

808

a�etion (amore) a�etto FGHI

809

�I do not want you to think of me so muh as a Superior but as your friend. Therefore have no fear of

me, no fear, but muh on�dene. That is what I want, what I ask of you, that we be true friends.

� Without your help I an do nothing. I need us to agree and that between you and me there reigns

true on�dene and friendship� � from two Good Nights of Don Boso's in August and September

1862, MB VII 503-504.

810

�Let them ontinue to pray for him, often realling the great fortune of being hildren of the Madonna

in a speial way� � Fr Lemoyne to Fr Rua, letter from Rome, 16 April 1884, ASC 9126 Rua.
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"And so I want to leave you, my dear priests and brothers and my dearest boys, on the

road the Lord himself wants you to follow. For this purpose the Holy Father, whom I

saw on Friday 9 May, sends you his blessing from the bottom of his heart.

811

I will be with you on the feast of Mary Help of Christians, before the statue of our loving

Mother. I want this feast to be elebrated with full solemnity, and that Fr Lazzero

812

and Fr Marhisio see to it that you have a good time in the dining-room as well. The

feast of Mary Help of Christians should be a prelude to the eternal feast that we will all

elebrate one day together in heaven.

With muh love, your friend in Christ Jesus.

Fr John Boso

Memoirs from 1841 to 1884-5-6 To his beloved Salesian hildren

by Franeso Motto

Introdution

�Fr Viglietti, take a look on my table and you will �nd a small book of memoirs; you

know what I am talking about. Take it and then give it to Fr Bonetti, so it does not end

up in just anyone's possession�.

813

With these words, then handed down to us in the faithful seretary's notebook, Don

Boso handed down to those who followed him what is known in Salesian tradition as Don

Boso's Spiritual testament,

814

but whih in reality has the title, in the Saint's writing:

Memoirs from 1841 to 1884-5-6 by Fr John Boso to his Salesian sons.

811

E�etively on Friday 9 May Don Boso had a long and friendly audiene with Pope Leo XIII. To his

seretary Fr Lemoyne, introdued at the end of the audiene, the Pope said: 'You have to look after

his health and see that he does not wear himself out too muh. Do not allow him to write: his eyes

are too tired and badly a�eted � MB XVII 105.

812

Giusepppe Lazzero, born at Pino Torinese on 10 May 1837, made his religious profession in 1862 and

beame priest in 1865. He was a member of the Superior Counil of the Salesian Soiety from 1874

to 1898, vie retor (1875-1879) and retor (1879-1886) of the Oratory. He died at Mathi Torinese

on 7 Marh 1910. Seondo Marhisio (1857-1x914), Salesian priest, prefet (in harge of general

disipline and �nane) at the Oratory in the 1883-1884 shool year. He died in Bologna on 20 May

1914. �My dear Fr Lazzero. . . Tell our beloved onfreres and the dear boys at the house that my

health, espeially these last two days, has improved notably and therefore on my arrival I want us to

have a nie feast in the hurh to thank Our Lady for the many good things she has done, and also

in the refetory to hase away sadness and be happy in the Lord. . . Rome, 23 April 1884� � letter

to the Retor at the Oratory, ASC 131.01, E IV 256.

813

ASC 110 Viglietti (8) Cronaa di Don Boso dal 23 diembre al 31 gennaio 1888, p. 8-9, ited in MB

XVIII 492-493. Fr Bonetti was then the Spiritual Diretor General of the Salesian Congregation.

814

Fr Rua spoke of �testament� in his irular on 8 February 1888, but a week after Don Boso's death:

Lettere irolari di Don Mihele Rua ai Salesiani. Turin, tip S.A.I.D. - Buona stampa, 1910, p.

4. The term �spiritual testament� has a ertain o�ial nature about it in the presentation of the

�farewell letter� by Fr Albera in 1916: �This is reeived and kept as his spiritual testament, oming

from the great a�etion he had for his beloved hildren in Jesus Christ�: Pratihe di pietà in uso

nelle ase salesiane. Turin, Suola tipogra�a salesiana (1916) p. 325. True opies are kept in ASC

and published in MB X 1331-1336.
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The de�nition, however, is appropriate, both for the date on whih the manusript went

from Don Boso's hands to those who would ontinue his work (24 Deember 1887): 38

days before his death) and for the power of its ontent, from a father getting ready to

o�er his �nal farewell to his sons. After having sown in life through word and deed, Don

Boso did not want to leave out this last opportunity: he entrusts his last message and

the ful�lment of his resolutions to others ready to arry them out.

It is a work of around 140 small pages in whih Don Boso, having arrived at the zenith

of his existene, had written reminders and advie for the members of the Congregation

of St Franis de Sales, for the Daughters of Mary Help of Christians, for Cooperators

and benefators of Salesian works. There are many �ne reommendations and items of

advie for whoever would exerise authority in the two Congregations he founded: the

Retor Major, the General Chapter, the Superior Counil, Retors, et.

To understand Don Boso and his spirit, his religious and pedagogial thinking, to

appreiate his onern for the salvation of souls and the future of the Salesian Soiety,

the Spiritual Testament is without doubt one of his most eloquent writings, this despite

ertain minor defets in ontent, lapses in tone of whih we will speak.

In addressing himself to his �hildren� Don Boso above all reveals eduational and

pastoral riteria for them, the basi oordinates whih he always kept to in his ativity

as a zealous priest and wise eduator, and whih he wanted respeted in the future. He

explains his point of view onerning the funtioning and exerise of authority in the

Congregation, how people are to be valued, not sari�ed to the demands of asetiism

and ommon life. He makes no mysteryof his idea of Salesian religious life as a de�nitive

hoie for poor and abandoned youth. He shows his expetations regarding overlook-

ing o�enes, omplete forgiveness, an e�etive love for the poor, aknowledgement of

benefators, looking after voations, Marian devotion.

Amongst the lines written in awareness of his oming death, Don Boso's depth of being

is opened to the reader's eyes: his extraordinary humility shining through the request for

forgiveness, su�rages, prayers; the fear of having given sandal, even if involuntarily; his

retiene and ill-disguised modesty regarding the possible praises that would be healed

on him for the supernatural fats onneted with his life; his requests onerning the

religious truth of his literary prodution; fear of God and at the same time his awareness

of divine mery.

One again, at the end of his earthly day lived in onstant expetation and woven in

with work, sari�e, su�ering put up with in the alm onvition of winning over souls,

we see the leitmotif of his spirituality emerging: trepidation regarding eternal salvation,

onstant, almost obsessive petition.

The �Spiritual Testament� ould be read like a mirror, a self-portrait by Don Boso,

leaving out none of his most intimate serets in his srinium ordis, neither out of fear,

piety nor modesty. In ertain passages it is di�ult not to feel that we are faed with a

�sared� text: words of faith, gratitude, love, hope, humility, forgiveness, words that his

inevitable real, approahing death marks with unarguable sinerity.

In his Memoirs, rih in faith and pratie but written in a fully on�dent tone, Don

Boso expresses himself with an immediay and naturalness that sets aside any shadow

of a too easy rhetori; his simpliity of writing substitutes for any over-eloquene. The
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Spiritual Testament's style is plain Jane, substantial, e�etive more for the e�usion of

feelings and onreteness of its reommendations than for its oniseness of ideas.

We are struk above all by the moral and spiritual power that omes through what is

atually a fairly limited lexion and a not too arefully ontrolled style. This power an

be seen in ertain pages, the inisiveness and de�nitive nature of ertain pithy sayings,

815

the tender suppliation of ertain passages,

816

the deisive rejetion of any triumphalism

and elebration of his works post mortem, the solemn tone of the epilogue that is tinged

with prophey and an epi sense, the moving appeal to �delity to the tradition, the

predition and promise of a bright future.

From what we have been saying one ould dedue that the doument has had a notable

e�et with periods where it was partiularly well aepted. This is not the ase, at least

not for the text onsidered as a whole.

This lak of prominene ould be easily put down to the internal harater of the

doument itself, espeially the lak of organisation and system in the way it presents

its ontents, whih often repeat themselves in very similar ways;

817

seondly the lak

of a harmonious style and unequal tone whih breaks the homogeneity of the literary

form;

818

then there is the exessive onreteness and the topis that don't quite seem to

�t the time frame;

819

�nally there are the broad digressions and insertion of letters to

individuals that put the logi of his thinking on hold and break the unity of disourse

that we are expeting.

820

In this regard we need to keep in mind the prearious physial ondition Don Boso

was in at the time. He was literally worn out by the e�orts of forty or more years of life

dediated to a tirelessly ative apostolate. His eyesight was now very weak. He had writ-

815

e.g.; The priest does not go to heaven alone, nor to hell alone; seek to make yourself loved, then you

will be easily obeyed; virtues not aquired in the novitiate will mostly not be aquired; when the

desire for ease and omfort grows up amongst us our Pious soiety will have run its ourse; when it

happens that a Salesian yields up his life whilst working for souls, you an say that our Congregation

has registered a great triumph and that on it will desend in abundane the blessings of heaven.; if

you have loved me in the past, ontinue to love me in the future through the exat observane of our

Constitutions.

816

See the pages dediated to the �farewell letter� for all �dearly beloved hildren in J.C�, as also the

�reommendation for myself� that omes before the epilogue.

817

Don Boso addresses Retors of houses diretly on page 43 and again on pages 73-80. The letters to

the Vie Countess Cessa and Baroness Soppa are found on pages 95-96, some 20 pages away from

another eleven letters that ame earlier. He speaks of poverty in at least 10 pages, between page

�fteen and the �nal page. We note too that Don Boso oasionally feels the need to say �I note here

what I wanted to say elsewhere�.

818

From spelling out the onrete demands of poverty he moves immediately to touhing expressions of

his 'farewell letter'; reommendations for the possible printing or reprinting of Don Boso's writings

follow on immediately from suggestions on ommon life. The very �rst pages of the notebook ontain

true reminders of 'memoirs' of Don Boso; muh of the doument instead o�ers exhortations for the

future of the Salesian Congregation. We should not exlude the hypothesis that at the time the �rst

pages were being written Don Boso had the intention of ontinuing the Memoirs of the Oratory in

some way, whih he had stopped writing about ten years earlier.

819

For example the material dealing with the immediate period after his death, letters to people in that

period, the topi of the Retor-onfessor, et.

820

Cf note 818
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ten up his spiritual testament over a three year period whenever he had regained enough

strength and also had those rare moments free from other more urgent onerns.

821

Nor should we undervalue the harater of the writing. It aimed at the greatest on-

reteness and on�dene, so demanded spontaneity, familiarity. This meant a ertain

attention to ontent and style.

822

This remains true despite the many variants, all in his

own hand, explaining ontent, underlining ideas, improving the style.

The manusript (ASC 132 Quaderni-Tauini 6) and its editions

The Spiritual Testament was written by Don Boso in a notebook or rather, on an

aounting notebook of 308 pages. The manusript is in the Saint's own hand, exept

for pages 117-128, where someone else has opied the text on nine sheets pulled out from

before page 71 and two sheets detahed after the same page.

Pages 72, 94, 105, 106 and 116 are blank; similarly for pages 129 to 166. Maybe

Don Boso thought to leave spae for further reommendations that might ome to him

later.

823

Blank pages to the end of the booklet follow the epilogue on pages 267-276.

824

The testament is written in a variety of inks, sometimes dark red or light red, other

times brown or blak. If we then inlude the heterogeneity and types of orretions and

additions, we get a lear idea of the di�erent times in whih the doument was written.

The beginning of the draft in fat, at least until page 22, goes bak to January-February

1884.

825

Page 22 onwards until at least page 95 would seem to be dated somewhere

821

Regarding Don Boso's health in the �nal years, there are trustworthy testimonies of dotors, sere-

taries, and other eyewitnesses. We an see this on�rmed too in his original orrespondene. In all

ases we refer to the Memorie Biogra�he (Vols XVII, XVIII) and the Epistolario (Vol IV). It is also

important to keep in mind how the various journeys in Italy, Frane and Spain had had an impat on

his health. The serious illness at the time he handed his 'Memoirs' to Fr Viglietti is o�ially admitted

by Fr Rua in his irular of 21 Deember 1887, when he writes: �This month I am antiipating the

sending out of the usual irular beause of Don Boso's serious state. Already for some time he

had been unomfortable but two weeks ago it got onsiderably worse and he an no longer walk and

when he wants to move he has to be led to a wheelhair; he annot feed himself and you an hardly

hear his voie so weak has he beome. So you an better understand the seriousness of his illness, I

add that for ore than a week despite his great desire, he has no longer been able to elebrate Mass,

something he would never miss unless his in�rmity was so serious�. See also note 826.

822

Don Boso had always given attention to language in any text to be presented for the attention of the

publi. It is signi�ant what he has to say onerning his writings, published and unpublished in the

'Memoirs' themselves (pp. 66-69).

823

On page 70 where it is blank an arhivist has written in penil: �The nine pages pulled out from between

70 and 71 ontained letters to various deserving individuals to be given to their addressees after Don

Boso's death. See opy page 117��. The original of page 127 has been personally disovered as a

framed piture on the wall in the Callori Pallazo in Turin, by the author of theses notes.

824

Don Boso's intention of ontinuing his memoirs after 1886 is possibly testi�ed to by the hyphen next

to the number 6 in the title of the manusript. 7 would have followed 6, meaning 1887. We an

observe in passing that while number 5 in the title is written in red ink (like the rest of the title that

however goes bak to the year before), number 6 is written in blak ink, further proof of the di�erent

periods of omposition.

825

The beginning of the 'Memoirs' oinides with a period that was ritial for Don Boso's health.

Fr Ceria writes: �On he afternoon of 31 January, Don Boso went to San Benigno to elebrate St

Franis de Sales with the novies. Confessions and audienes tire him. This tiredness, added to

the worries whih he has had over reent weeks, meant that he was extremely tired even before he
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between September 1884 and May 1886. The �nal pages, from 96 onwards would have

to have been written in the last months of 1886. For the terminus ad quem of Don

Boso's �nal intervention in the manusript we ould speak of 24 Deember without

muh di�ulty, the day on whih the notebook was given to Fr Viglietti.

The irregular untidy writing is typial of Don Boso's writing in the �nal years of his

life: some letters too lose other too big, the fat that sometimes a few words and many

lines over the whole page are evidently due to the writer's poor eyesight, physial and

psyhologial tiredness.

ASC has �ve opies of the doument. The �rst two are the work of the seretary, Fr

Berto, who wrote out the entire testament in elegant handwriting. One opy has the seal

of the Salesian Soiety on it as well as the seal of the Arhdioese, Turin. It was put

together at the time of the 'de sriptis' proess for Don Boso's Cause.

Of the remaining three in the ASC one, on foosap sheets, was by a opyist in the

arhives, Giuseppe Balestra; the seond on a blak exerise book, is anonymous as is the

third, also on foolsap however an be dated in the 1920s.

As for the editions of the doument, we have:

1. Eugene Ceria, Memorie Biogra�he di San Giovanni Boso. Vol XVII, Turin, SEI

1936, pp. 257-273; he publishes the main part. Pages 3-6 of Don Boso's manusript

were already published by J. B. Lemoyne in vol I of the MB on pages 518-519. Pages

7-23 of the manusript, with di�erent topis, an be with some di�ulty identi�ed

in various volumes of the MB. Finally, the letters to benefators are reported in

MB vol XVIII, pp. 839-842 and in the Epistolario, by Eugene Ceria, vol IV, pp.

388-391.

2. Angelo Amadei, Don Boso e il suo apostolato. Dalle sue memorie personali e da

testimonianza di ontemporanei. Turin, SEI 1929, passim, espeially pp. 720-740,

759-764; he publishes many passages with some words of omment.

3. Giovanni Boso, Sritti spirituali, by J. Aubry. Rome, Città Nuova Editrie 1976,

vol I, pp. 82-84; vol II, pp. 270-293; he publishes the entire text, omitting parts

whih are just of a legal, historial or pastoral pratie nature.

A speial mention should go to the printed �farewell letter�. It was published as a �yer

on various oasions during Fr Rua's time as Retor Major and in 1916 was inserted into

the Pratihe di pietà in uso nelle ase salesiane.

826

From then on it was in all reprinted

left. . . Don Boso's health went from bad to worse. ..stomah. . . bronhitis. . . spitting blood. . . .We

ould not disonneted thinking. . . writing letters with words frequently left out� MB XVII 25-30.

The Memorie Biogra�he then, drawing on the Biogra�e dei Salesiani defunti negli anni 1883 e 1884

(Turin, 1885, pp. 110-116) link the fat that Don Boso esaped death on this oasion with the fat

that the novie Luigi Gamerro, who died on 10 February 1884, had o�ered his life for him.

826

Cf note 815. We read thus in an arhival doument: �It was also deided that the moving and

a�etionate letter of farewell to the Salesians, in Don Boso's own hand, would be printed. His

suessor reommended that they would get opies after his burial. This will be done and by hoosing

a format that an be kept either in the Constitutions or in another book of piety, so it an be read

often as a testament by our father� - ASC Verbale delle riunioni apitolari, vol I, p. 110.
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editions and translated into various languages. At the same time it was inluded in

the pratie of piety book for the Salesian Sisters from its �rst reprinting in 1894, then

updated and added to until 1962.

Following the Speial General Chapters, the letter-testament was transferred from

the praties of piety manuals to the Constitutions and Regulations of the Soiety of

St Franis de Sales, 1972 and 1894 (appendix, respetively pp. 283-287 and 255-258 of

the Italian editions: the farewell letter and brief passages from the testament, and the

Manuale-Regolamenti FMA 1975, pp. 77-79 and the Constitutions and Regulations FMA

1982 (Appendix pp. 280-281 Italian edition).

2. Publishing riteria

The original text of Don Boso's was reprodued faithfully after areful examination by

the only witness.

Interventions were limited to:

� normalising spelling (e.g. `j' beomes `I')

� Uniform use of apitals, kept only for terms like Dio (God), Rettor Maggiore

(Retor Major), Capitolo superiore (Superior Chapter) and S. (St) (Saint).

� Introdution of italis for quotations in Latin

* orretion to spelling in Frenh � other opies of the letters already existed.

* separation and highlighting of titles, already in the original.

Puntuation follows Don Boso's with some exeptions for purposes of lari�ation.

Given the nature of this olletion we did not onsider it essential to present all the

variants as published in RSS 4 (1985), pp. 88-127. But we have inluded the ritial

apparatus with historial omments, biblial referenes and the loi paralleli.

827

If it is

true that the Spiritual Testament allows us to add to our piture of Don Boso, things

that had esaped interpretations based on on other soures or that were su�oated by

onventional lihes, it is also true that given the viewpoint of the end of one's life on

earth, whih tends to quieten down passions and o�er a almer outlook, the Spiritual

Testament has a touhing atmosphere about it whih broadens its proportions and sig-

ni�ane. Comparison with earlier texts of similar ontent allows us to better fous and

appreiate its more persistent themes thanks to the maturing proess whih had now, as

we an say, reahed its end.

827

Quotations of the loi paralleli, expliit allusions or otherwise, oinidenes in ontent and form is

evidently limited to a ertain number, to avoid overdoing the ritial apparatus. Greater ompleteness

an be ahieved by onsulting theMemorie Biogra�he di San Giovanni Boso. Repertorio alfabetio,

by Pietro Ciarelli. Turin. Edizione extraommeriale SEI 1983. It is undoubtedly a subjetive

hoie but this is inevitable in a heuristi work.
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Text

Memoirs from 1841 to 1884-5-6 by Fr John Boso, to his Salesian hildren

I began my retreat in the House of the Mission on 26 May, the Feast of St Philip Neri,

1841.

My priestly ordination was at the hands of Arhbishop Luigi Franzoni, our arhbishop,

on 5 June that year.

828

My �rst Mass was elebrated in St Franis of Assisi with the assistane of my out-

standing benefator and diretor, Fr Joseph Ca�asso

829

from Castelnuovo d'Asti on 6

June, Trinity Sunday.

My onlusion at the end of the Retreat in preparation for the elebration of my �rst

Mass was: the priest does not go to heaven alone nor to hell alone. | If he does well he

goes to heaven with souls he has saved by his good example; if he does evil, gives sandal,

he will be lost with the souls that were damned by his sandal.

Resolutions:

1. I will never go for walks unless for serious need: visiting the sik et.

830

2. Use time well.

3. Su�er, at and aept humiliations in everything and always if it is a ase of saving

souls.

4. The harity and kindness of | St Franis de Sales will guide me in everything.

831

828

�The day of my ordination was the Vigil of the Holy Trinity and I said my �rst Mass in the Churh

of St Franis of Assisi, where Fr Ca�asso was the dean of the Conferenes� MO 114-155. Arhbishop

Louis Fransoni (Franzoni for Don Boso) was born in Genoa the 29 Marh 1789. Ordained priest in

1814 he entered the Congregation of the urban Missionaries. On 13 August 1821 he was appointed

Bishop of Fossano and on 24 February 1832 Arhbishop of Turin. Imprisoned by the Government

of the Kingdom of Sardinia �rst in the ittadella in Turin and then in the fortress at Fenestrelle, he

was exiled in Lyon (1850) and died there on 26 Marh 1862. Arhbishop Fransoni's name was linked

to Don Boso's for around 30 years: from Don Boso's entry into the seminary until his priestly

ordination antiipated by a year, then from the foundation of the works of the Oratories (appointed

hief Diretor on 31 Marh 1852) until its onsolidation, and then until the Arhbishop's death. The

life of Don Boso by J.B. Lemoyne alled him a �father, support and friend, on�dant of Don Boso's�

- MB 1 242.

829

Called by Pope Pius IX 'the pearl of the Italian lergy', Joseph Cafasso (Ca�asso for Don Boso) was

born 15 January 1811 at Castelnuovo d'Asti, now Castelnuovo Don Boso. He was ordained priest on

22 September 1833, and sueeded Dr. Louis Guala in running the Elesiastial College (Convitto)

in Turin from 1848. He died on 23 June 1860 and was anonised on 22 June 1947. He gave spiritual

and material help to his fellow townsman John Boso. Amongst other things he guided him towards

an apostolate with the young and passed on a profound priestly zeal. Don Boso o�ered a eulogy in

his Biogra�a del saerdote Giuseppe Ca�asso esposta in due ragionamenti funebri. Turin, tip. G.B.

Paravia e omp. 1860: OE XII 351-494.

830

�Do not go visiting unless for reasons of harity and need� � Riordi ai Missionar, RSS 3 (1984), p.

207.

831

�Let us all agree on this then: may the harity of those who ommand and the harity of those who

must obey ause the spirit of St Franis de Sales to reign among us� � Letter from Rome 1884, RSS

3 (1984), p. 351. �The time for our Retreat in Ameria is approahing. Insist on the harity and
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5. I will always be happy with the food that is put in front of me unless it is harmful

to my health.

6. I will water down my wine and drink it only as a remedy: meaning only when and

as muh as is needed for my health.

7. Work is a powerful weapon against the soul's enemies, therefore I will not give my

body more than �ve hours of sleep every night. During the day, espeially after

lunh, I will not take a rest. I will make some exeption if ill.|

832

8. Every day I will give some time to meditation and spiritual reading. During the

day I will make a brief visit or at least a prayer to the Blessed Sarament. I will

give at least a quarter of an hour to preparation and another quarter of an hour of

thanksgiving to Holy Mass.

833

9. I will not engage in onversations with women outside of onfession or some other

spiritual need.

834

These resolutions were written in 1841.|

1842

Breviary and onfession

I will make e�orts to devoutly say the Breviary and say it be preferene in hurh as

a visit to the Blessed Sarament.

I will make use of the Sarament of Penane every week and will try to put into pratie

the resolutions I make eah time in onfession.

When I am asked to hear the onfessions of the faithful, if there is need I will interrupt

the O�e and also shorten preparation and thanksgiving for Mass in order to exerise

this sared ministry.|

835

kindness of St Franis de Sales� � ASC Verbale del seondo Capitolo Generale. . . 1880, quaderno

Barberis.

832

�I will love and pratise a retiring life, temperane in eating and drinking. I will allow myself only those

hours of rest stritly neessary for health. � MO 88 -�Flee idleness and disputes. Great moderation

in food, drink and rest� - Riordi ai Missionar, RSS 3 (1984), p. 207.

833

�Besides the ordinary praties of piety, I will never neglet to make a little meditation daily and a

little spiritual reading� � MO 88.

834

�Avoid meetings with lay people. . . and espeially onversations with people of the opposite sex� �

C. SDB pp. 110-111. �Avoid onversation and familiarity with people of the opposite sex or whose

behaviour is suspet� � Riordi ai Missionari RSS 3 (1948), p. 207.

835

�1. Lovingly reeive every lass of penitents but espeially the young. Help them to open their hearts

and insist that they ome to onfession frequently. This is the most seure means of keeping them

away from sin. Make use of every means to see that they put into pratie the advie given them

to avoid sin in the future. Corret them with kindness; never sold them beause if you shout at

them today they will not ome to onfession tomorrow or, if they do, they will not speak of those

matters whih upset you. 2. When you have gained their on�dene, prudently �nd out whether all

their onfessions in the past were well made. I say this beause famous, experiened authors in both

the �eld of morals and asetis, and espeially a famous author who warrants belief, agree in stating

that the �rst onfessions are often null or, at least, defetive beause of the lak of instrution or the
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(di�erent oasions)

Sine one I get to the saristy there are often immediate requests to speak to me or

hear a onfession, before leaving my room I will try to make a brief preparation for Mass.

I will wash my hands in my room and then again, when time allows it, in the saristy.|

When asked to hear onfessions I will always show them that I am heerful about it and

will never show rudeness or let them see that I am impatient. I will deal with hildren

kindly and with muh warmth. I will never sold people or express surprise onerning

ignorane or things told in onfession.

When I see there is a need for someone to be instruted I will | invite that person to

an appropriate plae and at an appropriate time, but always apart.

What is ordinarily laking in hildrens' onfessions are sorrow for sin and good reso-

lutions.

836

When one or other of these qualities of onfession is laking I will advise the

hild to to seek instrution by attending atehism lass or with printed material if he is

able to read and understand | what he is reading.

In these doubtful situations, if there is no serious fault, I will give them just a blessing.

It is very important and useful for young people to ensure that we do things in suh a

way that no hild leaves feeling unhappy with us.

On the ontrary he should leave with some little gift, some promise or some word that

enourages him to seek us out willingly for onfession.

I will keep promises made to hildren or at least give a reason why these promises were

not kept. |

In order to orret with bene�t, I will not o�er reproah in front of others.

Try to make yourself loved and then you will be easily obeyed.

837

You an never be too severe in matters that help to preserve morality.

838

The basis of voations

When a young man shows signs of a voation try to strike up a friendship with him.

It is essential to keep all bad reading or friends who engage in dirty onversations away

from him.

With frequent onfession | and ommunion you will preserve in your pupil the queen

of all virtues, purity.

wilful omission of matters for onfession. Invite the penitent to ponder the state of his onsiene

well from when he was seven up until he was ten or twelve. At this age he is already aware of ertain

serious sins but makes little of them or does not know how to onfess them. The onfessor whilst he

must be most prudent and reserved must not avoid asking questions in the area of the holy virtue of

modesty. Cenno biogra�o sul giovanetto Magone Mihele, OE XIII 181-182.

836

�What is radially laking in the onfessions of so many youngsters is a �rm resolution. They tell their

sins but they are always the same, always the same oasions, the same bad habits, the same ats of

disobediene, the same neglet of duty� Lettera da Roma 1884, RSS 3 (1984), p. 349.

837

�The eduator amongst his pupils will seek to make himself loved if he wants to be feared� � Il sistema

preventivo, OE XXVIII 442. �Try to make yourself loved rather than be feared. Charity and patiene

should onstantly go with giving ommands, orreting and at in suh a way that by eah of your

deeds and words they know that you seek the good of souls�. Riordi on�denziali, RSS 3 (1984), p.

151.

838

�Be sure to send away from our houses young people and others who are known to be dangerous in

questions of moral and religious behaviour� � Deliberazioni del seondo Capitolo Generale. . . 1880,

OE XXXIII 67.
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Benefators

We live o� the harity of our benefators. When someone makes an o�ering, let him

always be thanked and assured of our prayers for him. Our benefators should always

be inluded in our ommon and private prayers, adding an intention asking God to bless

them a hundredfold for their harity in their present life, with health, prosperity in their

harvests, a�airs, and that God may protet them from misfortune.

Let them know that the most e�etive work for obtaining forgiveness for their sins and

ensuring eternal life is harity towards poor youth: uni ex minimis for an abandoned

little one.

We note too that in these times where we lak the �nanial means to eduate negleted

hildren in the faith and good behaviour, the Blessed Virgin herself beomes their pro-

tetress. She obtains many temporal and spiritual graes for our benefators, inluding

extraordinary ones! We ourselves are witness to the fat that many of our outstanding

benefators who have been down on their luk have beome | well to do from the moment

that they began to give on behalf of our little orphans.

Marquis Fassati has told me more than one: I do not want you to thank me when I

give harity to your poor youngsters; I should thank you instead, Don Boso, that you

asked me. Sine I have begun giving to you, my good fortune has tripled.

839

Cav. Cotta himself ame to give money saying: The more money I bring you, the

better my work goes. I see that the Lord also gives me | a hundredfold in the present

life for what I have given out of love for him. He remained an outstanding benefator of

ours until he was eighty six years old, when God alled him to eternal life to enjoy the

results of his bene�ene.

Outstanding benefators

It is good to note the names of some of our benefators whom we onstantly thank

before God and man. |

Counts Carlo, Eugenio and Franeso de Maistre

840

ontinue to follow up the harity

839

�Marquis Domini Fassati. . . used say: 'It is a urious thing, but true. The more I give to Don

Boso the more I reeive' �. MB V 317. �Bishop Cagliero wrote: Cotta often told Don Boso, 'Oh

Don Boso. You say you do not have words enough to thank us for the little we have done for your

Oratory. But it is we who should thank you: �rst beause asking us to help your boys presents us

with an opportunity to do a little good; and then beause the Lord, through your prayers, blesses us

threefold�. MB VIII 467. The Marquis Domini Fassati Roero San Saverino was born at Casale on

4 August 1804. He was from a noble Piedmontese family, Captain of the Grenadiers and a major in

King Charles Albert's bodyguard. He admired and supported Don Boso's work from the beginnings.

He was a atehist at the Oratory in Valdoo and beame an intermediary between Don Boso and

Vitor Emmanuel II. He died in Turin on 3 May 1878; on the oasion of the month's mind, Don

Boso sent out a irular to benefators inviting them to attend. MB XIII 573. Cav. Giuseppe

Antonio Cotta, already a Senator of the realm was a grand o�ial of the Order of St Mauritius.

Beause of his very generous largesse in favour of the poor, he was alled �the beggars' banker�, but

also �The banker of providene�. He was born 4 April 1785 and died 29 Deember 1868 at 83 years of

age. You an �nd biographial outlines in Supplemento perenne alla Nuova Enilopedia popolare. . .

1868-1869. Turin, UTET 1870, vol 29, p. 136.

840

Carlo, Eugenio and Franeso were sons of Rodolfo de Maistre and Carlotta du Plan de Sieyès. Count

Rodolfo de Maistre, son of the famous writer and philosopher Giuseppe de Maistre, was born 22

September 1789. He died at Borgo Cornalese on 4 February 1866: f. Il Tempio di Don Boso, a.
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of their parents and are amongst those who help us most often and most generously.

Marhioness Maria Fassati,

841

Countess Carlotta Callori, Countess Gabriella Corsi (Re-

quiem), are our generous benefators.

Priness So�a Odesalhi from Rome (Requiem);

842

Mrs Fanny Chiglini Polleri, from

Genoa (Requiem), and Mrs Luigia | Cataldi, and Luigia Dufour also belong to this group.

In Nie we must number amongst these glorious names Mrs Visonti, Baron Heraud, Cav.

XX, no.12, Deember 1966, pp. 147-149, whih orrets some of the faulty details in MB VIII 298.

Don Boso was his guest in Rome, in via del Quirinale 49, during his �rst trip to the Papal ity in

1858. On that oasion Count Eugenio was his guide. He was a Commendatore of the Piano Order,

died 23-24 July 1908 (BS, a. XXXII, no. 9 September 1908, p. 286) and Count Franeso, an o�ial

of the Ponti�al army. Count Carlo, born 21 May 1832, was amongst other things, a atehist at the

Oratory from 1855. He died in Lourdes on 21 July 1897. Bulletin Salésien 19 (1897), no. 9 Sept. p.

235.

841

Marhioness Maria Fassati Roero San Severino was born in 1824, of Rodolfo De Maistre and Carlotta

du Plan de Sieyès. She was a Dame of Court for Queen Maria Adelaide, President of the Dames of

St Vient de Paul, and married at 23 years of age to Marquis Domenio Fassati (f. Above). She was

a Cooperator of Don Boso's for 40 years and a further 16 years for Don Rua. She died in Turin on

4 February 1905. There are some 20 letters of Don Boso's addressed to her whih survive, without

ounting the ones to her hildren. Cf. BS a. XXIX, n. 3, Marh 1905, p. 94- The Countess Gabriella

Callori of the Counts of Sambuy, onsort of Count Federio Callori di Vignale, was born in Turin on

6 September 1827. She was a Dame of the Palae of Queen Maria Adelaide, and helped Don Boso

deisively in various enterprises: founding the College at Mirabello, whih was then moved to Borgo

S. Martino 7 years later (1870), the publishing of the Cattolio Provveduto (1868), the hurhes of

Mary Help of Christians and St John's, et. et. Sine she was living at Casale and at Vignale

Monferrato in summer, Don Boso had to write to her. We have around 50 letters and from them we

an see, other than feelings of esteem and a�etion for the Countess, , a good amount of information

on the life and works of Don Boso from 1864 onwards. She died 13 August 1911; BS 35 (1911) no. 9

Sept., p. 287; Celebrazioni entenarie Collegio �S. Carlo�, Borgo San Martino. Countess Gabriella

Corsi di Bosnaso, born Pelletta di Cossombrato, died in Turin on 8 April 1887. From 1871 to her

death she stood out as a Cooperator of Don Boso's, even earning from him the title �good and

dearest Mother�. She gave partiular help to the work of the Daughters of Mary Help of Christians

at Nizza Monferrato, the plae where the Countess had her summer residene. More than 10 letters

of Don Boso to the Countess survive until today; others instead are addressed to her daughter: BS

11 (1887) no. 5, May, pp. 58-59.

842

Priness So�a Odesalhi, born in Branika at Petersburgh in 1821, died at Bassano di Sutri, now

Bassano Romano, in 1886, a year after her husband, Prine Livio III, whom she had married in 1842

and from whom she bore 4 hildren (Baldassare, Maria, Pae and Ladislao). The noble Odesalhi

family kept strit ontat with Don Boso espeially when he visited Urbe. The same family proposed

that Don Boso open a shool in the feudal town of Braiano. But he did not follow up the idea. Mrs

Fanny Ghiglini Polleri, widoweed from 1877 after the death of her husband Senator Cav. Marquis

Lorenzo Ghiglini, was for some years head of a ommittee known as �The Dames of Mery�, Genoa,

whih aimed to promote the work of harity towards the poor, poor youngsters. She was one of Don

Boso's most worthy Cooperators, espeially for the Sampierdarena Institue. She died 13 February

1877: BS 11 (1877) no. 4, April, p. 46. Baroness Luigia Cataldi-Parodi was, together with other

family members, another of the Cooperators who ontributed largely to the foundation of the Salesian

Home at Sampierdarena. Don Boso had words of blessing for her just a month before his death

(MB XVIII 503). The Baroness died after a long period when she was blind, on 4 February 1896:

BS 20 (1896) no. 3, Marh, pp. 79-80. The Dufour family (Maurizio, Lorenzo, Carlo, Luigi, Amalia

et) was of great assistane to the Salesian works in Genoa. Mrs Luigia Pavese Dufour remained

onstantly in ontat by letter with Don Boso in the last deade of his life. Further information

on the Dufour family and other benefators in Genoa an be found in S. Siaaluga, Don Boso a

Genova. Ge-Sampierdarena, Editrie Salesiana 1946, pp. 64-117.
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Vinenzo Levrot, and Mrs Daprotis. Mr and Mrs de la Flehiere, Hyvères havev given

and ontinue to give.

843

But our greatest benefator in Toulon is Count Fleury Colle and his wife the Countess.

They have truly been of great bene�t to our Congregation and if we have been able to

found houses, shools | and make progress with our mission in Ameria, we owe it to

their harity.

Marseilles owes its foundation to the gentlemen from the Beaujour soiety,

844

to gen-

erous Mrs Prat, Madame Jaques, Madame Broquier and Mrs Pasquè who generously

gave us the use of the house and land where we have urrently begun our small novitiate

of St Margaret, also alled Providene. |

The Quisard family,

845

Lyon, are also outstanding benefators, as well as Countess de

843

Mrs Marguerite Visonti, Bordeaux, born Labat, lived in Piedmont until her husband, an o�ial with

the Sardinian army, retired. She then moved to Nie, where the hildren at the patronage St. Pierre

(But also Don Boso)alled her maman: MB XIII 720, E III 414, Bulletin Salésien 8 (1886) no. 9,

Sept. p. 104. She died April-May 1891. Baron Héraud de Châteauneuf, a member of the St Vinent

de Paul Soiety, Commendatore of the Order of St Gregory the Great, 'ameriere segreto' of His

Holiness Leo XIII, was a personal friend of Don Boso's and a very e�etive supporter of the Salesian

work in Nie from the outset. He died 23 Otober 1902: Bulletin Salésien 24 (1902) no. 282, De.

p. 334. There are various letters of Don Boso to the Baron and Baroness Héraud. Cf. Also various

referenes to them and other benefators in Nie in F. Desramaut, Don-Boso à Nie. Paris, A.D.E.

1980. Cav. Vinenzo Levrot, to whom Don Boso, amongst others, wrote various letters, was one of

the greatest benefators of the Salesian work in Nie. He died 14 Deember 1912: Bulletin Salésien

34 (1912) no. 2, February, pp. 53-54. Cf. F. Desramaut, Don-Boso à Nie, op. it., passim. Also

Mrs Daprotis, mentioned many times in Don Boso's letters to Fr Giuseppe Ronhail, similar to

other benefators already reorded, was a�etionately alled �Mamma� by Don Boso. 94-96 The

Colle ouple, husband Giuseppe Luigi Henry, Count Romano (died 1 January 1888) and his wife

So�a (died 28 Marh 1909) are amongst the most notable �gures in Don Boso's last years of life.

It is su�ient to mention the dozens of letters he sent to their family; we an add that Don Boso

made an impression on the life of their son: Biographie du jeune Luois Fleury Antoine Colle. . . ,

Turin, imprimerie salésienne 1882. Brief pro�les are o�ered by the Bulletin Salésien 10 (1888) no. 2

February, pp. 16-18 for the Count, and BS 33 (1909) no. 9, Sept., pp. 286-287 for the Countess.

844

The Beaujour Soiety, Marseilles was �made up of exellent Catholis� and had �for its purpose fos-

tering haritable institutions on behalf og youth at risk�: MB XIII 526. The others mentioned are

benefators in onstant relationship with Don Boso who often sent them greetings through the Re-

tor in Marseilles, Fr Giuseppe Bologna, and amongst other things, wrote to them personally. Mrs

Anna Prat-Noilly died in summer 1902: Bulletin Salésien 24 (1902) no. 280, Nov. p. 280. The

Central Arhives (Rome) preserves a letter of hers dated 27 July 1883 wherein she thanks Don Boso

for the Mass he promised to elebrate on St anne's day, her name day. Mrs Jaques died 3 February

1915 at 89 years of age: Bulletin Salésien 37 (1915) no. 423, April-June, p. 51. In the same Bulletin,

(a. XIII, no. 5 May 1891, p. 88) there is news of the death of Mrs Broquier: Marh-April 1891. Don

Boso addressed one of his last letters to her, dated November 27 1887: E IV 386.

845

The Quisard family (Guisard for Don Boso) was bound to him in onstant and sinere a�etion. Proof

of this are many letters of his: E IV 435-446. Madame Marie Desvernay, a Religious of the Sared

Heart, Lyon, had helped Don Boso generously espeially in �naning his missionary expeditions in in

1880s. It is a orrespondene as yet unpublished. The Marhoness of Saint-Seine, dated 10 April 1883

was spokesperson for a group of people from Dijon asking Don Boso to spend some time with them

while travelling through Frane: ASC 126-1 Saint-Seine, published in MB XVI 558-559. Countess De

Cessa-Montesquiou and her husband were outstanding benefators of the patronage St. Pierre-St.

Paul in Paris, whih owed its seond name (Paul) to the son of the De Cassas who died at 25 years

of age. The Countess, a Dame of Court for the Empress Eugenia, died 24 May 1886, a few months
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la reserve, Mrs Desvernay a religious of the Sared Heart aux Anglais. The Marquis of

S. Seine, Countess Parque idem, vie ountess de Cessa (Requiem), Paris, Mademoiselle

Clara Louvet, Aire sur le Lys.

Then many made generous o�erings following graes reeived while others o�ered

money or di�erent kinds of items. |

These are the names of some of the more outstanding benefators today, 8 February

1885.

846

If through the divine mery after my death and through the protetion of Mary I will

have been deemed worthy of being reeived into the heavenly kingdom I will always pray

for everyone and espeially for our benefators so that God may bless them and their

families so they may lal one day ome to sing and praise the majesty of | the Creator for

eternity.

Amen.

Superior Chapter

When the time of my death omes let the Chapter meet and be ready for any eventu-

ality; let nobody be absent unless for absolutely neessary reasons.

847

My Viar, in agreement with the prefet will prepare and read in Chapter a letter

addressed to all the onfreres whih will give news of my death, ask for paryers for me

and for the good hoie of a suessor.

We maintain that these pages were written in September 1884 before the Holy Father

had appointed a viar with right of suession, therefore it an be modi�ed aordingly.

848

The day for the eletion of the new Retor Major will be established and time given so

that those in Ameria and other far-o� ountries an be present unless absolutely serious

reasons make this impossible.

I note here two things of maximum importane:

after the death of her husband, who at the time of the Empire held prestigious roles. Strangely the

MB XVII 611 date the death of the Countess as being in Autumn 1886. Lemoyne's soure (Bulletin

Salésien 8 no. 11, Nov. p. 127) explains: �le jour même de Notre-Dame Auxiliatrie�. Mademoiselle

Clara Louvet: Cooperator of extraordinary generosity for Don Boso and his suessors. From her

orrespondene with Don Boso dozens of letters have been preserved as well as many unpublished

ones over the �nal six years of the Saint's life. We see some lear indiation of spiritual life in them.

Louvet died at 80 years of age on 11 November 1912: Bulletin Salésien 35 (1913) no. 1, January, p.

27. An entire hapter of the MB XV 584-610 is dediated to her.

846

1885 orr ex 1884. For internal and external reasons it seems absolutely neessary to exlude the fat

that the writing of these �rst pages happened in the 1840s, as might seem the ase at �rst sight

of the dates 1841, 1842, 1845 on pages 6,7 and 9. These dates refer to the years of the resolutions

and teahings written there, in other words to the early years of priesthood. The title is expliit:

�Memoirs from 1884. . . �. Therefore they should be orreted in various plaes in the MB, for example,

vol II, p. 313.

847

�As soon as the Retor [Major℄ has died, the Prefet will quikly advise the Retors of all the houses

who will immediately see that su�rage is made for the deeased as presribed by the Constitutions.

Then he will invite the same Retors to ome together for the eletion of the new Retor [Major℄. C.

SDB, pp. 128-129. 124-125 �But I reommend that you avoid building or aquiring �xed assets not

stritly needed for our use. Never things to be sold, neither �elds nor land or buildings for peuniary

gain�. � Letter to Bishop Giovanni Cagliero, E IV 328.

848

Footnote by Don Boso.
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1. Deliberation of the Chapter are to be kept seret, and if there is something to be

ommuniated to others, someone be appropriately appointed for this. But let are

be taken not to appoint some member of the Chapter who has voted a�rmatively

or negatively, or who has o�ered some sentene or word.

2. It should be kept as a priniple never to vary or keep some property of stable

things exept houses and surrounds neessary for the health of the onfreres or of

the pupils. |

Keeping stable fruits is an o�ene to divine providene whih in a marvellous way and I

would say prodigious way onstantly omes to our aid.

In allowing onstrution or repairs to houses use great are to avoid luxury, grandiosity,

elegane.

849

From the moment that omfort appears in individuals, rooms or houses, the time of

the deline of our Congregation will have begun.

850

To all my dear sons in Christ Jesus.

When I have been buried, my viar in agreement with the prefet will address these

my �nal thoughts of my mortal existene to all the onfreres.

851

My dear and beloved Sons in Jesus Christ,

Before leaving this world for eternity, I wish to ful�ll a duty towards you and so satisfy

an ardent | desire of my heart.

First of all, I thank you with the most ardent a�etion of my soul for the obediene

you have given me and for all you have done to sustain and propagate our Congregation.

849

�As for the kind of buildings, hoie of materials, manner of onstrution, the way the work is arried

out, internal deoration, never overlook religious poverty. It o�ends the eyes of the upright individual

to see elegane and a�etation in buildings, furnishings, or how the table is prepared for one who is

asking for harity� � Deliberazioni del Capitolo Generale. . . . 1877. OE XXIX, 444-445.

850

�Read the Storia Elesiastia (Churh History) and you will �nd endless examples from whih you

see that an abundane of temporal goods was the reason for loss of entire ommunities whih, not

having faithfully preserved their original spirit of poverty, fell ompletely into disgrae� � MB VI

328-329.

851

�Meanwhile reeive these rules as a testament for the entire Congregation. Reeive these thoughts

that introdue them as reminders that I leave you with before departing for eternity, something I

feel that is rapidly approahing. Reommend the salvation of my soul to the Lord and I will also

onstantly pray for you that through the exat observane of our Constitutions we an live happily

in this life and that through his in�nite mery he may grant that we be all together one day to

enjoy and praise him in blessed eternity�. � Regole o Costituzioni della Soietà di S. Franeso di

Sales 1875. Introduzione. OE XXVII 49-50. � �This is like a Will that I address to the Retors of

individual houses. If these reminders are put into pratie, I will die happy beause I will be sure

that our Soiety will �ourish ever more before men and be blessed by the Lord, and it will ahieve its

purpose whih is the greater glory of God and the salvation of souls� � Riordi on�denziali, RSS 3

(1984), pp. 159-160. �My dear hildren, the time is oming when I will have to tear myself away from

you and leave for eternity. And so I want to leave you, my dear priests and brothers and my dearest

boys, on the road the Lord himself wants you to follow� Lettera da Roma 1884 RSS 3 (1984), pp.

188-191. � �While on the one hand there is muh merit won by our works. We must take the greatest

are not to overlook them. . . Therefore let us prepare ourselves well for this heroi onseration, but

when we have made it let us try to keep it even at the ost of long and serious sari�e� � Regole o

Costituzioni. . . , 1875, OE XXVII 27.
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I leave you here on earth, but only for a short time. I hope the in�nite mery of God

will enable us all to meet one day in Heaven. There I await you. |

Do not grieve over my death. This is a debt we must all pay; but afterwards, every

fatigue sustained for the love of our Master, the good Jesus, will be greatly rewarded.

Instead of weeping, make �rm and e�aious resolutions to remain staunh in your

voation until death. Wath, so that neither the love of the world, nor the a�etion of

parents, nor the desire of a more agreeable life indue you to make the great mistake of

profaning the sared vows, and so transgress the religious profession by whih you are

onserated to God. Let none take bak that whih we have given to God.

852

If you have loved me in the past, ontinue to love me in the future by the exat

observane of our Constitutions.

853

Your �rst Retor is dead. But our true Superior, Jesus Christ, will never die. He will

always be our Master, our guide, our model. But remember that he, in his own time,

will also be our judge and the rewarder of our faithfulness in His servie.

Your Retor is dead. But there will be another eleted, who will have are of you and

of your eternal salvation. Listen to him, love him, obey him, pray for him as you have

done for me.

Adieu, dear hildren, adieu. I wait for you in Heaven. There we shall speak of God,

of Mary, the Mother and support of our Congregation; there we shall bless eternally this

our Congregation, the observane of whose rules will have powerfully and e�aiously

ontributed to our salvation.

Sit nomen Domini beneditum, ex ho nun et usque in saeulum.

854

In te, Domini,

speravi; non onfundar in aeternum.

855

Eletion of the new superior

One I have been buried, and the eletors have gathered in the appointed plae those

things laid down and presribed in su�rage for the deeased Retor will be arried out

as well as for the imminent eletion and reognition of the new | superior of the Congre-

gation.

It is good that everything be quikly ommuniated to the Holy Father and that a

speial blessing be invoked upon this most important at.

Then let eah one, without regard to human a�etion or luk shall give his vote to the

one whom he judges to be most suitable for prouring the | greater glory of God and for

the advantage of our pious soiety. Therefore:

1. Someone known for his preise observane of our rules.

2. Someone who has never been mixed up with matters that may have ompromised

him with regard to ivil or elesiastial authorities or that may have made him

unpalatable or ontemptible to members of our own soiety.

852

Cf Jn 15:10-14.

853

�By the exat observane of our Constitutions and these deliberations whih are their pratial appli-

ation, will mostly depend the development and spiritual pro�t of our pious Soiety and its members�

� Deliberazioni del seondo Capitolo Generale. . . 1880, OE XXXIII 4.

854

Ps. 113:2

855

Ps 31:2 and Te Deum.
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3. Someone known for his attahment to the Holy See and for everything that refers

to this in some | way.

856

One the eletion has onluded and the new Retor Major known and prolaimed, all

eletors will kiss his hand, then will kneel and sing the Te Deum. Afterwards they will

o�er a lear sign of their obediene by renewing their vows as is done at the time of

Retreat.

The new Retor Major

1. He will address the eletors with a few words, thank them for the trust they have

plaed in him and assure them that he wishes to be father, | friend and brother of

all; he will ask them for their ooperation and, where helpful, their advie.

2. He will inform the Holy Father quikly of his eletion and o�er himself and the

Salesian Soiety to the orders, ounsels of the supreme hierarhy of the Churh.

3. He will quikly send out a irular letter to all the onfreres and another to the

Daughters of Mary Help of Christians. |

4. He will write another letter to our benefators and Cooperators thanking them

on my behalf for what they did for us while I was still alive; he will ask them to

ontinue their help in support of Salesian works. And always in the �rm hope of

being welomed into the Lord's mery, I will onstantly pray for them there.

Let it be known, say so, preah always that Mary Help of Christians has obtained and

will always obtain partiular | graes, inluding extraordinary and miraulous ones for

those who help us give a Christian eduation to youth at risk through works, advie,

good example or simply through prayer.

When these �rst and important duties have been done the new Retor Major will

address himself arefully to getting to know the �nanial state of the Congregation. He

will see if there are debts and when these have to be paid. |

It would be good that at least for some time no new houses be opened or new on-

strutions begun, not even new works that are not stritly neessary.

In my regard then I reommend that not too muh be made of the debts left by the

deeased Retor. That would make known bad administration by administrators and the

superior himself, and might ause some lak of trust in publi opinion. |

856

�For someone to be eleted Retor Major he needs to have spent at least ten years in the Congregation,

have ompleted thirty �ve years of age and have given full proof of an exemplary life and ability and

prudene in handling the a�airs of the Congregation; and �nally he must be perpetually professed�

� C. SDB, pp. 130-131. 190-196 Fr Rua would follow up Don Boso's invitation, sending a printed

irular letter to the �good benefators� on 23 April 1888. The BS of April 1888 announes it as a

letter found amongst Don Boso's signed papers �to be sent� after his death. In reality, Don Boso's

part was limited to the few lines indiated above whih were a guide for the real writer, identi�ed

as Fr Ceria by Fr Bonetti (f E IV 393, nota). For historial honesty therefore it would be better to

properly attribute quotations from this 'testament' found on thousands of holy pitures, bulletins,

news items printed everywhere in the Salesian and non-Salesian world
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Important reminder for the Superior Chapter

If some members of the Chapter are missing for the eletion of thPatronage Saint-

Pierree new Retor,

857

the Retor will use his right and omplete the number with

supplementary ounillors for the time that remains of the six years �xed for the general

eletion of individual ounillors or members of the Chapter.

But the important reminder that I onsider fundamental is to at in suh a way that

no member has extraneous | tasks not onerned with the administration of our pious

soiety.

858

Indeed I believe I would not be saying too muh by indiating that our ongre-

gation will always have a gap unless individual members of the Chapter are exlusively

oupied by matters established in the Regulations approved by Chapter deliberations.

859

Not a few di�ulties will have to be overome to this end, but let us make sari�es

and grant this great bene�t to the whole Congregation. |

A reminder for the Retor Major

The Retor Major should read and put into pratie the usual advie I gave to all the

Retors of new houses, espeially regarding time given to rest and nutrition.

To the Retor of eah house

Let the Retor of eah house be patient, and study well the personnel or rather |

examine well the worth of all the onfreres who are working unde

r him. Demand what they are apable of and no more.

It is essential that he knows the regulations that eah onfrere must abide by in the

partiular o�e entrusted to him, so let eah one have available at least that part of the

regulations that regard him.

Let his onern be addressed in a partiular way to moral relationships of teahers,

assistants, amongst themselves and with the pupils entrusted to them. |

860

Partiular advie for everyone

1. I warmly reommend that all my sons be areful in never saying or asserting, in

speeh or writing, that Don Boso obtained graes from God or performed mirales

857

�If then someone on the Chapter eases to remain in o�e either through death or for any other reason

before ompleting his six year term, the Retor Major will entrust that role to the one he judges

best in the Lord; this individual will remain in o�e until the end of the six year period whih the

member who held that role had begun� � C. SDB, p. 155

858

This is the Riordi Con�denziali, RSS 3 (1984), pp. 125-126

859

�Try to share things out in suh a way that nobody is overburdened but see that eah one faithfully

does what is entrusted to him � � Riordi on�denziali, RSS 3 (1984), p. 158. �Never ommand things

that you judge to be beyond the strength of your subjets or that you see they will not obey. Try to

avoid repugnant ommands; indeed, take the greatest are to support the inlinations eah one has

by preferably giving them roles that you know they will enjoy ful�lling�. Riordi on�denziali, RSS

3 (1984), p. 159.

860

�Teahers, master raftsmen, assistants must be of known morality. Betrayal by one an ompromise

an entire eduational Institute� � Il sistema preventivo OE XXVIII 53-54. �If you see that one of

them has engaged in a partiular friendship with a pupil, or that his role or his morality may be

in danger of being ompromised, hange his duties with all prudene; if the danger ontinues, you

should immediately let your Superior know �. Riordi on�denziali, RSS 3 (1984), p. 153.
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in some way or other.

861

He would be ommitting a damaging error. Although the

good God has been generous in my regard, nevertheless I have never | pretended to

know or perform supernatural things. I have done none other than pray and asked

other good souls to ask for graes. I have always found the prayers and ommunions

of our youngsters to be e�etive. The God of mery and his Holy Mother ame to

our help in our needs. This was espeially true whenever it was a ase of providing

for our poor and abandoned boys, and even more so when their | souls were in

danger.

2. The holy Virgin Mary will ertainly ontinue to protet our Congregation and

Salesian works if we ontinue to trust her and ontinue to foster her ult. Her

feasts and more so her solemnities, novenas, triduums, the month dediated to Her,

should be warmly fostered in publi and in private; with �yers, books, medals, holy

pitures, by publishing or simply telling of graes and blessings that our heavenly

benefatress grants to su�ering humanity at every moment.

3. Two soures of grae for us are: reommending every oasion we an and in good

time that our young pupils approah the saraments or perform some work of piety

in honour of Mary.

Hearing Holy Mass devoutly, visiting Jesus in the | Blessed Sarament, frequent sara-

mental or at least spiritual ommunion are highly pleasing to Mary and a powerful means

for obtaining speial graes.

Elesiastial voations

God alled our poor Salesian Congregation to promote elesiastial voations amongst

poor and lowly youth.

Well-to-do families in general are too mixed up in the spirit of the world whih unfor-

tunately they have also often �lled their hildren with and so the beginnings of a voation

whih God had plaed in their hearts is lost. If this spirit is nurtured and developed, it

will mature and bear many fruits. On the ontrary not only the seeds of a voation but

often the voation itself whih had already begun to show good hopes is smothered or

beomes weak and is then lost.

862

861

�Don Boso . . . would be the least of men if he were to arrogate to himself suh power. Extraordinary

graes have ertainly been granted, but the Holy Virgin has done them to the advantage of our works�

� MB XV 502. � �For some time it has been said and also published in newspapers that Don Boso

performs mirales. This is in error. Don Boso has never pretended and never said that he performs

mirales and non of his sons should agree to propagating this false idea. Let us learly state things

as they are: Don Boso prays and gets his boys to pray . . . and God in his in�nite goodness often

grants the graes asked for sometimes inluding extraordinary and miraulous ones. But Don Boso

has so little to do with this that often the graes are obtained without him knowing anything about

it� MB XVI 292 � �Preah to all, young and old alike, that they must remember they are hildren of

Mary Help of Christians. Tell them she has gathered them here to take them way from the dangers

of the world, so that they may love one another as brothers and give glory to God and to her by

their good behaviour. Tell them that it is Our Lady who provides them with bread and the means

to study, by endless graes and wonders.� Lettera da Roma 1884, RSS 3 (1984), p. 350.

862

�Sine young people aspiring to the elesiastial state run many and serious risks, this soiety will
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Newspapers, bad books, ompanions and areless onversation in families are often

the fatal ause of loss of voations and often unfortunately the ruin and reason for going

astray of those who had already made their hoie of state.

863

Let us remember that we give a great treasure to the Churh when we proure a good

voation: that his voation or this priest goes to the dioese, the missions or a religious

house does not matter. It is always a great gift for the Churh of J.C.

864

But we do not give suh advie to just any young person unless we are sure that he will

keep the angeli virtue | to the extent that good theology establishes. We an overlook

a mediore intelligene but never the lak of the virtue whih we speak of.

The work of Mary Help of Christians

Cultivate the work of Mary Help of Christians aording to the programme you already

know.

865

Never refuse, for lak of means, to aept a young man who gives good hopes for a

voation.

Spend everything you have, take up olletions and if after that | you still �nd yourself

in need don't pani, sine the Blessed Virgin somehow, even miraulously, will ome to

your aid.

Voation to the Salesian Congregation

Our work, the good and austere behavior of our onfreres will draw and almost ompel

their pupils to follow their example.

866

Let the Preventive System be pratied even at

the ost of personal and �nanial sari�e and we shall have voations in abundane. |

867

give maximum attention to nurturing in piety those who show a speial aptitude for study and are

ommendable for their good behaviour� � C. SDB, pp. 76-77. -�The purpose of our Colleges is to form

good Christians and upright itizens; it is not a ase of foring into the elesiastial state someone

who does not have the voation for it, but of nurturing it and developing it in young men who show

lear signs� � Deliberazioni del seondo Capitolo Generale. . . 1880, OE XXXIII 65.

863

�Carefully advise the pupils to �ee from bad ompanions and to stay with good ones; to abstain

from reading not just bad and dangerous books but those that are useless or less appropriate� �

Deliberazioni del seondo Capitolo Generale. . . 1880, OE XXXIII 66 .

864

�What, then, I have warmly reommended to those I have been able to write to these days, is to

ultivate voations, both for the Salesians and the Daughters of Mary Help of Christians. Try, set

up plans, do not worry about expense if you an gain some priests for the Churh, espeially for the

Missions� - Lettera a don Luigi Lasagna, E IV 341.

865

�Espeially to be reommended is the work of the Sons of Mary for voations to the elesiastial

state. The Chapter reommends that all members seek to make it known and promote it and if they

know of some young man who may have the requisites for the programme, see that he is sent to the

houses where they an do the appropriate studies� � Deliberazioni del seondo Capitolo Generale. . .

1880, OE XXXIII 70. � The Work of Mary Help of Christians was promoted with a view to �bringing

together older youth [ommonly alled 'Sons of Mary℄ who might have a desire to do their studies

thanks to appropriate ourses so they an embrae the elesiastial state� f MB XI 529-535. See

also Opera di Maria Ausiliatrie. . . 1877, OE XXIX 1-28.

866

�The exemplary, pious, exat life of the Salesians, harity amongst them, their good manners and

the kindness they show to their pupils are e�etive means for ultivating voations to the ele-

siastial state, beause, /verba movent, exempla trahunt/� � Deliberazioni del seondo Capitolo

Generale. . . 1880, OE XXXIII 65.

867

�And �rst of all I see that it it is neessary that we treat one another with muh harity and kindness

and use the same treatment with all our members. By this harity and kindness amongst us the young
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If it is not possible to do away with holidays altogether at least try to redue these

days as muh as possible.

868 869

Patiene and kindness, Christian relationships between teahers and students will win

many voations from amongst them. However also here pay great attention to never

aepting amongst our members, even less so for the elesiastial state, ones who do not

o�er moral ertainty that they will preserve the angeli virtue.

When the Retor of one of our houses sees in a pupil someone of simple habits, | good

harater, he should try to beome his friend. Let him often address a few words to him,

willingly hear his onfession, reommend himself to his prayers; let him assure him that

he prays for him at Mass and let him invite him, for example, to go to ommunion in

honour of the Blessed Virgin or in su�rage for the souls in purgatory, for his parents, or

for his studies or the like.

At the end of his seondary studies | let him persuade him to hoose the voation, the

plae he judges best for his soul and that will onsole him most at the hour of his death.

Deal with matters of onsiene and see if they go better at home, during holidays, at

shool et.

But try to impede an elesiastial voation in those who want to embrae suh to

help their own families beause they are poor. In these ases advise them to embrae |

another state, another profession, an art or trade, but not the elesiastial state.

Aspirants

By aspirants here we mean those young men who want to form themselves in a Christian

lifestyle that will then make them worthy in time to embrae the Salesian Congregation

either as leris or as oadjutor onfreres.

Partiular are should be shown these boys. But only the ones who have an intention

to beome Salesians or who at least | are not ontrary to the possibility should this be

God's will, should be listed amongst these.

They should be given a onferene at least twie a month. These onferenes should

will be muh attrated to our way of life beause it is of man's nature, and espeially for a young

person to love and seek to embrae the way of life whih guides someone he likes and venerates. When

this kindness of ours that we show to our onfreres is also direted to our pupils they are eletri�ed

by it and we will win their a�etion and indeed have an e�et on their voation. . . I say and repeat:

kindness, harity amongst us and with them are the most powerful means for eduating them well

and ultivating voations� � ASC Verbale del seondo Capitolo Generale. . . 1880, quaderno Barberis.

868

�For holiday time, following on from printed advie we usually distribute, we reommend frequenting

the Saraments and going to religious funtions, and also keeping in ontat by letter with their

Superiors. Enourage them to live a retiring life during holidays and seek to redue the time spent

away from the College, making it easy to ontinue their holidays in one of our houses, with the

neessary support� � Deliberazioni del seondo Capitolo Generale. . . 1880, OE XXXIII 66-67-

869

�How then do we ultivate the seed of a voation that the Lord has plaed within many in this time

of general orruption? Note �rst of all the need to begin in time and then not to lose sight of

them: shorten holidays as muh as possible and reommend that even while at home they go to

the Saraments sometimes and do not mix with bad ompanions. Don Boso added: 'The seed of

a voation is something that the Lord puts in the hearts of many youngsters and we see that while

they are good they love and aspire to the elesiastial state. But we see the Lord withdraw when

they ommit sin and espeially when they lose the treasure of hastity� � ASC Verbale del seondo

Capitolo Generale. . . 1880, quaderno Barberis.
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deal with what a young man should do or should avoid to beome a good Christian. The

Companion of Youth

870

o�ers the main topis for suh talks.

However do not talk to them about our Rule or about the vows, or of leaving home

or their families; these are matters that will enter their hearts without making them a

topi for disussion.

Keep this great priniple �rmly: one needs | to give oneself to God sooner or later

871

and God says blessed is he who onserates himself to the Lord in his youth. Beatus

homo um portaverit jugum ab adolesentia sua.

872

The world then, with all its �attery, parents, friends, home sooner or later either

through love or perfore, needs to be abandoned and left entirely and forever.

Aeptane into the novitiate

873

Aspirants who have been tested and are known to be as above an easily be aepted

into the novitiate,

874

but not so for those who are studying or living outside of our houses.

For these latter you an faithfully follow the norms established by our onstitutions for

the aspirants. |

875

Novies

The time of real trial or novitiate for us is like sifting the wheat to know what is good

and see if it is worth keeping. On the ontrary we have to weed out what is not good

and throw it out of our garden.

We should note well that our Congregation was not founded for those who have lived

a worldly life and then want to ome to us to be onverted. Our Congregation is not

for them. We need members who are seure and already proven in seular life. They

do not ome to improve themselves but to exerise Christian perfetion and free poor

and abandoned youth from the huge and serious dangers they generally �nd themselves

870

G. Boso, Il giovane provveduto per la pratia dei' suoi doveri degli eserizi di rtistiana pietà. . .

Torino 1847. While Don Boso was still alive it reahed 120 editions: OE II 183-532; XXXV 130-684.

871

�If we do not leave the world out of love we must leave it one day anyway� � Regole o Costituzioni. . .

1875, OE XXVII 31. See also the entire paragraph �Seguire prontamente la voazione� in Regole o

Costituzioni. . . S. Benigno Canavese 1885, pp. 9-11. Cf 1 Jn 2:16-17.

872

Lam. 3:27.

873

�One thing that must always be kept in mind as a basis for aeptanes and must be a norm for all

of them is that our ongregation is not a reformatory for bad habits: the one with many bad habits

and vies who wants to onvert and do penane an enter another religious order; there are many

established for this purpose but they are not to be aepted amongst us. Our institute is espeially

for helping our neighbour.� ASC Verbale del seondo Capitolo Generale. . . 1880, quaderno Barberis.

874

�Before aepting a novie �nd out ertain information on his previous moral ondut. Sometimes

we an overlook knowledge and material interest but never moral values� Deliberazione del Capitolo

Generale. . . 1877, OE XXIX 420.

875

�In aepting an aspirant see that he is in good health and with a good physial onstitution. Those

whose task it is to �nd this out should get preise information and in general should not present

andidates who annot �t in with ommon life and do all the tasks and works proper to our Congre-

gation. Those in triennial vows who are sik are not the responsibility of the Congregation exept

during those three years, after whih if their health does not allow them to ontinue, they an be

sent away. But the perpetually professed, being e�etively members of the Congregation, are fully

the Congregation's responsibility, espeially those who have worked so hard or have done good for

our Congregation in other ways� � Deliberazioni del Capitolo Generale. . . 1877, OE XXIX 410-411.
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in. For youngsters | who have already been unfortunate vitims of human misery or

have already been shipwreked in matters to do with religion or their own behaviour,

these either do not beome priests or are sent to enlosed orders or orders of penitents.

During this year of trial observe well their health, morality, knowledge and give an exat

aount of this to the Superior Chapter. But the Novie Diretor should see that he never

presents for aeptane those novies of whose morality he ould not onsientiously be

sure. |

Aeptane

For aeptane follow the norms presribed by the Holy Churh, our Constitutions,

Chapter deliberations, both for aeptane into the novitiate and for de�nitive aeptane

for religious profession.

There an be pros and ons spoken of for eah andidate but let the voting always be

in seret so that one member of the Chapter does not know the vote of another.

Leaving

With regard to those who we send away we should imitate the gardener who weeds

and roots out poisonous or simply useless plants. |

But note well that often a metiulous onsiene might be fearful of a voation even

when there is no reason to be afraid. Therefore examine the reason or reasons well for

whih someone is being asked to leave. And the request should be granted only when

there is a serious reason, that is, when for a member to remain in the Congregation would

ause serious spiritual or even temporal damage to himself or the Congregation.

In suh ases see whether it would be enough for someone to leave ad tempus or whether

it should be absolute. But in any ase, everything should be done and sari�es | made

to see that the member leaves agreeably and as a friend of the Congregation. Ordinarily

we would only maintain relationships with him that pertain to the good Christian. We

would not o�er hospitality exept in ases of true and reognised need, and only for the

time being.

When a member leaves us he is helped to �nd a job or at least some plae where he

an earn an honest living.

Common life

Every e�ort must be made to preserve ommon life. Let superiors ommand and

require what eah an do and no more.

876

However, when a novie laks the health to | ful�ll the duties our rules presribe he

annot be aepted for religious profession, and if it seems a hroni illness, he should go

bak to his family.

876

�Take great are to foster the ommon life through words and deeds� � Riordi on�denziali, RSS 3

(1984), p. 158. - �Never ommand things that you judge to be beyond the strength of your subjets

or that you see they will not obey�. Riordi on�denziali, RSS 3 (1984), p. 159. � �Take are of your

health. Work, but only inasmuh as your strength allows� � Riordi ai missionari, RSS 3 (1984), p.

207. � �Common life is the bond that supports religious institutions, keeps them in zeal or observant

of their Constitutions. Therefore we must take are to introdue it perfetly, preserve it and see that

it is observed amongst us very exatly. . . � � Deliberazioni del Capitolo Generale. . . 1877, OE XXIX

401.
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When it is a ase of a professed member, he remains with us and we do what we must

for him. But never forget that we are poor and that nobody should at beyond what is

expeted of a person onserated to God through the vow of poverty.

Let us have speial onern for those who through their labours and other ways have

brought notable bene�t to the Congregation. Indeed if a hange of limate, food, or some

time in their home environment would help them let it be done, always however with the

advie | of their dotor.

These things are to be limited to the time of illness and onvalesene, and see that

suh treatment does not beome a seond table. That would be a plague in ommon life.

So when someone who has been onvalesing an return to the onfreres' table let this

be done, but he an still be treated speially with regard to his work and he should not

be given work that is beyond his strength.

In this important matter let the highest harity, prudene and e�ort be pratised but

always with due disretion, harity and kindness. |

Printed material

In my preahing, addresses and printed books I have always done what I ould to

support, defend and propagate Catholi priniples. Nevertheless if some sentene or

word is found in any of these whih ontains even one doubt or where truth has not been

adequately explained, it is my intention to revoke, retify any idea or feeling whih is not

preise.

In general then I plae every word, writing or printed item under whatever deision,

orretion or simple advie | Holy Mother the Catholi Churh may o�er.

877

As for printed materials and reprints I reommend a number of things:

1. Some of my works were published without my assistane and others against my will,

therefore I reommend that my suessor draw up or have drawn up a atalogue of

all my works, but the last edition of eah and if there were reprints.

2. Where a spelling error, or time detail, or grammatial error or error of meaning is

disovered these should be orreted for the good of learning and of religion.

3. If it every happens that one of my letters in Italian is printed, pay great attention |

to meaning and dotrine beause most of these were written in haste and therefore

with the danger of lots of inauraies.

Letters in Frenh an be burned, but if any should be printed I reommend that they

be read and orreted by someone who knows Frenh so that the words neither end up

877

�If something should be found in my writings or printed material that might be or ould be interpreted

to be even the least ontrary to the holy Catholi, apostoli, Roman Churh, it is my intention to

withdraw it, beause I want to live and die in this Churh that alone preserves the religion of Jesus

Christ, the only true religion, the only holy one outside of whih no one an be saved. In the ase

where any of the above mentioned books are reprinted after my death, I reommend that the �nal

edition be always used. May the Lord God be pleased with my poor e�orts in publishing these

writings in reparation for the sandal I may have given in my lifetime; may he pardon my sins in his

in�nite mery and grant that I may live and die in his grae, by blessing those young people that

divine providene has in some way entrusted to me� � Testamento del sa. Boso Gioianni, Torino

26 luglio 1856, ASC 132 Testamento. Published in MB X 1332-1333.
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saying what was not intended or ause hilarity or disregard for religion for the person for

whom they were written. |

Whoever has items of fats just from memory or taken down in shorthand should have

these arefully examined and orreted in suh a way that nothing is published whih is

not in exat onformity with the priniples of our holy Catholi Religion.

[Translator's note: rather than translate eah of the brief letters below in

Frenh or Italian, su�e it to know that the ontents run along these

lines for most of them:

To [whoever is named, Count or Countess or Baron or Mr or Mrs or other℄

Thank you for your harity and may God reward you very muh. Our Sis-

ters and the pupils in our apostoli works are your hildren and they are

praying for you.

Please help them.

O Mary, please guide this good benefator/tress on the way to Paradise.

Pray for my soul,

your humble (or obliged) servant

Fr John Boso℄

A mad.me Prat de Marseille.

878

Je vous remerie de votre harité. Dieu vous réompense largement. Nos

s÷urs et nos élèves de l'÷uvre apostolique sont vos enfants qui pri|eront

pour vous.

Aidez-les.

O Marie, vieullez guider ette bienfaitrie dans le hemin du paradis.

Priez pour mon âme

humble serviteur

abbé J. Boso

Turin

M.r et Madame le .te et la .tesse Colle de Toulon

879

Je vous attends où le bon Dieu nous a préparé le grand prix, le bonheur

éternel ave notre her Louis. |

La divine misériorde nous l'aordera. Soyez à jamais le soutien de la on-

grégation salésienne et l'aide de nos missions.

Dieu vous bénisse

a�etionné omme �ls

abbé J. Boso

Turin

Mad.lle Rose du Gas � Marseilles

880

878

Madame Prat: see footnote 844

879

Monsieur et madame le omte et la omtesse Colle: see footnote 843

880

Mademoiselle Rose du Gas (at other times for Don Boso, du Gaz or Dugaz): see E IV 121, 188.
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Que la Sainte Vierge vous protège à jamais.

Je vous on�e nos s÷urs et nos pauvres orphelins.èPriez pour l'âme de

votre obligé serviteur

abbé J. Boso |

Turin

A M.me Jaques notre mère en J.C.

881

Dieu m'appelle à l'eternité. J'espère que la misèriorde du bon Dieu vous

onservera une plae pour vous dans le paradis. Mais ontinuez votre

large protetion à nos s÷urs et à nos orphelins.

Que Marie vous protège et veuillez à jamais prier pour la pauvre âme

du pauvre abbé

Jean Boso |

Turin

Sig.a marh Maria Fassati

882

Vi ringrazio, sig.a marhesa, della arità he mi faeste nel orso della mia

vita mortale.

Se Dio mi rieverà nella sua miseriordia, pregherò tanto per voi. La vostra

protezione pei nostri orfanelli sarà un mezzo e�aissimo per assiurarvi

il paradiso.

Vogliate pregare per questo antio

ma sempre a�ezionatissimo amio di asa Fassati,

povero sa. Gio. Boso | Torino

Sig.ra baronessa Azeglia Rii

883

Signora Azeglia, ontinuate a proteggere la nostra opera apostolia, ed avrete

tatne anime slavate dai nsotri missionari he vi porteranno al ielo.

O Maria, guidate questa vostra �glia e il sig. Suo marito B. Carlo a godere

ambidue un giorno il vero premio della loro perseveranza nel bene in par-

adiso.

Pregate per la povera | anima mia.

obb.mo servitore

sa. Gio. Boso

Torino

881

Madame Jaque: see footnote 844

882

Marhioness Maria Fassati: see footnote 841

883

Baroness Azelia Rii: daughter of Marquis Domenio Fassati and Countess Maria De Maistre-Fassati

[see footnote 842℄ born 1846 and died in Turin 7 September 1921; BS 45 (1921) no. 10, Ot. p. 279;

Her husband, Carlo rii des Ferres, born in 1847 and died in 1925: BS 49 (1925) no. 3, Marh, p.

83.
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Sig. Barone Feliiano Rii

884

O sig. Barone, voi dovete assolutamente salvarvi l'anima; ma voi dovete dare

ai poveri tutto il vostro super�uo, quanto vi ha dato il Signore. Prego Dio

he vi oneda questa grazia straordinaria.

Spero he i vedremo nella beata eternità. |

Pregate per la salvezza dell'anima mia.

obb.mo in G.C.

sa Gio. Boso

Torino

M.me Clara Louvet,

885

Je dois partir avant vous, mais de ne manquerai jamais de prier pour votre

bienheureuse éternité.

Continuez à soutenir nos orphelins, et nos orphelins vous feront ouronne

quand les anges vous porteront un jour à jouir la gloire du paradis. |

O Marie, protégez à jamais votre �lle.

Veuillez prier pour le repos éternel de ma pauvre âme

toujours obligé serviteur

abbé J. Boso

Turin

Caro .te Eugenio De Maistre,

886

Vi ringrazio della arità on ui avete aiutato le opere nostre. Continuatei

la vostra protezione.

Faio Iddio he voi, tutta la vostra | famiglia sia un giorno tutta on voi, e

ol povero vostro amio. Che vi srive le ultime sue parole, a godere la

gloria del paradiso. Così sia.

Vogliate pregare anhe pel riposo dell'anima mia

a�ez.mo amio e servitore

sa Gio. Boso

Torino

P.S. O Maria, guidate il vostro �glio Eugenio per la via del ielo. |

Sig.a C.ssa Carlotta Callori

887

O Maria, proteggete questa vostra �glia, ottenete dal divin �glio Gesù larga

riompensa della arità fatta in sostegno della ongregazione salesiana.

Maria vi ondua al paradiso on tutta la famiglia.

884

Baron Feliiano Ippolito Rii, father of Charles, born in 1816 and died 11 November 1893: BS a.

XVII no. 12 Deember 1893, p. 245.

885

Mademoiselle Clara Louvet: see footnote 845

886

Count Eugenio de Maistre: see footnote 841

887

Countess Carlotta Callori: see footnote 841
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Continuate ad essere il sostegno delle opere nostre, pregate per la povera

anima mia.

A rivederi nella vita eterna.

obbl.mo in G.C.

sa. Gio. Boso |

Torino

M.ne Broquier � Marseilles

888

Que Dieu réompense largement votre harité et la bonté de votre mari;

ontinuez à aider nos ÷uvres; priez pour ma pauvre âme.

Je prierai aussi pour vous, et je vous attends dans la bienheureuse éternité,

omme je l'espère de la misériorde in�nie du bon Dieu. Ainsi soit-il obligé

serviteur

abbé J. Boso |

Turin

C.ssa Gabriella Corsi

889

Dio vi benedia, o nostra buona mamma in G.C. e on voi benedia tutta la

vostra famiglia e vi aiuti a ondurla ostantemente per la via del ielo e

trovarla un giorno tutta on voi raolta in paradiso.

Sia questa la riompensa della arità usata a me e a tutti I vostri salesiani.

Pregate per me he vi attendo alla vita eterna.

obbl.mo ome �glio

sa Gio. Boso

Torino

Requiesat in pae. Volò alla vita eterna 1887. |

The Retor of a house with his onfreres

The Retor must be a model of patiene, harity with the onfreres who depend on

him, and therefore:

890

888

Madame Broquier: see footnote 844

889

Countess Gabriella Corsi: see footnote 841

890

�Charity and ourtesy are the harateristi features of a Retor towards people inside and outside. . .

In ommanding always use haritable and meek words and manner. Threats, anger, and even more

so violene should always be far from your words and ations � � Riordi on�denziali, RSS 3 (1984),

pp. 156-159. � �Charity, patiene, kindness, never humiliating reproahes, punishments. Do good

to whoever you an and bad to nobody. This goes for all the Salesians amongst themselves, with

their pupils and others, externs or interns� � Lettera a mons. Giovanni Cagliero, E IV 328. �

�The preventive system is espeially ours: never penal punishments, no humiliating words or severe

reproahes in front of others. But in your lessons let there be kind words, patiene, harity. . . kindness

in speeh, in work, and in advising wins over everyone and everything� � Lett. a don Giaomo

Costamagna, E IV 332-333. � �With your exemplary manner of living, with harity in speaking,

ommanding, putting up with others' defets, you will win over many to the Congregation. . . Always

be a friend, father to our onfreres, help them in every way you an in spiritual and temporal matters�

� Lett. a don Domenio Tomatis, E IV 337.
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1. Assist them, help them, instrut them on how to ful�ll their duties but never with

hard or o�ensive words.

2. Let them see that you have great on�dene in them; treat matters onerning

them kindly. Never reproahes or strong words in the presene of others. | But try

to do this in amera aritatis, meaning gently, stritly in private.

3. When the reasons for suh reproahes or advie are publi, it may be neessary to

advise publily, but either in hurh or in speial onferenes never make personal

allusions. Advie, reproahes or allusions made publily are o�ensive and do not |

bring about hange.

891

4. Never forget the monthly 'rendionto' [talk with the Retor℄ as far as possible. On

that oasion let eah Retor be the friend, brother, father of his dependents. Give

everyone the time and liberty to o�er their re�etions, express their needs and their

intentions.

892

For his part, then, let him open his heart to everyone without being the ause of

ranour for anyone; he should not reall past faults unless to o�er fatherly | advie,

or to haritably remind someone who is negligent of his duty.

893

5. At in suh a way as to never deal with matters that belong to onfession, unless

the onfreres asks for this. In suh ases never make resolutions that have to

be translated in the foro externo without some understanding with the member

onerned.

891

�There are those who want to punish et. et. The Retor should warn, but never in publi, never in

front of the boys. On a one to one basis it is easy to get people to bow to the will of the superior, to

the preventive system� - ASC Verbale del terzo Capitolo Generale. . . 1883.

892

�It is warmly reommended that Retors never overlook reeiving the 'rendionto'. Every onfrere

will then know that if he does this well, with frankness and humility, he will �nd great onsolation

and a powerful aid for progress in virtue� � Regole o Costituzioni. . . S. Benigno Canavese 1885.

Introduzione, p. 39. � �Let eah one have the greatest on�dene in his superior: it will therefore be

of great bene�t to members if they give a detailed aount of their external existene to the main

superiors of the Congregation. Let eah one simply and promptly manifest to them his external

failings against the rules, and also what he has gained in virtue so he an reeive advie and omfort

and, if it an be helpful, also appropriate admonition� � C. SDB, pp. 96-97. � � But now the superiors

are thought of preisely as superiors and no longer as fathers, brothers and friends; they are feared

and little loved. And so if you want everyone to be of one heart and soul again for the love of Jesus

you must break down this fatal barrier of mistrust, and replae it with a happy spirit of on�dene�.

� Lettera da Roma 1884, RSS 3 (1984), pp. 54-55. � �Go not as a superior but as a friend, brother,

father� � Lett. A don Perrot, E III 360. � �Let us see our superiors as brothers, indeed as loving

fathers, who want nothing else than the glory of God, the salvation of souls, our good and the proper

running of our Soiety� � Cirolare del 21 novembre 1886, in Lettere irolari di D. Boso e di D.

Rua. Torino, tip. Salesiana 1896, p. 41.

893

�Keep it in mind: if we want the Salesian institution to remain as it was oneived to be we need

to know that almost everything depends on the monthly 'rendionto' ourring and happening in

a onvenient way. . . The only hurdle would be entering into things that are stritly matters of

onsiene: we don't go into things of onsiene whih are in fat seret and we are not to know

about these things unless the individual wishes to speak of them spontaneously� � ASC Verbale del

seondo Capitolo Generale. . . 1880, quaderno Barberis.
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6. The Retor is most often the ordinary onfessor of the onfreres.

894

But let him

prudently give ample | freedom to whoever wishes to onfess to another. It should

however be understood that suh partiular onfessors are to be known and ap-

proved by the superior aording to our rules.

7. Sine then whoever seeks exeptional onfessors is showing little on�dene in the

Retor he, the Retor, should be alert and draw partiular attention to observane

of other rules and not | entrust that onfrere with ertain tasks that might seem

beyond his physial or moral strength.

N.B. What I see here is in fat is other than what refers to the extraordinary on-

fessor whih the superior, retor, provinial organises for an appropriate oasion.

8. In general then the Retor of a house shall deal with his onfreres | often and with

muh familiarity, insisting on the need for uniform observane of the Constitutions,

and as muh as possible realling even the very words they use.

9. In ases of illness observe what the rules presribe and what the hapter delibera-

tions have established.

10. Easily forget personal o�enes and annoyanes and through kindness and regard

try to overome or better orret the negligent, those laking in trust or suspiious.

/Vine in bono malum./

895

Confreres living in the same house

1. All Salesians living in the same house must be one in heart and soul with their

Retor.

896

2. But let them keep well in mind that grumbling is a plague to be avoided at all

osts.

897

Let every possible sari�e be made, but never tolerate ritiism of supe-

riors.

894

�In our houses the Retor is the ordinary onfessor, therefore see that you willingly hear eah one's

onfession but give them ample freedom to onfess to others if they wish� � Riordi on�denziali,

RSS (1984), p. 156. � �For the good running of the Congregation, to preserve unity of spirit and to

follow the example of other religious institutes, a stable onfessor is �xed for those who belong to

the Soiety. The Retor Major is the ordinary onfessor in any house of the Congregation he �nds

himself in. In eah house the ordinary onfessor is the Retor, but in partiular ases eah one is also

free to onfess to another priest� � Deliberazioni del Capitolo Generale. . . 1877, OE XXX 402.

895

Rom 12:21

896

Ats 4:32. �All members live stritly in ommon, their only bond being fraternal harity and simple

vows, whih unite them in suh a way that they form one heart and soul to love and serve God� � C.

SDB, pp. 82-83. � �Don Boso reommended onferenes whih, aording to what was established

in the preeding General Chapter, are to be given to the onfreres every fortnight. These onferenes

are like a seond unifying element so that onfreres and the Retor an be one body and soul� � ASC

Verbale del seondo Capitolo Generale. . . 1880, quaderno Barberis.

897

�Let no one �nd fault with the arrangements made by Superiors, ritiise their ations, words, writings

and the like� � Deliberazioni del Capitolo Generale. . . 1877, OE XXIX 417. � �Something that harms

Religious ommunities very muh is grumbling whih is diretly ontrary to harity. The grumbler

soils his own soul and will be hated by God and men. . . See then that you steer lear of every word of

ritiism, espeially of your ompanions and even more so your Superiors� � Regole o Costituzioni. . .
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3. Do not �nd fault in orders given within the family or disapprove of things heard in

sermons, onferenes or in what a onfrere has written or had printed in a book.

4. Let eah one su�er for the glory of God and in penane for his sins, but for the

good of his soul let him avoid ritiism of the administration, food, lothing, room,

et.

5. Remember, my sons, that harmony and agreement between the Retor and his

subjets makes our houses a real paradise on earth. !

6. I do not reommend any speial penanes or morti�ations to you; you will gain

great merit and give glory to the Congregation if you are able to bear the su�erings

and annoyanes of life with Christian resignation.

7. O�er good advie every time the opportunity presents itself, espeially when it is a

ase of giving onsolation in some di�ulty or helping someone | to overome some

problem, or provide some servie both in times of good health or when someone is

ill.

8. If you hear of something or some fat that is ulpable, espeially about things whih

an onloy be interpreted as against God's law, ommuniate this | respetfully to

the superior. He will know how to use due prudene to promote what is good and

prevent evil.

898

9. With regard to the pupils see that eah keeps the rules of the house and deisions

made to keep disipline and moral behaviour amongst students and working boys.

10. Rather than make remarks about what others do, | let eah one take the greatest

are to ful�ll the duties entrusted to him. |

899

S. Benigno Canavese 1885. Introduzione, p. 31. � �Never grumble about the arrangements of the

Superiors, but be tolerant of things that are not to your taste, or whih are annoying or displeasing.

Let every Salesian be friends with everyone else and never seek revenge; forgive easily, and never

remind people of things already forgiven. Never �nd fault with Superiors' orders and let everyone

try to give and promote good example� � Lett. A don Giaomo Costamagna, E IV 332-333. � �My

dear hildren, let's guard against falling into the serious defet of fault-�nding that goes so muh

against harity, is hateful to God and damaging to the Community. Let us �ee fault-�nding in regard

to any individual, and let us �ee it espeially with regard to our onfreres and above all if they are

Superiors� � Cirolare del 21 novembre 1886, in Lettere irolari di D. Boso e di D. Rua. Torino,

tip. Salesiana 1896, p. 42. � �When this fraternal love reigns in a Community and all the members

love one another, and eah one is interested in the good of the other as if it is his own good, then

that house beomes Paradise� � Regole o Costituzioni. . . S. Benigno Canavese 1885. Introduzione,

pp. 30-31. 519-521 �Avoid austerity in food. Let your morti�ations be in diligene in your duties

and putting up with the faults of others� � Riordi on�denziali, RSS 3 (1984), p. 150. Cf. Gal 6:2.

898

�Assistants should make it a strit duty in onsiene to refer to the superiors whatever they know to

be an o�ene against God� � Lettera da Roma 1884, RSS 3 (1984), p. 57.

899

�Let no one overlook his part. Salesians onsidered as a whole form one body, meaning the Congrega-

tion. If all the members of this body arry out their roles, everything will proeed in order and with

satisfation; otherwise there will be abuses, things gone awry, �ts, things falling apart and �nally

the ruin of that same body. Let eah one therefore arry out the role entrusted to him� � Regole o

Costituzioni. . . 1875. Introduzione, OE XXVIII 44. Cf. Mt 7:3-5.
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A basi reminder, meaning an obligation for everyone working in the Congregation

All are enjoined and reommended before God to pay partiular attention to morality

amongst Salesians themselves and amongst those who for any reason at all have been

on�ded by Divine Providene to our are. |

900

I note here what I would have wanted to say elsewhere

At the time of the Retreat the Retor of the house and all other ordinary superiors

are advised not to hear the onfessions of their dependents and as far as is possible make

use of extraordinary onfessors and preahers. If there are not enough of them all on

help from well-known onfessors. Then if in ertain ases some exeption is required, the

superior an make a judgement. |

When a onfrere runs foul of the elesiastial authorities in a ity, plae or dioese his

superior will ue due prudene and assign another task to him.

Similarly if a onfrere meets rivalry or opposition from his other onfreres it would

be good if he hanged ommunity or oupation. But he should always he advised in a

friendly way about his own defets and be o�ered guidelines to at in a better way in the

future to avoid frition.

With outsiders

One needs to put up with a lot from outsiders and also put up with penalties rather

than enter into litigation.

In the ase of elesiastial or ivil authorities, put up with as muh as you an honestly

but do not enter into litigation with seular ourts.

But sine despite every sari�e and good will sometimes you have to undergo litigation

I advise and reommend putting the dispute | to one or two judges with plenipotentiary

power, submitting the dispute to their opinion whatever it may be.

This way onsiene is saved and the a�air an be brought to an end sine normally

these things go on for a long time and beome ostly, and it is also di�ult to maintain

peae of mind and Christian harity. |

901

For the good of every member and for the entire ongregation let nobody get mixed up

in �nanial a�airs, tasks or reommendations that are tied up with family and friends.

If there are serious reasons why one needs to get involved in matters of the kind, let

him speak to his superior about it and stritly follow his opinion.

Stritly observe the rule of never signing promissory notes or beoming a guarantor

for payments by others. Experiene tells us that this always auses us problems and

regret.

902

900

�Whoever does not have a well-founded hope of preserving, with divine help, this virtue in words,

deeds, thoughts, should not join this Congregation, sine he would be exposed to serious risk at every

step� - C. SDB, pp. 108-109. See also the entire irular letter to Salesians of 5 February 1874, E II

347-349, and other referenes in this doument.

901

�In ase of questions regarding material matters be as agreeable as you an, even if there is some

disadvantage so long as anything that is an exuse for argument or other thing that ould ause a

loss of harity are kept far away�. � Riordi on�denziali, RSS (1984), p. 156. Cf. Mt 5:25; 1 Cor.

6:1-8.

902

�Let nobody in the Congregation draw up ontrats, reeive monies, o�er loans, or lend things to

relatives, friends or others. Nor let anyone keep money or administer temporal matters without

being diretly authorised by the Superior. Observane of this artile will keep far away from us some
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If possible some servie an be rendered, or some subsidy o�ered, but within the limits

and permission given by one's respetive superior.

Rue Boetie � Paris

M.me la V.sse de Cessa.

903

Vous avez protégé nos orphelins et la Sainte Vierge vous fera bien rihe dans

l'éternité. Là vous verrez vos parents, vos amis; là vous parlerez de Dieu

ave eux à jamais.

Continuez votre harité pour nous maisons; priez pour ma pauvre âme.

Obligé serviteur

abbé J. Boso

Turin. A Paris

P.S. 1886. Requiesat in pae |

Voi, o signora baronessa Soppa, he abitate S. Andrea del Ionio Napolitano, ontinuate

la vostra arità ai nostri missionari, ai nostri orfanelli e Maria guiderà le opere vostre,

e sarete molto onsolata nelgi ultimi momenti di vostra vita. Sia he viviate su questa

terra, sia he Dio vi abbia già rievuta fra I beati in ielo, noi pregheremo ogni giorno

per voi, pei vostri parenti ed amii. |

904

For the Daughters of Mary Help of Christians

905

Daughters or Sisters of Mary Help of Christians the Salesians must faithfully observe

what has been established in Chapter deliberations.

We should spare no e�ort, expense or disturbane of any kind in order to look after

our relationship as the Churh and our very Constitutions have established.

In dealing with material a�airs religious men and women should never be alone to-

gether, | but let them always have others around, or at least let others always see what

they are doing. Numquam solus um sola loquator.

In reeiving someone into the Institute of Mary be areful not to reeive anyone who

does not have good health and a well-founded hope of true obediene.

We maintain that virtues not aquired at the time of novitiate, are for the most part

no longer aquired.

906

Let no Sister after her religious profession keep stable funds for herself or for the reli-

gious ommunity she belongs to. There an be an exeption for the neessary possessions

of the problems that have been fatal for other Congregations� � Riordi on�denziali, RSS (1984), p.

158.

903

Madame the Vieountess de Cessa: see footnote 846.

904

The Baroness Maria Enrihetta Soppa di Badolato was born at S. Andre on Ionio on 4 November

1831. The BS alls her a �true apostle� for Calabria in as muh as she founded and supported various

male and female institutes. She died on the 22nd anniversary of Don Boso's death, 31 January 1910:

BS 34 (1910) no. 4, April, p. 126.

905

See the entire hapter �Direzione generale della suore�, in Deliberazioni del seondo Capitolo Gen-

erale. . . 1880, OE XXXIII 34-35.

906

�What is not done in the year of trial will be done afterwards only with di�ulty and, even when it is

done, it will be a momentary e�ort whih one annot ount on. . . � MB XIII 250.
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| for founding a house of eduation or health parks.

Neither jokingly or as a prank or for any other reasons or pretext should words be used

that provoke laughter or lower esteem or benevolene in persons of the other sex. Read

and understand these words well and explained them often. |

The superior general, the superiors of houses are not allowed familiarity with lay peo-

ple of any kind. If there is a real need, an assistant should intervene and follow the

presriptions of the respetive rules.

The superior herself should not keep any sum of money unless for partiular situations

and only for the time | neessary for dealing with them.

What has been said regarding the superior general is appliable to all the superiors of

the other houses.

In this and in similar matters they should submit, without opposition, to the advie

and orders of the major superior.

Buildings or repairs should never take plae without an understanding with the same

superior. |

1. In dealing with important matters in the Superior Chapter or General Chapter,

both Salesians and Sisters should present beforehand, in writing or verbally, the

matters they wish to deal with.

2. Everyone should be given full freedom to speak for or against the issues as eah

one sees things before God, but in oming to deisions, make use of serete voting.

3. Some oloured beans or nuts et should be plaed seretly in some ontainer and

eah one then extrat one. The blak is negative and the white a�rmative.

4. When a majority vote has been arrived at for some deliberation it should not be

hanged exept by another deliberation in whih all the Chapter takes part.

5. Take great are to arry out deisions in detail, | and be areful to see that deisions

do not run ontrary to eah other.

It is a great mistake and wasted e�ort when things proposed and approved in Chapter

are not arried out, and are then forgotten.

Let everyone try to avoid raising new matters in Conferenes or Chapters; and at

in suh a way that things previously approved by tradition, the Rule or General or

Partiular Chapters are regularly dealt with. |

Amidst di�ulties

when in some town or ity we meet up with partiular di�ulties on the part of some

spiritual or temporal authority, try to at in suh a way as to be present to explain why

you have ated in the way you did.

Personal explanation of your good intentions an muh redue and often eliminate the

bad ideas | that some people have in mind.

If they are things that are also blameworthy in the fae of the law, say you are sorry

or at least give a respetful explanation, but if possible always in a personal audiene.
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This way of ating is most oniliatory and often makes our adversaries look more

kindly on us.

This is nothing more than God himself reommends: responsio | mollis frangit iram.

Or St Paul's maxim: haritas Dei benigna est, patiens est, et.

907

Retors of houses should follow the same rules with their inferiors. Speak up, explain

yourselves and you an easily make yourself understood without Christian harity oming

into on�it with the interests of our Congregation. |

If you wish to gain muh from our pupils, never o�end anyone. Put up with their

defets, orret them, then forget them. Show yourself to be always a�etionate to them,

and let them know that all your e�orts are aimed at doing good to their souls. |

Basi reommendations for all Salesians

Love poverty if you wish to keep the Congregation in a good �nanial state.

908

Let no one be able to say: �These furnishings do not suggest poverty; the poor do

not eat or dress or have rooms like this. Whoever gives ause for remarks of this kind

brings disaster upon our Congregation whih must be able to pride itself on its vow of

poverty.

909

Woe to us if those from whom we seek alms are able to say that we live an easier life

than they do.

This should always be pratised rigorously when we �nd ourselves in a good state of

health, while in ases of illness we do everything that our rules permit.

Remember that it will always be a red-letter day when you are able to win over an

enemy or make a friend by harity. |

910

907

Prov. 15:1; 1 Cor 13:4.

908

�Let us remember, my dear hildren, that the well-being of our Pious Soiety and the advantage to our

souls depends in great measure on this observane. Divine Providene, it is true, has helped us up

until now, and we an also say in an extraordinary way in all our needs. We are ertain that this help

will also ontinue in the future through the interession of Mary Help of Christians, who has always

ated as a Mother. But this does not take away the fat that for our part we must use all diligene

in reduing expenses wherever we an, like making savings in provisions, journeys, building, and in

general in everything that is not neessary�. � Cirolare del 21 novembre 1886, in Lettere irolari di

D. Boso e di D. Rua. Torino. Tip. Salesiana 1896, pp. 42-43. � Let the world know that you are

poor in lothing, food, and abode, and you will be rih in the sight of God and will win the hearts

of men" � Riordi ai missionari, RSS 3 (1984), p. 207.

909

"Be eonomial in everything, but see absolutely that those who are ill lak nothing. This, amongst

other things lets people know that we have made a vow of poverty, therefore we ought not seek

omfort, nor even desire it, in anything. We must love poverty and poverty's ompanions, so avoid

any unneessary expense in lothing, books, furniture, trips et." Riordi on�denziali, RSS 3 (1984),

p. 159.

910

"In speaking and dealing with people, use kindness not only with the Superiors but with everyone,

and mostly with those who in the past have o�ended you or who look upon you badly at the moment.

Charity puts up with everything; whoever does not put up with others' defets will never have true

harity. . . Whenever it should happen that a brother who has o�ended you seeks your forgiveness,

see well that you avoid dealing with him abruptly or answer with hard words, but treat him properly,

with a�etion and kindness. If it should happen that you o�end others, immedaitely seek him out and

paify him and get rid of any ranour he may feel towards you. And aording to St Paul's advie:

do not let the sun go down without forgiving from your heart any resentment, and without being

reoniled with your brother" � Regole o Costituzioni. . . S. Benigno Canavese 1885. Introduzione,
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Never let the sun set on your anger, nor reall o�enes already forgiven, or pain aused,

or a fault already forgotten. Let us always say from our heart: Dimitte nobis debita nostra

siut et nos dimittimus debitoribus nostris,

911

but with omplete and absolute readiness

to forget everything that has o�ended us in the past.

Let us love everyone with fraternal love. |

912

Let these things be observed in an exemplary way by those who exerise some authority

over others.

913

Reommendations for myself

O my dear boys, you who have always been the delight of my heart, I reommend

frequent ommunion in su�rage for my soul.

914

Through frequent ommunion you make yourself dear to God and men, and Mary will

grant you the grae of reeiving the holy saraments at the end of your life.

You priests, Salesian leris, parents and friends of my soul pray, reeive Jesus in the

Sarament in su�rage for my soul so that my time in Purgatory may be shortened. |

Now that I have expressed a father's thoughts towards his beloved hildren, I know speak

to myself to invoke the mery of the Lord on me in the �nal hours of my life. It is my

intention to live and die in the holy Catholi religion with the Roman Ponti� at its head,

the Viar of Jesus Christ on earth.

915

I believe and profess all the truths of the faith that God has revealed to his holy

Churh.

I humbly ask God for pardon for all my sins, espeially for any sandal | I have given my

neighbour through my ations, words spoken at the wrong time; I beg pardon espeially

for exesses in my own regard on the pretext of preserving my health.

I must also ask pardon if someone has notied that I often gave too short a preparation

or thanksgiving to the Holy Mass. I was sometimes fored into that by the rowd | of

people who ame into the saristy and took away any possibility of praying either before

or after Mass.

I know that you, my beloved sons, love me and this love, this a�etion, should not be

limited to bewailing my death, but pray for the eternal repose of my soul.

I reommend prayer, works of harity, morti�ation, holy ommunions in reparation

for the negligene ommitted while doing good and preventing evil. |

Let your prayers be addressed to heaven espeially that I may �nd mery and pardon

when I present myself to the tremendous majesty of my reator. |

The future

p. 33.

911

Eph 4:26; Mt 6:12. Cf Col 3:12-13.

912

Cf 1 Jn 4:21.

913

Cf Jn 13:14.

914

"O my dear boys, I love you with all my heart; it is enough for you to be young for me to love you

very muh" � Il giovane provveduto (1885), OE XXXV 135. �"You are truly my delight and my

onsolation" � Lettera da Roma 1884, RSS 3 (1984), p. 337.

915

". . . I want to live and die in this Churh that alone preserves the religion of Jesus Christ, the only

true religion, the only holy one outside of whih no one an be saved". Testamento del sa. Boso

Gioianni, Torino 26 luglio 1856, ASC 132 Testamento. Published in MB X 1332-1333.
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Divine Providene has prepared a happy future for our Congregation and its glory will

endure as along as the rules are faithfully observed.

916

When the desire for ease and omfort grows amongst us, our pious Soiety will have

run its ourse. |

The world will always welome us as long as all our onern is for the under-developed

peoples, for poor hildren, for those members of soiety most in danger. This is our real

wealth whih no one will envy and no one will take from us.

Do not found houses if you do not have | the neessary personnel to administer them.

Do not have too many houses near to eah other. There are fewer dangers if the houses

are far from one another.

One a foreign mission has begun, let it ontinue with energy and sari�e. Our e�orts

should be always to establish shools and seek some voations for the elesiastial state,

or some Sisters from amongst the girls. |

917

Time will lead us to establish our missions in China and preisely in Peking. But let us

never forget that we exist for poor and abandoned boys. Amongst those who know little

or nothing of the true God you will see taking plae wonders formerly thought inredible

but whih almighty God will make manifest to the world.

918

Let us not keep any property other than the dwelling plaes we need.

When we lak the �nanial means for some religious enterprise, it should be suspended

but let the works already begun be ontinued as soon as our �nanes, sari�es permit.

When it happens that a Salesian yields up his life whilst working for souls, you an

say that the Congregation has registered a great triumph and that on it will desend in

abundane the blessings of heaven.

Three letters to Salesians in Ameria

by Franeso Motto

Introdution

As a founder of a religious ongregation ontemplating missionary ativity amongst its

purposes. Don Boso never had the opportunity of going to so-alled 'mission lands'.

Perhaps this is also a reason why he nurtured speial a�etion for the Salesian missionaries

916

"The observane of the Rule is the only way for a Congregation to last" � MB XII 81. � "If the

Salesians. . . without pretending to improve their Constitutions, try to observe them in every detail,

their Congregation will �ourish ever more" � Regole o Costituzioni. . . 1875. Introduzione, OE

XXVIII 43. � " The development of your Pious pious Institute and its spiritual bene�t for its

members depends in great part on the exat observane of your Deliberations, whih are their pratial

appliation". Deliberazioni del seondo Capitolo Generale delle FMA. . . 1880. Presentazione di Don

Boso, OE XXXVI 151-152.

917

"Urge everyone and onstantly reommend promoting religious voations both for the Sisters and our

onfreres" � Lettera a don Giaomo Costamagna, E IV 333.

918

"So work muh, in every way, and everywhere try to preserve what is good in people and in young

people. . . We annot oppose a maliious world with either mirales or Our Fathers: it needs works;

we need to gather up many young people" � ASC Verbale del seondo Capitolo Generale. . . 1880,

quaderno Barberis.
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in Latin Ameria who, in the last years of his life, realised the dream he had long

entertained. In his heart and mind he felt they were the ones who had realised his

deepest aspirations, he saw them as part of himself, he projeted himself through them.

The huge admiration and partiular tenderness with whih his letters to missionaries

overseas are over�owing would thus �nd persuasive explanation.

From thousands of kilometres away, Don Boso ontinued to be their "father" and,

as suh, he wanted to know the moral state of eah and all of them: he answered their

questions, guided them in their doubts, was onerned about their health, invited them

to pratise "Salesian" virtues (harity, temperane, hard work. . . ), followed them up

with a sure and onstant word. It is as if they had a speial plae in his heart. "A soul

friend" thought about their �delity to their voation with intimate reommendations and

passionate advie: he praised their work, appreiated their sari�e, made them feel that

they were the objet of his onern and prayer.

But Don Boso also felt he was the Superior of a Congregation and while leaving room

for personal initiatives he did not fail to intervene so that the onstitutions and hapter

deliberations would be observed, and espeially that religious and missionary life be a

redible testimony in the eyes of ivil and religious authorities in the plae as well as in

higher Vatian irles. He wanted to be onstantly informed of ativities that were under

way, of how works were going, of apostoli suesses and things that had failed, so that

he ould get Turin to share the task through ourageously faing up to the loal reality

whih they ould know about thanks to an uninterrupted orrespondene.

In the last years of his life Don Boso was aware that what the Congregation needed

above all, both in Italy where it has already been for some time, and in Latin Ameria

where it was being transplanted, was more than just unity and stability of strutures.

The guarantee of the future, of a Salesian future, was in the hands of the onfreres

and their helpers while they remained faithful to the spirit of their origins, meaning the

method and style of eduation that had haraterised life at the Oratory in Valdoo.

If with the Letter from Rome in 1884 he had responded to a partiular eduational

situation that had ome about under his very gaze in Turin,

919

the following year a

similar and unequivoal irumstane lay behind the report, drawn up in the short spae

of ten days, of tree other letters to missionaries in Ameria. These an be listed amongst

the most important of his epistolary output for being aware of and understanding the

preventive system and Salesian spirit.

Some members of the Superior Chapter had reeived some alarming news from Ar-

gentina indiating that in ertain houses in Ameria, and espeially in the house at

Almagro (Buenos Aires), severity and rigid disipline was taking the plae of familiarity

and loving kindness so dear to Don Boso and essential to his system. And as if that was

no enough, there was hint of deep rifts amongst onfreres in that house.

The one who had begun this serious report was Fr Antonio Riardi

920

seretary of

919

Cf. RSS 3 (1984) 295-374)

920

Born at Porto Maurizio (Imperia) in 1853, he ame to the Oratory at Valdoo when he was 10. 6

years later he reeived he assok and in 1875 was ordained priest. He left for Latin Ameria in 1885

as seretary of the newly appointed Viar Apostoli of Patagonia, Bishop Cagliero and then worked

as a missionary in Peru. Jamaia and Mexio, where he was also Provinial for a time. He spent
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Bishop Cagliero. As Visitor for the houses in Ameria and while waiting to take pos-

session of his mission as Viar Apostoli in Patagonia, Bishop Cagliero had spent some

months in the house at Almagro, his seretary with him. This latter had time to observe

and then refer to Turin what he had seen with his own eyes.

Ew months after his arrival in Latin Ameria he had already written to Fr Rua that

the house at Almagro �was poor in spirit and money�.

921

But these were just the �rst

signs. The real bombshell exploded in the Superior Chapter a few weeks later after

his explosive ommuniations with Fr Lazzero, Fr Durando, Fr Barberis and Fr Rua.

In partiular, writing on�dentially to Fr Rua on 6 June, Fr Riardi stigmatised the

situation thus: �. . . in this ollege at Almagro the Retor exists only in name, never

being in ontat with the boys either for onfessions or for advie or for any other need,

exept for ten minutes in the morning, after meditation. He spends almost the entire day

with the Sisters, in the shools or elsewhere�. And after presenting the super work whih

Frs Vespignani, Cassini and Paseri had undertaken, he ontinued: �Therefore the boys

are very muh negleted and it is no wonder that they rarely go to Communion and are

very ill-disiplined. The assistants have no support and unfortunately, in the eyes of the

urt and sometimes unouth harater of the Retor, are unskilled. So to obtain a bit of

order and disipline they know no other way than to hit out, so that any day at any hour

you hear boys yelling 'ahi' in every part of the house. . . The Bishop spoke �rst privately,

then gave three onferenes to all the onfreres together, enouraging the pratie of the

preventive system . . . but up to now all without e�et. They say that if Don Boso were

here he would do the same!!! And the Retor supports them telling the Bishop that one

annot do otherwise with these little kids�. Fr Riardi did not �nish his letter here. In

various other pages he tells of the regrettable irumstanes he was witness to, before

addressing a steadfast appeal to Fr Rua: �It would be very helpful if you. . . would tell

all the Salesians in Ameria in general to: 1. See themselves as brothers, sons of the

one father, Don Boso. . . 2. Not just read the preventive system. . . 3. Not to distane

themselves from the ustoms of the Oratory regarding praties of piety and frequenting

the Saraments. 4. Consider that the name Salesian is not enough if they don't pratie

the kindness, patiene and harity of St Franis de Sales. 5. Not to hide things from the

Superior for fear of his observations. . . �.

922

Unwilling to believe the news they were reeiving, the various reipients of the letters

answered, telling Riardi that perhaps his ondemnation was exaggerated, that this

the last years of his life in Italy where he died on 15 May 1924. See BS 48 (1924) no. 8, August,

p. 233. whih is the soure for the Dizionario biogra�o dei Salesiani, by E. Valentin-A. Rodinò,

Torino, U�io Stampa Salesiano 1969, p. 237.

921

Letter of Fr Riardi to Fr Rua of 9 May 1885: ASC 9.126 Rua.

922

Photoopy in ASC 9.126 Rua. The roles of members of the Superior Chapter were as follows: Fr

Mihele Rua, prefet; Fr Giuseppe Lazzero, ounillor, retor of the mother house (Artisn setion);

Fr Celestino Durando, shool ounillor; Fr Giulio Barberis, vie spiritual diretor. Bishop Cagliero

had remained spiritual diretor. We should not wonder at the frequeny of orrespondene between

Riardi and the Superiors in Turin and espeially with Fr Lazzero. As well as knowing them all

personally after living with them for many years, he was told when leaving Italy that Fr Lazzero was

responsible for orrespondene with Ameria. On the other hand everyone expressed their gratitude

to him for his letters or invited him to ontinue his orrespondene.
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letters were written out of anger and that someone had interpreted his writing to various

members of the Chapter badly. Riardi replied to them in the months that followed. He

denied that he had exaggerated his reporting of the fats and in the tone in whih he had

expressed them and justi�ed his writing to various members of the Superior Chapter.

Repeating the information he had given he gave names of people who ould testify and

who ould further details as proof of his earlier distressing reports.

923

Certainly Riardi

was not immune from a spirit of denigration and nostalgia for the �little old world� of

the early days at Valdoo;

924

but his j'ause was substantially true and the vie retor

himself of the house. Fr Joseph Vespignani, through lenhed teeth, had to admit it.

925

Whatever the ase. Riardi's letters did not pass in vain through the orridors of the

Mother House in Turin. Fr Rua gave them immediate redit and already by the end of

June wrote to Bishop Cagliero thus: �In your moral aount of things also see whether

the Retors are preserving the spirit of St Franis de Sales in their way of doing things,

that harity, kindness and forbearane that our believed father Don Boso has always

reommended and that produes suh good e�ets in everyone, those living in and those

from outside. We have understood that there the olleges and Salesian houses are not

all run with kindness and with the preventive system but that in some plaes they use

the repressive system. You are there on the spot and an better see things and apply the

923

On 9 August to Fr Lazzero: �In a few words I would desribe things thus in my view: 1.All authority

is absolutely foused on the Retor; and sine he is not up to it, things go wrong. . . II. Supreme

authority of the Retor exerised in harsh, provoative, humiliating and degrading manner. . . III.

Lak of onstant free orrespondene of onfreres with Don Boso and with the Superiors of his

Chapter. . . One annot put blind faith in all the reports that have been sent to Turin in the past. . .

these past reports it seems to me speak too muh of the good and wonderful things that should be

found at the house in Almagro and never hint at the bad and ugly things that were there in fat. . .

they were poeti piees and I believe that in my earlier letters I have su�iently demonstrated the

bitter disillusionment felt by myself and the Bishop. When we arrived the gripes and long-repressed

ranour in the hearts of many of the onfreres were made evident and sometimes also publily and

ertain senes took plae in our presene that perhaps it is better to remain silent about�. Again

to Fr Lazzero on 3 September: �. . . I have other negative, but su�iently eloquent arguments at

hand. Before leaving the Bishop was asked to provide frequent information about the houses, the

onfreres, the Sisters et. Here in Colón, they do so, Paysandu. . . but from Almagro the only letters

that arrive are from d. Costamagna, and when he reads them the Bishop annot but let ertain

expressions slip out. . . but then he laughs saying that 'He's a man of the old redo, that one' !�:

ASC 275 Riordi. And then to Fr Durando on 27 Otober following: �I believe, dear Fr Durando,

that I have never written anything in anger, nor under its in�uene, indeed I have written very little

ompared to everything I ould have and perhaps should have written. It is enough for you to know

that there was someone there (before our arrival) who did not hesitate to delare publily that in

the matter of eduating youth Don Boso and those with him in Turin understood nothing. . . but

enough�: ASC 275 Riardi

924

In his letters we often �nd expliit referene at �Turin of old, at least 20 or more years ago, when

the Oratory was a home not a ollege, and Don Boso the father not the Retor or Diretor of his

hildren�: the suint letter of 19 August.

925

There are other testimonies in C. Bruno, Los salesianos y las hijas de María Auxiliadora en la Ar-

gentina. Vol 1. Buenos Aires, Instituto salesiano de artes grá�as 1981, pp. 152-154; J.E. Belza,

Luis Lasagna, el obispo misionero. Buenos Aires, Editorial Don Boso 1970, p. 195, n. 7. Evidently

there ould be no lak of a number of pages on the matter in R.A. Entraigas, Los salesianos en la

Argentina. Buenos Aires, Editorial Plus ultra Vol IV (años 1884-1885) 1972. See pp. 261-265.
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neessary remedy where there is a need�.

926

Bishop Cagliero then intervened diretly with the Provinial and Retor, Fr Costa-

magna, warmly reommending that he �follow the preventive system in everything�

927

and also with the Salesian personnel with �onferenes on kindness, harity, a�ability�.

928

and then following up respetfully what was asked of him he made a report to Fr Rua

who in turn passed it on to Don Boso who at the time was at the house at Mathi.

929

In suh a way Don Boso, who for reasons of prudene and respet maybe had been kept

somewhat in the dark by Riardi

930

and the members of the Superior Chapter regarding

the real situation in the houses in Ameria, now was fully aware and simultaneously

intervened through Bishop Cagliero (6 August), Fr Costamagna (10 August) Fr Tomatis

(14 August).

This is the ontext and the immediate irumstanes of the three letters that did not

pass unobserved by eah of their reipients,

931

and nor did they esape the attention �

espeially the seond � of sholars of Don Boso's system of eduation and his religious

and spiritual pedagogy.

932

ASC preserves all three handwritten letters: the �rst and the third in 131.01 Lettere

originali, ms 11 B 10 � C and 53 B 1-3 respetively; the seond, reently arrived, is still

to be alloated its de�nite loation.

926

ASC 9.131 Rua: letter of 30 June 1885. While the �rst part is in the hand of one of Rua's seretaries,

the seond part (We have understood. . . ) is something the Prefet General of the Congregation

added in his own hand.

927

Letter quoted from 3 September 1885.

928

Ibidem

929

On 10 August Fr Rua wrote thus to Bishop Cagliero: �I sent the letter to our beloved Don Boso at

Mathi. We will see what he thinks.�: ASC 9.131 Rua. Note the oinidenes: on 10 August Fr Rua

had already sent Bishop Cagliero's letter to Don Boso. On 6 August Don Boso had written his

answer to the bishop telling him that he was also preparing a letter for Fr Costamagna. He would

date it 10 August. Four days later it would be Fr Tomatis' turn.

930

He said to Don Boso in his letter of 2 January 1886: �You ertainly have every reasons to be unhappy

with me beause I have never written or almost never sine departing from Turin and arriving in

Ameria. I did this not to add to your onerns. . . �: ASC 126.2 Riardi. To be truthful the ASC has

preserved various letters sent by Fr Riardi to Don Boso during 1885. But perhaps Don Boso also

expeted on�dential letters from Riardi, and not only in his role as seretary of Bishop Cagliero.

931

See for example the result of the letter to Fr Costamgna in C. Bruno, Los salesianos. . . p. 155 and

R.A. Entraigas, Los salesianos. . . IV, pp. 264-265.

932

S.G. Boso, Sritti sul sistema preventivo nell'eduazione della gioventù, by P. Braido. Bresia, La

Suola 1965, pp. 346-348 for the letter to Bishop Cagliero, and pp. 348-350 for the letter to Fr

Costamagna; G. Boso, Sritti spirituali. Vol 2, by J. Aubry. Rome. Città Nuova Editrie 1976,

pp. 258-265 (a Bishop Cagliero), pp. 260-262 (to Fr Costamgna). pp. 264-265 (to Fr Tomatis). It

would be super�uous to emphasise that they were reprodued in MB XVII 626-631 in E IV 327-329,

332-333, 336-337 and in many other volumes of Salesian history.
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Texts

1. To Bishop John Cagliero

933

Dear Bishop Cagliero,

Your letter

934

has given me great pleasure, and although my eyesight has beome very

weak, I wanted to read it myself from beginning to end, despite that handwriting of

yours, whih you say you got from me, but whih has degenerated from its original form.

Others

935

will respond to administrative matters for me. For my part what I have to say

follows.

When you write to the Propagation of the Faith and the Work of the Holy Childhood

be mindful of all that the Salesians have done at various times.

936

I understand you have

with you the pro-formas that you should make use of in setting our a�airs out before

their respetive Presidents, who are quite happy to reeive letters in Italian, whenever

there is any di�ulty with writing in Frenh. If one does not su�e, write several letters

onerning the travels of Fr Fagnano, Fr Milanesio, Fr Beauvoir, et.

937

In partiular

note (the number of) those baptised, on�rmed, instruted, given shelter, now or in the

past. I am of the opinion that in setting things out for Propaganda, you should over

everything, but in general. For the Propagation of the Faith, travels, trade, disoveries;

for the Holy Childhood say in detail the sorts of things that might onern boys and

girls, the Sisters, or the Salesians.

938

If by hane you do not have exemplars for setting out these reports, let me know, and

we will send them to you. There is real good will in wanting to help you. However it is

good that at this end I should be aware, at least in general terms, of whatever you write

from there, sine I ould be asked questions at any time.

Regarding the matter of the Coadjutor Bishops,

939

I need a positive proposal, and at

933

Born in 1838 and taken in by Don Boso in 1851, Giovanni (John) Cagliero was ordained priest in 1862

and onserated bishop on 7 Deember 1884. He was head of the �rst Salesian missionary expedition

in 1875, and was then realled by Don Boso to Turin where he remained until he left for again

for Latin Ameria as Viar Apostoli of Patagonia, a departure that took plae in the early days of

February 1885. Only in the following Juily did he leave Buenos Aires for his apostoli mission on the

banks of the Rio Negro. He was made a Cardinal in 1915 and died in Rome on 28 February 1926.

Cf. Pro�li di missionari salesiani e �glie di Maria Ausiliatrie, by E. Valentin. Rome, LAS 1975,

pp. 1-8.

934

your letter: this is the letter of 29 June 1885 (ASC 126.2 Cagliero; m 1466 D 10 � 1466 E 6) and

not the one of 30 July 1885, as the MB (XVII 626) erroneously laims. Both were addressed to Don

Boso and not to Fr Rua.

935

others: members of the Superior Chapter and espeially the prefet general, Fr Rua.

936

Don Boso for his part did similarly. A few days earlier, on 27 July to be exat, having reeived 1,000

frans from the Central Counil of the Holy Childhood to be used for the missions in Patagonia,

he did not fail to immediately thank the seretary and took advantage of it to emphasis further

apostoli developments in those lands: unpublished letter in Frenh, signed by Don Boso. Arhive

of the Opera della S. Infanzia in the Propaganda Fide arhive, Rome.

937

Fr Fagnano, Fr Milanesio, Fr Beauvoir: see brief outline in Pro�li di missionari. . . pp. 12, 42, 64.

938

Cf footnote 937

939

In his letter of 29 June, Bishop Cagliero had referred to the fat that the Arhbishop of Buenos Aires,

Leone Federio Aneiros, had written diretly to the Pope asking that his two viar generals, Antonio

Espinosa and Juan Agustín Boneo be named as auxiliary bishops. But having one again failed in his
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this stage I am hoping to ahieve something. The formalities for getting a Cardinal's

Hat for the Arhbishop were well-advaned under Cardinal Nina, but now unfortunately

for us he has passed into eternal life. I have tested other waters, and I'll let you know in

due ourse.

I am preparing a letter for Fr Costamagna, and for your guidane I will partiularly

touh on the Salesian Spirit we want to introdue into our houses in Ameria. Charity,

patiene, gentleness - never degrading rebukes, punishments never - do good to those you

an, evil to no one. This holds for the Salesians among themselves, with their students

and others, those who live with us, and outsiders. In dealing with our Sisters have great

patiene, but be strit in the matter of the observane of their Rules.

In general then, although things are tight here, we will make every sari�e to ome

to your aid. But urge everyone to avoid putting up buildings or aquiring property that

is not stritly neessary for our use. Never buy things with a view to reselling them:

neither �elds or land or buildings with a view to �nanial pro�t.

Try to help us this way. Do what you an to get voations whether for the Sisters or

for the Salesians, but do not take on too many works. Those who want too muh ahieve

little and waste muh.

When you have ause to speak to the Arhbishop, or to Mons. Espinosa or personalities

of that sort, say that I am entirely at their servie, partiularly in matters regarding

Rome.

Tell my niee Rosina

940

to take great are of her health, and that she take great are

not to go to heaven alone. She should go, of ourse, but aompanied by the many souls

she has saved.

God bless all our Salesian sons, our sisters the Daughters of Mary Help of Christians.

May he grant them all health, holiness, and perseverane along the road to Heaven. We

will pray for all of you morning and evening at Our Lady's altar. You too, pray for this

poor, half-blind man who will always be yours in Jesus Christ.

Your loving friend,

e�ort � matters were still in disussion for a number of years with the Roman authorities � he had

asked for Don Boso's mediation. Curiously it would be up to Don Boso's 'son', Bishop Cagliero

to overome the last Roman resistane and thus favour their promotion in 1892-1893. Also the

Bishop of Montevideo. Bishop Innoenzo Maria Yeregui had put forward to Rome the andidature

of his viar general as auxiliary bishop and hoped Don Boso would intervene. One notes the great

trust that Bishop Cagliero had (and with him the two South Amerian Bishops) in Don Boso's

prestige amongst the Vatian hierarhy. He ould ertainly not overlook the very many mediations

by Don Boso per appointment of Italian bishops, whih he had been often testimony to. 20-22 The

arhbishop spoken of here is arhbishop Aneiros (see above) whose promotion to Cardinal Don Boso

had already supported with the Prefet of the Sared Congregation of the Counil, Card. Lorenzo

Nina. Sine this man had died just a few days earlier, Don Boso was letting Bishop Cagliero know

that as soon as he had heard of the Cardinal's death he had immediately made ontat with others

in the Curia.

940

Rosina: born at Castelnuovo d'Asti on 23 July 1868, in reality she was a grandniee of Don Boso's,

daughter of Franeso Boso, the Saint's nephew. She was a postulant and then novie in the FMA

Sister's house at Nizza Monferrato, and left for Ameria with the 1885 missionary expedition. As

soon as she arrived there she got sik and Bishop Cagliero, in his letter to Don Boso of 29 June

wrote: �Sr Rosina is always heerful although not fully reovered�. She died at Viedma on 21 January

1892 at just 23 years of age.
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Fr John Boso.

Turin, August 6, 1885

P.S. A ountless multitude of people want to be remembered to you, and to pay their

respets.

2. To Fr James Costamagna

941

My dear and always beloved Fr Costamagna,

The time for our annual retreats is approahing, and in my delining years, I would

like to have with me all my sons and our sisters in Ameria. This not being possible,

I have thought to write you a letter whih might serve as a guide to you and to our

other onfreres at the time of your retreats whih are not far o� for us, for beoming true

Salesians.

Before anything else we ought to bless and thank the Lord who in his wisdom and

power has helped us overome many great di�ulties, whih we ould never have done

on our own. Te Deum, Ave Maria, et

Furthermore, I myself would like to give a sermon, or better a talk, on the Salesian

Spirit whih ought to inspire and guide our ations, and every word we say. The Pre-

ventive System is truly ours. Never punishments for their own sake, never humiliating

words, no severe dressings-down in the presene of others. Instead, in the lassrooms

gentle, kind, patient words should be heard. Never biting words, never a blow, heavy or

light. Use should be made of negative punishments, and always in a way that those who

have been warned beome our friends more than ever, and never leave us disouraged.

There should be no grumbling against the deisions of the Superiors; instead we should

put up with things not to our liking, or things that give us grief, or displease us. Every

Salesian should beome eah one's friend, and should never seek revenge. He should be

quik to forgive and to forget the things he has forgiven.

The orders of the Superiors should never be put down, and everyone should strive to

give good example, and enourage the giving of it. Every one should be urged - and it

941

Fr Giaomo (James) Costamagna was born at Caramagna, Piedmont, on 23 Marh 1846. He was

12 when he ame to the Oratory, and was ordained priest in 1868. In 1877 he left with the third

missionary expedition for Ameria where, in 1880, he was appointed Retor of the house at Alemagro

and Provinial of the houses in Argentina. While Don Boso was still alive he founded the �rst Salesian

house in Chile and visited various ountries in South Ameria in view of possible foundations. He was

appointed as titular bishop of Colonia and Viar Apostoli of Méndez and Gualaquiza (Euador) in

1895, and only in 1912 did he gain permission from the loal government to set himself up de�nitively

in his mission. He is the author of liturgial, aseti and musial works and was spiritual diretor

of various religious ommunities, espeially of the Daughters of Mary Help of Christians. He served

them both in Italy and in Ameria. He died in Bernal (Argnetina) on 9 September 1921. Cf. Pro�li

missionari. . . pp. 38-42. 29 Fr Giuseppe (Joseph) Vespignani: born at Lugo di Romagna in 1854, he

beame a Salesian after his priestly ordination in 1876. In 1877 he was sent, with the third missionary

expedition, as master of novies in the house at Alamagro. In 1880 he was also vie retor of the

same house and then sueeded Fr Costamagna, by then appointed bishop, as retor and provinial.

In 1922 the 12th General Chapter eleted him as ounillor for tehnial and agriultural eduation,

a role that he arried out for 10 years. He died on 15 January 1932 and his remains were transferred

in 1948 to Buenos Aires. Cf. Pro�li di missionari. . . pp. 48-53.
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should be a onstant reommendation - to promote religious voations whether to the

Sisters, or to the Salesians.

Gentleness in speaking, in ating, in giving advie will win over everyone and every-

thing.

This will be the line you and the others who will share the preahing of the forthoming

retreats will follow.

Give everybody muh freedom, show them muh on�dene. Any one wanting to

write to his Superior, or who might reeive letters from him, should on no aount have

these letters read by anyone, unless the one who reeives the letter should so desire it.

Regarding the more di�ult matters, I warmly advise the Provinials and the Retors

to give appropriate talks. Indeed, I reommend that Fr Vespignani should have a lear

understanding of these things and explain them to his novies and andidates with due

prudene.

As far as it lies in my power, I hope to leave the Congregation without disom�ture.

Therefore I have it in mind to appoint a Viar General

942

who would be an alter ego for

Europe, and another for Ameria. But you will reeive instrutions in this matter in due

ourse.

From time to time during the year, it would be very appropriate for you to all a

meeting of the Retors of the Provine to put to them the guide-lines set out above.

Read, and enourage the reading and the understanding, of our Rules, in partiular the

hapter dealing with the regular prayers, the introdution that I have written to these

same Rules, and the deliberations taken at our General and loal Chapters.

You an see that my words might require a lot of explanation but you are ertainly

apable of understanding them, and where neessary explaining them to our onfreres.

As soon as you an, go and see the Arhbishop, Mgr Espinosa, the Viars General, Mr

Carranza, Rev. Dr Terrero,

943

and our other friends, and greet eah and all humbly and

respetfully, as if I were speaking personally to eah one.

God bless you, dear Fr Costamagna, and with you may He bless and keep in good

health all our onfreres and Sisters. And may Mary, Help of Christians guide us always

along the road to heaven. Amen.

All of you pray for me.

Your loving friend in Jesus Christ,

Fr John Boso.

Turin,

944

August 10, '85.

942

Viar General � this would be Fr Mihael Rua, and the Proviar for Latin Ameria Bishop Cagliero,

whose appointment would be ommuniated to him a few weeks later. See MB XVII 620.

943

As for Arhbishop Esinosa and the viars general of Buenos Aires, see the note for the previous letter.

Edoardo Carranza was the president general of the Conferenes of St Vinent de Paul in Buenos

Aires. Dr. Terrero, or better, Fr Juan Nepomueno Terrero (and not Ferrero as was often written

following probably the badly transribed version of Fr Berto's) had studied theology in Rome and

was for a time in rapport with Don Boso. He would then beome bishop of La Plata.

944

Turin: he would more exatly have written from Mathi, a few kms from Turin, where Don Boso had

gone halfway through July to avoid the terrible heat of the ity.
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3. To Fr Domini Tomatis

945

My dear Fr Tomatis,

Sine I rarely get letters from you, I must suppose you to be very busy, and I believe

it. But letting your dear Don Boso know how you are getting on surely merits being

one of the matters you should not overlook. You will ask, "What should I write about?"

Tell me about the state of your health, and that of your onfreres; whether the Rules

of the Congregation are faithfully observed; whether the monthly Exerise for a Happy

Death is made, and how well; how many pupils you have, and what hopes you hold for

their suess. Do you do anything to ultivate voations, do you have any hopes in this

regard? Is Mons. Cearelli

946

always a friend to the Salesians? I am looking forward

with great pleasure to your replies to these matters.

Given that my life is raing at speed to its onlusion, so things I want to write to you

in this letter are those I would want to reommend to you in the last days of my earthly

exile, that is, my testament to you.

Dear Fr Tomatis, keep �rmly in mind that you beame a Salesian to save your soul.

To all our onfreres preah and reommend the same truth. Remember it is not enough

to know things, they must be put into pratie. May God help us so that the Lord's

words, "They speak, but they do nothing" not be addressed to us.

Try to see the things that onern you with your own eyes. When some one is laking,

or negligent, warn him promptly, without waiting for evils to multiply.

Through your exemplary manner of life, by your harity in speaking, in giving orders,

in putting up with the defets of others, many will be won over to the Congregation.

Constantly reommend attendane at the saraments of Confession and Communion.

The virtues that will make you happy in time and in eternity are humility and harity.

Always be a friend and father to our onfreres. Help them in every way you an both

in spiritual and seular matters. Know how to make use of them for every thing that

will bring glory to God.

Eah of the thoughts expressed on this page need something of an explanation. You

an do this on your own behalf, and for others.

947

God bless you, my ever-dear Fr Tomatis. Give my warmest greetings to all our onfr-

eres, friends and benefators. Tell them I pray for them every morning during the Holy

Mass, and that I humbly ommend myself to the prayers of all.

God grant we might be able to see eah other again in this mortal exile, but that in any

ase we might one day praise the holy name of Jesus and of Mary in a blessed eternity.

Amen.

945

Fr Domenio (Domini) Tomatis was born at Trinità (Cuneo) in 1849. He entered the Oratory at a

very young age, and was ordained priest in 1875. Don Boso had him amongst those leaving for the

�rst missionary expedition, but then for a few months he found himself at Varazze as a teaher for

the �fth year seondary lass. He was Retor of the ollege of S. Niolás de los Aroyos in Argnetina,

and in Santiago, Chile.

946

Monsignor Pietro Bartolomeo Cearelli: parish priest of S. Niolás de los Aroyos, one of the main

supporters of Salesian growth in Argentina.

947

Eah of the thoughts. . . others: see preeding letter. (�but you are ertainly apable of understanding

them, and where neessary explaining them to our onfrere�)
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Before long I will write to you, or have others write, on matters of some importane.

May Mary keep us safe and guide us along the path to heaven. Amen

Yours a�etionately in Jesus Christ,

Fr John Boso.

Mathi, August 14, 1885

948

948

Fr Domenio Tomatis answered on 5 November 1885 with a wide-ranging letter in whih he responded

to all of Don Boso's questions in an orderly way: health, the Rules, the Exerise for a Happy Death,

voations, Mons. Cearelli. He �nished by thanking, with singular a�etion and great pratial

ommitment: �I do not know how to thank you enough for the valuable reminders you have given me

in your letter, and that you leave me as a testament. But I think you wanted to do the opposite to

what many do, who want to tell you their �nal will when they an speak no further. Your fatherly

approah wanted to pik up things from a distane and leave us well before time with reminders that

you want us to arry out later. Meanwhile I will have the onsolation of having the help of your

prayers to put them into pratie from now on and trying my best to arrive at what you want me

to be in your truly fatherly love. I have written down your reminders on a page that I have added

to our Rules so I an keep them under my gaze more frequently: and so may the Lord help me not

to forget them in my work, just as I have them present in my thoughts. Every evening after having

thanked the Lord for having reated me, made me a Christian and a priest, I bless him for having

made me a Salesian and I pray to the Holy trinity for my beloved father, Don Boso, for my beloved

onfreres and for the growth of our Soiety� (D. Tomatis, Epistolario (1874-1903). Critial edition

by J. Borrego. Rome., LAS 1992, pp. 188-191).
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